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Abstract 
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Physical Appearance, Body and Mind. 
 
This thesis addresses how female beauty was understood in the eighteenth century 
and aims to build on and expand the existing scholarship from Robert Jones, Tita 
Chico, Tassie Gwilliam, G. J. Barker-Benfield and Naomi Baker, amongst others. 
Each of these scholars has discussed various areas of beauty, including taste, 
cosmetics, sensibility, gender and, for Baker, the opposite to beauty, ugliness. 
Building on these areas of study, this thesis will address the concept of beauty in 
both its physical and moral sense. That is, the connection of the beautiful body 
with the ideas or associations it has come to signify. For example, the beautiful 
female body usually informs readings of virtue, morality, goodness, but, in some 
cases, beauty can be read as wantonness, immorality and foolishness.  
In order to navigate these contradictory associations, the thesis has been 
split into category chapters and divided into two parts. The first part will examine 
beauty's physiognomic origins, its role in aesthetic philosophy, and its artistic 
expression. In the second part, with a more literary focus, the concept of beauty 
will be discussed in connection to its moral associations, the effects of cosmetics 
and health, and how concerns for reading the body are considered in the mid-
century's moral novels. The evidence for the thesis will include various types of 
literature, including scientific and artistic treatises, fairytales, letters, 
advertisements, recipe books, cosmetic manuals, poetry and prose fiction.  
Although the scope of this thesis is wide reaching, the relationship 
between the body and mind, that is, the legibility of the inner qualities on the 
external signs of the body, remains very much at its centre. These numerous and 
varying examples have been chosen to demonstrate how influential this 
connection really was in the period, and how it informs the understanding of 
female beauty in the eighteenth-century.  
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'It is Virtue and Goodness only, 
that make the True Beauty': 
Understanding Female Beauty in 
the Eighteenth Century 
  
2 
Introduction 
A Man needs no arguments to make him discern and approve what is 
Beautiful; it strikes at first sight and attracts without a reason. And as 
this Beauty is found in the shape and form of corporeal things; so also 
is there analogous to it a Beauty of another kind, an order, a 
symmetry, and comeliness in the moral world. And as the Eye 
perceives the one, so the Mind does by a certain interior sense 
perceive the other, which sense, talent, or faculty is ever quickest and 
purest in the noblest of Minds.1  
* 
In his recognition of both an immediate, visual response to physical beauty, and 
the subsequent interpretation of that beauty through the mind, George Berkeley's 
Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher (1732) goes some way to introducing the 
focus of this thesis. With specific attention to female beauty, this research 
explores the numerous and often-contradictory interpretations of character that are 
associated with physical beauty. With examples ranging from the beginning of the 
eighteenth century to the 1770s, this research aims to prove that the understanding 
of female beauty, or the way it is recognised as both a physical and moral subject, 
is a significant and under-acknowledged facet of eighteenth-century critical 
analysis. Berkeley's thought, the idea that beauty informs a dual interpretation in 
the physical and moral reading of the body, is one that remains at the heart of 
eighteenth-century thinking. This duality became entrenched in the definition of 
femininity, where the physical perfection of the body indicated the moral 
superiority of the individual. It is for this reason that the following research 
concentrates on female beauty, rather than male beauty, as it was evidently more 
susceptible to thoughts on virtue and patriarchal notions of feminine conduct.  
In this research, I argue that understanding, or attempting to understand, 
the relationship between the beautiful body and the interpretation of the character 
within can be found in many aspects of eighteenth-century society, from morality 
and notions of sensibility, to health, disease, scientific reasoning, even gender 
                                                
1 George Berkeley, Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher, vol. 1 of 2 (London: [no pub.], 1732), 
pp. 161–62. 
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distinction and social rank. In identifying this connection, we are better able to 
understand the way beauty was used to prescribe, reinforce and even challenge 
established feminine virtues. 
While there have been numerous studies into the surrounding topics in the 
period, the critical research into the understanding and significance of beauty is 
still very much in its infancy. An area undergoing recent critical development is 
physiognomy, the main topic of Chapter One and a significant facet of this 
research's examination of the connection between body and mind. Physiognomy is 
the reading of the character, and often health of the individual from the shape and 
colour of the facial and bodily features. Considering the role of physiognomy in 
the understanding of beauty, this thesis will look at the way the pseudoscience 
was adapted and applied throughout the period, and how it informed many of the 
social stereotypes associated with physical beauty. My argument that 
physiognomy acts as a foundation to the understanding and interpretation of 
female beauty in this period aims to build on the existing scholarship on the 
history of physiognomy and its development in literature from Martin Porter, 
Patricia Fara, Shearer West, Mary Fissell, Lucy Hartley and Graeme Tytler.2 The 
recent works of Juliet McMaster and Jennie Batchelor on reading the body, 
specifically the female body, also make a significant contribution in their 
discussion of physiognomy, expression, and sexual desire in this period.3 
Under the subject of beauty, cosmetics have received the most critical 
attention, with many studies detailing their material uses, particularly in theatres 
and art, as well as the cultural responses to the art of beautifying. The subject is 
                                                
2 See Martin Porter, Windows of the Soul: the Art of Physiognomy in European Culture, 1470-
1760 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Patricia Fara, 'Marginalized Practices', in The 
Cambridge History of Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 485–507 (p. 
495); Shearer West, 'Wilkes's Squint: Synedochic Physiognomy and Political Identity in 
Eighteenth-Century Print Culture', Eighteenth-Century Studies, 33, 1 (1999), 65–84; and 'Polemic 
and the Passions: Dr James Parsons's Human Physiognomy Explained and Hogarth's Aspirations 
for British History Painting', in British Journal of Eighteenth-Century Studies, 13, 1 (1990), 73–89 
(p. 76). Mary Fissell, Patients, Power, and the Poor in Eighteenth-Century Bristol (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991); Lucy Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression in 
Nineteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); and Graeme Tytler, 
Physiognomy in the European Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982). 
3 Juliet McMaster, Reading the Body in the Eighteenth-Century Novel (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2004); and Jennie Batchelor, Dress, Distress and Desire (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 
2005). 
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particularly fruitful in the early-modern period, in the scholarship of Edith Snook, 
Farah Karim-Cooper, Frances E. Dolan, Patricia Phillippy and Annette Drew-
Bear, where they consider the use of cosmetics and the way they are used to 
construct the image of femininity.4 There are also several studies specifically in 
the eighteenth century from Tita Chico, Caroline Palmer, Morag Martin and 
Tassie Gwilliam, which focus on the role of commerce, gender difference and the 
fashionable trends in dress and cosmetics.5 Building on these studies, Chapter 
Five of this thesis discusses the use, availability and reputation of cosmetics, as 
well as the way they confound the interpretation of beauty, creating illegibility in 
the body – particularly in the identification of disease – and become entangled 
with satire and readings of sexual promiscuity. 
However, the most comprehensive studies concerning beauty and gender 
in this period, particularly in the construction of taste, sensibility and femininity, 
are Robert W. Jones's Gender and the Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Century 
Britain: The Analysis of Beauty and G. J. Barker-Benfield's The Culture of 
Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain, both of which have 
been valuable resources within this research, particularly in their analyses of 
eighteenth-century culture and its social ideals.6 Naomi Baker's recent study Plain 
Ugly: The Unattractive Body in Early-Modern Culture, traces the early-modern 
conceptions of ugliness with an approach similar to this thesis' engagement with 
eighteenth-century beauty, and Baker has provided valuable research in the 
                                                
4 See Edith Snook, Women, Beauty and Power in Early Modern England: A Feminist Literary 
History (London: Palgrave, 2011); Farah Karim-Cooper, Cosmetics in Shakespearean and 
Renaissance Drama (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2006); Frances E. Dolan,  'Taking 
the Pencil out of God 's Hand: Art, Nature, and the Face-Painting Debate in Early Modern England 
', in PMLA, 108, 2 (1993), 224–39; Patricia Phillippy, Painting Women: Cosmetics, Canvases & 
Early Modern Culture (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); and Annette Drew-
Bear, Painted Faces on the Renaissance Stage: the Moral Significance of Face-Painting 
Conventions (London and Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1994). 
5 See Tita Chico, Designing Women: The Dressing Room in Eighteenth-Century English 
Literature and Culture (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2005); Morag Martin, Selling 
Beauty: Cosmetics, Commerce and French Society 1750–1830 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2009); and Tassie Gwilliam, 'Cosmetic Poetics: Colouring Faces in the 
Eighteenth Century', in Body and Text in the Eighteenth Century, ed. by Veronica Kelly and 
Dorothea E. Von Mücke (California: Stanford University Press, 1994), pp. 144–59.  
6 See Robert Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Century Britain: The 
Analysis of Beauty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); and G. J. Barker-Benfield, 
The Culture of Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1992). 
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connection between deformity and religious beliefs.7 More generally, this research 
has drawn on the work of Roy Porter, particularly his research concerning medical 
history and social practice, and the studies of Paul Guyer in his work on the 
movement, themes and development of eighteenth-century aesthetic debates.8 The 
studies into modern understandings of beauty from Daniel S. Hamermesh and Jeff 
E. Biddle, and Cinzia Di Dio, Emiliano Macaluso and Giacomo Rizzolatti, have 
also provided a useful comparison for the theoretical approach to understanding 
the psychological reaction to beauty.9 
In this research, I will attempt to unite these areas of research and identify 
the key themes in the interpretation and understanding of female beauty in the 
eighteenth century. Beginning this research, it quickly became apparent that there 
was a significant gap between the critical analysis of the elements associated with 
physical beauty, that is morality, sexuality, gender, medicine, health, and thoughts 
on sensibility. Treating these aspects in isolation has left the study of beauty and 
its wider implications wanting, demonstrating a necessity to understand beauty at 
a more fundamental level, and explore the connecting factors between these 
aspects. The contradictory and complex interpretations of beauty are therefore 
addressed throughout this research, with the aim of developing an applicable 
critical analysis for the way female beauty was understood within this period, 
                                                
7 Naomi Baker, Plain Ugly: The Unattractive Body in Early-Modern Culture (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2010). 
8 See Roy Porter, 'Mixed Feelings: the Enlightenment and Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century 
Britain', in Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Boucé (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1982), pp. 1–27; and Health for Sale: Quackery in England, 1660–
1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989); Paul Guyer, 'Eighteenth-Century 
Aesthetics', in A Companion to Aesthetics, ed. by Stephen Davies, Kathleen Marie Higgins, Robert 
Hopkins and others (Oxford: Blackwell, 2009), pp. 32–50; and Values of Beauty: Historical 
Essays in Aesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); see also, M. H. Abrams, 
'From Addison to Kant: Modern Aesthetics and the Exemplary Art', in Studies in Eighteenth-
Century British Art and Aesthetics, ed. by Ralph Cohen (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: 
University of California Press, 1985), pp. 16–48. 
9 See Daniel S. Hamermesh and Jeff E. Biddle, 'Beauty and the Labor Market', in The American 
Economic Review, vol. 84, 5 (1994), 1174–1194 (p. 1175). Hamermesh and Biddle's study follows 
an experiment in which participants were asked to rate photographs of people in order of their 
beauty found there was a significant correlation in the results. Based on these results, they suggest 
that 'within a culture at a point in time there is tremendous agreement on standards of beauty'. For 
another modern evaluation of beauty, focusing on the neural bases of aesthetic judgement, see 
Cinzia Di Dio, Emiliano Macaluso and Giacomo Rizzolatti, The Golden Beauty: Brain Responses 
to Classical and Renaissance Sculptures (2007) <http://www.plosone.org> [accessed 24 May 
2014]. 
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through the interpretive connection between body and mind. The scale of the 
endeavour is perhaps why a more comprehensive study of beauty in this period 
has not yet been attempted, but there is certainly room in the existing scholarship 
for a broader investigation into the relevant areas. The relationship between body 
and mind, specifically the beautiful body and the beautiful mind, has presented 
itself throughout this research as the uniting factor in beauty's interpretation and 
its cultural relevance. The reading of the beautiful female body informs the ideals 
of femininity, virtue, good health and sensibility, but can, at the same time, cast 
doubt on these aspects, becoming associated with sexual attraction, pride, 
foolishness and, particularly in the use of cosmetics, disease and falsity. As these 
associations are often socially sourced, this predominantly literary study of beauty 
can also offer insight into the potential mentality and social expectations of 
eighteenth-century culture.  
In order to build on and acknowledge the existing critical analyses, and to 
address the comprehensive and varying associations of female beauty, the thesis is 
divided into six chapters, examining the subjects of physiognomy, aesthetic 
philosophy, art, character description in children's moral literature, cosmetics, and 
the interpretation of true beauty, both moral and physical, in the close reading of 
Samuel Richardson's Clarissa (1747–48). These areas have been chosen not only 
to expand the current research, but also to demonstrate the root and development 
of ideas concerning female beauty. This research does not attempt to connect 
these areas to simply find a pattern within them, but to show how each subject is 
connected to the basic association of physical and moral beauty. For this purpose, 
the first three chapters show how inner beauty and the perfect physical body were 
interpreted from an empirical viewpoint, considering the crude pseudoscience of 
physiognomy and its potential for rational scientific and medical theories, to its 
appearance in philosophical arguments on human reaction and thoughts on artistic 
expression. The chapters Four, Five and Six develop the cultural understanding of 
beauty and consider its impact on literature, from the basic descriptions of 
beautiful and ugly characters in children's fiction, the use of cosmetics as 
indicators of disease and sexual promiscuity in Jonathan Swift's poetry, to the 
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accumulation of beauty's contradictory interpretation of virtue, sexual attraction 
and pride in Clarissa. 
* 
Primarily, this thesis uses primary examples of discussions and descriptions 
regarding female beauty from the final decades of the seventeenth century up to 
the 1780s, with the majority of the sources accumulating in the mid-century, 
between 1720 and 1760. There was a particularly significant rise in the production 
of materials around this time considering the subject of beauty; it infiltrated the 
market across multiple platforms, from philosophical treatises and moral conduct 
manuals, to poems and critical satires. The various attempts to explain beauty and 
its affect on the senses evidence a growing concern with its legibility and its 
increasing importance in questions of morality and sensibility. Understanding 
beauty, or claiming to, became a useful tool, not only in a philosophical capacity, 
but also in literature, art, medicine and even science. 
Identifying the features of a perfect physical beauty however appears to be 
somewhat simpler than identifying the moral values associated with it. As Ruth 
Kelso points out, the standards of physical female beauty, with the exception of 
the changing trends in hair colour, have changed very little throughout history: 
The preferred type of beauty is well known—long fair, curling hair, 
dark eyes, arched black eyebrows, white skin faintly tinged with pink 
[…] these features most commonly praised belong to a convention 
that reaches back to the Greeks. 10 
While this type of physical female beauty is representative of a preference for fair 
skin, the physical aspects are not what necessarily trouble the understanding of 
beauty. Instead, it is why this beautiful image is so commonly recognised that 
drives many of the philosophical discussions, and how this image of beauty 
becomes indicative of a character stereotype drives the rest. 
Simply recognising physical beauty is a capability everyone possesses, but 
according to most eighteenth-century philosophy, it takes much more to see moral 
beauty. Francis Hutcheson, in his An Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of 
                                                
10 Ruth Kelso, Doctrine for the Lady of the Renaissance (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 
1956), pp. 192–93. 
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Beauty and Virtue (1725), writes 'there is some Sense of Beauty natural to Men; 
that we find as great an Agreement of Men in their Relishes of Forms, as in their 
external Senses which all agree to be natural'.11 However, the interpretation of 
physical beauty stems from the legibility of the beautiful body, and the ability to 
read it accurately is often linked to notions of good taste and moral intelligence. 
For example, in the epistle 'Of Beauty, To the Earl of -' (1757), the addressee 
notes, 
your Lordship betrays a Willingness to conclude that Beauty is only a 
Relative to the human Taste, and as Tastes differ so will Beauty, 
therefore nothing can be affirmed certainly beautiful: [but] there is a 
Tendency to beauty, which is a Tendency to Perfection: [...] The 
Perfection of the human Body lies in its Fitness for the Uses of Life, 
and for those Uses the most beautiful are best fitted[; those] quick in 
learning, and graceful in performing: If then Beauty is but another 
Name for Perfection it seems not unreasonable that it should be 
admired.12 
While there may be physical traits that are typically agreed to be beautiful, the 
interpretation of that same beautiful body becomes almost limitless.  
The collaboration of the subjective and objective both informs and 
challenges the initial, natural response to visual beauty, and the subsequent 
judgement of that beauty. These are the two general concepts that accumulate in 
the philosophies of beauty, which argue that its identification is a natural reaction 
and that our experience of beauty informs a subsequent interpretation of character. 
However, the problem with the latter of these concepts is that the experience of 
beauty and its associated characteristics develop from social exposure. While the 
first supports an innate recognition of beauty and its perfect form, the latter 
presents issues of prejudice, comparison and stereotype. This is particularly 
evident in the prevailing trends in fashion, especially amongst the upper ranks. 
With a high level of public exposure, the trends in beauty developed from signs of 
wealth and luxury, producing the iconic white faces and heavily rouged cheeks 
                                                
11 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (London: J. 
Osborn and T. Longman, 1725), pp. vii–viii. 
12 [Anon.] Of Beauty. To the Earl of – (London: W. Owen, 1757), pp. 4–7. 
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that exaggerated typically feminine beauty. The interpretation of the body, 
especially in a culture where self-prognosis and home medicating informed the 
way people viewed the sick or healthy body, also worked to reinforce stereotypes, 
where deformities and physical differences were understood as unhealthy or even 
signs of immoral characters. The ability to recognise certain physical signifiers is 
aids the judgement of the sick from the healthy, the young from the old, and the 
good from the bad.13 This same basic application is also present in the scientific 
developments of the Enlightenment, particularly in the new ideas on the nerves 
and the sensibility of the body after the publication of Isaac Newton's Opticks 
(1704) and George Cheyne's The English Malady (1733), which both align 
physical characteristics with interior qualities.14 
As an essentially psychological study of how people judge character from 
an individual's physical appearance, the most influential subject covered in this 
research is the pseudoscience of physiognomy. Based on the ancient beliefs of 
humoral theory, physiognomy works with physical stereotypes as a means of 
internal interpretation. Humoral theory worked on a regulation of the four bodily 
humours, blood, black bile, yellow bile and phlegm, representing numerous 
attributes, but more significantly the associations of happiness, melancholy, 
irritability and phlegmatic behaviour.15 Although physiognomy has never been 
considered as a true science (although it did come close with the work of Johann 
Kaspar Lavater in the 1770s), and reportedly fell out of favour throughout the 
century, I argue that the theories of physiognomy made a significant contribution 
to the discussion of beauty in this period.16 There is a psychological foundation to 
physiognomy that utilises stereotypical links between physical appearance and 
character. Physiognomy tries to evaluate and simplify how people identify the 
young and old, healthy and sick, ugly and beautiful through their physical 
                                                
13 See Baker, Plain Ugly (2010), pp. 44–46. 
14 See Chapter Two and Barker-Benfield, Culture (1992), pp. 1–36, particularly pp. 4–5, 10–11, 
24–29. 
15 For a useful description of humoral theory see Elaine Hobby, ed., 'Introduction', in The Birth of 
Mankind, by Thomas Raynalde (Burlington and Surrey: Ashgate, 2009), pp. xv–xxxvii (pp. xx-
xxii). 
16 Both Martin Porter and Patricia Fara claim that physiognomy had a  'laughable' reputation in the 
eighteenth century. See Fara, 'Marginalized Practices ', in The Cambridge History of Science 
(2003), p. 495; and M. Porter, Windows of the Soul (2005), p. 18. 
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attributes. Understanding how people recognise or associate with what is visually 
presented to them was a major part of physiognomy's continued appeal and 
evolution. 
As the principal condition in physiognomy is physical beauty, the ideal 
symbol of health and youth, the pseudoscience accepts that all other physical 
appearances vary from this state. It is this principle that underpins many of the 
circulating theories of beauty. For example, Joshua Reynolds notes in his article 
for The Idler in 1759 that 'beauty is the medium or centre of all various forms'.17 
Similarly, Joseph Spence's Crito: or a Dialogue on Beauty (1752) explains that 
'all Excess is hurtful, and all Excess ugly'.18 An eighteenth-century edition of Erra 
Pater's long-established The Book of Knowledge (1720) likewise suggests that 'all 
Extremes are irregular and a Deviation from Nature'.19 But these 'extremes' are not 
the acknowledgement of varying body types; instead, they imply that misshapen 
forms are caused by the internal state of the individual. For example, Edmund 
Burke, in his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas on the Sublime 
and Beautiful (1757), claims that 
Physiognomy has a considerable share in beauty, especially in that of 
our own species. The manners give a certain determination to the 
countenance, which being observed to correspond pretty regularly 
with them, is capable of joining the effect of certain agreeable 
qualities of the mind to those of the body. So that to form a finished 
human beauty, and to give it its full influence, the face must be 
expressive of such gentle and amiable qualities, as correspond with 
the softness, smoothness, and delicacy of the outward form.20 
Acknowledging that youth and beauty are the physical ideals, and that the beauty 
of the body expresses 'amiable qualities', means that any variation from the ideal 
                                                
17 Joshua Reynolds, 'The True Idea of Beauty', no. 82, The Idler, 10 November 1759, p. 258. 
18 Harry Beaumont [Joseph Spence], Crito, or, a Dialogue on Beauty (London: R. Dodsley, 1752), 
p. 23. [All subsequent references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses following the 
text]. 
19 Erra Pater [pseud.] trans. by William Lilly, The Book of Knowledge (London: T. Norris, 1720), 
p. 51. The Book of Knowledge or The Prognostication of Erra Pater had been in print, in various 
forms, from around 1535, but did not mention physiognomy until 1698, and not extensively until 
the eighteenth-century printings. 
20 Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful (London: R. and J. Dodsley, 1757), p. 104. [All subsequent references are to this edition 
and will appear in parentheses following the quotation]. 
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form reduces its beauty. But recognising this connection was not enough, and so 
an explanation of what makes a person appear young and beautiful, and why, 
generally-speaking, people share this acknowledgment, are more of a challenge. 
The understanding that the recognition of beauty was common to all 
mankind is the premise of most aesthetic philosophies. Taking note of Locke's 
theory of ideas in his Essays Concerning Human Understanding (1690), the 
association of objects, or the ideas that we assign to particular images, is an 
essential element to the discussion of beauty, informing how we see with both our 
mind and our eyes.21 Furthermore, in his Inquiry, Hutcheson explains that we 
associate certain colours or objects through an 'accidental Conjunction of Ideas', 
which 'may recur constantly with that of the Colour or Fashion'.22 Hutcheson 
suggests that the recognition of beauty is also based in experience, and explains 
that nothing can 'be beautiful, without relation to any Mind which perceives it'.23 
Denis Diderot's On the Origin and Nature of the Beautiful, published in 1752, 
likewise established that everything that is 'Beautiful' must have 'the power of 
awakening the notion of relation in my mind […] and the pleasure that 
accompanies [that] perception'.24 In a similar fashion, Spence, in his Crito, stated 
that  
EVERY Object that is pleasing to the Eye, when looked upon, or 
delightful to the Mind, on Recollections, may be called beautiful; so 
that Beauty, in general, may stretch as wide as the visible Creation, or 
even as far as the Imagination can go (6). 
The only problem with this relation is that the interpretation can be both 
individually and socially sourced, as it is an association based on experience. 
Joshua Reynolds, in his letter to The Idler (1759), suggests that one informs the 
other, and these individual associations actually develop from social experience. 
He claims  
                                                
21 See John Locke, John Locke: An Essay Concerning Human Understanding in Focus, ed. Gary 
Fuller, Robert Stecker, and John P. Wright (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), p. 77. 
22 Hutcheson, Inquiry, p. 5. 
23 Inquiry, p. 13. 
24 Denis Diderot, On the Origin and Nature of the Beautiful, cited in Paul Guyer,  'Eighteenth-
Century Aesthetics ', in A Companion to Aesthetics (2009), p. 34. 
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if we were more used to deformity than beauty, deformity would then 
lose the idea now annexed to it, and take that of beauty; as, if the 
whole world should agree that 'yes' and 'no' should change their 
meanings, 'yes' would then deny, and 'no' would affirm.25  
Here Reynolds relies on the common perception of beauty and the ideas 
commonly annexed to it. What the study of aesthetics in this period most 
adamantly demonstrates is that there is not only a dual perception of beauty, based 
on both innate and socially informed reactions, but that they are, although only in 
assumption, universally acknowledged.  
Assuming that there is a collective agreement in what makes an object 
beautiful is something that comes quite easily in most discussions of beauty. For 
example, Hutcheson claims, or rather assumes, that 'every one acknowledges he is 
more delighted with a fine Face [and] a just Picture, than with the View of any 
one Colour'.26 Spence also suggests that colour has a significant part in beauty in 
his Crito: 'The Reason why [the] Colours [red and white] please so much is […] 
owing in some Degree to the Idea they carry with them of good Health; without 
which, all Beauty grows languid and less engaging' (9). Pale skin and pink blushes 
may be the physical indicators of youth and beauty, but explaining why is more 
complex. The pale faces and rouged cheeks of the eighteenth-century woman may 
be a familiar stereotype, but the association of fair skin with physical beauty is not 
free from subjective ideas. The adjective 'fair', for example, is loaded with racial 
and sexual tensions. In Samuel Johnson's 1775 dictionary, the entry reads: '1. 
Beautiful; elegant of feature; handsome. Fair seems in the common acceptation to 
be restrained, when applied to women, to the beauty of the face'; '2. Not black; not 
brown; white in the complexion'; '3. Pleasing to the eye; beautiful in general', and 
'4. Clean; pure.' These physical traits are developed by visual associations, where 
a person's clear skin becomes connected with a clear conscience and good health, 
just as scarred or disfigured features can denote ill health or indicate an unsavoury 
character.27 While many of these physical stereotypes are culturally specific, 
                                                
25 Reynolds,  'The True Idea of Beauty', no. 82, in The Idler, p. 265. 
26 Hutcheson, Inquiry (1725), p. 6. 
27 As a well known biblical example, Baker suggests that the public association of physical signs 
or blemishes with negativity and sin takes some influence from the story of Cain and Abel in 
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relating to common skin, eye and hair colours, the issue of health and the way 
illness is identified is much less transient. In her research, Baker refers to the 
humoral association of beautiful physical signifiers, where blushes and red lips 
are considered a result of the sanguine or blood humour, the most positive and 
healthy of the humoral characters.28 Baker claims that 'the humoural model 
pathologises ugliness as illness and this initially appears to undermine […] 
unattractive features'.29 Being able to identify health in a culture reliant on visual 
signifiers was especially important and the connection between body and mind 
detailed by humoral theory offered a historically established categorisation of 
these signifiers. Terms like 'ugliness' and 'unattractive' are often used, much like 
'beauty' and 'goodness', in the belief that their visual association is common to 
all.30  
In the development of the body and mind's relationship, beauty's role in 
the construction of femininity is pivotal, as women were the face of, and 
challenge to, beauty's ideal state. In his examination of femininity and beauty in 
the eighteenth century, Robert Jones claims that these were regulated by 'a variety 
of discourses which commented on, or attempted to prescribe the social place of 
women within eighteenth-century culture'.31 As the end of the seventeenth and 
beginning of the eighteenth century saw new definitions for women – physically, 
mentally and socially – these alterations presented several issues. With scientific 
advances and their increasingly public roles in society, women's bodies were 
becoming a completely separate entity from their male counterparts, and their 
emotional and behavioural conduct became entirely ruled by patriarchal 
constructions of femininity and social expectation. Jones suggests that women's 
physical appearance was thought to 'enhance or render problematic' their newly 
defined roles as 'agents of sociable interaction'.32 The conflicting view of women's 
                                                
Genesis 4, when Cain kills Abel and is marked for it:  'And the LORD set a mark upon Cain ', 
Genesis 4:15, King James Bible. See Baker, Plain Ugly, p. 44. 
28 See Baker, Plain Ugly, pp. 44–6. 
29 Plain Ugly, p. 46. 
30 The subject of ugliness and immoral behaviour is discussed at length in Chapter Four. 
31 Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste, p. 153. 
32 Jones, Gender, p. 153. An example of this 'corrupting' can be found in Mary Astell, An Essay in 
Defence of the Female Sex (London: A. Roper and E. Wilkinson, 1696), p. 8. 'Our Company is 
generally by our Adversaries represented as unprofitable and irksome to Men of Sense, and by 
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role in society fuelled arguments that women were both exemplary for their 
delicacy and natural taste, and a corrupting force of effeminacy.33  
There is an evident tension surrounding what was expected of women, and 
what power they could gain from their social interaction. This tension is evident 
in the discussion of cosmetics. When artificial beauty is introduced into the 
configuration of femininity, the social anxiety increases – although it should be 
noted that it was not only women who used cosmetics. Chico points out the 
duality of cosmetic enhancement in this period: 
cosmetic adornment in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was 
often perceived to threaten social order. Texts debating the values of 
cosmetics often figure face painting as degrading women, even though 
this position frequently obscures a more profound concern that such 
art actually empowers women. [...] Cosmetics subsequently provoke 
questions about verisimilitude and art, and about the kinds of benefits 
that women might properly or improperly derive from face painting.34 
Cosmetics, discussed more formally in Chapter Five, met with mixed reactions, 
but these are often underpinned by patriarchal values. Where they were 
condemned as dishonest and immoral, it is evident that their empowering nature 
needed to be restrained. In the approval of cosmetics, there is also an element of 
control, one that accepts the practice but also insists that women's beautifying is 
for men's gain – it is for them to enjoy.  
The patriarchal reinforcement of feminine values is expressed in Burke's 
Enquiry. Burke stipulates that women's greater beauty is a result of their bodily 
expression of delicacy, and the submissive qualities aligned with femininity: 
both sexes are capable of beauty, but the female of the greatest, which 
I believe will hardly be attributed to the superior exactness or 
proportion in the fair sex. […] An air of robustness and strength is 
                                                
some of the more vehement Sticklers against us, as Criminal. These Imputations as they are unjust, 
especially the latter, so they favour strongly of the Malice, Arrogance and Sottishness of those, 
that most frequently urge 'em; who are commonly either conceited Fops, whose success in their 
Pretences to the favour of our Sex has been not greater than their Merit, and fallen very far short of 
their Vanity and Presumption, or a sort of morose, ill-bread, unthinking Fellows, who appear to be 
Men only by their Habit and Beards, and are scarce distinguishable from Brutes but by their Figure 
and Risibility.' This extract is also included in Vivien Jones, ed., Women in the Eighteenth 
Century: Constructions of Femininity (London: Routledge, 1990), p. 207. 
33 See Jones, Gender pp. 154–55. 
34 Chico, Designing Women, pp. 109–10. 
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very prejudicial to beauty. An appearance of delicacy, and even of 
fragility, is almost essential to it [as] the beauty of women is 
considerably owing to their weakness, or delicacy, and is even 
enhanced by their timidity, a quality of mind analogous to [beauty] 
(80, 101–2). 
Burke explains that the softer sentiments are more beautiful than those he 
associates with the more masculine notions of the sublime, 'such as fortitude, 
justice, wisdom, and the like' which often cause 'terror rather than love' (92). His 
theory aligns feminine beauty with love and weakness, and the masculine 
physique with strength and terror, attributing opposite physical and emotional 
signifiers to each gender. When thoughts on femininity and social roles are 
factored into the traditional male-authored concepts of beauty, what should be a 
purely aesthetic philosophy is confounded by social practice, prejudice and 
cultural trends. 
Taking these factors into account, this research will identify the 
understanding of beauty as not simply an element of aesthetic philosophy, but a 
scientific, psychological, medical and cultural phenomenon, formed from both 
natural instinct and social custom. Beauty's eighteenth-century theorists 
entertained the thought-processes of ancient philosophers while acknowledging 
current social trends and new scientific understandings of the body. The je ne sais 
quoi that dismisses the rational discussion of beauty now needed to be identified, 
answered and formed into a standard of beauty that could not only inform notions 
of taste and femininity, but be marketed as a means of conduct and well-being.  
Organisation 
The first chapter, 'Understanding Beauty' discusses the role of physiognomy and 
the psychological interpretations of the beautiful body. Within the discussion I 
trace the development of the pseudoscience, beginning with Charles Le Brun's 
artistic work on the physical expression of the passions in the late seventeenth 
century.35 Despite its past reputation with fortune-tellers and ancient philosophy, 
physiognomy entered long-standing vernacular health books such as The Book of 
Knowledge for the first time at the beginning of the eighteenth century. It then 
                                                
35 See Charles Le Brun, Méthode pour Apprendre à Dessiner les Passions (Paris: [n.pub.], 1698);  
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found new life in James Parsons' 1747 treatise on human physiognomy, as he 
attempted to move the pseudoscience into the realm of modern medicine. The 
once chequered past of a star-sign and humour based party-trick became a 
genuine tool for reading the character through the body's appearance. This 
opening chapter provides the foundation of the study, linking early social and 
psychological theories to the wider reading of appearance and character.  
 Chapter Two begins to trace the development of physiognomic ideas in 
aesthetic philosophy. Through a discussion of the prevailing theorists, including 
Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Hume and Burke, and their specific thoughts on the 
perception of beauty, the second chapter begins to develop the rational 
exploration of beauty and how it is perceived through the senses. With an 
examination of the major philosophers and their thoughts on beauty, I argue that 
the patriarchal notions of taste and sensibility present in these treatises reinforce 
the submissive feminine qualities that become twined with the understanding of 
physical and moral beauty. 
 The third chapter, 'Analysing Beauty', continues to develop the aesthetic 
philosophies, analysing the works William Hogarth and Joshua Reynolds, 
considering their thoughts on beauty in a more practical application. Physiognomy 
develops into thoughts and discussions regarding artistic expression, where the 
signification and interpretation of beauty becomes a process of recreation. With 
an examination of Hogarth's The Analysis of Beauty (1753) and Reynolds' article 
in The Idler, 'The True Idea of Beauty' (1759) and his Discourses on Art (1778), I 
argue that the paintings and illustrations of these two artists, particularly those of 
women, need to be addressed with a knowledge of each artist's understanding of 
physiognomic theory. 
 Chapter Four considers 'Moral Beauty', and begins to move the argument 
towards a literary perspective. Considering the use of stereotypes in fairytales and 
moral literature, the chapter applies the physiognomic theories to an 
understanding of the basic character types and their signification. The role of 
comparison, a subject detailed in Chapter Two and Three, also becomes much 
more significant, as the good characters in these literary examples are physically 
cast against their bad counterparts. I argue that the character descriptions in moral 
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children's literature, particularly in Sarah Fielding's The Governess, or, Little 
Female Academy (1749), which includes physiognomic identifiers of each girl's 
character, are used to establish a form of moral conduct, which works to persuade 
readers that good behaviour will make them appear physically beautiful. 
 Where Chapter Four develops the moral association of physical beauty, 
Chapter Five, entitled 'False Beauty', considers the social complexity of cosmetic 
enhancement in its negotiation of bourgeois luxury and prostitution. The evidence 
for this chapter comes in the form of cosmetic manuals, arguments for and against 
artificial beauty, recipes and advertisements, as well as the satirical poetry of 
Jonathan Swift. The chapter addresses the duality in reading the cosmeticised 
female body and considers the way this presents conflicting ideals for women, 
both in the expectation of physical beauty and the condemnation of falsity. 
 The sixth and final chapter considers the realisation of 'True Beauty' in 
Richardson's Clarissa. The misreading of Clarissa's beauty is the main focus of 
this chapter, as her physical attractiveness and sense of virtue both inform and 
challenge the negative assignations of exemplary beauty: pride, vanity, 
wantonness and sexual attraction. In this final chapter, the comparison of beauty 
and the role of the viewer in its interpretation come to a head. 
Sources 
The main source texts for the research in this thesis come from published sources 
and critical editions. Where original publications have been referenced, the 
majority of these texts have been sourced from the online databases EEBO (Early 
English Books Online) via <http://eebo.chadwyck.com>, 17th and 18th Century 
Burney Collection Online and ECCO (Eighteenth-Century Collections Online) via 
<http://www.gale.cengage.com>. I have made no distinction in the thesis between 
the books consulted online and those read in hard copy, as the databases provide 
full scanned copies of the originals. 
Note on Spelling and Corrections 
Where the texts have used unfamiliar signage, this has been silently emended for 
ease of reading. 
Chapter One 
 Understanding Beauty  
I think we may be better known by our Looks than by our Words.1 
* 
The intent of this first chapter is to demonstrate that the development of 
physiognomy throughout the eighteenth century provides a foundation for the 
study of how beauty was understood in the eighteenth century.2 The pseudo-
scientific theory not only addresses the various interpretations of appearance, but 
also provides an intersection for psychology, philosophy, science, literature, and 
aesthetics, as well as entertainment. With an inherently empirical direction, 
physiognomy was acknowledged as an ancient philosophy that continued to 
influence medical evaluations, almanacs, self-help books, astrology, fictional, and 
non-fictional literature. Despite its reputation by the early-eighteenth century as a 
pseudoscience, the art of physiognomy survived, constantly evolving and 
imagined anew throughout the eighteenth century. This was not only because of 
its relationship with innate human behaviour, but because it provided answers to 
psychological assertions regarding cognitive reactions to physical appearance.  
The theory of physiognomy, in its most basic form, works on the principle 
that the outside of the body can be used to identify the inner workings of the mind 
and, subsequently, discover the character of the individual. While the concrete 
evaluations may seem unfounded to a modern reader, and convinced few in this 
period, there is much to be gleaned from the eighteenth-century applications and 
potential of physiognomy. They demonstrate a cultural and societal attempt to 
understand the initial reaction to physical appearance and the subsequent 
cognitive processes that inform the interpretation of an individual. This is evident 
not only at the lower end of society, but within the upper ranks as well. As 
physiognomy can underpin almost every area of beauty, from literary 
                                                
1 James Parsons, Human Physiognomy Explain'd (London: C. Davis, 1747), p. 43. [All subsequent 
references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses following the quotation]. 
2 I have developed this chapter of the thesis from my article "He at first sight cou'd each Ones 
Fortune tell': Physiognomy and Fortune-Telling in the Early to Mid-Eighteenth Century', in Great 
Expectations: Futurity in the Long Eighteenth-Century, Britannia Texts in English, vol. 16, ed. by 
Mascha Hansen and Jürgen Klein (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2012), pp. 183–204. 
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descriptions, medical diagnosis and the importance of visual indicators of 
character, there is no better place to begin a study of how beauty was understood 
in the eighteenth century than to address the principles this pseudo-scientific 
practice.  
Throughout the eighteenth century, applications of physiognomy can be 
found in works of literature, philosophy, art and science. With the help of Johann 
Kaspar Lavater's elaborate work on the subject in the 1770s, the fortune-teller's 
trick had gained an almost scientific status by the end of the century.3 
Unsurprisingly, most studies of eighteenth-century physiognomy centre on 
Lavater's work, but they fail to fully appreciate the works and theoretical 
approaches that may have influenced him and other writers in this period. In this 
chapter, I wish to address the significance of physiognomy and demonstrate its 
continued development throughout the century, before Lavater, and its relevance 
to the study of beauty. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that the importance 
of physiognomy within the scientific and artistic developments of the eighteenth 
century has been underestimated in recent studies.4 For example, Graeme Tytler 
suggests German translations of the earlier aesthetic philosophies from Anthony 
Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury,5 Francis Hutcheson, William Hogarth and 
Edmund Burke 'appeared in the 1750s and 1760s', and so would have been 
available to Lavater.6 Physiognomy can be seen to adapt in the eighteenth century, 
moving from a chapbook entertainment to a scientific theory; it demonstrates a 
social awareness, not only in its application, but also in its promotion of 
stereotypes, and evidently plays a vital role in understanding the period's approach 
to scientific and philosophical thinking. This chapter will therefore argue that 
physiognomy's rising popularity and development within aesthetic and scientific 
                                                
3 Lavater's work, Physiognomische Fragmente zur Beförderung der Menschenkenntnis und 
Menschenliebe, was first published in German, in four volumes, between 1775–78, and was later 
translated into French and English. The first English edition, Essays on Physiognomy, was 
translated from French and published in three volumes in 1789. 
4 See Patricia Fara, 'Marginalized Practices', in The Cambridge History of Science (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 485–507 (p. 495). 
5 All further references will be to 'Shaftesbury'. 
6 Graeme Tytler, Physiognomy in the European Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1982), p. 49. 
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theory provides evidence of its cultural and theoretical significance as well as its 
relationship with theories on beauty.  
The origins of physiognomy have often been traced to Aristotle and other 
writers from antiquity. Although the practice has fallen in and out of favour over 
the centuries, present-day scientific thinking suggests that it still contributes to 
understandings of human psychology.7 In the eighteenth century, physiognomy 
had an especially interesting career. Playing a part in the development of 
aesthetics, it appealed across the social spectrum, from fortune-tellers to 
vernacular health books, artistic theories to literary characterisation. It also 
achieved quasi-scientific status in the work of James Parsons around the mid-
century, and in the better-known work of Lavater decades later.  
Physiognomy was most often associated with the practice of fortune telling, 
which was condemned by the church throughout the Middle Ages and early-
modern era, chiefly for its alignments with predestination, specifically Calvinism, 
divination and the occult.8 However, its popularity increased as the prognostic 
practices became available in print. These texts took advantage of a superstitious 
culture unwilling to associate with the unlawful and irreligious practices of 
fortune telling, and the printing of almanacs and predictive literature continued to 
increase throughout the seventeenth century. Owen Davies suggests that 
'[c]onsulting a fortune book [had] its benefits over a visit to a cunning-person or a 
fortune-teller', as it could be consulted in one's own home.9 Throughout the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries physiognomy was aligned with medical and 
religious stereotypes, focusing on astrology and the balance of the four bodily 
                                                
7 Numerous experiments into human reaction to appearance still take into account the ancient 
theory of physiognomy. For example, New Scientist magazine has published the details of a 
comprehensive study into the human reaction and judgement of facial features, with surprisingly 
accurate results. These results, although generalised, are broken down into positive and negative 
categories, and the reactions are attributed to human evolution and our ability to judge whether an 
individual is capable of causing us harm. See Roger Highfield, Richard Wiseman and Rob Jenkins, 
'How Your Looks Betray Your Personality', in New Scientist, issue 2695, 11 February 2009, 
<http://www.newscientist.com> [accessed 27 July 2014]. 
8 See Kevin Berland, 'Inborn Character and Free Will in the History of Physiognomy', in 
Physiognomy in Profile: Lavater's Impact on European Culture, eds Melissa Percival and Graeme 
Tytler (Delaware: University of Delaware, 2005), pp. 25–38 (p. 25) 
9 See Owen Davies, Witchcraft, Magic and Culture, 1736–1951 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1999), pp. 53–55, 141–142. See also pp. 7–10 for examples of curiosity and 
superstition during the eighteenth century. 
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humours, but it was most often treated as a low form of entertainment. By the 
eighteenth century, as a potential science and even medical guide, physiognomy 
was moving away from its previous reputation, working its way into aesthetic and 
scientific theories. Indeed, as Patricia Fara writes:  
[a]lthough many modern historians belittle physiognomy as a 
pseudoscience, at the end of the eighteenth century it was not merely a 
popular fad but also the subject of intense academic debate about the 
promises it held for future progress.10  
In fact, Fara suggests, 'many eighteenth-century writers referred to it in all 
seriousness as a useful science with a long history'.11 The development of 
physiognomy up to the middle of the eighteenth century can be traced across the 
social spectrum, from the lower practices to the higher scientific theories. It is, 
however, clear that some of the ways in which physiognomy was applied and the 
company it kept impacted its reputation. Its relationship with astrology and the 
zodiac, for example, came under the most scrutiny, while its connection to 
scientific and psychological understanding kept it afloat.  
This unstable relationship can be seen clearly through the evolution of the 
almanac, not dissimilar from the fortune text, which often provided information 
regarding astrological dates and some basic health advice. Mary Fissell explains 
that by 1740, the very popular almanac Vox Stellarum had become somewhat 
facetious in its astrological approach to star signs. However, she claims that, 
despite this 'indication of astrology's fall from grace, elements of astrological 
healing remained embedded in almanacs'.12 It is this element of healing, or 
identification with the physical body, which dictated physiognomy's future 
scientific development. With the battle between new science and ancient tradition 
still in progress, physiognomy and its ancient founders clearly continued to find 
(and maintain) a niche based on far more than just entertainment. Physiognomy's 
place in eighteenth-century culture and its foundations for philosophies on beauty 
can be addressed through the content, tone and potential readership of these 
                                                
10 Fara, 'Marginalized Practices' (2003), p. 507. 
11 Fara, 'Marginalized Practices', p. 495. 
12 Mary Fissell, Patients, Power, and the Poor in Eighteenth-Century Bristol (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 22. 
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seemingly basic and purposefully colloquial texts, and its significance can be 
traced through the relationship physiognomy had with social beliefs and practices 
at various levels of society. 
It is evident that the reason physiognomy remained a topic of interest, 
regardless of its, at times, chequered reputation, is its acknowledgement of a 
widespread human practice: the tendency to assess people on the basis of their 
physical characteristics. Although this appraisal is almost always generalised, 
there remains a common foundation on which physiognomic predictions are 
made. The resulting judgements are in general very consistent because this 
pseudoscience works with a socially collective association of physical 
stereotypes. In the same way one would associate a muscle-bound man with 
strength, the stereotypes work on the often very simple association of ideas. 
Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding puts this process into context. 
Locke explains how ideas can be received and developed by the human mind: 
For simple Ideas are all from things themselves, and of these the Mind 
can have no more, nor other than what are suggested to it. It can have 
no other Ideas of sensible Qualities than what come from without by 
the Sense, nor any Ideas of other kind of Operations of a thinking 
Substance, that what it finds in it self: But when it has once got these 
simple Ideas, it is not confined barely to Observation, and what offers 
its self from without; it can, by its own power, put together those 
Ideas it has, and make new Complex ones, which it never received so 
united.13 
Locke's theory of simple and complex ideas can be taken one step further to help 
understand how the basis of physiognomy supports our ideas surrounding beauty. 
Over time, through literature and language, these complex ideas, which were 
'never received so united', can become united and even external to the self. Locke 
uses the example of 'Beauty' as a complex idea, which it certainly is, but for 
beauty to exist it must, by Locke's logic, be at first a simple, receivable idea, 
which means being able to identify that something is beautiful.14 It only becomes 
complex when other ideas are put together with it, like notions of youth, health 
and virtue. When these associations are expressed, through literature or indeed 
                                                
13 Locke, John Locke: An Essay Concerning Human Understanding in Focus, ed. Gary Fuller, 
Robert Stecker, and John P. Wright (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), p. 77. 
14 Locke, Essay, p. 130. 
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any art, the complex idea transcends the thought process of the individual and 
becomes a shared social property; one that acknowledges the initial beauty and 
subsequently associates it with every notion of what that beauty could indicate – 
health, happiness, sexual attraction, youth, immorality; the list is endless. It is 
these shared ideas that then become habitual, not only to the individuals, but to 
whole societies, and where there is an agreement of ideas, stereotypes can be 
formed.  
 The constant development and sharing of ideas can create a level of 
fluidity in the language of appearance; even the word 'beauty' can offer endless 
interpretations, covering everything from physical attraction and bodily form to 
feelings and the cognitive process. Joseph Addison discusses this concept in The 
Spectator: 
It may here be worth our while to examine how it comes to pass that 
several Readers, who are all acquainted with the same Language, and 
know the Meaning of the Words they read, should nevertheless have a 
different Relish of the same Descriptions. We find one transported 
with a Passage, which another runs over with Coldness and 
Indifference, or finding the Representation extremely natural, where 
another can perceive nothing of Likeness and Conformity. This 
different Taste must proceed, either from the Perfection of 
Imagination in one more than in another, or from the different Ideas 
that several Readers affix to the same Words.15  
This is an interesting theory in the consideration of how physiognomy utilises 
physical indicators and their associations. Just as readers are able to interpret 
words in different ways, so too can the physical features of an individual inform 
numerous readings. However, multiple interpretations are problematic when 
developing a formulated theory like physiognomy, and so limitations must be put 
in place in order to develop its pseudoscientific application. Physiognomic 
literature can therefore be said to work with the most frequent or popular social 
stereotypes, which perpetuate the verisimilitude of certain characters pertaining to 
particular features. It is these stereotypes that are of the most importance in the 
wider discussion of how beauty and physical appearance is understood in this 
                                                
15 Joseph Addison, 'On the Pleasures of the Imagination', no. 416, Friday 27 June, 1712, in Critical 
Essays from The Spectator, ed. by Donald F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp. 190–93 
(pp. 192–93). 
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period. Stereotypes not only inform the way physical appearance, at least in 
theory, was understood, but they can also shed light on the wider social use of 
such associations in diagnosing and interpreting the corporal body. While the 
science itself may not have any real weight, an exploration of the accompanying 
literature can inform the way the cognitive reactions to beauty were explored. 
In order to demonstrate the significance of these stereotypes and 
physiognomy's increasing popularity, examples can be taken from three 
eighteenth-century editions of fortune-tellers: Aristotle's Last Legacy (1711); Erra 
Pater's The Book of Knowledge [c.1720]; and The Old Egyptian Fortune-Teller's 
Last Legacy [1725?]. These will then be compared to a work with claims to 
scientific status, James Parsons' Human Physiognomy Explain'd (1747). While 
Parsons' text will be discussed in detail in the latter part this chapter, it is 
important to begin with the three examples of the vernacular fortune-tellers. They 
have been selected to demonstrate the range of available texts, from the cheaper 
forms of entertainment to the more elaborate and health-conscious publications.  
The Old Egyptian Fortune-Teller consists of only twenty-four pages and 
was reprinted just once in 1775. Aristotle's Last Legacy was a popular title that 
ran to 138 pages early in the eighteenth century, but had dwindled to 11 pages by 
1790. However, the more elaborate 168-page Erra Pater, evidently the most 
popular of these texts, has a particularly interesting history. Its popularity 
throughout the period is demonstrated by at least ten recorded editions.16 
Attributed to Erra Pater, a name translated as the 'wandering father', the text is 
often linked to the tale of the wandering Jew.17 Although The Book of Knowledge 
is a title associated with the much earlier almanac The Prognostication of Erra 
Pater, which was in print from around 1535 to 1712, the first publication of The 
Book of Knowledge appeared in 1698, and this was the earliest printing to include 
a chapter on physiognomy. Some of the content had already enjoyed a prolonged 
                                                
16 In addition to the ten editions of The Book of Knowledge printed between the 1720s and 1790s, 
Erra Pater was accredited as the author of a further five works in the eighteenth century alone, all 
variants of the original Prognostication; the name even became shorthand for this kind of 
publication. As a comparison, Aristotle's Last Legacy had a further seven editions published 
between 1730 and 1790, although these texts varied considerably from the original 1711 edition. 
17 See Mary Fissell, 'Readers, Texts, and Contexts: Vernacular Medical Works in Early Modern 
England', in The Popularization of Medicine 1650–1850, ed. by Roy Porter (London: Routledge, 
1992), pp. 72–95 (p. 93, n. 1). 
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currency, and various passages from the original seventeen-page Prognostication 
appear in the circa-1720 print, but the editions that appeared between 1726 and 
1790 maintained and even extended the passages on physiognomy and further 
forms of fortune telling. The eighteenth-century versions of The Book of 
Knowledge also claim to have been translated by William Lilly, a popular 
seventeenth-century astrologer. Similarly, the first edition of Aristotle's Last 
Legacy (1711) is attributed to a Dr Saman, with the initials W. S., likely referring 
to the quack-doctor William Salmon, a name often linked to various versions of 
Aristotle's Masterpiece.18 Both of these names were well known in the seventeenth 
century and their use here would have added authenticity and familiarity to the 
texts attributed to them.19 
Before the detailed analysis of these texts, it is important to reflect on the 
significance of these findings. Despite the considerable connections physiognomy 
has with art, literature and science in this period, the critical approach to 
physiognomy in the first half of the eighteenth century is still under-
acknowledged. The impact and role of physiognomy before Lavater is given little 
scope in recent studies of the pseudoscience in the eighteenth century, perhaps 
due to the belief that physiognomy fell out of favour towards the end of the 
previous century.20 For example, Martin Porter claims that, 'by the early 
seventeenth century, the language and rhetoric of the art of physiognomy became 
a form of mystical, self-transforming prayer, and by the beginning of the 
                                                
18 Aristotle's Masterpiece was in print from 1684 until the twentieth century. For work on 
Aristotle's Masterpiece see Roy Porter, "'The Secrets of Generation Display'd": Aristotle's 
Masterpiece in Eighteenth-Century England', in Unauthorized Sexual Behaviour During the 
Enlightenment, ed. by R. F. Maccubbin, special issue Eighteenth-Century Life, IX, n.s.3 (1985), 1–
21. Mary Fissell is currently working on the history of Aristotle's Masterpiece and has sourced 
printed editions as recently as the 1950s. 
19  For more information see Curry, 'Lilly, William (1602–1681)', 
<http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16661>, ODNB (2004); and Philip K. Wilson, 'Salmon, 
William (1644–1713)', ODNB (2004) <http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/24559?docPos=1>  
[accessed 22 August 2014]. 
20 While most of the recent studies into eighteenth-century physiognomy focus on its literary 
history and content, particularly in consideration of Lavater, others demonstrate the impact of the 
science on European culture. For select examples see Lucy Hartley, Physiognomy and the 
Meaning of Expression in Nineteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2001); Tytler, Physiognomy In the European Novel; and the collection of articles in Physiognomy 
in Profile, ed. by Percival and Tytler. However, the role and development of physiognomy within 
a social context has been little researched. 
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eighteenth century, simply a laughable, if amusing, game'.21 Certainly there is 
evidence that would support this opinion. Many of the cheaply available texts in 
this period include other forms of entertainment; the subtitle of Aristotle's Last 
Legacy, for example, is 'Youth's Delightful Pastime', and the text, like many 
others, includes poetry, riddles and a dealer's directory, as well as a large number 
of crudely drawn images. There are also satirical works, such as Swift's almanacs, 
that perpetuate this reputation.22 However, when the medically and physically 
stereotypical elements of physiognomy are considered, there are strong grounds 
for rebutting Porter's contention that the art, by the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, was merely 'laughable'. Not only is Porter's conjecture overly general, it 
is also quite dismissive, and simply aligns physiognomy with vulgar 
entertainment. Considering the large number of new publications and reprints of 
older fortune-tellers circulating in the early-eighteenth century, all including at 
least one chapter on physiognomy, these alone indicate that there was still a keen 
market for the pseudoscience, and not just one that catered to the lower orders. 
Some of these reprints had physiognomic material added to them for the first time 
in the eighteenth century.  
 The development of physiognomy provided the poker for an already 
kindling fire. The connection between the body and mind, particularly in medical 
health, was subject to intense philosophical questioning in this period. It also 
fuelled people's ability to self-diagnose medical issues. In recent studies of 
physical appearance and physiognomy in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, the relationship between the physical body and the individual's mind 
takes the forefront. For example, Mary Fissell explains that  
                                                
21 Martin Porter, Windows to the Soul: the Art of Physiognomy in European Culture, 1470–1760 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 18. 
22 For example see Isaac Bickerstaff [Jonathan Swift], A Continuation of the Pr[e]dictions for the 
Remaining Part of the Year 1708 (London: H. Hills, 1708); similar editions were also printed in 
1709, 1710 and 1712. These texts were intended as a hoax to shame the popular astrologer John 
Partridge by predicting his death, but also debunked popular superstition in general. For further 
details, see Clive Probyn, 'Swift, Jonathan (1667–1745)', and Patrick Curry, 'Partridge, John 
(1644–1715)', ODNB <http://www.oxforddnb.com> [accessed 26 July 2011]. For a discussion of 
the link between Bickerstaff and Swift's politics see David Oakleaf, 'Politics and History', in The 
Cambridge Companion to Jonathan Swift, ed. by Christopher Fox (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), pp. 31–47 (pp. 40–44). 
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concern with the surface of the body continued to be a significant 
theme in vernacular and professional ideas about health. In the 
eighteenth century, popular health texts and practices reiterated that a 
person's external self […] revealed important inner truths.23  
Fissell claims that this concern stemmed from 'an attempt to understand the 
relationship between outward appearance and inner qualities'.24 This thinking also 
links physiognomy to the established medical belief in humoral theory, which 
assigns character traits (melancholic, choleric, sanguine, and phlegmatic) based 
on the appearance, health and age of the individual. This in turn helps to identify 
the imbalanced humour in cases of illness. 
The physiognomic descriptions in these selected texts and many of their kind 
rely on the basic signifiers of appearance, including the colour and size of specific 
features. Where the size is concerned, the ideal medium is often preferred; this, as 
Erra Pater claims, is because 'all Extremes are irregular and a Deviation from 
Nature'.25 In regard to colour, the favourable descriptions of youth and beauty are 
represented by the European ideals of fair skin and rosy cheeks, which Spence 
associates with health.26 
The physiognomic descriptions in these fortune-telling texts often favour the 
sanguine (blood), a hot and moist humour, relating to fair skin, youth, happiness, 
intelligence, as well as dark hair and eyes, which were often considered to be 
more beautiful in this period.27 The physiognomic descriptions also tend to 
disfavour the phlegmatic, a cold and moist humour, which The Book of 
Knowledge links to disfigurement and 'sad-coloured hair'.28 Not only are these 
descriptions linked to the established humours, but they are also assigned to the 
twelve signs of the zodiac and the planets, which would be familiar to users of 
almanacs.  
                                                
23 Fissell, Patients, p. 30. 
24 Patients, p. 30. 
25 Erra Pater [pseud.] trans. by William Lilly, The Book of Knowledge (London: T. Norris, 1720), 
p. 51. 
26 Joseph Spence [under Harry Beaumont], Crito, or, a Dialogue on Beauty (London: R. Dodsley, 
1752), p. 9. 'The Reason why these Colours [red and white] please so much is […] owing in some 
Degree to the Idea they carry with them of good Health'. 
27 See Pater, Book of Knowledge, p. 15.  
28 Book of Knowledge, pp. 11–18. 
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Like any ancient scientific or medical theory that filters through the popular 
presses, physiognomy can be seen to adapt to its readership. On this topic, Fissell 
suggests that throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, particularly at 
the lower end of literacy, people often learnt to read before (if they ever) learnt to 
write. She notes that the use of repetition, images and the basic associations 
included in many general-reader texts, are evidence of a simplification in 
literature.29 While some critics may see this as a sign of cheap entertainment, it is 
indicative of the public's demand for knowledge, evidenced by the high number of 
almanacs and vernacular medical texts available. Considering the basic visual 
associations employed in physiognomic description, even at the higher end of the 
market, this simplification becomes increasingly necessary to its application; not 
only in formulating an applicative theory, but to ensure its coherence with the 
already established social beliefs surrounding humoral theory. 
This vernacular simplification, based on the fact that most of these studies 
ground themselves with the popular rather than the scientific approach, can be 
seen most clearly in the image of the zodiac body. The image appears in almost 
all of the fortune-texts throughout the eighteenth century and the relationship 
between the signs and the body parts are based on a physical, or at least 
commonly associated, connection: for example, Taurus, the bull, is associated 
with the neck, Gemini, the twins, are connected with the arms and Leo, the lion, 
with the heart. Similarly, when the signs are placed on the face, they are divided 
into left, right, forehead and chin, and are marked with opposite star signs 
governing each side of the face. Aries, for example, governs the left ear, and Libra 
governs the right. When the signs are given character descriptions, the physical 
signifiers one might associate with the star sign's symbol are employed. Those 
born under Taurus, for example, are described with the physical attributes of a 
bull: 'short' with 'big buttocks' and a 'bull neck'; similarly, those under Leo are 
described as 'viciously inclined', having 'yellow or flaxen hair' and a 'great head': 
all features one might associate with a lion.30 Where this simple association 
                                                
29 See Fissell, 'Readers, Texts, and Contexts: Vernacular Medical Works in Early Modern 
England', pp. 76–77. 
30 For examples see Book of Knowledge, pp. 11–18, 23–27. 
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develops into a form of (often implausible) prediction appears in both Aristotle's 
Last Legacy and The Old Egyptian. Both texts include a description of wave-like 
wrinkles on the forehead, which they associated with potential 'drowning or perils 
by water'.31 The Book of Knowledge infers that a large or 'long' forehead suggests 
a keenness for knowledge or 'one apt to learn' and suggests, rather boldly, that 
'Experience has made it manifest'.32 However, while superstition and prediction 
may lose physiognomy some credit, there are also prognostics based on more 
immediate physical associations. One description, for instance, claims that 'if the 
Hair be stiff, and stand upright, either upon the Head, or any other Part of the 
Body, it shows a Person extremely subject to Fear'.33 The latter prediction is based 
on a physical reaction to cognitive thought, and demonstrates a level of 
understanding on a more scientific and even biological level.  
Although there are variations in the predictions across the texts, particularly 
in the way they are described, there are many more aspects of this vernacular 
physiognomy that remain consistent. The signification of moles, for example, 
appears in these three texts, often with a preference for moles on the right side 
over the left as an indication of good fortune. This preference for the right side is 
a consistent element of vernacular medical advice, which often claims that males 
are conceived on the right, stronger side of the body.34 It is clear that, at least in 
the case of chapbooks, these physiognomic details are derived from the most 
elementary, but firmly established, associations. While these may fuel 
physiognomy's reputation as a pseudoscience and form of entertainment, they also 
                                                
31 Pseudo-Aristotle, Aristotle's Last Legacy: or his Golden Cabinet of Secrets Opened, for Youth's 
Delightful Pastime, trans. by Dr. Saman (London: Tho. Norris, 1711), p. 42; [Anon.], The Old 
Egyptian Fortune-Teller's Last Legacy (London: J. Cluer, [1725?]), p. 22. 
32 Book of Knowledge, p. 51. 
33 Book of Knowledge, p. 51. 
34 For more information on the right and left sides of the body, particularly the idea that males are 
conceived from the right testicle, see Paul-Gabriel Boucé, 'Some Sexual Beliefs and Myths in 
Eighteenth-Century Britain', in Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. Paul-Gabriel Boucé 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1982), pp. 27–46 (pp. 40–41). This subject was 
widespread throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but also widely contested. See 
Nicholas Culpeper, A Directory for Midwives (London: Peter Cole, 1651), pp. 11–12. 'They say 
the left [testicle] is the biggest, but the right is the hottest, which (they say) breeds the best and 
strongest Seed'. Culpeper disputes the stronger right side, and argues that the belief in planetary 
signs is a reason for this common mistake (the right side is symbolic of the sun, and the left related 
to the moon). This text had 17 editions from 1651 to 1762, including four in the eighteenth 
century. 
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evidence a socially driven development of medical belief and the beginnings of a 
psychological approach to understanding the body and mind's connection. 
Chapbooks did little to improve the reputation of physiognomy, although 
some claimed there was value to these types of bodily readings. For example, the 
circa-1720 edition of The Book of Knowledge claims that physiognomy is not 
to be esteemed a foolish or idle Art, seeing it is derived from the 
superior Bodies: For there is no part of the Face of a Man, but what is 
under the peculiar Influence or Government, not only of the seven 
Planets, but also of the twelve signs of the Zodiac; and from each 
governing Part is the Nature and Inclination of a Man or Woman 
plainly foretold.35 
The claims to authenticity in this field, as well as the use of familiar ideas and 
signifiers found in the most popular almanacs and medical handbooks of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, evidently influenced the way the body and 
mind were understood, or at least approached, in this period. While to a modern 
reader the interpretations may seem unfounded and overly simple, a text that 
claims to interpret the 'Nature and Inclination of a Man or Woman' would be 
significant to someone looking for answers and aiming to find the link between 
their outer and inner qualities. While the prognostics in The Book of Knowledge 
fall into rather general categories of humoral character, astrology, relationships 
and basic health, the positive outcomes are often indicated by the perfection of the 
face and body, and the negative by imperfections. The antithesis of physiognomic 
reading is considered in the following section. 
                                                
35 Book of Knowledge, pp. 49–50. 
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Reading Physiognomy 
According to the teachings of physiognomy, the ideal face would be symmetrical, 
with each feature pertaining to the ideal 'medium' size, not too large, not too 
small. The perfect body would be viewed in a similar fashion, where a medium 
build would signify the good health of the individual. The basis for physiognomic 
interpretation is therefore an ideal template, one of health, youth and beauty, 
which would, at least at an elementary level, indicate the person's positive future. 
Any deformity that detracted from this template would suggest defects in the 
person's moral worth, their character, health, behaviour, social status and even 
intelligence. To put this into context, a seventeenth-century diary entry and an 
eighteenth-century fictional character's description can be used to demonstrate 
how one physical description invites positive and another negative interpretation. 
First, Henry Fielding's character of Sophia Western, as described in Tom 
Jones. Sophia 
was a middle-sized Woman; but rather inclining to tall. Her Shape 
was not only exact, but extremely delicate; and the nice Proportion of 
her Arms promised the truest Symmetry in her Limbs.36 
Through the lens of physiognomy, it would be difficult to imagine Sophia as 
anything other than healthy, young and beautiful, with a positive future ahead of 
her. Sophia's description is particularly striking in its resemblance to the ideal 
template found in these physiognomic texts: the medium build, the fair skin, 
youth, dark hair; she is 'middle-sized', 'exact', has a 'Symmetry in her Limbs', and 
is 'exactly regular'. Sophia's proportions, when consulting Aristotle's Last Legacy, 
show her 'to have virtuous Qualities, and to live a commendable Life'; her chin 
'denotes the Party loving, affable, and of a good temper'.37 Every part of Sophia 
informs the conclusion that she is an all-encompassing beauty – healthy and 
morally sound. After his lengthy description of Sophia, Fielding secures this 
                                                
36 Henry Fielding, Tom Jones, ed. Fredson Thayer Bowers (Hanover: Wesleyan University Press, 
1975), p. 157. The full description of Sophia Western is included and discussed in Chapter Six of 
this thesis. 
37 Aristotle's Last Legacy, p. 41. 
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impression with the line: 'Such was the Outside of Sophia; nor was this beautiful 
Frame disgraced by an Inhabitant unworthy of it'.38  
The second example is the physical description of Samuel Jeake (1652–1699) 
taken from his diary. He writes: 
My stature was short, viz.; the same that was noted July 4 1670. My 
Complexion Melancholy, My Face pale & lean, Forehead high; Eyes 
grey, Nose large, Teeth bad & distorted, Hair of a sad brown, curling: 
[…] The Moles five: one under the right arm. One in the left hand. 
One upon the right side, One (the largest) on the Abdomen and one, at 
the left side of the right heel. 39  
Jeake's description, in contrast to Sophia's, offers more specific physiognomic 
details with the inclusion of the moles, and is much less favourable. According to 
The Book of Knowledge, his mole positions point to 'afflictions in old age, [and] 
gluttony', but also 'affection'.40 His melancholy complexion informs the reader of 
his tendency to depression; his grey eyes suggest he is an evil man; his face and 
nose tell us he is wise, malicious, and covetous.41 From his birth date it is also 
possible to identify his astrological star sign as Cancer, a phlegmatic sign with 
connections to illness and the forehead.42  
Irrelevant as some of these physiognomic details may seem to modern 
readers, Martin Porter suggests that to Jeake's contemporaries his detailed 
evaluation would have  
carried some deep significance. The meaning was often astrological, 
sometimes medical, sometimes divine. Evidence of the early modern 
concern with this sort of meaning can be seen in the many books in 
circulation throughout Europe which dealt with the meanings of 
moles.43  
Because Jeake's description provides acute physiognomic details, one can assume 
he took such theories seriously. Having suffered with depression and from a long-
running illness, it is understandable that the associations of his physical features 
                                                
38 Fielding, Tom Jones, p. 157. 
39 Samuel Jeake, An Astrological Diary of the Seventeenth Century: Samuel Jeake of Rye, 1652–
1699, ed. by Michael Hunter and Annabel Gregory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 
117–18. 
40 Book of Knowledge, pp. 51–53; and Aristotle's Last Legacy, pp. 37–41. 
41 Book of Knowledge, pp. 51–53 
42 Book of Knowledge, pp. 15, 34. 
43 Porter, Windows to the Soul, pp. 3–4. 
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should interest him. The implication of Jeake's interest in physiognomy, and, to 
use Porter's phrase, the 'deep significance' of such details to his contemporaries, 
are indicators of the curiosity surrounding physical evaluation at a more personal 
level. Returning to the description of Sophia Western, which is similar to many 
depictions of beautiful literary heroines, it not only expresses the physical aspects 
of her body, but like Jeake's, also insinuates her moral character and even her 
behaviour.  
Although it would be misleading to suggest that all literary descriptions in 
this period were influenced by physiognomy, it is certain that, at least towards the 
end of the century, and especially in the years following Lavater's work, writers 
did consult physiognomic descriptions as public interest in the relationship 
between moral character and the physical indications on the body increased. 
While this is discussed in more detail throughout Chapter Four and Six, it is 
important to note the relationship between physiognomy and character as part of 
the pseudoscience's development. As Patricia Fara writes, 
European physiognomy was closely bonded with medicine and 
astrology, but writers increasingly stressed its artistic relevance. 
Interest increased and altered during the eighteenth century; several 
medical men published detailed studies of physiognomy based on new 
anatomical and experimental approaches to the human body [while 
aesthetic theorists] explored the relationship between physical and 
moral characteristics. Particularly in France, novelists drew on 
physiognomic principles to portray two categories of fictional 
character: idealized heroines and grotesque villains and eccentrics.44 
From the comparison of the description of Sophia Western and Jeake's more 
personal and almost medicinal review, physiognomy can not only be seen as 
developing the interpretive connection between body and mind, but also 
attempting to normalise and explain existing stereotypes. 
As this chapter so far has shown, the physiognomic diagnosis that character 
or behaviour influences the physical features is not only evident in the chapbooks 
and entertainment of the period, but it also began to make its way into aesthetic, 
medical and scientific theory, as well as literature. The development of 
physiognomic evaluation is evidence of its social prominence and understanding, 
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not only in its explanation of individual judgement regarding physical features, 
but as an account for the shared recognition of this judgement. In 
acknowledgement of this, the way to interpret these characteristics and their 
signage on the body became a popular topic in philosophical theory. 
Attempting to explain this connection and its shared recognition, Shaftesbury 
notes in his Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times (1711) that a 
person must be a part of their society, and live up to that society's expectations, in 
order to be seen as good. He claims that 
to deserve the name of good and virtuous, a creature must have all his 
inclinations and affections, his disposition of mind and temper, 
suitable and agreeing with the good of his kind, or of that system in 
which he is included, and of which he constitutes a part. To stand thus 
well affected, to have one's affections right and entire, not only in 
respect of oneself but of society and the public, this is rectitude, 
integrity or virtue. And to be wanting in any of these, or to have their 
contraries, is depravity, corruption and vice.45 
Physiognomy works on this same social level: just as our character can be divided 
into positive and negative qualities, so too can our physical body. While these 
types of treatises often appear under the subjects of philosophy and aesthetics, 
they can be seen to build on the ideas featured in even the lowest physiognomic 
publications. For example, Burke's Philosophical Enquiry (1757) can be seen as 
an example of the negative categorisation and the association of ideas when 
noting deformity in the physical features: 
Deformity is opposed, not to beauty, but to the complete, common 
form. [A] man is deformed [when] there is something wanting to 
complete the whole idea we form of a man[.] So if the back be 
humped, the man is deformed; because his back has an unusual 
figure, [which] carries with it the idea of some disease or misfortune; 
[…] because men are not commonly made in that manner (102).  
Much like the ideal template of the human figure in the chapbooks, which 
indicates the positive future of the individual, Burke here employs the same basic 
association: that a detraction from this template indicates 'disease or misfortune'. 
The grounds for this judgement are quite simple: 'men are not commonly made in 
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that manner'. This reasoning is perhaps more significant than Burke realised. It 
offers an explanation for why the ideal physical body is of a medium size, with 
each feature following suit; this would arguably be the most common build and 
anything in excess of or lesser than the medium would create a sense of 
deformity. Although beauty is often celebrated for its rarity, it exists in the realm 
of physical perfection, which, logically, should be found between the two 
extremes of deformity: too small and too large. As Burke notes, deformity does 
not need to be seen in opposition to beauty, but can instead be recognised as a 
physical extreme, stemming from the ideal template; beauty is the medium, or 
perfect balance of one's physicality; deformity is anything additional to or lacking 
from this form. 
From this evaluation, it is clear that physiognomy perpetuates the culturally 
ingrained idea that beauty is a sign of moral goodness and ugliness is a sign of 
moral corruption. The perfect physical body is homage to the balance of humours 
and flawless character within it; any sign of deformity is an indication of the 
opposite. What is less straightforward is where these ideas originate. There are 
numerous reasons for why these signifiers are given so much weight in our 
cognitive assessment, but each appears to be based on a familiar social or cultural 
practice.  
The analysis in Spence's Crito, for example, attempts to simplify the 
connection: 'I believe we may say, in general, that all the tender and kind Passions 
add to Beauty; and all the cruel and unkind ones, add to Deformity' (22). Naomi 
Baker suggests that one of the main installations of this theory originates in the 
Bible, as it informs the 'Classic rhetorical traditions', which in turn  
invok[e] physical features as signs of moral character; [they praise] 
the bodily beauty of the virtuous, while verbally dissecting repellent 
bodies in order to encourage disgust for those deemed vicious.46  
Also evident in these fortune-texts is the use of racial stereotypes, with 
descriptions suggesting that 'swarthy' complexions and 'fleshy, great lips' show a 
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man to be angry and foolish.47 In Lavater's later work, a 'swarthy' complexion is 
said to look 'fierce'.48 This same prejudice can be found in the physiognomic 
readings of criminals and the insane. Robert Houston, in his study of eighteenth-
century madness, suggests that 'there is abundant evidence that a connection 
between countenance, and mental state, was assumed by laypeople'.49 Houston's 
study suggests that there was a fascination with the look of criminals and 
madmen, which mirrored the curiosity of sideshow-characters, which found a 
niche in public entertainment. It is significant, according to Houston, that people's 
descriptions of the insane were often based on 'unusual expressions' or an 
unnatural facial state.50 These observations suggest that physiognomy was met 
with an inherent social need to be able to physically distinguish the good from the 
morally corrupt, and the supposedly natural from the unnatural.  
While these stereotypes may seem more suited to literary characterisation, 
the physical distinctions between good and bad have been perpetuated and 
informed by the development of vernacular medical theory, aesthetic philosophy 
and basic social interaction. Indeed, Baker asserts that, in a period where disease 
was still identified as an internally generated state, 'the maintenance of humoural 
balance, and thus both health and beauty', was believed to be within 'the subject's 
control', and so their actions would determine their overall appearance.51 While 
this may appear ungrounded today, and the prognostics of the chapbook fortune-
tellers often focus on the more static features of the face, such as size and colour, 
the visual indicators of behaviour and alterations to the external body can inform a 
diagnostic evaluation. Indeed, the majority of prognostics, concerning the 
unfavourable or untrustworthy features, such as sunken eyes, wrinkles, red noses, 
and long and pallid faces, can be related to the negative or unbalancing effects of 
old age, malnutrition, ill health, sexually transmitted diseases or alcohol abuse. On 
the other hand, the beautiful features and positive evaluations are all based on a 
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balanced complexion and physique, indicating the harmony of the individual's 
inner mind. The medical and social concern behind physiognomic evaluation was 
so entwined by the mid-century that it paved the way for the scientific adoption of 
the pseudo-science.  
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Human Physiognomy Explain'd 
 
Having discussed the examples that formed the groundwork for a more formal 
appraisal, this section will now focus on James Parsons' Human Physiognomy 
Explain'd (1747). Through the analysis of the previous examples, it is clear that an 
ability to judge the signs of the most frequent facial expressions, often resulting in 
wrinkles or permanent indicators, meant one was able to form a much clearer idea 
of the individual's character. Known as habitual appearance, the permanent signs 
ingrained on the skin's surface (separate from the assumptions based on the size of 
certain features or the spontaneous expressions of the face, such as smiles or 
frowns), allowed for a reasonably accurate appraisal of the facial characteristics. 
Habitual appearance worked to establish the physiognomic evaluation of the 
individual, as their most frequent facial expression became permanently visible. 
However, this was a difficult territory to negotiate, as working with the static 
features of the face ran the risk of aligning scientific analyses with the chapbook 
fortune-teller. The connection between the spontaneous expressions and the 
habitual evidence therefore needed to be addressed carefully. 
Before the analysis of Parsons' text, some examples of habitual facial 
readings can be considered. There are certain facial features that are almost 
always associated with positive expression. For example, in 1753 an anonymous 
publication in The Adventurer entitled 'The Art of Being Pretty' noted that 
Among particular graces the dimple has always been allowed the 
preeminence, and the reason is evident; dimples are produced by a 
smile, and a smile is an expression of complacency: so the contraction 
of the brows into a frown, as it is an indication of a contrary temper, 
has always been deemed a capital defect.52 
This line of enquiry may be rudimentary, but the positive connotations of the 
smile and negative associations of the frown become a way to judge those who 
have the physical signifiers of those frequent expressions: dimples or wrinkled 
brows. Heeding this process of simple association, Burke suggests that it is the 
expression that forms much of the beauty of the face: 
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The Physiognomy has a considerable share in beauty, especially in 
that of our own species. The manners give a certain determination to 
the countenance, which being observed to correspond pretty regularly 
with them, is capable of joining the effect of certain agreeable 
qualities of the mind to those of the body. So that to form a finished 
human beauty, and to give it its full influence, the face must be 
expressive of such gentle and amiable qualities, as correspond with 
the softness, smoothness, and delicacy of the outward form (118). 
In this explanation of beauty, Burke agrees that the face should be expressive of 
'certain agreeable qualities'; Burke lists these qualities of beauty in the previous 
section on 'Recapitulation':  
First, to be comparatively small. Secondly, to be smooth. Thirdly, to 
have a variety in the direction of the parts; but, fourthly, to have those 
parts not angular, but melted, as it were, into each other. Fifthly, to be 
of a delicate frame, without any remarkable appearance of strength. 
Sixthly, to have its color clear and bright, but not very strong and 
glaring. Seventhly, or if it should have any glaring color, to have it 
diversified with others. These are, I believe, the properties on which 
beauty depends; properties that operate by nature, and are less liable 
to be altered by caprice, or confounded by a diversity of tastes, than 
any other (117). 
Taking heed of the 'medium' evaluation and by suggesting that each feature 
should be prominent, but not deformed or 'glaring', Burke aligns his analysis with 
chapbook physiognomy. He does suggest that beauty is 'comparatively small', 
which at first may detract from the idea that beauty is found in the medium, but 
the word 'comparatively' allows for further interpretation. Burke's argument is 
founded in an exploration and comparison of the grandeur of the sublime and his 
discussion of 'Beautiful Objects Small' would suggest he is considering female 
beauty, particularly evident in the word 'smooth' and the diminutive terms of 
affection. This would therefore allow each term to fall in line with the previous 
evaluation of beauty's medium qualities, meaning that a face unmarred by 
experience, age or the evidence of vice is agreeably beautiful in Burke's opinion.  
The examples from Burke and The Adventurer both demonstrate the idea of 
habitual appearance and how the face is shaped by the regular expressions. 
Although the first steps towards a scientific understanding of the facial muscles 
began most prominently with Charles Le Brun's artistic study in the late 
seventeenth century, it is Parsons' Human Physiognomy Explain'd that takes the 
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art of physiognomy to the next level. Having addressed some examples of 
habitual appearance, Parsons' paper can now be addressed in light of its 
significant attempt at an empirical and scientific approach to physiognomy.  
Parsons' study begins with an attempt to acknowledge our immediate 
cognitive reaction: 
We are no sooner presented to any one we never saw before, but we 
are immediately struck with the Idea of a proud, a reserved, an affable, 
or a good-natured Man; and, upon our first going into a Company of 
Strangers, our Benevolence or Aversion, Awe or Contempt, rises 
naturally toward several particular Persons, before we have heard 
them speak a single Word. I have seen an Eye curse for half an Hour 
[and] an Eye-brow call a Man Scoundrel […] I think we may be better 
known by our Looks than by our Words [and] The Truth of it is, the 
Air [of the face] is generally nothing else but the inward Disposition 
of the Mind made visible (42–43). 
Parsons uses a potentially familiar social occurrence to validate his claim for the 
immediate visual judgement of strangers. He then continues to suggest that these 
expressions are the outward indicators of the mind, a thought not too far from a 
physiognomic chapbook. While this is not a groundbreaking assessment for 
considering smiles or frowns, the premise is far more complex as the immediate 
judgement is linked to a cognitive reaction and the subsequent application of 
stereotypical associations. 
Six years later, in The Analysis of Beauty, William Hogarth addresses the 
same phenomenon: 
With regard to character and expression; we have daily many 
instances which confirm the common received opinion, that the face is 
the index of the mind; and this maxim is so rooted in us, we can 
scarce help (if our attention is a little raised) forming some particular 
conception of the person's mind whose face we are observing, even 
before we receive information by any other means. How often it is 
said, on the slightest view, that such a one looks like a good-natured 
man, that he hath an honest open countenance or looks like a cunning 
rogue; a man or sense, or a fool, &c. And how are our eyes riveted to 
the aspects of kings and heroes, murderers and saints; and as we 
contemplate their deeds, seldom fail making applications to their 
looks. It is reasonable to believe that aspect to be a true and legible 
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sight; and is afterwards confirmed in fact: for instance, all concur in 
the same opinion, at first sight, of a down-right idiot.53 
Most significantly, these two excerpts both imply that the opinion made at first 
sight is a shared one. Parsons repeatedly uses the terms 'we' and 'our', and Hogarth 
confidently remarks that 'all concur in the same opinion'. In order to add the 
necessary weight to the theories, this shared understanding is essential. For 
stereotypes to work and be understood they must be common; according to 
Parsons and Hogarth, the expectations for what a good or bad person looks like 
were already cemented within society. 
Seeing a potential in a scientific approach, Parsons' work attempted to move 
physiognomy on from its vulgarisation to its proto-scientific future, one that 
would be established, at least throughout the nineteenth century, by Lavater's 
publications on the subject. Giles Hudson writes that Parsons, as a natural 
philosopher, had a great interest in 'anatomical abnormalities', investigating 
conjoined twins, a sheep with a 'monstrous horn' and a 'mermaid foetus' amongst 
his studies.54 While these may sound like entertainment or pure fantasy, Parsons 
was attempting to apply medical and scientific rationality to popular forms of 
entertainment and acknowledging pre-existing theories in order to offer scientific 
explanations. In her discussion of Parsons' lecture and subsequent paper, Shearer 
West claims that it was the 'first sustained English medical treatise on the 
passions. It combines the pseudoscience of physiognomy with the more scientific 
terminology of medicine.'55 Parsons' medical explanation of physiognomy 
incorporates the new scientific research from Newton and Cheyne into nerve and 
muscle function, particularly regarding the optic nerves, but fails to mention either 
author. However, his ephemeral approach to the muscles offers a more complex 
understanding of psychological interpretation, as he allows for the possibility that 
                                                
53 William Hogarth, The Analysis of Beauty, ed. by Joseph Burke (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), 
p. 136. 
54 Giles Hudson, 'Parsons, James (1705–1770)', ODNB, 
<http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/21461?docPos=1> [accessed 21 January 2014]. 
55 Shearer West, 'Polemic and the Passions: Dr James Parsons's Human Physiognomy Explained 
and Hogarth's Aspirations for British History Painting', in Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies, 
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people could adapt their behaviour and hence contradict their physiognomic 
evaluation.  
In his attempt to claim the scientific status of physiognomy, Parsons 
declared in the introduction of his Royal Society paper that 
This Subject has been handled by a great Number of Authors; not one 
of whom, that I know of, has pursued the Plan upon which I proceed; 
that is, what regards the proper Actions of the Muscles of the Face, 
and their particular Obedience to the Influence of the Mind (i). 
Parsons goes on to impugn the simplicity of the popular texts, suggesting that  
no Analogy can be drawn from Brutes, no Signs from the Voice, nor 
the general Shape of the Face, or any of its Parts; in a Word, nothing 
but the Actions of the Muscles become habitual in Obedience to the 
reigning Tempers of the Mind (47). 
Lucy Hartley, in her study of nineteenth-century physiognomy, observes that 
Parsons' lecture 'presented an account of physiognomy, which demonstrated the 
importance of the mind to an understanding of the expression of the emotions'.56 
She suggests that Parsons was ahead of his time, as he demonstrated the initial 
steps towards the modern concept and understanding of the nervous system, as 
well as the link between mental and physical reaction.57 While this is certainly 
true, there is also contradiction evident in Parsons' study.  
There are key differences between Parsons' explanation of physiognomy 
and the prognostics of chapbook fortune-tellers, however, with his attempt to 
incorporate the social understanding as well as the scientific, some of his 
conclusions are left wanting. The most significant of these is his 
acknowledgement of an individual's capacity to control their emotions, showing 
that anyone, whatever their physical appearance, may be 'possessed of unhappy as 
well as happy Tempers' (37). The idea initially works with the malleable features, 
acknowledging, quite simply, that anyone is capable of smiling or frowning when 
the time calls for it. This initially dispels the ability to read the character from the 
facial features with any sense of longevity; a process physiognomic evaluation 
takes for granted. However, having moved the expression of the face away from 
                                                
56 Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression, p. 16. 
57 Hartley, Physiognomy, p. 16. 
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the fortune-teller, he goes on to explain that some faces are more likely to express 
happiness than others, through signs of habitual appearance. Treading carefully to 
avoid the chapbook prognostics, where the evaluation is based on the shape of the 
face or size of the nose, for habitual readings only the more malleable features are 
taken into consideration, such as sunken eyes or wrinkles. By claiming to focus on 
the muscles of the face, Parsons attempts to avoid the clichéd interpretations 
based on size and shape.  
Despite his attempt to sever the relationship with chapbook pseudoscience 
by focusing on the scientific rationality of physiognomy's interpretation of the 
muscles and movement of the face, Parsons' theoretical analysis does, on 
occasion, intercept the popular, vernacular beliefs in an attempt to undermine the 
causality of the relationships. Parsons ironically includes pages of physical 
descriptions of great historical figures, claiming to have matching physiognomies:  
The frizzled Hair of Pompey, and his forward Countenance, show his 
Stoutness and Ambition. The Temperament and Disposition of Julius 
Caesar is read in his Coins, as diverse [others] have observed [and] 
Marcus Antoninus's double Chin shows his Love of Pleasure (36). 
He contends that 'this kind of Doctrine of Physiognomy must very often deceive', 
As if the Length or Shortness of Nose or Chin could be an Indication 
of the Disposition of the Mind: Observers should have considered, 
that the general Form of the Face and Head is chiefly owing to the 
Structure of the Bones that compose them. […] It is the Alteration of 
the Muscles alone that is capable of demonstrating the reigning 
Passion of the Mind (37). 
The examples of great historical figures, as Patricia Fara writes, are actually a 
principal feature of Lavater's later study and his books include 'famous portraits as 
well as silhouettes and drawings of people, animals, and individual features that 
illustrated particular types'.58 The inclusion of a large number of images 
demonstrates Lavater's ability to incorporate and appeal to both common belief 
and scientific theory – a reason perhaps why his text was so popular in contrast to 
those before it. Parsons' explanation of the temporary passions does anticipate 
Lavater's and is more scientific in its initial approach, but both theorists explain 
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that the reigning emotion of a person's mind, over time, becomes habitually 
present on their outer body. While Parsons' exploration of habitual appearance is 
an important insight into the future development of physiognomy and even 
psychology, the theory also crosses into chapbook territory.  
Parsons writes 'every Person has a particular Bent or Disposition of Mind 
[that] brings on at length an habitual Appearance of that Passion in the Face' (43). 
While this analysis is more feasible than one based on the size and position of the 
nose, Parsons' association of character becomes increasingly clear. The text 
begins to address the psychological element connected with physiognomy; that is, 
how people interpret these habitual details in their recognition of character. To 
illustrate this, he questions the reader of his text: 
Does it not cheer and please Society, to see an open cheerful Face 
among them? Does not a sorrowful Aspect move Mankind, who are 
naturally prone to Compassion? […] Does not a sneering scornful 
Face warn us to beware of its Owner? And does not a surly, morose, 
or dogged Aspect give Men Distrust, forbid Friendship, and fill 
Societies with uneasy Apprehensions (37). 
This passage may seem more apt in a chapbook, but through this appeal Parsons 
recognises the social and psychological ability to interpret these physical features. 
He does, quite significantly, avoid the assignation of meaning to the physical 
features of the face and instead concentrates his analysis on the expression of 
emotions.  
However, to further his point, Parsons makes a physiognomic prediction 
based on his illustration of a woman with an 'easy Countenance' (50). He writes, 
An Appearance like this on the Face must inform every Spectator, 
that, although the Mind of the Person who wears it, does not seem to 
be exalted into Mirth, […] neither is it debased by Envy, Malice, 
Jealousy, or a tyrannic Spirit. […] such a Face is undoubtedly more 
ready to alter into Cheerfulness and Complacency, and to demonstrate 
to the World that benevolent Compassion which is the natural Bent of 
the generous Mind that owns it (50–52). 
With the phrase 'more ready to alter' providing the grounds for a predictive 
analysis, Parsons' evaluation of this 'easy Countenance' proves that there is a 
prejudice aligned with physiognomic interpretation. Despite Parsons' attempt to 
correct and rationalise the vernacular theories of physiognomy, he is unable to 
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avoid the resulting interpretation of character. While it was never the intention to 
remove the possibility of interpretation, and he has at least condemned the 
readings of the permanent physical features, his inclusion of character analysis 
maintains an attachment to chapbook physiognomy and negates the possibility of 
controlling one's reactions in order to disrupt the readability of the features. While 
this may sound short sighted, in order for the theory of physiognomy to work, an 
individual cannot maintain the ability to hide the inner workings of their mind for 
any length of time; there must be some evidence of the inner character present on 
the outer body. 
Parsons was not the only author to link the psychological reaction to the 
theory of habitual appearance. Hogarth includes the shared interpretation of 
physical signifiers in his Analysis of Beauty, but also considers the movements of 
the muscles and how they become permanently evident over time. Hogarth, like 
Parsons, admits that current understandings of physiognomy could be misleading, 
as 'Very handsome faces of almost any age, will hide a foolish or wicked mind'.59 
However, he is also certain that 
the frequent awkward movements of the muscles of the fool's face, 
tho' ever so handsome, is apt in time to leave such traces up and down 
it, as will distinguish a defect of mind upon examination[.] It is by the 
natural and unaffected movements of the muscles, caused by the 
passions of the mind, that every man's character would in some 
measure be written in his face, by that time he arrives at forty years of 
age.60 
Unlike Parsons, Hogarth includes an age, 'forty years', by which time the 
emotions of the face have become habitual. By the time the individual reaches this 
age, the viewer is better equipped to judge their most frequent emotions and 
distinguish their character. 
 While the progression of physiognomy reads like a patchwork of its 
former reputation, there is a reason for this. As Shearer West points out, Parsons, 
like many theorists at the time, was writing in a period of 'paradoxical 
commixture', contending with popular culture, empiricism and a revival of the 
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ancient theories that were already widely acknowledged.61 It is easy to see why 
Parsons' text often contradicts its scientific rationality, including unnecessary 
tributes to ancient philosophers and a poem by Andrew Marvell.62 However, what 
is really at the heart of Parsons' study is an evaluation of how physiognomy works 
alongside the social need to understand physical and mental correlation. Parsons 
manages to break down the issues of physiognomic interpretation into an 
appraisal of the facial muscles and the psychological explanation of the emotions 
evident in the face. This may have been the first attempt to establish physiognomy 
as a science, but the fundamental theory of physiognomic interpretation has 
remained intact – it is an attempt to understand and interpret the psychological 
associations that connect the body and mind. Parsons' theory made a significant 
contribution to the way physiognomy could be applied, moving away from its 
chapbook reputation.  
Parsons may have argued that the static features of the face are 
meaningless in an evaluation of the passions, but it does not mean that the 
vernacular attempts to understand the reaction to certain physical features should 
be discredited. What is evident here, and will be increasingly so in the following 
chapters, is that physiognomy is based on an inherent need to categorise and 
identify others based on their physicality. If the ugly physical features give a 
reaction of dread and fear, there is a psychological reason for this; equally, when a 
beautiful face with perfectly proportioned features strikes the viewer, they are met 
with feelings of positivity, love and kindness. These may be initial reactions, and 
may not always be correct, but the judgement of physicality is often one that 
works in contradiction with reason. One is aware that a beautiful face can hide a 
wicked heart, and this may alter the reaction to it, but one is also unwilling to 
accept that interpretation, because it does not fit with how beauty, as an ideal 
form, is understood. With the theory of habitual appearance, the possibility of 
deceit is removed (at least by the age of forty) and so society can rest at ease 
knowing a wicked heart will somehow reveal itself and be legible on the outer 
body. 
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62 Andrew Marvell, 'Eyes and Tears', in Human Physiognomy Explain'd, p. 80. 
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While there are entertaining sides to the fortune-telling science, there is 
evidently a more empiric understanding to be found in these discussions. Either 
because the assumptions behind physiognomy were so well-established, or, 
perhaps more likely, because of its links to popular practice, it found an 
opportunity in the eighteenth century, despite being repeatedly discredited, to 
appeal to the scientific and theoretical elite. Not only was this opportunity able to 
fuel the growing interest into the relationship between body and mind, but it was 
also formed in acknowledgement of physiognomy's potential future. Its unusual 
journey from ancient philosophy to entertaining pseudoscience and its return to 
credit-worthy theory demonstrates its inherency and evolution within a public 
sphere. Its inclusion in fortune-telling texts and entertaining chapbooks is 
arguably just as significant as its more formal advocators, as they demonstrate a 
common human experience. While there is little weight to the diagnostic and 
predictive evaluations in most of these examples, the process and evident need to 
analyse the relationship between body and mind is what is significant. Taking this 
relationship into consideration, the theory of physiognomy will be used as a 
foundation on which to base the following study of female beauty and its 
interpretations. 
 
Chapter Two 
The Philosophy of Beauty  
In Beauty, as I said, the effect is previous to any knowledge of the 
use; but to judge of proportion, we must know the end for which any 
work is designed.1  
* 
 
By the mid-eighteenth century the diverse worlds of literature and art, in all their 
various forms, became conjoined and known as the fine arts. The newly formed 
compound would commonly become known as aesthetics by the nineteenth 
century, but the problematic concept of beauty that fuelled this movement had 
already begun to dominate artistic discussions, as well as matters of scientific 
study and social perception, well before Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten coined 
the term 'aesthetics' in 1735.2 Having explored the foundations of physiognomy 
and the basic character stereotypes associated with various features in the 
previous chapter, this chapter will continue to unpack the understanding of beauty 
in the eighteenth century by examining select aesthetic philosophies.  
In recent years, there have been numerous arguments and critical analyses 
of the aesthetic philosophy from this period, discussing everything from the role 
of the sublime and traditional thoughts on beauty, to psychology, thoughts on 
individuality, subjectivity and even the social hierarchy.3 A significant number of 
these studies attempt to address why there was such a sharp and continued 
increase in aesthetic theory during the early and mid-eighteenth century, leading 
up to the work of Immanuel Kant, Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful 
                                                
1 Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful (London: R. and J. Dodsley, 1757), p. 108. [All subsequent references are to this edition 
and will appear in parentheses following the quotation]. 
2 See Paul Guyer, 'Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics', in A Companion to Aesthetics, ed. by Stephen 
Davies, Kathleen Marie Higgins, Robert Hopkins and others (Oxford: Blackwell, 2009), pp. 32–50 
(p. 32). 
3 See Andrew Ashfield and Peter de Bolla, eds. The Sublime: A Reader in British Eighteenth-
Century Aesthetic Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); M. H. Abrams, The 
Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1953); and Terry Eagleton, The Ideology of Aesthetics (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990). 
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and Sublime (1764),4 but none have looked at the understanding of beauty and its 
connections to the rise of sensibility in the way this chapter aims to.5 To address 
the roles beauty and sensibility play in these aesthetic discussions, this chapter 
will address the philosophical discussion of beauty from John Locke's Essays 
Concerning Human Understanding (1690) to Edmund Burke's A Philosophical 
Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757). The 
analysis will not only consider how each treatise explains the perception of 
beauty, but how the discussion of aesthetics began to form a narrative on taste, 
sensibility and conduct. 
Aesthetics was, and arguably still is, an attempt to explain why we do 
what we do, but specifically in response to the senses. In its development, an ideal 
standard of taste, intelligence and beauty would ensue, and contribute to the 
sudden rise of aesthetic treatises and philosophical studies in the arts, as well as 
the increasingly popular notions of sensible behaviour. In his introduction to 
aesthetics, Dabney Townsend suggests that 'Aesthetics arose as an attempt to 
provide a positive account of the role played by feeling and emotions in human 
thinking'.6 Robert Jones expresses a similar idea, suggesting that 'there was a 
willingness, from about 1740 onwards, to unite a previously problematic group of 
ideas – namely, feeling, taste and femininity – within the newly defined space of 
polite discourse'.7 The rise, according to Paul Guyer, can be seen as a reaction to 
the Puritan oppression of the previous century, or the increasingly leisurely 
                                                
4 This chapter does not address Kant's aesthetic treatise, written in German in 1764, as it was not 
translated into English until 1799, much later than the philosophies featured here. See Immanuel 
Kant, Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime and Other Writings, ed. by Patrick 
Frierson and Paul Guyer (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011). 
5 Paul Guyer's study Values of Beauty: Historical Essays in Aesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005) with its formulaic dissection of the trends and influences of modern 
aesthetics building up to Kant, comes closest to the style of analysis I wish to follow here. Where 
Guyer's work follows more specifically the freedom of the imagination, this chapter aims to track 
the development of physiognomic ideas in aesthetic philosophy in a chronological fashion. For a 
similar discussion of aesthetics, see Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics from Classical Greece to the 
Present: a Short History (New York and London: Macmillan & Collier-Macmillan Ltd, 1966), 
particularly pp. 178–205. 
6 Dabney Townsend, An Introduction to Aesthetics (Malden, MA and Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), 
pp. 1–2. 
7 Robert Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Century Britain: The Analysis of 
Beauty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 85. 
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lifestyles of the 'prosperous bourgeoisie'.8 While the changing morals and conduct 
of the higher social ranks evidently had an effect on the continuation of aesthetic 
theory and the development of sensibility, there is a sense that the concerns 
addressed by most of the resulting philosophies are based on a more generalised 
human experience. Much like physiognomy, aesthetic theory sprang from the 
recognition of a shared human experience based on feelings, emotions, and 
reactions to certain stimuli. Equally, there are a number of social issues and 
medical theories that feed into aesthetic philosophy, which suggest a wider 
engagement with human behaviour.  
Scientific advances into the nervous system and the receptivity of the 
senses from Newtonian theory meant that the understanding of the body's 
reactions could be understood at a medical level. As this understanding of the 
senses began to filter into the public conscious, the sensitivity of the nerves 
combined with thoughts on aesthetics, taste, femininity and, perhaps most 
significantly, rank. The resulting notion of sensibility became at once a medical 
and social phenomenon, indicating beauty, good taste and intelligence. According 
to G. J. Barker-Benfield,  
While sensibility rested on essentially materialist assumptions, 
proponents of the cultivation of sensibility came to invest it with 
spiritual and moral values. The flexibility of a word synonymous with 
consciousness, with feeling, and eventually identifiable with sexual 
characteristics, permitted a continuous struggle over its meanings and 
values.9 
The catalyst for the development of sensibility is often attributed to Newton's 
Opticks. First published in 1704, it offered a detailed description of how the 
nerves worked through vibrations and the second edition emphasised the role of 
the will on the senses.10 However, the popularisation of the research, as Barker-
                                                
8 Guyer, 'Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics', p. 33. 
9 G. J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture of Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain 
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1992), p. xvii. 
10 See Isaac Newton, Opticks: or, a Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, Inflections and 
Colours of Light, 2nd edn (London: W. and J. Innys, 1718). Newton writes: 'vibrations, being 
propagated along the solid fibres of the optick Nerves into the Brain, cause the sense of seeing. For 
because dense Bodies conserve their heat a long time, and the densest Bodies conserve their heat 
the longest, the vibrations of their parts are of a lasting nature, and therefore my be propagated 
along solid fibres of uniform dense matter to a great distance, for conveying into the Brain the 
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Benfield suggests, meant that although 'Newton did not gender this scheme in the 
least [...] the question of will in the operation of weaker, feminized nerves was 
brought into serious question, compounding the potential for the passivity implicit 
in the association of ideas'.11 The gender divide is particularly telling within the 
cultivation of sensibility; the resulting discussions of heavily feminised aesthetic 
beauty meant that women were praised for their increased sensitivity, refinement 
and ideal bodily form, but were also being defined by an ideal. Far from its 
origins in Newton's scientific theory, sensibility became a means to divide and 
isolate not only the sexes, but also the social hierarchy. 
 In 1733, George Cheyne published The English Malady, a detailed, 
medical account of the nerves that utilised and popularised Newton's theory of 
vibration. The text distinguishes those who may be more sensitive to nervous 
disorders in a particularly visual way. Cheyne claims that  
those of the fairest, clearest, and brightest colour'd Hair, are of the 
loosest and weakest State of Fibres and Nerves, not only because the 
fairest and lightest is the most rare, transparent, and fungous, but 
because Bodies of the lightest Parts, consist of Parts of a weaker 
Union, which adhere with less Force, and consequently are less 
elastick, firm, and springy that those of the darker and more opake 
Colours. We generally observe, that People of very fine and white 
Hair [...] are of weak, tender, and delicate Constitutions.12 
Although Cheyne does not gender this sensible appearance, the image of delicacy 
and weakness lend themselves to a more feminised description of the nerves. As a 
means of comparison, Cheyne suggests that 'A WHITE, fair, blanch'd, wax or 
ashen-colour'd Complexion, constantly indicates a weaker State of Fibres than a 
                                                
impressions made upon all the Organs of sense. For that motion which can continue long in one 
and the same part of a Body, can be propagated a long way from one part to another, supposing the 
Body homogeneal, so that the motion my not be reflected, refracted, interrupted or disordered by 
any unevenness of the Body', pp. 319–20. The 'unevenness' of the body is interesting in that it 
would affect the motion of the nerves; in this sense, it has a connection to the ideas of bodily 
deformity discussed in the previous chapter, and, when coupled with Newton's idea that the senses 
are 'excited in the Brain by the power of the Will' (p. 328), they evidence the resulting 
differentiation between a refined sensibility, a weakness in the nerves and those who are altogether 
less sensitive.  
11 Barker-Benfield, Culture, p. 5. 
12 George Cheyne, The English Malady (London: G. Strahan and J. Leake, 1733), p. 101. Cheyne 
continues this observation with a suggestion that certain people may try to mimic this sensitive 
appearance with wigs: 'And those who deal in making artificial Covers for the Heads of Men or 
Women, find that such Hair will never, with any Credit to them, serve these Purposes, and seldom 
honestly employ it for that End', p. 101. 
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ruddy, brown, or dark Hue', and 'A FAT, corpulent, and phlegmatick Constitution 
is always attended with loose, flabby, and relax'd Fibres', but 'those of a dry, firm, 
clean, and brawny [constitution] have generally the strongest and most tense 
Fibres.'13 Aside from the strong and weak categories suggesting, although not 
stating, the difference between masculine and feminine constitutions, there is also 
the distinction of race and class present in Cheyne's treatise, particularly where 
'ruddy' skin indicates strength, and 'fair' skin indicates weakness, or a heightened 
sensibility.  
In Consumption and Literature: The Making of the Romantic Disease, 
Clark Lawlor notes the way that thoughts on sensibility, particularly in the higher 
ranks, affected the way disease, namely, consumption – a disorder that became 
fashionably associated with delicate nerves – was identified: 'working-class 
consumption was more likely to be due to various vices like drinking and 
fornication, whereas middle-class consumption was a disease of refinement and 
delicate sensibilities above all'.14 Lawlor also considers Chenye's association with 
the size of the body and the delicacy of the nerves, suggesting that there was a 
wider social connection between taste, sensibility, and the ability to identify 
nervous disorders: 'People who possessed finer nerves and were consumptive and 
thin were characterised by a corresponding "fineness" of taste: to be "Fat and 
Plump: was to be more dull and slow-witted, according to this equation of mind 
and body'.15 Significantly, the same pseudo-scientific associations of 
physiognomy appear in these medical texts, suggesting that the relationship 
between body and mind was highly influential for reinforcing class and gender 
divisions, even in rational theories. 
According to Barker-Benfield, when 'Applied socially, Newtonian science 
could rationalize hierarchy[.] Degrees of sensibility, then, betokened both social 
and moral status'.16 On the subject of aesthetics and the social hierarchy in Hume 
and Kant, Richard Shusterman likewise suggests that 'the social and class-
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Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), p. 50. 
15 Lawlor, Consumption and Literature, p. 53. 
16 Barker-Benfield, Culture, pp. 8–9. 
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hierarchical foundation of aesthetic judgement' and its 'introduction of difference, 
distinction, and conventional prejudice, sharply contrasts with [the] idea of a 
natural uniformity of feeling or response'.17 While many of these aesthetic 
treatises discuss a general or shared understanding of response and perception, 
there is prejudice, in several forms, to be found within the discussions. This 
aesthetic prejudice works in the same way as Newton and Cheyne's theories of the 
nerves, by distinguishing the degrees by which taste and moral judgement could 
be discerned. When this is coupled with notions of sensibility, which were quickly 
becoming a fashionable means to distinguish the upper ranks from the lower, 
finding the balance between a vulgar, masculine strength and effeminate 
weakness also became an issue of aesthetic judgement.  
As Barker-Benfield writes,  
Women's finer, weaker nerves were 'determined' by God and science. 
Lacking these literally male qualities, those born with innately fine or 
delicate nerves were not 'made capable of running into the same 
Indiscretions or Excess of Sensual Pleasures' as were those born with 
'strong Fibres or Robust Constitutions'. According to this scheme, it 
could be claimed that women were naturally the moral superiors of 
most men, a superiority shared by men who were becoming more like 
women in this regard. 18 
For a man, trying to capture the moral superiority of a feminised sensibility, while 
maintaining the rational intelligence demanded of his gender, aesthetics offered a 
means by which to negotiate this dangerous path, to refine one's sensibilities 
without a delicate, feminine constitution and establish a superiority suitable for 
one's place within the social hierarchy. Reinforcing the stereotypes of beautiful, 
delicate women, while demonstrating a rational explanation of sensation and 
feeling – one that was general to all mankind but more pronounced in some – the 
following moral philosophers, particularly through their analysis of beauty, 
managed to dictate a branch of sensibility that would translate into notions of 
higher taste and ideal conduct for both men and women. 
                                                
17 Richard Shusterman, 'Of the scandal of taste: social privilege as nature in the aesthetic theories 
of Hume and Kant', in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics and the Reconstruction of Art, ed. by Paul 
Mattick, Jr. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 96–119 (p. 96). 
18 Barker-Benfield, Culture, p. 24, citing George Cheyne's The English Malady, pp. 66, 67, 14. 
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Although aesthetic treatises and moral philosophies are personal accounts 
and understandings of individual reactions, sensations and feelings, there is a 
surprising level of consistency to be found in the theoretical evaluation of beauty 
and the sensation it causes. In the same way that theories of physiognomy found 
shared physical signifiers on which to base evaluations of character judgement, 
the aesthetic discussion of beauty likewise reveals areas of common ground. 
While the subject of perception, particularly where the individual is concerned, 
could offer multiple interpretations of what beauty is and how it can be 
understood, there are many areas where the evaluations agree. The somewhat 
simple idea that beauty is pleasurable, having a positive affect on the senses, is 
consistent throughout all of these studies of beauty, linking the perception of the 
beautiful object with the feeling of delight. There are also considerable 
similarities in the physical descriptions of beauty, often concerning colour and 
proportion. However, where the subject of physiognomy works with commonly 
established signifiers and provides basic assignations to these, the philosophies 
address the question of why people make these connections, and how refinement, 
learning and taste may influence their reactions. 
The following aesthetic debates are shaped largely around the question of 
where the connections between body and mind originate. In an attempt to simplify 
the complexity of cognitive reaction, the discussions argue whether the reaction 
we have to beauty is innate, or, in fact, based on a learned association; that is to 
say, whether the reaction is an immediate recognition of beauty through the 
senses, or an identification of beauty that knowledge and experience have dictated 
to us. In order to map the philosophical understanding of the relationship between 
the body and mind, in both the individual and the person viewed, this chapter will 
identify the specific ideas concerning beauty and the association of ideas within 
the treatises of John Locke, Shaftesbury, Joseph Addison, Frances Hutcheson, 
George Berkeley, David Hume, Joseph Spence and Edmund Burke. While this list 
is extensive, only the key passages within the treatises that address the 
identification of beauty, the explanation behind it, and its alignment with taste, 
will be examined. The analysis will identify elements of physiognomic theory, as 
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well as thoughts on sensibility and conduct where present.19 The final section of 
this chapter will consider how the discussion of female beauty and the delicacy of 
the nerves fuelled a patriarchal debate as to the conduct of women and the 
definition of taste and sensibility.20  
 
                                                
19 The connection between physiognomy and aesthetics is not commonly found in aesthetic 
scholarship, but Roxann Wheeler and Graeme Tytler draw comparison with the two trends in their 
consideration of the work of Lavater, and Lucy Hartley discusses aesthetics and expression in her 
study of physiognomy. See Wheeler,  'Racial Legacies: The Speaking Countenance and the 
Character Sketch in the Novel', in A Companion to the Eighteenth-Century English Novel and 
Culture, ed. by Paula R. Backscheider and Catherine Ingrassia (Chichester: Blackwell, 2009), pp. 
419–40 (pp. 429–433); Tytler, Physiognomy in the European Novel (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1982), p. 48; and Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 79, 120. 
20 It is important to note that this analysis will favour the examples of female beauty where gender 
is concerned. This is not due to a lack of examples of male beauty, although the subject is less 
often discussed, instead the decision is based on the focus of this research, as the connection 
between beauty and its moral association is much stronger in the discussion of female appearance 
and more relevant to the wider thesis. 
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The Origin of Our Ideas 
This section will examine how these aesthetic and moral philosophies work to 
align the thoughts on beauty and the perfection of the body with notions of 
sensibility, conduct, femininity, morality, taste and the social hierarchy. In the 
alignment of these numerous, but related, social issues, it becomes clear how 
significant a role beauty played in codifying social practice, particularly in ideas 
on femininity and rank, within the eighteenth century. Taking the scientific 
understanding of perception and physiognomy as foundations, the following 
analysis will focus on specific extracts from these treatises concerning beauty, 
taste and the acknowledgement of both a shared social reaction and the greater 
sensitivities of certain, often more refined, individuals. As these treatises not only 
consider the way the body receives information, but how the individual reacts to 
and processes that information, they demonstrate a very public attempt to 
understand a personal perception. 
There is a divide in the philosophical theories that demonstrates a shift in 
thinking, moving from the acknowledgement of a spontaneous, natural reaction to 
beauty in earlier philosophies, to a more refined and rational understanding of the 
body's response and subsequent judgement, based on experience and learning, in 
the mid-century publications. Taking examples from Shaftsbury's The Moralists 
(1709) and Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions and Times (1711); 
Joseph Addison's  'On the Pleasures of the Imagination' in The Spectator (1712); 
Francis Hutcheson's An Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue 
(1725), Berkeley's Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher (1732), and David 
Hume's A Treatise of Human Nature  (1739–40) and Essays, Moral and Political 
(1741), all of these treatises assume that people are able to identify beauty through 
a natural sense, but also argue that certain developed or learned associations can 
affect the perception of beauty and improve or even contradict the initial awe with 
which the individual was struck. In the 1750s, Joseph Spence's Crito: or, a 
Dialogue on Beauty (1752) and Edmund Burke's A Philosophical Enquiry into the 
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757) present an argument that 
is indicative of a more transitional phase in the developing philosophy. Both of 
these writers provide a more individual approach to the subject of beauty. For 
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example, Burke's theoretical view lies in the cognitive association of the beautiful 
with pleasurable feelings, acknowledging both the natural and learned reactions to 
beauty simultaneously. For Spence's Crito, however, the debate is more complex. 
Spence's overall argument can be aligned in parts with Burke's, as he 
acknowledges both the object and the ideas annexed to that object as the sources 
of beauty. But while there is a sobriety in the first proportion of the text, there is a 
more facetious tone underpinning his later examples. What is clear throughout all 
of these treatises is that while an acknowledgement of that initial, spontaneous, 
first-sight reaction to beauty is present, there is always a subsequent clause to 
imply that the knowledge, experience and refinement of the individual is also a 
factor in the recognition and understanding of beauty. As a result, the discussions 
of perception here serve to solidify many of the prevailing thoughts on science, 
morality, culture and gender distinction into an applicable theory – one that was 
able to separate the rational man from the delicate and morally superior woman; 
the upper ranks from the lower. 
To formally begin the analysis, as many of these treatises draw on Locke's 
Essays (1690), either directly or indirectly, it is necessary to consider the principle 
that informs their arguments. Under the title of 'Complex Ideas', Locke suggests 
that 
the Mind has a power to consider several [ideas] united together, as 
one Idea[.] Ideas thus made up of several simple ones put together, I 
call Complex; such as are Beauty, Gratitude, a Man, an Army, the 
Universe[.] In this faculty of repeating and joining together its Ideas, 
the Mind has great power in varying and multiplying the Objects of its 
Thoughts, infinitely beyond what Sensation or Reflection furnished it 
with: But all this still confined to those simple Ideas, which it received 
from those two Sources, and which are the ultimate Materials of all its 
compositions.21 
Elements of Locke's seventeenth-century text can be found most significantly in 
Addison's work on the power of the imagination and Burke's theory of taste, but 
                                                
21 John Locke, John Locke: An Essay Concerning Human Understanding in Focus, ed. Gary 
Fuller, Robert Stecker, and John P. Wright (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), p. 215. 
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appear in some form throughout all of the treatises considered here.22 Taking into 
account the cognitive application of Locke's 'Sensation' and 'Reflection', the 
immediate feeling and the later consideration, the application for devising a 
theory on what makes something appear beautiful is based on the way the 
perception and the understanding incorporate the innate acknowledgement of 
particular types of physicality. However, for many of the earlier treatises, the 
initial perception and the understanding become juxtaposed. For this reason, the 
analysis will follow the chronological development of ideas, first addressing the 
innate perception of beauty in Shaftesbury, Addison, Hutcheson, Berkeley and 
Hume, and then examine Spence and Burke in their examination of both innate 
and learned reactions. 
* 
Shaftesbury, as Barker-Benfield notes, is 'the father of sentimental ethics'.23 His 
insistence on the innate senses and the ability to judge the good from the bad 
informed a philosophical trend of moral refinement and sensibility. In The 
Moralists (1709), Shaftesbury addresses the perception beauty as a natural 
phenomenon, one separate from any knowledge or understanding of the beautiful 
object. In this, he created the theory of disinterestedness, a term not formally 
developed until Hutcheson's Inquiry in 1725.24 The concept of disinterestedness is 
based on a detachment from the beautiful object, acknowledging that the viewer 
does not need to understand or possess the object in order to find it beautiful –
proving that a developed association with beauty is unnecessary to its recognition. 
On the subject of disinterest, Guyer writes, 
This insistence upon the independence of the response to beauty from 
the possibility of possession of an object and any property of it, the 
enjoyment of which might depend upon its possession, such as its 
utility, is often thought to be the origin of the supposedly 
                                                
22 Addison, 'On the Pleasures of the Imagination', no. 411, The Spectator 21 June 1712, ed. by 
Donald F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp. 175–78 (p. 175): 'Our sight […] fills the 
mind with the largest variety of ideas [and] the sense of feeling can indeed give us a notion of 
extension [for these ideas]'; and Burke, Enquiry, pp. 16–17, 'it must be observed, that this power of 
the imagination is incapable of producing any thing absolutely new; it can only vary the 
disposition of those ideas which it has received from the senses'. 
23 Barker-Benfield, Culture, p. 105. 
24 See Guyer, Values, p. 12. 
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characteristic eighteenth-century doctrine that aesthetic response and 
its expression in a judgement of taste must be disinterested.25 
Shaftesbury, perhaps unwittingly, created a doctrine for the immediate, 
independent response to beauty, which would go on to influence, and provoke, the 
eighteenth-century's theories of aesthetics and the acknowledgement of natural 
taste. His main argument in The Moralists hinges on the observation 'often when I 
have found my Fancy run this way, I have checked my self; not knowing what it 
was that possessed me, when I was passionately struck with [beautiful] Objects of 
this kind'.26 Shaftesbury's concept of disinterestedness supports his argument that 
the perception of any object causes an innate reaction, and one unconcerned with 
any possession of or relationship to the object.27 He does, however, admit that the 
initial strike on the senses is incomplete: 
if we may trust to what our Reasoning has taught us; whatever in 
Nature is beautiful or charming, is only the faint Shadow of that First 
Beauty. So that every real Love depending on the Mind, and being 
only the Contemplation of Beauty, either as it really is in it self, or as 
it appears imperfectly in the Objects which strike the Sense; how can 
the rational Mind rest here, or be satisfy'd with the absurd Enjoyment, 
which reaches the Sense alone?28 
The subsequent response and cognitive association must follow to satisfy the 
'rational Mind', but, as it is not responsible for the initial reaction, the two 
concepts are treated in isolation. 
Two years later, in Characteristicks (1711), Shaftesbury expanded his 
theory of perception:  
There is a BEAUTY of each kind […] This no one goes about to 
teach: nor is it learnt by any; but confessed by All. All own the 
Standard, Rule, and Measure: But in applying it to Things, Disorder 
arises, Ignorance prevails, [and] Interest and Passion breed 
Disturbance.29  
                                                
25 Guyer, 'Beauty and Utility in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics', Eighteenth-Century Studies, 35, 3 
(2002), 439–53 (p. 440).  
26 Shaftesbury, The Moralists, a Philosophical Rhapsody (London: John Wyat, 1709), p. 206. 
27 See Beardsley, Aesthetics from Classical Greece to the Present, pp. 180–81. 
28 Shaftesbury, The Moralists (1709), p. 206. 
29 Shaftesbury, Characteristicks, vol. 1, p. 138. See also Guyer, 'Beauty and Utility', p. 440. 
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By acknowledging the recognition of beauty as a shared social phenomenon, 
Shaftesbury attempts to align the natural, individual response with a collective 
social practice, while reinforcing the idea that not every person is capable of 
applying rational thought to the senses.  
He goes on to claim that it is not only the object that affects the sense, but 
the actions of the object likewise cause sensation: 
In a Creature capable of forming general Notions of Things, not only 
the outward Beings which offer themselves to the Sense, are the 
Objects of the Affection; but the very Actions themselves, and the 
Affections of Pity, Kindness, Gratitude, and their Contrarys, being 
brought into the Mind by Reflection, become Objects. [...] The 
Shapes, Motions, Colours, and Proportions of these being presented to 
our Eye; there necessarily results a beauty or Deformity, Arrangement 
and Disposition of their several Parts.30 
Adopting Locke's notion of 'Reflection', Shaftesbury acknowledges the coming 
together of the senses and the interpretation of the feelings, but then suggests that 
these 'Motions', inform the sight and our acknowledgement of 'beauty or 
Deformity' – affecting how we perceive an object on first sight. The same 
connection can be found in his argument discussing the beauty of women. He 
acknowledges that the confusion surrounding the 'Standard, Rule, and Measure' is 
because many fail to acknowledge that there is a beauty of the mind as well as a 
beauty of the body: 
The admirers of beauty in the fair sex would laugh, perhaps, to hear of 
a moral part in their amours. [...] What praises of a humour, a sense, a 
je ne sçai quoi of wit, and all those graces of a mind which these 
virtuoso-lovers delight to celebrate. Let them settle this matter among 
themselves; and regulate, as they think fit, the proportions which these 
different beauties hold one to another: they must allow still, there is a 
beauty of the mind; and such as is essential in the case. Why else is 
the very air of foolishness enough to cloy a lover at first sight? Why 
does an idiot-look and manner destroy the effect of all those outward 
charms, and rob the fair one of her power; though regularly armed in 
all the exactness of feature and complexion?31 
His acknowledgement of 'an idiot look' or an 'air of foolishness', where a physical 
indicator of character 'is essential' to the beauty of the subject, evidences the idea 
                                                
30 Shaftesbury, Characteristicks, vol. 2, p. 28. 
31 Characteristicks, vol. 1, p. 91. 
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that mankind shares in this unexplainable, but immediate experience, but fails to 
provide an origin for the knowledge of such looks. His use of the words 'first 
sight', would suggest that Shaftesbury believes this reaction is somehow 
ingrained; the 'air of foolishness' that Shaftesbury claims is recognisable at 'first 
sight' is the reason we are able to recognise physical beauty immediately and 
separately from our own self-interest.  
One of the text's most famous lines: 'That what is Beautiful is Harmonious 
and Proportionable: What is Harmonious and Proportionable, is True; and what is 
at once both Beautiful and True is, of consequence, Agreeable and Good',32 
suggests a need for prior knowledge and comparison, but instead relies on an 
innate recognition, or natural sense of the good as the beautiful. To support this 
instinctive identification of the 'Beautiful' and 'Good', Shaftesbury suggests that 
the mind 'readily discerns the Good and Ill towards the Species of Publick'.33 For 
Shaftesbury, the recognition of good and bad is a natural human facility. He 
believes that the sense and the mind, working in harmony, will allow the 
individual to recognise both forms of beauty – the character and the object – and 
distinguish the good from the bad. 
However, this ability is not equal in every mind. In his discussion of the 
artist, Shaftesbury writes  
he must [...] fix his Eye upon that consummate Grace, that Beauty of 
Nature, and that Perfection of Numbers, which the rest of Mankind, 
feeling only by the Effect, whilst ignorant of the Cause, term the Je-
ne-sçay-quoy, the unintelligible, or the I know not what; and suppose 
to be a kind of Charm, or Enchantment, of which the Artist himself 
can give no account.34  
In stating that the 'rest of mankind' feel only the 'Effect' of beauty, while unaware 
of its 'Cause', Shaftesbury begins to relate intelligence and understanding, whether 
from natural inclination or learning, with notions of refinement and taste.35 
Shaftesbury uses the recognition of female beauty to demonstrate these thoughts: 
                                                
32 Characteristicks, vol. 3, pp. 182–83 
33 Characteristicks, vol. 2, p. 30. 
34 Characteristicks, vol. 1, p. 332. 
35 'By Gentlemen of Fashion, I understand those to whom a natural good Genius, or the Force of 
good Education, has given a Sense of what is naturally graceful and becoming. Some by mere 
Nature, others by Art and Practice, are Masters of an Ear in Musick, an Eye in Painting, a Fancy in 
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what we most admir'd, even in the Turn of the outward Features, was 
but a mysterious Expression, and a kind of shadow of something 
inward in the Temper: and that when we were struck with a Majestick 
Air, a sprightly Look, an Amazon bold Grace, or a contrary soft and 
gentle one; 'twas chiefly the Fancy of these Characters or Qualities 
that wrought on us: our Imagination being busy'd in forming 
beauteous Shapes and Images of this Kind, which amus'd the Mind, 
and held it in admiration; whilst other Passions were employ'd another 
away. [...] all these become necessary Ingredients in the Affair of 
Love, and are authentically established by the Men of Elegance and 
Art in this way of Passion. Nor can the Men of cooler Passions, and 
more deliberate Pursuits, withstand the Force of Beauty, in other 
kinds. Every one is a Virtuoso, of a higher or lower degree: Every one 
pursues a GRACE, and courts a VENUS of one kind or other.36 
In his discussion of beauty as both and internal and external expression, one that 
'Men of Elegance' were most likely to appreciate, Shaftesbury began another trend 
that would go on to dominate subsequent aesthetic philosophies – the quality of 
the imagination. 
Following Shaftesbury's thoughts on the recognition of physical beauty was 
Joseph Addison, with his 11 articles for The Spectator 'On the Pleasures of the 
Imagination' (1712). In this well-known series of articles, like Shaftesbury and 
Locke before him, he notes the power of the mind to unite ideas, as well as the 
'Sensation' of the sense and the 'Reflection' of the mind. Addison is also 
particularly Lockean in his claim that 'We cannot indeed have a single Image in 
the Fancy that did not make its first Entrance though the Sight; but we have the 
Power of retaining, altering and compounding those Images, which we have once 
received, into all the Varieties of Picture and Vision that are most agreeable to the 
Imagination'.37 And, like Shaftesbury, Addison acknowledges a first-sight reaction 
to beauty: 'We are struck, we know not how, with the Symmetry of any thing we 
see, and immediately assent to the Beauty of an Object, without inquiring into the 
                                                
the ordinary things of Ornament and Grace, a Judgement in Proportions of all kinds, and a general 
good Taste in most of those Subjects which make the Amusement and Delight of the ingenious 
People of the World', Characteristicks, vol. 1, p. 135. 
36 Characteristicks, vol. 1, p. 138. 
37 Addison, 'On the Pleasures of the Imagination', no. 411, ed. by Bond, pp. 175–78 (p. 176). 
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particular Causes and Occasions of it'.38 In this way, beauty becomes the tool by 
which Addison is able to express his thoughts on pleasure and the imagination: 
there is nothing that makes its way more directly to the soul than 
beauty, which immediately diffuses a secret satisfaction and 
complacency through the imagination, and gives a finishing to 
anything that is great or uncommon. The very first discovery of it 
strikes the mind with an inward joy, and spreads a cheerfulness and 
delight through all its faculties.39 
Addison recognises the immediate reaction of pleasure one has when viewing, or 
imagining, a beautiful object – one that is separate from the 'Causes' of that 
beauty. He recognises that this is a shared, however individually felt, response, 
and as such, 'it is impossible for us to give the necessary reason why this 
operation of the mind is attended with so much pleasure'.40 The reason why it is 
impossible, for Addison, is that when presented with an object, the mind, 'without 
any previous Consideration', 'pronounces at first sight Beautiful or Deformed'.41 
Addison dismisses the knowledge or comparison of an object and instead treats 
this recognition of beauty or deformity as a spontaneous and natural reaction of 
the mind. 
 However, Addison implies that the power to interpret the image received 
by the senses is greater in 'A Man of a Polite Imagination', who 'is let into a great 
many Pleasures that the Vulgar are not capable of receiving. [...] he looks upon 
the World, as it were, in another Light, and discovers in it a Multitude of Charms, 
that conceal themselves from the generality of Mankind'.42 To join the refinement 
of the 'Polite Imagination', Addison goes on to suggest 
that the pleasures of the fancy are more conductive to health, than 
those of understanding[.] Delightful Scenes, whether in Nature, 
Painting, or Poetry, have a kindly Influence on the Body, as well as 
the Mind, and not only serve to clear and brighten the Imagination, 
but are able to disperse Grief and Melancholy, and to set the Animal 
Spirits in pleasing and agreeable Motions.43 
                                                
38 Addison, no. 411, p. 176. 
39 Addison, no. 412, 23 June 1712, pp. 178–81 (p. 179). 
40 Addison, no. 416, 27 June 1712, pp. 190–93 (p. 191). 
41 Addison, no. 412, 23 June 1712, p. 179. 
42 Addison, no. 411, p. 177. 
43 Addison, no. 411, p. 177 
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While he admits, 'It would be in vain to enquire, whether the Power of imagining 
Things strongly proceeds from any greater Perfection in the Soul, or from any 
nicer Texture in the Brain of one Man than of another', Addison argues 'that a 
noble Writer should be born with this Faculty in its full Strength and Vigour, so as 
to be able to receive lively Ideas from outward Objects [and] take as much Pains 
in forming his Imagination, as a Philosopher in cultivating his Understanding'.44 In 
his attempt to rationalise the feelings and pleasures of the senses and imagination, 
Addison also informs a refinement of taste and intelligence, which increases the 
enjoyment and recognition of the senses, and has a direct effect on the quality of 
the body. 
Also taking heed of Shaftesbury's disinterestedness, Francis Hutcheson 
developed a perception of beauty that both acknowledged the first sight reaction, 
and promoted the increased enjoyment that would only stem from the 
understanding of that beauty. His Inquiry, according to Monroe Beardsley, was 
'much read, respected and reprinted',45 and in the opening pages of the second 
edition, Hutcheson reinforced the Lockean theory of complex ideas: 'Let it be 
observed, that in the following Papers, the Word Beauty is taken for the Idea 
raised in us, and a Sense of Beauty for our Power of receiving this Idea'.46 
Expanding on his theory of perception, in the third edition of his Inquiry (1729), 
Hutcheson claims:  
This superior Power of Perception is justly called a Sense, because of 
its Affinity to the other Senses in this, that the Pleasure is different 
from any Knowledge of Principles, Proportions, Causes, or of the 
Usefulness of the Object: we are struck at the first with the Beauty: 
nor does the most accurate Knowledge increase this Pleasure of 
Beauty, however it may add a distinct rational Pleasure from 
Prospects of Advantage, or may bring along that peculiar kind of 
Pleasure, which attends the Increase of Knowledge.47 
                                                
44 Addison, no. 417, pp. 193–96 (p. 194). 
45 Beardsley, Aesthetics, p. 185. 
46 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, 2nd edn 
(London: J. Darby, 1726), p. 7. For the purpose of this chapter the originals texts have been 
referenced in the body of the essay, as examples are taken from various editions. 
47 Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, 3rd edn (London: J. 
and J. Knapton, 1729), p. 11. 
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Hutcheson, like Shaftesbury, distinguishes the 'pleasure' of the object from the 
'knowledge' of it or its usefulness. He uses this analogy to support the common 
association of beauty with uniformity or harmony and deformity with non-
uniformity, but admits that further knowledge of the object or character can 'add a 
distinct rational Pleasure'. 
While he admits, like Shaftesbury, that knowledge may add rationality, or 
pleasure to the perception, his explanation of 'natural Indications', once again 
suggests that the recognition of good and bad dispositions is a shared, innate skill, 
but also one 'we all acquire'. In this, Hutcheson attempts to combine the natural 
response, or the feeling of pleasure from the senses, with the additional pleasure 
from the mind, which only comes from experience. However, he is careful not to 
correlate the whole experience of beauty into a collective understanding, which he 
accuses Shaftesbury of doing: 
IN the first Treatise, the Author [Shaftesbury] perhaps in some 
Instances has gone too far, in supposing a greater Agreement of 
Mankind in their Sense of Beauty, than Experience will confirm; but 
all he is solicitous about is to show, That there is some Sense of 
Beauty natural to Men; that we find as great an Agreement of Men in 
their Relishes of Forms, as in their external Senses which all agree to 
be natural.48 
To build on Shaftesbury's work, Hutcheson develops his argument by creating a 
hierarchal division between the experiences of beauty 'natural to Men', which 'all 
agree to be natural', and the other, more refined, experiences, which subsequently 
inform the role of taste in aesthetic philosophy. For example, Hutcheson notes the 
action of connecting moral and physical qualities in his discussion of poetry: 'we 
join the Contemplation of moral Circumstances and Qualities along with natural 
Objects, to increase the Beauty or Deformity' of those objects.49 The active role of 
the viewer – indicated by phrases like 'we join' and 'to increase' – implies a level 
of control in the interpretation of beauty that occurs in isolation from the viewed 
object.  
 
                                                
48 Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (London: J. Osborn 
and T. Longman, 1725), pp. vii–viii. 
49 An Inquiry (1725), p. 242. 
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Hutcheson also acknowledges the theory that more complex ideas and 
associations applied to the sensory reactions may be informed by education, even 
before the individual has experienced them first hand. He writes, 
The proper Occasions of Perception by the external Senses, occur to 
us as soon as we come into the World; and thence perhaps we easily 
look upon these Senses to be natural: but the Objects of the superior 
Senses of Beauty and Virtue generally do not. It is probably some 
little time before Children do reflect, or at least let us know that they 
reflect upon Proportion and Similitude: upon Affections, Characters, 
Tempers; or come to know the external Actions which are Evidence of 
them: And hence we imagine that their Sense of Beauty, and their 
moral Sentiments of Actions, must be entirely owing to Instruction 
and Education; whereas it is full as easy to conceive, how a Character, 
a Temper, as soon as they are observed, may be constituted by Nature 
the necessary occasion of Pleasure, or an Object of Approbation [...] 
before these Objects present themselves to our Observation.50 
In this discussion, Hutcheson negates the possibility of Shaftesbury's first-sight 
perception of good and bad countenances, or those 'external Actions' that evidence 
'Characters', by claiming they 'must be entirely owing to Instruction'. However, he 
still supports the idea of natural sense – one that can recognise the uniformity of 
an object – as a way to negotiate the initial reaction to beauty, and the subsequent 
associations or 'Custom' it informs:  
had we no natural Sense of Beauty from Uniformity, Custom could 
never have made us imagine any Beauty in Objects; [...] Custom in 
like manner could make it easier for any Person to discern the Use of 
a complex Machine, and approve it as advantageous; but he would 
never have imagin'd it Beautiful, had he no natural Sense of Beauty.51 
In this argument, Hutcheson manages to separate the recognition of uniformity 
from that of use, and subsequently develops Shaftesbury's theory of 
disinterestedness into an applicable theory. Hutcheson's treatise continues to 
move back and forth between the natural feelings arising from of visual pleasure, 
and a necessity for comparison: 'had there been a Species of that Form which we 
call now ugly or deform'd, and had we never seen or expected greater Beauty, we 
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should have receiv'd no disgust from it'.52 However, he uses a balance of natural 
sense and acquired knowledge to form his argument: 
THERE are indeed many Faces which at first View are apt to raise 
Dislike; but this is generally not from any positive Deformity which of 
it self is positively displeasing, but either from want of expected 
Beauty, or much more from their carrying some natural Indications of 
morally bad Dispositions, which we all acquire a Faculty of 
discerning in Countenances.53 
Using elements of physiognomic theory, Hutcheson's treatise began the trend to 
negotiate the natural sense with the custom or knowledge of certain physical 
signifiers, or the ability for discerning 'Countenances', which could be acquired 
and refined. 
In the third dialogue of Alciphron (1732), George Berkeley also discusses 
moral beauty, supporting the belief in a natural sense, but also asserting that our 
relation to and knowledge of the object is what informs its degree of beauty. After 
cautiously discussing the concept of utility, or the beauty of an object fit for its 
use54 (a theory Hutcheson challenged in a later edition of his Inquiry55), Berkeley 
suggests that 'Proportions therefore are not, strictly speaking, perceived by the 
sense of Sight, but only by Reason through the means of Sight. […] Consequently 
Beauty, in your sense of it, is an object, not of the eye, but of the mind.'56 Berkeley 
evidences this theory by comparing language with sight:  
Objects are suggested to the Mind through the Eye, in the same 
manner as they are suggested by Words or Sounds through the Ear; 
that is, neither from necessary Deduction to the Judgement nor from 
                                                
52 Inquiry (1725), p. 66. 
53 Inquiry (1725), pp. 66–67. 
54 Berkeley, Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher, vol. 1 of 2 (London: [no pub.], 1732), p. 209. 
55 'Tis surprising to see the ingenious Author of Alciphron alleging, that all Beauty observed is 
solely some Use perceived or imagined; for not other Reason than this, that the Apprehension of 
the Use intended, occurs continually, when we are judging of the Forms of Chairs, Doors, 
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Flowers, in Animals, whose Use is to us unknown'. See Hutcheson, Inquiry, 5th edn (London: R. 
Ware and others, 1753), p. 45 (footnote). See also Guyer 'Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics': 
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objects with regular ones', pp. 441–42. 
56 Berkeley, Alciphron, vol. 1, p. 175.  
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Similitude to the Fancy, but purely and solely from Experience, 
Custom, and Habit.57  
Berkeley acknowledges that the judgement of an object is based on experience 
and pre-existing knowledge of that object, but he also recognises the initial, 
natural sense mankind possess to identify beauty. Berkeley writes 'that there is an 
idea of Beauty natural to the mind of Man', which 'they are pleased and delighted 
with for its own sake, purely from an Instinct of Nature', 
A Man needs no arguments to make him discern and approve what is 
Beautiful; it strikes at first sight and attracts without a reason. And as 
this Beauty is found in the shape and form of corporeal things; so also 
is there analogous to it a Beauty of another kind, an order, a 
symmetry, and comeliness in the moral world. And as the Eye 
perceives the one, so the Mind does by a certain interior sense 
perceive the other, which sense, talent, or faculty is ever quickest and 
purest in the noblest of Minds.58  
The distinction between the physical eye and the mind's eye resurfaces in 
Berkeley's philosophy. It is the mind's eye that 'apprehends the moral Excellence, 
the Beauty, and Decorum of Justice and Temperance'.59 Continuing the theme of 
previous philosophies, Berkeley is quick to point out that this knowledge is not 
equal in all mankind, but 'ever quickest and purest in the noblest of Minds'. 
 The distinction between qualities of minds is a factor that continues 
throughout these philosophies, as the recognition and understanding of moral 
beauty becomes a way to judge the superiority of men of taste. Berkeley continues 
his discussion, suggesting 
To relish this kind of Beauty, there must be a delicate and fine Taste: 
But where there is this natural Taste, nothing further is wanting, either 
as a principle to convince, or as a motive to induce Men to the love of 
Virtue. And more or less there is of this Taste or sense in every 
creature that hath Reason.60  
While Berkeley's assumption that 'every creature' can share this common taste, the 
distinction is still made between those with and without 'Reason'. Reason becomes 
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a defining element in the discussion of taste and beauty, and this is no more 
evident than in David Hume's moral essays.  
In Essay 1, 'Of the Delicacy of Taste and Passion', in his Essays, Moral and 
Political (1741), David Hume suggests the importance of refining one's taste: 'I 
am persuaded, that nothing is so proper to cure us of this Delicacy of Passion61 as 
the cultivating of that higher and more refined Taste, which enables us to judge of 
the Characters of Men, of Compositions of Genius, and the Productions of the 
nobler Arts'.62 On the subject of refining the mind, Harold Osborne claims that the 
arts became linked to the virtues of pleasure, and 'writers sought to justify the arts 
as a […] harmless means of preserving the mind from vacuity, or as a beneficial 
relaxation favouring [the] cultivation of the higher intellectual and moral 
impulses'.63 According to Hume, a higher taste informs more accurate judgement 
of character and cures the 'Delicacy' of overly sensitive or effeminate emotions, 
such as love, fear and sadness, which may at 'any Misfortune' take 'entire 
Possession' of their owner'.64 
With a similar tone to Shaftesbury's Characteristicks, Hume encourages the 
refinement and control of these passions through rationality and learning. Through 
his philosophy, human emotion, intellect and behaviour could all be controlled by 
education: 
I believe, however, there is no one, who will not agree with me, that 
notwithstanding this Resemblance, a Delicacy of Taste is as much to 
be desired and cultivated as a Delicacy of Passion is to be lamented, 
and to be remedied, if possible. The good or ill Accidents of Life are 
very little at our Disposal: But we are pretty much Masters [of] what 
Books we shall read, what Diversions we shall partake of, and what 
Company we shall keep.65 
Hume assumes an individual level of responsibility where social conduct and the 
development of sensibility is concerned. As he claims, 'we are pretty much 
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Masters [of] what Books we shall read', and it was this type of thinking that 
promoted the growth of exemplary literature as a means to cultivate taste, 
sensibility and moral behaviour.66 
In this cultivation of taste, Hume's Treatise on Human Nature (1739–40) 
detailed a much more pragmatic approach to perception and the relationship 
between natural sense and the customs of education. Focussing on the association 
between the object viewed and the interpretation of the object, he rekindles 
Locke's theories of simple and complex ideas and how they influence one's initial 
perception:67 
All the perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves into two 
distinct kinds, which I shall call Impressions and Ideas. The difference 
betwixt these consists in the degrees of force and liveliness, with 
which they strike upon the mind, and make their way into our thought 
or consciousness. Those perceptions, which enter with most force and 
violence, we may name impressions; and under this name I 
comprehend all our sensations, passions and emotions, as they make 
their first appearance in the soul.68  
He confirms the relationship between idea and impression, suggesting 'every 
impression is attended with a correspondent idea, and every simple idea with a 
correspondent impression'.69 Hume follows this pattern of idea and association 
throughout his Treatise and in Section VIII, 'Of beauty and deformity', he 
attempts to explain the association of ideas that stem from beauty: 
beauty of all kinds gives us a peculiar delight and satisfaction; as 
deformity produces pain, upon whatever subject it may be plac'd and 
whether survey'd in an animate or in-animate object. If the beauty or 
deformity, therefore, be plac'd upon our own bodies, this pleasure or 
uneasiness must be converted into pride or humility, as having in this 
case all the circumstances requisite to produce a perfect transition of 
impressions and ideas.70 
He resolves that 'beauty is such an order and construction of parts, as either by the 
primary constitution of our nature, by custom, or by caprice, is fitted to give a 
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pleasure and satisfaction to the soul' and so 'beauty like wit, cannot be defined, but 
is discerned only by a taste or sensation'.71   
While he admits that beauty cannot be defined, Hume does offer an 
explanation for why we recognise an 'action, or sentiment, or character' as 
'virtuous or vicious': 
To have a sense of virtue is nothing but to feel a satisfaction of a 
particular kind from the contemplation of a character. The very feeling 
constitutes our praise or admiration. We go no farther; nor do we 
enquire into the cause of the satisfaction. We do not infer a character 
to be virtuous, because it pleases: But in a feeling that it pleases after 
such a particular manner, we in effect feel that it is virtuous.  The case 
is the same as in our judgements concerning all kinds of beauty, and 
tastes, and sensations. Our approbation is imply'd in the immediate 
pleasure they convey to us.72 
Through this simple format of feeling and reaction, Hume's Treatise began a more 
empiric approach to philosophy, accepting, or assuming, that all of mankind had 
similar relations of sense, feeling and imagination, which they were able to 
cultivate through education. Hume, more so than Locke or Shaftesbury before 
him, began to transition the aesthetic principals of moral philosophy towards a 
social reform.73 
Continuing to engage with the principal of a universal philosophy,74 in the 
opening pages of his Philosophical Essays on Human Understanding (1748), 
Hume writes, the 'Distinctions [between beauty and deformity] are founded on the 
natural Sentiments of the human Mind: And these Sentiments are not to be 
controul'd or alter'd by any philosophical Theory or Speculation whatsoever'.75 
However, in a similar vein to the previous treatises, Hume begins to isolate the 
ideal qualities of the man of taste from the general, natural sense of mankind:  
The most perfect Character is suppos'd to lie betwixt those Extremes; 
retaining an equal Ability and Taste for Books, Company, and 
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Business; preserving in Conversation that Discernment and Delicacy, 
which arise from polite Letters, and in Business, that Probity and 
Accuracy, which are the natural Result of a just Philosophy.76 
Hume continues this discernment, acknowledging, like Shaftesbury, the superior 
taste of the artist: 
An Artist must be better qualifi'd to succeed in this Undertaking, who, 
besides a delicate Taste and a quick Apprehension, possesses an 
accurate Knowledge of the internal Fabric, the Operations of the 
Understanding, the Workings of the Passions, and the various Species 
of Sentiments, which discriminate Vice and Virtue. [...] it becomes, in 
some measure, requisite to those, who would describe with Success 
the obvious and outward Appearances of Life and Manners.77 
Each of the philosophers so far has described the ability to ascertain the 'outward 
Appearances' of character, a typically physiognomic principle that evidences the 
continued development of the psychological approach.  
For Hume the perception of beauty, and by extension its joint ventures of 
morality and virtue, are left occupying the grey area between the 'immediate 
pleasure' we feel as individuals, and the refinement of this perception through a 
standardised notion and cultivation of taste. In this way, Hume's concept of beauty 
can be summarised by these thoughts: 'Morals and Criticism are not so properly 
Objects of the Understanding as of Taste and Sentiment. Beauty, whether moral 
or natural, is felt, more properly than perceiv'd.'78 In distinguishing the role of the 
feelings in the perception of beauty, Hume argues that taste and experience are the 
only true evaluators of beauty. 
Moving into the mid-century, the preoccupation with beauty and its role in 
taste and notions of femininity begin to influence social conduct and thoughts on 
moral behaviour. Considering the changing attitudes to social conduct, Jones 
suggests that 'working within this changed situation, writers on taste in the mid-
century connected the definition of beauty to an account of female manners or 
feminine morality'.79 As Jones goes on to suggest, one of the best examples of this 
connection is Spence's Crito, where the 'explicit formulation of beauty [is 
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described as] sensuous and virtuous femininity'.80 Spence's Crito was published in 
1752 under the pseudonym of Sir Harry Beaumont, and takes the name and 
format of Plato's Crito.81 The dialogue style was familiar to moral philosophies, 
and Spence believed that the first person narrative in this type of literature seemed 
arrogant.82 His philosophy is much more casual than many before it, and is 
empirical, if not occasionally critical, in its approach.  
Spence expresses an initial reluctance to forming a philosophy of beauty 
through his dialogue between Crito and Milesius. For example, upon meeting Mrs 
B*** in tears, Crito begins to describe her appearance:  
The Distress in her Countenance, and the little Confusion that 
appeared about her Eyes, on her First discovering me […] added so 
much to the other Beauties of her Face, that I think I never saw her 
look so charming in my Life.83  
His thought is interrupted by a question from Milesius: 'how come you to think, 
that her Sufferings should add to her Charms? or that a Distress, like her's, could 
ever be pleasing to the Eye? Some people have got such strange unintelligible 
Notions of Beauty' (4–5). After Crito suggests he can 'lay down to you a sort of 
Scheme on' beauty, Milesius, claims  
I should as soon think of dissecting a Rainbow [as] forming grave and 
punctual Notions of Beauty. Who, for Heaven's sake, can reduce to 
Rules, what is so quick, and so variable, as to be shifting its 
Appearances every Moment, on the most delightful Faces (5).  
Despite this outburst, Crito is invited to share his thoughts on beauty, which go 
some way to summarising the arguments of the previous examples: 
Every Object that is pleasing to the Eye, when looked upon, or 
delightful to the Mind, on Recollection, may be called beautiful; so 
that Beauty, in general, may stretch as wide as the visible Creation, or 
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even as far as the Imagination can go; which is a sort of new or 
secondary Creation. Thus we speak not only of the Beauties of an 
engaging Prospect, of the rising or setting Sun, or of a fine starry 
Heaven; but of those of a Picture, Statue, or Building; and even of the 
Actions, Characters, or Thoughts of Men. In the greater Part of these, 
there may be almost as many false Beauties, as there are real; 
according to the different Tastes of Nations, and Men; so that if any 
one was to consider Beauty in its fullest Extent, it could not be done 
without the greatest Confusion. I shall therefore confine my Subject to 
visible Beauty (6–7). 
In undertaking the analysis of 'visible Beauty' (7) instead of the wider range of 
subjects addressed in previous philosophies, Spence creates a gateway between 
aesthetic and social philosophy, and almost provides a pre-cursor to the 
subsequent artistic treatises of William Hogarth and Joshua Reynolds, which are 
discussed in Chapter Three.  
  Although there are more general comments on beauty and an ideal 
masculine appearance, the main subject in the latter half of Crito is female beauty, 
and much of the argument is based on the physical and emotional attributes of the 
female sex. For example, where Spence evokes 'that Magdalen-look' (11) to 
describe the beauty of a woman crying, he incorporates both women's physical 
attractiveness and their emotional sensitivity: praising her beauty, while at the 
same time finding a sense of attraction in an expression of emotional weakness.84 
However, it is grace that Crito suggests is the heart of beauty: 
All the rest are only relative. One likes a brunette Beauty better than a 
fair one; I may love a little Woman, and you a large one, best; a 
Person of a mild Temper will be fond of the gentler Passions in the 
Face, and one of a bolder Cast may choose to have more Vivacity and 
more vigorous Passions expressed there: But Grace is found in few, 
and is pleasing to all (38). 
Spence acknowledges, in a clearer way than those before him, that there are 
different tastes in beauty, but that certain qualities, such as grace, are beautiful to 
all. But when the argument turns towards the comparative degrees of beauty, 
women are addressed more ardently, and the sincerity of the tone becomes 
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increasingly difficult to gauge: 'It might sound odd [that] a Woman is like a 
Pineapple [but] she has her Season of growing to her greatest State of Beauty, of 
Continuance in it, and of a Decay from it' (43). To further this idea of beauty's 
pinnacle, Crito then creates 'a Scale […] by which one might judge tolerable well 
of the proportional Excellence in any of our most celebrated Beauties,' on which 
he scores the previous Mrs B*** 'Seventy-three' out of a hundred, and swears that 
is 'the highest Sum' of 'any Woman that I have ever yet seen' (44). While the text 
should not be accused of outright misogyny, the social judgement of women's 
beauty is taken beyond the level of any previous philosophical discussion. 
When Spence's approach to the philosophy of beauty is considered in light 
of other philosophical works of the time, there is significant evidence to suggest 
that Crito was more of a critique on such philosophy, than a philosophy itself. 
However, despite the nature of Spence's account, the text stands as a valuable 
example in such a transitional decade for aesthetic thinking; not only does it offer 
a contemporary evaluation of these types of argument, but it also places itself in a 
position inclining towards a social and habitual reaction to beauty, demonstrating 
an engagement with relative social behaviour, rather than ancient understandings 
of beauty and virtue, or prejudicial notions of taste. 
Moving yet further away from the earlier analyses, Burke's Enquiry (1757) 
adopts a more culturally sensitive approach to aesthetics. Burke suggests that the 
composition of the object, and the idea annexed to it, is an integral part in 
understanding the recognition of beauty. Burke's approach goes against many of 
the works that attempted to develop and form a higher level of taste through 
artistic and philosophical discussion, like Hume, but he does appear to 
acknowledge the Newtonian theory that sensibility is innate, and its degree 
depends purely on the quality of the bodily nerves.85  
Burke aimed to prove that 'the standard both of reason and Taste is the 
same in all human creatures' (11); it is not something that needs to be learnt or 
dependent on the quality of the body. In doing this, Burke often approaches the 
common inquiries from an alternative, pragmatic point of view. While he tries to 
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explain that deformity is not, in fact, opposed to beauty, but instead the opposite 
of completeness, he cannot fully distinguish why there is a difference between 
beauty and the complete, 'common form' (104). Regularity is not necessarily 
beautiful, but, more often than not, deformity is associated with ugliness, and 
beauty is seen in regularity. Burke declines to draw the connection between the 
two, claiming that 'the true opposite to beauty is not disproportion or deformity, 
but ugliness' (104). While this is perhaps linguistically grounded, the principles of 
physiognomy and the conventional association of signifiers would suggest that 
ugliness and deformity, and beauty and completeness could be interpreted in the 
same way. 
Tackling the other common argument, that of utility, Burke notes that 
there is a conflict between the perception and the association of ideas: 
Again, many things are very beautiful, in which it is impossible to 
discern any idea of use. And as I appeal to the first and most natural 
feelings of mankind, whether on beholding a beautiful eye, or a well-
fashioned mouth, or a well-turned leg, any ideas of their being well 
fitted for seeing, eating, or running, ever present themselves. […] It is 
true, that the infinitely wise and good Creator [has] frequently joined 
beauty to those things which he has made useful to us; but this does 
not prove that an idea of use and beauty are the same thing or that they 
are anyway dependent on each other (86). 
Burke also argues that the beauty of women disproves the theory of utility, 
because 'if beauty in our own species, was annexed to use, men would be much 
more lovely than women; and strength and agility would be considered as the only 
beauties' (85). While Burke continues to challenge the established theories, 
particularly the beliefs of utility and purpose, his bold thoughts on beauty – 
although not as prominent as those on the sublime – can be summarised in a 
single line: 'Beauty is, for the greater part, some quality in bodies, acting 
mechanically upon the human mind by the intervention of the senses' (112). 
 This brief analysis of aesthetic treatises from the first half of the 
eighteenth century has provided ample evidence to suggest there is an intrinsic 
recognition of beauty through the body's senses. Although the arguments begin to 
differ in the rationalisation of this theory, the stress on mankind's natural ability to 
judge the beautiful body reinforces and develops many of the teachings of 
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physiognomy. In these early-psychological accounts of perception and reaction, 
the relationship between body and mind, both for the individual and the 
understanding of the same connection in those viewed, reaches its paramount. 
These philosophies identify a need to understand social and cultural reactions, as 
well as distinguish the roles of taste and reason, both masculine qualities in the 
age of sensibility.  
What is also evident, and most significant to this research, is the 
engagement these texts make with femininity. Although the link between 
femininity and the beautiful body is not a new concept by the eighteenth century, 
there is a sense of beauty's intrinsic goodness, delicacy and its association with 
morality sustaining these treatises. Where these are specifically applied to female 
beauty, especially considering the increasing influence of sensibility, there is 
evidence of a patriarchal tradition that reinforces women's superior morality while 
exemplifying their submission. This tradition, however indirectly, instructs that 
the beautiful woman should be expressive of feminine virtues and sensitive of 
their emotions. In the final section, the development of this feminine aesthetic and 
its implications will be discussed. 
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An Undisputed Advantage 
 
With the notion of good taste guiding the behaviour of the upper ranks, there is a 
sense of inevitability in its entwinement with aesthetics, sensibility and 
perceptions of femininity, particularly in the pages of male-dominated philosophy. 
The concept of femininity was changing in the eighteenth century; in contrast to 
the previous century, female social interaction was becoming ever more 
acceptable, as women's social power became a functional part of high society, and 
the influence of taste and manners meant women could become icons of ideal 
moral and sensible behaviour. However, the men wishing to adopt this superior 
morality were often accused of effeminacy. This concern can be seen in 
Shaftesbury's Characteristicks: 
Even the Fair Sex, in whose Favour we pretend to make this 
Condescension, may with reason despise us for it, and laugh at us for 
aiming at their peculiar Softness. 'Tis no Compliment to them, to 
affect their Manners, and be effeminate. Our Sense, Language, and 
Style, as well as our Voice, and Person, shou'd have something of that 
Male-Feature, and natural Roughness, by which our Sex is 
distinguished.'86 
By contrasting the 'Fair Sex' with the 'natural Roughness' of the 'Male-Feature', 
the distinctions between male and female, and masculine and feminine, become a 
process of opposition.  
E. J. Clery's work on the feminisation of the eighteenth century suggests that 
'women came to be used as a measure of commercial growth and resulting 
historical changes. [...] women were gaining an increasing influence over men and 
altering the manners and morals of the nation.'87 While the psychological 
development of the sexes in the period is one of the most important factors when 
applying this debate to the meaning of beauty, it is crucial not to forget the 
significant changes to the way men and women were considered from a medical 
point of view, particularly in the development of the nerves. As Barker-Benfield 
claims, the eighteenth century saw the restoration of an 'innate sexual difference', 
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not only physically, but psychologically;88 this division meant the social feminine 
needed to be redefined.89 As women were considered to be more sensitive of their 
emotions, more beautiful than men, and in possession of a more refined taste, the 
feminine ideal was simultaneously provided by men, offered to them as guidance, 
and used to question their masculinity. But where women had sensibility, men had 
the notion of good taste. 
Discussing the patriarchal dictation of beauty, Patricia Phillippy suggests 
that the 'culture of early modern Europe places women before literal, visual, and 
textual mirrors' which represent the 'masculine standards for feminine beauty'.90 
These standards are particularly evident in the pages of male-authored literature, 
and as Roy Porter's discussion of the Enlightened-male mindset suggests, there 
was a sexual charge underpinning most natural philosophy:  
naturalistic and hedonistic assumptions––that Nature had made men to 
follow pleasure, that sex was pleasurable, and that it was natural to 
follow one's sexual urges––underpinned much of Enlightenment 
thought about sexuality. [...] The naturalistic drive of Enlightenment 
philosophy encouraged materialism and monism. The body became 
the seat of sensation, of consciousness; [...] touch became the prime 
sense.91  
With the sexualisation of sensibility, the notions of feminine beauty and virtue 
become intertwined with thoughts on sexual pleasure, consumerism and the 
potential for women's false delicacy. 
  There are many examples of beauty's alignment with virtue and sexual 
attractiveness, and this connection re-emerges throughout the thesis, but the poem 
'Country Lass', included in the instructional manual The Accomplish'd Housewife; 
or Gentlewoman's Companion (1745), is a particularly interesting one, as it 
contrasts the rural woman with those of higher rank: 
What Happiness the rural Maid attends 
In cheerful Labour while each Day she spends! 
                                                
88 Barker-Benfield, Culture, p. xvii.  
89 See Jones, Gender, p. 28. 
90 Patricia Phillippy, Painting Women: Cosmetics, Canvases & Early Modern Culture (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), p. 4. 
91 Roy Porter, 'Mixed Feelings: the Enlightenment and Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain', in 
Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Boucé (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1982), pp. 1–27 (pp. 4–5). 
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She gratefully receives what Heaven has sent, 
And, rich in Poverty, enjoys Content. 
She never feels the Spleen's imagined Pains, 
Nor Melancholy stagnates in her Veins 
She never loses Life in thoughtless Ease, 
Nor on the Velvet Couch invites Disease; 
Her home-spun Dress in simple Nature lies, 
And for no glaring Equipage she sighs; 
Her Reputation, which is all her Boast, 
In a malicious Visit never was lost. 
No Midnight-Masquerade her Beauty wears, 
And Health, not Paint, the fading Bloom repairs.92 
 
In only fourteen lines this poem informs the notion of a healthy and virtuous 
beauty, and draws on the evident anxieties surrounding moral qualities, the 
safeguarding of female virtue, cosmetic enhancement, the typically fashionable 
but 'imagined' diseases of the spleen associated with heightened sensibility, and 
corruptible force of consumerism. These anxieties evidently develop a means by 
which to prescribe feminine virtues, while also condemning any attempt to 
impersonate them. 
In the year following Spence's Crito, an article in The Spectator entitled 
'The Art of Being Pretty' (1753), described the ideal, submissive, female beauty:  
beauty, however, does not always consist in smiles, but varies as 
expressions of meekness and kindness. […] It is extremely forcible in 
the silent complaint of patient sufferance, [and] the glow of filial 
obedience; and in tears, whether of joy, or pity, or of grief, it is almost 
irresistible.93  
Phillippy suggests that women's acceptance of these standards 'is a form of 
obedience to patriarchy',94 but the reinforcement of the submissive role, somewhat 
ironically, comes from the rather open acknowledgement of the power and 
influence that feminine beauty has. Indeed, Mary Astell claims that 
[For] Women the object of [vanity] is their Beauty, and is excusable in 
those that have it. Those that have it not may be pardoned, if they 
endeavor at it; because it is the only undisputed advantage our Sex has 
                                                
92 [Anon.], The Accomplish'd Housewife; or Gentlewoman's Companion (London: J. Newbery, 
1745), p. 71. 
93 [Anon.], 'The Art of Being Pretty', no. 82, in The Adventurer, 18 August, 1753, p. 69. 
94 Phillippy, Painting Women, p. 4. 
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over the other, and what makes them respected beyond all other 
Perfections, and is alone adored.95  
This opinion is informed by Astell's belief that a woman's beauty, for men, is the 
only cause for love: 'for Beauty only being generally the Object of [men's] 
Passion, the Effect must necessarily be as fading as the Cause; their Love 
therefore being only the result of wonder and Surprise, is abated by Familiarity, 
and decays, as they wear off, by Degrees'.96 Astell, whether intentionally or not, 
notes the ephemeral recognition of beauty grounded in so many moral 
philosophies, but connects this reaction to men's sexual attraction to women, 
which 'is abated by Familiarity'. Astell, with her often-facetious text, evidences, 
but also attempts to challenge, the sexualisation of beauty. 
For Burke, beauty is distinguished by feelings of attraction: 'By beauty I 
mean, that quality or those qualities in bodies by which they cause love, or some 
passion similar to it' (74). 'The Art of Being Pretty' has a similar definition:  
THE lover is generally at a loss to define the beauty, by which his 
passion was suddenly and irresistibly determined to a particular 
object; […] he tells you that it is something which he cannot fully 
express, something not fixed in any feature but diffused over all; he 
calls it a sweetness, a softness, a placid sensibility, or gives it some 
other appellation which connects beauty with SENTIMENT.97 
However, Burke recognises that women are well aware of this effect, 'for which 
reason, they learn to lisp, to totter in their walk, to counterfeit weakness, and even 
sickness' (91). In ascribing the delicate sensibilities of women as an ideal, one 
promoted by aesthetic treatises, and then accusing them of counterfeiting this 
same behaviour, Burke not only enforces a standard of beauty for women, but also 
provides reasonable doubt in women's ability to embody such a standard. 
Considering the underlying social concerns regarding moral sense, virtue 
and beauty that are presented in these treatises, it is not difficult to see how ideas 
surrounding feminine beauty could be manipulated to inform a code of moral 
conduct. Reinforcing the goodness and virtue of natural beauty, and offering the 
                                                
95 Mary Astell, An Essay in Defence of the Female Sex (London: A. Raper and E. Wilkinson, 
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means to doubt such displays of moral behaviour, meant that the patriarchal 
anxieties surrounding women's potential power over men could be controlled.  
Indeed, Spence can be seen to take heed of this prevailing anxiety: 
the chief Rule of the beauty of the Passions is Moderation; and that 
the Part in which they appear most strongly, is the Eyes. It is there that 
Love holds all his tenderest Language: It is there that Virtue 
commands, Modesty charms, Joy enlivens, Sorrow engages, and 
Inclination fires the Hearts of the Beholders[.] But all these, to be 
charming, must be kept within their due Bounds and Limits; for too 
sullen an Appearance of Virtue, a violent and prostitute Swell of 
Passion, a rustic and overwhelming Modesty, a deep Sadness, or too 
wild and impetuous a Joy, become all either oppressive or 
disagreeable (28). 
In these limitations, the possibility of counterfeiting beauty is reduced and its 
interpretation is placed back in the hands of the viewer. Safely within its 'due 
Bounds and Limits,' beauty begins to dictate more than a pretty face; it is 
intrinsically linked with notions of completeness, ideal form, perfection, virtue, 
modesty, refinement, delicacy, moral qualities, even the very definition of 
femininity – but all of these interpretations remain in the judgement of the viewer. 
In the wider scope of this thesis, the discussion of and aesthetic approach to 
beauty can be used to inform the prevailing thoughts on these associations, and 
evidence their continued reinforcement in the cultural and patriarchal 
understanding of beauty.  
What is evident from these treatises is that the popularisation of rational 
ideas, or their engagement with social practice, becomes a process of distortion. 
For example, Newton's Opticks offered an un-gendered and mechanical 
explanation of how the physical body works, but in its wider social understanding, 
it becomes a means by which to determine the refinement of the individual, their 
morality, feeling and behaviour. The same can be said for aesthetic philosophy; 
the understanding of perception and the sensual reaction to certain sights or 
sounds should be an individual reaction, but in its explanation, it becomes 
entangled with patriarchal culture, wider social stereotyping and hierarchal 
notions of sensibility. Gordon Graham considers the popularisation of ideas in his 
critical discussion of aesthetics. He claims that a 'shared tendency […] of the 
majority of people merely reveals a common taste. [The] fact that a feeling is 
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shared by many people does not make it rationally obligatory for everyone to feel 
the same.'98 While Graham is correct, and these shared social tendencies are only 
common and not absolute, when a standard of shared feeling is suggested by 
many, or even a few in a position to convince many, it creates a division between 
those who share that feeling and those who do not; a feeling or idea will assume a 
majority if left unquestioned or found to be influential.  
The cultural rise of the middling ranks, circulating thoughts on sensibility, 
patriarchal values and the refinement of taste certainly contributed to the increase 
in philosophical discussions, particularly in the concern of understanding beauty's 
affect on the senses, but there is also evidence to suggest that these responses are 
founded on a basic and widespread need to understand human reactions. It is for 
this reason that these wider social issues become entwined with rational scientific 
theories – they offer a solid foundation on which to base more culturally relevant 
understandings of human behaviour. As the discussion of physiognomy 
demonstrated in the previous chapter, when faced with the challenge of 
understanding the relationship between body and mind there is evidently a 
demand to know how and why such common reactions develop. While the origin 
of our reaction to beauty remains a conundrum even with the resources of modern 
science, each philosopher considered here attempted to address the unanswerable 
question with thoughts on natural sense.99 What is achieved by their attempt, 
however, is an almost universal alignment of female beauty with feminine 
conduct. Aside from the face-value intention of understanding the senses' 
response to certain stimuli, aesthetic treatises worked to promote the refinement 
of individual taste, sensibility, femininity and behaviour by standardising the 
common reactions to beauty. 
                                                
98 Gordon Graham, An Introduction to Aesthetics, 3rd edn (London and New York: Routledge, 
2005), p. 4. 
99 For a modern evaluation of the neural bases of aesthetic judgement, see Di Dio, Macaluso and 
Rizzolatti, The Golden Beauty (2007). The study concludes with the analysis that beauty is 
identified through both the objective ratio (ideal proportions) and the subjective assignation of the 
individual. 
Chapter Three 
Analysing Beauty  
The artist, therefore, observing, that nature was sparing of her 
perfections, and that her efforts were limited to parts, availed himself 
of her inequality, and drawing these scattered beauties into a more 
happy and complete union, rose from an imperfect imitative, to a 
perfect ideal beauty.1 
* 
With the philosophical and physiognomic connections between mind and body 
fuelling this analysis so far, the role of the imagination and the re-creation of 
beauty in art is the next logical step in tracing how beauty was understood in 
eighteenth-century society. Recognising that the sight is somewhat limited when 
compared to the beauty available to the imagination, where a figure can be wholly 
created and nature's blemishes corrected, the importance of the imagination in 
understanding beauty was a significant part of aesthetic debate. This perfect 
beauty can be built from the most beautiful elements: the most flawless features, 
the right balance of colour, the expression of the eyes, the curve of the smile and, 
perhaps most importantly, the signification of the beautiful character within. To 
explore these elements further, this chapter address the artistic expression of 
beauty and the way the visual interpretation of the subject can be controlled and 
manipulated. As the correction of nature through art is a significant factor in this 
analysis, the social and moral consequences connected to the depiction of beauty 
will also be addressed, in conjunction to their relationship with patriarchy, artifice 
and feminine virtue. 
William Hogarth and Joshua Reynolds will supply the principal works 
discussed in this chapter, as they occupy opposite ends of the artistic spectrum, 
particularly in an examination of the way physical signifiers are used to indicate 
character.2 For example, Hogarth's mix of vulgar scenes and candid portraits, 
                                                
1 Daniel Webb, An Inquiry into the Beauties of Painting (London, R. and J. Dodsley, 1760), pp. 
40–42. 
2 A shorter version of this chapter will be published in the forthcoming collection 250 Years On: 
New Light on William Hogarth, edited by Bernd W. Krysmanski. Special recognition must be 
given to Krysmanski for his wealth of experience and advice concerning the artistic history in this 
chapter. 
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when compared to Reynolds' often formal and antiquated works, inform an 
argument of character and appearance that not only incorporates the different 
styles of their work, but their personal reputations as well. These two artists have 
also been chosen as they both produced literature expressing their thoughts on 
beauty and the artistic process, which helps to unify and explain their artwork 
with a more philosophical approach. Before the discussion of Hogarth and 
Reynolds' artistic and written works however, it is important to examine the wider 
social climate in the first half of the century, as well as the theories surrounding 
the role of the creative imagination. 
While many of the aesthetic theories relevant to this study have been 
discussed in the previous chapter, the role of the imagination is an important 
factor to this analysis of artistic beauty. In his study of early eighteenth-century 
aesthetics Paul Guyer suggests that 'the central idea to emerge in the eighteenth-
century is that of the freedom of the imagination, and it was the attractions of this 
idea that provided much of the impetus behind the explosion of aesthetic theory in 
the period'.3 In his discussion of the imagination, Addison found this to be the 
ultimate turning point in aesthetic reason; he questioned whether artistic creation 
could be more beautiful than nature, and his answer, quite simply, was yes: 
Because the mind of man requires something more perfect in matter 
than what it finds there, and can never meet with any sight in nature 
which sufficiently answers its highest ideas of pleasantness; or, in 
other words, because the imagination can face to itself things more 
great, strange or beautiful than the eye ever saw, and is still sensible of 
some defect in what it has seen on this account it is the part of a poet 
to humour the imagination in our own notions, by mending and 
perfecting nature where he describes a reality, and by adding greater 
beauties than are put together in nature.4 
Daniel Webb's thoughts on the imagination, included in his An Inquiry into the 
Beauties of Painting (1760), demonstrate the continued strength of the argument 
throughout the century. Webb likewise positions created beauty over natural: 
                                                
3 Paul Guyer, 'The Origins of Modern Aesthetics: 1711–35', in The Blackwell Guide to Aesthetics, 
ed. by Peter Kivy (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004), pp. 15–44 (p. 16). 
4 Addison, 'Pleasures', no. 418, 30 June 1712, in Critical Essays from The Spectator, ed. Donald F. 
Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp. 196–99 (pp. 198–99). 
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The artist, therefore, observing that nature was sparing of her 
perfections, and that her efforts were limited to parts, availed himself 
of her inequality, and drawing these scattered beauties into a more 
happy and complete union, rose from an imperfect imitative, to a 
perfect ideal beauty[.] The poets and writers of antiquity acknowledge 
this superiority of invented to real beauty.5 
Both examples reinforce Guyer's theory that the imagination plays the largest role 
in the creation of aesthetic theory. While capturing the likeness is often of the 
upmost importance to an artist, the trend for perfection in eighteenth-century 
aesthetics, indicated by the later neoclassical movement, had a much stronger pull 
than the direct copying of nature. As aesthetics fell in line with more refined tastes 
and the fine arts, there is a sense that all of these theories were moving forward 
together. It is therefore difficult to isolate the beauty depicted in art from the 
wider social concepts of femininity, taste and cultural trends. There are many 
ways therefore to approach the role of the artistic imagination, especially when 
one considers the patriarchal milieu of the art world and the hypocrisy 
surrounding artistic creation and the similarly creative use of cosmetic 
enhancement.6 Firstly, however, it is necessary to address the role of the 
imagination in a more general sense and develop the line of analysis for the 
remaining chapter. 
In terms of the most essential ideas, the thought that Addison and Webb 
both express is that imagination redefines visual interpretation. It compromises 
the visual response and draws into consideration the role of comparison in the 
understanding of beauty. Like Locke's theory of complex ideas, the mind has the 
ability to unite several individual elements into one complete idea.7 So the various 
elements that create a perfect beauty do exist, but they are not (necessarily) united 
in a single form. Veronica Kelly suggests that for 'mid-eighteenth-century 
aesthetics, the body is both the site of ideal beauty and the limit of what can and 
                                                
5 Webb, Inquiry, pp. 40–42. 
6 See Caroline Palmer, "Brazen Cheek: Face-Painters in Late Eighteenth-Century England", 
Oxford Art Journal, 31, 2 (2008), 195–213. Palmer's ideas surrounding the link between creation 
in art and creation in cosmetics are considered in Chapter Five, 'False Beauty'. 
7 John Locke, John Locke: An Essay Concerning Human Understanding in Focus, ed. Gary Fuller, 
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may be represented'.8 In this conflict, Kelly implies that a beautiful body is an 
ideal form, but also maintains a physical limitation that the artistic depiction of 
beauty does not. The transcending of nature has always been a component of the 
arts and faced considerable moral questioning in the Early-Modern period. For 
example, Philip Sidney's Apology for Poetry, published in 1595, is a particularly 
evident treatise for the position of nature in imaginary creation.9 He explains,  
Only the poet, disdaining to be tied to any such subjection, lifted up 
with the vigour of his own invention, doth grow in effect into another 
nature, in making things either better than Nature bring forth, or, quite 
anew, forms such as never were in Nature, as the Heroes, Demigods, 
Cyclops, Chimeras, Furies, and such like: so as he go hand in hand 
with Nature, not enclosed within the narrow warrant of her gifts, but 
freely ranging only within the zodiac of his own wit.10 
Sidney's commentary may reflect on poetry, but the same principle can be applied 
to any of the arts, because they rely on the spectator's imagination as much as the 
artist's. While the concept that art relies on an enhancement or interpretation of 
nature may seem a rather basic line of enquiry at first, it becomes increasingly 
significant in the Early-Modern period where the signification of the body and the 
ability to read it was the subject of much debate. Enhancing nature therefore faced 
a moral conundrum; it could both demonstrate the artist's skill and celebrate the 
prowess of the imagination, and at the same time insult the natural beauty of 
God's creation. It is at this point that the role of the imagination in the creation of 
art becomes far more complex.  
What the theory of the imagination points towards is an almost-universal 
signification of beauty – particularly female beauty – in art. These physical 
signifiers, while having a natural inspiration, can be purely created; each feature 
can be enhanced and selected from the finest available to the creators' 
imagination. Much to the dismay of Dorian Gray, the beauty of a painted image 
can be immortalised, never to age or suffer a blemish. The ability to control an 
                                                
8 Veronica Kelly and Dorothea Von Mücke, eds, 'Introduction', in Body and Text in the Eighteenth 
Century (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1995), pp. 1–20 (p. 11). 
9 See Francis Dolan, 'Taking the Pencil out of God's Hand: Art, Nature, and the Face-Painting 
Debate in Early Modern England’, in PMLA, 108, 2 (1993), 224–39 (p. 225). 
10 Sir Philip Sydney, An Apology for Poetry: or The Defense of Poesy, ed. by R. W. Maslen, 3rd 
edn (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002), p. 85. 
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idealised female beauty in this medium means that the perfect physical female 
form is an agent of the male imagination; one based in traditional ideals, 
particularly the Petrarchan traditions of courtly love poetry, which place female 
beauty at those familiarly unattainable heights: clear white skin, rosy blushes, 
ruby lips, pearly teeth and luxurious, curling hair. These qualities, while 
unattainable to most natural women, are easily pictured by the imagination and 
transferred onto the canvas.  
To outline the contradiction between the male and female imagination in the 
creation of art and beauty, the work of Frances E. Dolan, Nancy Vickers and 
Edith Snook can be addressed. In her study of the relationship between painting 
and artifice, specifically in reference to cosmetics in Early-Modern England, 
Dolan claims that through the arts 'the artificial disappears into the natural, [and] 
circumscribes the potential for creativity and self-fashioning while ironically 
complicating the concept of the "natural"'.11 This is particularly significant to the 
analysis of female beauty, where the notion of creation and self-fashioning is 
often considered as deceitful. An artist can be praised for building on or 
improving nature and yet cosmetic enhancement is often a bone of contention. 
When a portrait of a beautiful lady is painted on a canvas, at what point does the 
natural likeness of the individual merge with the artifice of the medium? And if a 
likeness can be created by artificial means, why is painting a canvas any different 
from painting the body? The answer, although dictated by patriarchal values, lies 
in the intention of the enhancement. 
Considering the subject of self-fashioning, Snook writes 
For women, beauty was - as for men, who also attended to their 
appearance - not only a matter of conforming to an aesthetic theory, 
but also a practice of everyday life. Practices could both engage 
beauty's ideals and question its problems - commodification, sexual 
violence, aging and the denial of agency and voice among them.12 
It is the categorisation of beauty here into the created and the real, which poses a 
sense of duality. The painted image of beauty lies silent and unchanging, 
                                                
11 Dolan, 'Taking the Pencil out of God's Hand', p. 227. 
12 Edith Snook, Women, Beauty and Power in Early Modern England: A Feminist Literary History 
(London: Palgrave, 2011), p. 6. 
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controlled by its creator; the flesh of a beautiful body on the other hand is subject 
to age, corruption and the will of its inhabitant. Any artificial enhancement of a 
natural body can be seen as an intention to deceive the viewer by the individual. 
The enhancement of a portrait involves a third party; it is an outsider's 
interpretation of the subject's body. A woman trying to convince her viewer of her 
youth with the same shade of rouge a male artist could use to colour the cheek of 
his sitter could be accused of falsity. The artist is simply interpreting what he sees 
before him. 
Vickers, in her examination of Shakespeare's Lucrece, suggests that '[t]he 
canonical legacy of description in praise of beauty is [...] a legacy shaped 
predominantly by the male imagination for the male imagination; it is, in large 
part, the product of men talking to men about women'.13 From the poetic blazon to 
the literary depiction, to paintings and commentaries on the female form, the 
male-defined scale of visual beauty is difficult to escape. Indeed, as Snook 
asserts: 'poetry was beauty's principle form. In anatomizing the female body, the 
blazon constructed beauty according to a rigid formula; whatever the rhetorical 
figures, [they] seemed to possess the same colours and proportions'.14 While 'the 
fashions in hair and clothing change,' Snook continues, 'the codified physical 
attributes of female beauty remain entrenched in early modern England'.15 The 
role of the male imagination is perhaps one of the most important factors to 
consider in the recreation and definition of physical female beauty. As the 
production of art goes one step further than a description in a poem or a novel, 
putting the image in front of its viewer means there is less room for 
misinterpretation.  
However, there is one element that is not so easily created from the 
smorgasbord of pretty features: the character within. As ideal beauty is aligned 
with the perfection of the soul, the expression of the beautiful face is almost as 
important as the shade of her blush. On this subject, Addison writes that 'it is 
                                                
13 Nancy Vickers, '"The Blazon of Sweet Beauty's Best": Shakespeare's Lucrece', in Shakespeare 
and the Question of Theory, ed. by Patricia Parker and Geoffrey Hartman (New York: Methuen, 
1985), p. 96. 
14 Snook, Women, Beauty and Power, p. 2. 
15 Snook, Women, p. 3. 
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pleasant to look on the picture of any face where the resemblance is hit; but the 
pleasure increases if it be the picture of a face that is beautiful; and is still greater, 
if the beauty be softened with an air of melancholy or sorrow'.16 In art, as with any 
fictional or factual imitation of character, there is an intended response that can be 
achieved with selected signifiers. Much like Spence's 'Magdalen-look' (11) 
discussed in the previous chapter, the emotion of the subject plays a large part in 
the depiction of beauty. The look of sorrow, as Addison and Spence suggest, is 
placed at the height of a female beauty. Whether the viewer sees the emotional 
delicacy of the scene, the expression of female weakness, or, as for Spence, the 
sense of repentance felt by Mary Magdalen at the feet of Christ, the image of a 
woman crying is loaded with significance. Just as the word 'happy' or 'greying' 
can alter the way we imagine a character from their literary description, the 
inclusion of certain gestures, poses or emotions can promote a carefully 
constructed response to an image, but one that depends on a shared cultural 
interpretation. When beauty and feelings are prescribed to created images to the 
point where the viewer is able to interpret character qualities, art becomes a 
redefinition of nature; a snapshot of the sitter's character, paused for the viewer to 
analyse and interpret. This is one of the reasons why the aesthetic discussion of 
the eighteenth century was never able to produce a coherent theory; physical 
beauty may be easily depicted, but expressing the moral beauty and the character 
within is better left to the artist. 
                                                
16 Addison, 'Pleasures', no. 418, p.197. 
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The Delicacy of the Outward Form  
It is easy to consider the artistic interpretation of beauty as a purely physical 
depiction of an individual, however, the character of the subject must also be 
expressed in the depiction, or else the beauty lies incomplete. As Burke writes in 
his Enquiry, 'to form a finished human beauty, and to give it its full influence, the 
face must be expressive of such gentle and amiable qualities, as correspond with 
the softness, smoothness, and delicacy of the outward form'.17 To capture the soul 
within a painting, however, is a difficult skill for any artist. The interplay between 
physical signifiers and moral judgement was a prominent topic of interest and one 
that did not escape the attention of artistic theories of beauty. With a static image, 
the physiognomy of the sitter could not avoid interpretation, and so the 
signification of character and the emotion depicted in the image was as equally 
important as the likeness. However, attempting to capture an image with an 
artificial medium means the element of creation is in conflict with the original 
image.18 Acknowledging that there are connections between the physical 
signification of expression and its moral association, where the interpretation of 
the features is based on understandings of physiognomy, this chapter can now 
explore how Hogarth and Reynolds negotiated with and the theories of aesthetics 
and physiognomy within their work.  
Hogarth is perhaps better known for his representation of ugly characters, 
but his Analysis of Beauty (1753) includes thoughts on the application of physiog-
nomy in the depiction of beauty and taste in art. Reynolds' article in The Idler, 
'The True Idea of Beauty' (no. 82, 10 November 1759) and his Discourses on Art 
(1778) also refer in some detail to the principles of physiognomy and aesthetics, 
and how the signification of the body, from the expression on the face to the 
position of hands, can alter the interpretation of the subject's character. While the 
two artists are very different in their approach, and Hogarth tends to stray from 
the more traditional codes of beauty that Reynolds adheres to, they both make 
                                                
17 Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful (London: R. and J. Dodsley, 1757), p. 118 [All subsequent references are to this edition 
and will appear in parentheses following the quotation]. 
18 See Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek', pp. 195–213. 
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reference to Jonathan Richardson's Essays on the Theory of Painting (1715) and 
the text can be used to address the focus of this section:  
Painting gives us not only the Persons, but the Characters of Great 
Men. [...] So that to sit for one's Picture, is to have an Abstract of one's 
Life written, and published, and our selves thus consigned over to 
Honour, or Infamy.19 
By utilising the theories of physiognomy and pre-empting the judgement of 
certain signifiers, painting not only has the power to visually demonstrate the 
aesthetic body of an individual, but also the character and overall impression.  
Reynolds and Hogarth's writing is evidence of a continuing inquiry into 
the role of perception and the interpretation of beauty, bringing physiognomy, 
moral and aesthetic philosophy into the art world in the form of expression. The 
subject was introduced in Charles Le Brun's 1688 study of the passions, which 
included physiognomic drawings of various stages of emotion, as well as physical 
comparisons between men and animals.20 As the more creditable brainchild of 
early physiognomy, the theory of expression, particularly of the face, found 
significant room for development in aesthetic circles. With a focus on the muscles 
and bodily expressions, capturing and interpreting the emotion of the individual 
became an increasingly scientific process.21 Physiognomy filtered into the treatises 
as a means of initially defining beauty and the human form, and the changeability 
of human expression was interpreted in a very similar fashion; the ability to infer 
the expression could be used as a way to understand and communicate the socially 
recognisable signifiers that enhance and finish physical beauty, those Burke 
described as 'gentle and amiable qualities' (118). 
Melissa Percival's findings in her study of physiognomy in France in this 
period suggest that 'Physiognomic theories were profoundly shaped by prevailing 
philosophical trends and scientific methods: drawing on empiricism, 
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physiognomy evolved a whole new way of looking at the world'.22 Percival also 
offers an explanation for why the term physiognomy dropped out of favour and 
became better known as 'expression': 
If physiognomy was referred to, it was often accompanied by a caveat, 
as was the case with Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty. Art dictionaries of 
the time such as Antoine Pernety's Dictionnnaire portatif de peinture, 
scultpure et gravure (1757) have no entry for physiognomy.23  
As detailed in the previous chapters, there is definitive evidence to suggest that 
physiognomy in England, or at least the popular understanding of it, was still a 
persuasive force in the eighteenth century, but its scientific expansion and 
connection to the emotions of the face meant that expression became a more 
appropriate term.  
Hogarth and Reynolds' artistic interpretation and manipulation of the 
physiognomic theories are imperative to understanding how these artists 
interpreted and expressed beauty. In his discussion of Reynolds' portrait of 
Elizabeth Gunning, Robert Jones suggests that 
Beauty is at once a mark of veneration, and a means of condemnation; 
it is the pinnacle of academic excellence, and yet also the symbol of 
avaricious fashion. The Beautiful is therefore at once a baffling and 
rhetorically complex concept, and a part of a decisive matrix of values 
and judgements at the heart of polite discourse.24 
Jones' commentary summarises the sticking point in the analysis of beauty when it 
moves beyond the white skin and ruby lips. There can be no general rule for 
interpreting inner beauty, each case must be treated individually, but even a hair 
out of place or the turn of a smile could, to use Jonathan Richardson's words, 
move the sitter 'over to Honour, or Infamy'.25 With the growing concern for 
reading the body and the increasing social presence and visibility of the upper 
                                                
22 Melissa Percival, The Appearance of Character: Physiognomy and Facial Expression in 
Eighteenth-Century France (London: Published by W. S. Maney & Son Ltd for the Modern 
Humanities Research Association, 1999), p. 5. 
23 Percival, The Appearance of Character, pp. 78–79. 
24 Jones, "'Such Strange Unwonted Softness to Excuse": Judgement and Indulgence in Sir Joshua 
Reynolds' 'Portrait of Elizabeth Gunning, Duchess of Hamilton and Argyll', Oxford Art Journal, 
18, 1 (1995), 29–43 (p. 30). 
25 Richardson, An Essay on the Theory of Painting, p. 16. 
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ranks, the relationship between aesthetic judgement and the insinuation of 
character, particularly in a formal portrait, was paramount to one's reputation.  
 Beginning with Hogarth's Analysis, it was not greeted with the esteem it 
probably deserved. While the text is flawed and often reads rather superficially, 
there is an evident engagement with aesthetic understanding and a willingness to 
pin down the often-ephemeral recognition of beauty with factual reason. Hogarth 
wished to readdress the subject of beauty from an artistic, rather than 
philosophical, point of view:  
though beauty is seen and confessed by all, yet, from the many 
fruitless attempts to account for the cause of its being so, enquiries on 
this head have almost been given up; and the subject generally thought 
to be a matter of too high and too delicate a nature to admit of any true 
or intelligible discussion.26 
Despite his intentions of originality, Hogarth discusses many of the same 
principles as the aesthetic treatises detailed in the previous chapter. He defines 
beauty as 'those compositions in nature and art, which seem most to please and 
entertain the eye' (31) and, like every other philosopher, claims that the 
recognition of beauty is immediate. However, it is the subsequent judgement and 
associations that stem from this recognition that form the majority of his Analysis.  
Hogarth attempts to explain the immediate reaction to beauty with the 
mind's impression. Hogarth's argument covers the philosophical topics of fitness 
for purpose, variety and composition; beginning with the subject of fitness, he 
writes: 
Fitness of the parts to the design for which every individual thing is 
formed, either by art or nature, is first to be considered, as it is of the 
greatest consequence to the beauty of the whole. This is so evident, 
that even the sense of feeling, the great inlet of beauty, is itself so 
strongly biased by it, that if the mind, on account of this kind of value 
in a form, esteem it beautiful, though on all other considerations it be 
not so; the eye grows insensible of its want of beauty, and even begins 
to be pleased, especially after it has been a considerable time 
acquainted with it (32). 
                                                
26 William Hogarth, The Analysis of Beauty, ed. by Joseph Burke (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), 
p. 3. [All subsequent references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses following the 
quotation]. 
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Hogarth acknowledges that the use of the object, or its fitness for purpose, is not 
always evident and yet it can still be beautiful. For example, under the topic of 
variety, Hogarth gives the example of the 'shapes and colours of plants, flowers, 
leaves, the paintings in butterflies wings, shells &c. seem of little other intended 
use, than that of entertaining the eye with the pleasure of variety' (34). He argues 
that beauty can simply be pleasurable, but it must appear composed, or designed 
for a purpose, even if the beholder is unaware of this purpose: 'I mean here, and 
every where indeed, a composed variety; for variety uncomposed, and without 
design, is confusion and deformity' (35). The ornamental value of beauty that 
Hogarth so positively encourages is here defined by its composure: his examples 
are regular, symmetrical and colourful in their form.  
His relationship with physiognomy is also significant and demonstrates the 
way aesthetic theory was moulding the pseudoscience into a rational theory. 
Hogarth deliberately acknowledges Le Brun's work in his Analysis,27 but as 
Dolores Yonker writes,  
Hogarth's approach to physiognomy was essentially unlike that of 
Charles LeBrun's literary-descriptive one. It emphasized movement of 
expression in the face, rather than the static images of his French 
predecessor[.] LeBrun represented facial expression in isolated 'frozen 
moments'; Hogarth saw it in terms of a dynamic interplay of gesture, 
expression and characterization, based on a knowledge of musculature 
and bone structure.28  
Yet, while Hogarth accused Le Brun of producing 'imperfect copies' and 
asserting, quite simply, that a smile typically means happiness and a frown often 
means sadness, there is an underlying engagement with the same physiognomic 
principles, although simplified, which Hogarth develops in his own work.29  
However, the (often superficial) simplicity of Hogarth's Analysis is almost 
in antithesis with his empirically based artistic values, capturing the movement 
and, more often than not, the ugliness of real life with the moral complexity 
unique to his own work. As his treatise walks the reader through a basic overview 
                                                
27 See Hogarth, Analysis, pp. 11, 138.  
28 See Dolores Beck Yonker, 'The Face as an Element of Style: Physiognomical Theory in Eight-
eenth-Century British Art', PhD thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1969 [Ms.], pp. 
121–22. Recognition goes to Bernd Krysmanski for sourcing this reference. 
29 See Analysis, p. 138. 
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of a number of complex theories, including physiognomy, design of purpose, and 
the natural and learned associations of aesthetic judgement, Hogarth offers the 
reader the elemental means by which to understand art. The most prominent of 
these is his line of beauty, or the serpentine line. The curved line is said to create 
the beauty of an image, and referring to the sequence of horns in Plate II, Hogarth 
writes:  
let him observe in what manner, and in what degree the beauty of this 
horn is increased [...] where it is supposed to be bent two different 
ways. And lastly, let him attend to the vast increase of beauty, even to 
grace and elegance, in the same horn (67).  
Taking heed of Richardson's opinion that 'There is a Beauty in a Line, in the 
Shape of a Finger, or Toe, even in that of a Reed',30 Hogarth sets out to explain 
why the shape of an image is so important to its beauty. He explains that the 
images of horns, chair legs, corsets and faces in Plates I and II of his Analysis give 
a 'general idea of the peculiar qualities of these serpentine-lines' (68). In reference 
to the various faces on Plate I, he writes: 'Figure 99, is the first degree of deviation 
from figure 97; where the lines are made straighter, and reduced in quantity; 
deviating still more in figure 100'; by the time he gets to figure 105, the image 
looks like a child's drawing (135–36).  
Hogarth's theory attempted to imply that the smoother the lines on the form, 
the more beautiful it would appear. For example, when examining Plate VIII of A 
Rake's Progress, the two women standing at the back of the scene are composed 
with much smoother lines than the male figures to either side of them, depicted 
with bloated and misshapen faces, and there is a considerable difference in the 
depiction of character, as well as beauty, in the male and female figures. 
However, the oversimplification of Hogarth's analytical study, while accessible, 
means that his serpentine line becomes nothing more than a one-shape-fits-all 
theory; there is no human figure that looks real without curved lines, let alone 
beautiful. The beauty or ugliness of Hogarth's characters comes most prominently 
from his manipulation of their facial shapes: the more exaggerated their posture or 
features, the uglier they appear. 
                                                
30 Richardson, Essay on the Theory of Painting, p. 181. 
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There is further evidence of Hogarth's understanding of the balance 
employed in physiognomic teaching in his discussion of the hair. He suggests that 
the hair of the head is another very obvious instance, which, being 
design'd chiefly as ornament, proves more or less so, according to the 
form it naturally takes, or is put into by art. The most amiable in itself 
is the flowing curl; and the many waving and contrasted turns of 
naturally intermingling locks ravish the eye with the pleasure of the 
pursuit, especially when they are put into motion by a gentle breeze. 
The poet knows it, as well as the painter and has described the wanton 
ringlets waving in the wind. And yet to show how excess ought to be 
avoided in intricacy, as well as in every other principle, the very same 
head of hair, wisped, and matted together, would make the most 
disagreeable figure (45–46). 
Hogarth employs his serpent line theory here as a way to understand why curled 
hair is the most beautiful, but if it were matted together, disrupting the curved 
line, it would be 'disagreeable'. The curve for Hogarth is indicative of the balance 
between straight and crooked lines, building on the physiognomic idea that beauty 
lies in the middle of these two extremes.  
In 'The True Idea of Beauty', Reynolds also considers the composure of 
nature, claiming that every part of nature has a common standard or 'design' to 
which it inclines, and this is its most beautiful form. With a similar line of inquiry 
to Hogarth, Reynolds writes, 
distinguishing between accidental blemishes and excrescences which 
are continually varying the surface of Nature's works, and the 
invariable general form which Nature most frequently produces, 
[suggests every] species of the animal, as well as the vegetable 
creation, may be said to have a fixed or determinate form towards 
which nature is continually inclining.31 
Reynolds here elaborates on his theory that beauty as the ideal form is at the 
centre of all variety, and so the closer the object is to the original, the more 
beautiful it is. Hogarth's theory, like Burke's, does not necessarily deny the 
usefulness of irregular objects, only their ability to be seen as beautiful; regular 
objects simply appear more useful and therefore more beautiful.  
                                                
31 Joshua Reynolds, 'The True Idea of Beauty', no. 82, The Idler, 10 November 1759, p. 255. 
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In this way, Reynolds appears to be building on Hogarth's explanation of 
the psychological understanding that 'regularity, uniformity, or symmetry, please 
only as they serve to give the idea of fitness' (20). The idea, Reynolds argues, is 
however based in the comparison of beauty. Although the notion was discussed in 
Spence's Crito, Reynolds offers a more rational explanation for why beauty is 
discovered in its contrast. He writes: 
I suppose it will be easily granted, that no man can judge whether any 
animal be beautiful in its kind, or deformed, who has seen only one of 
that species: this is as conclusive in regard to the human figure; so that 
if a man, born blind, was to recover his sight, and the most beautiful 
woman was brought before him, he could not determine whether she 
was handsome or not. […] To distinguish beauty, then, implies the 
having seen many individuals of that species.32 
Although it would appear that Reynolds contradicts the theory of utility, or that an 
object must simply appear whole or look designed to be capable of beauty, it is a 
rational thought when considering how this judgement must be initially made 
through comparison. What is significant however, is Reynolds denial of the 
natural sense of beauty; he suggests that without comparison, we cannot recognise 
it. 
Reynolds' theory of beauty is more complex than Hogarth's doctrine; there 
is no prescribed formula to his understanding of beauty as it is based in 
experience. As an artist of an elite calibre, Reynolds would not accept the idea 
that a simple curve could be the sole indication of beauty. In fact, he dedicates a 
significant amount of space in his writings to mocking the simplicity of Hogarth's 
line of beauty, as well as the application of similar rules by art critics. In 'The 
True Idea of Beauty', he claims 
if [the critic] pretends to defend the preference he gives to [either dove 
or swan] by endeavouring to prove that this more beautiful form 
proceeds from a particular gradation of magnitude, undulation of a 
curve, or direction of a line, or whatever other conceit of his 
imagination he shall fix on as a criterion of form, he will be 
continually contradicting himself, and find at last, that the great 
mother of nature will not be subjected to such narrow rules.33 
                                                
32 Reynolds, 'True Idea', no. 82, p. 255. 
33 'True Idea', no. 82, pp. 256–57. 
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In his letter 'To the Idler', Reynolds continues his insult of simplified art theories, 
and the easily led art critic claiming, 
whatever part of an art can be executed or criticised by rules, that part 
is no longer the work of genius, which implies excellence out of the 
reach of rules. [...] I am of opinion that, if a man has not those 
perceptions right, it will be vain for him to endeavour to supply their 
place by rules, which may enable him to talk more learnedly, but not 
to distinguish more acutely. [...] As we were passing through the 
rooms, in our way to the gallery, I made him observe a whole length 
of Charles the First by Vandyke, as a perfect representation of the 
character as well as the figure of the man. He agreed it was very fine, 
but it wanted spirit and contrast, and had not the flowing line, without 
which a figure could not possibly be graceful. 34 
In his Discourses, Reynolds again mentions Hogarth and his attempt at 'the great 
historical style', and, although there were several such attempts, suggests that his 
talents lay in capturing the 'ridicule of life'.35 Hogarth's sense of empiricism, while 
it captures the human form, leaves his style in a very different league to 
Reynolds'. 
However, what Reynolds is really attacking is the way Hogarth, and any 
other art critic with similar intentions, attempted to define the nature of beauty so 
simply. As Jones suggests, Reynolds had 'the desire to cultivate a properly civic 
theory of art; a theory, what is more, which was self-consciously political and un-
ashamedly masculine'.36 Reynolds, like Hogarth, was jumping on the aesthetic 
bandwagon. Although he avoids the specific lines of enquiry Hogarth 
systematically engages with, they are both faced with the same issue: defining 
what makes something beautiful. 
In the first of his seven Discourses, on the subject of students' life 
drawing, Reynolds writes '[t]heir drawings resemble the model only in the 
attitude'; only 'an attentive and well compared study of the human form' will allow 
                                                
34 Joshua Reynolds, 'To The Idler', in The Idler, no. 76, 29 September 1759, ed. by W. J. Bate 
(1963), pp. 235–39 (pp. 236–37). 
35 'Discourse XIV', 10 December 1788, in Reynolds, Discourses on Art, ed. by Robert Wark (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1975), p. 254. Wark explains that 'Hogarth's attempts 
in the "great historical style" are more numerous and more evenly distributed through his career 
than is often realised. Among the most notable are: 'The Pool of Bethesda, ca. 1735; 'The Good 
Samaritan', ca. 1735; 'Paul before Felix', 1748; 'The Ascension', 1756; 'Sigismunda', 1759.'  
36 Jones, 'Such Strange Unwonted Softness to Excuse', p. 30.  
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the artist to achieve 'that grace and beauty, which is necessary to be given to his 
more finished works'.37 Reynolds asserts that a study of classical signification, 
capturing the person as well as the form, raises the subject of art. However, as 
Robert Wark explains in his introduction to Reynolds' Discourses on Art, there is 
a present battle in Reynolds' discussion of beauty between reason and emotion.38 
The approach to art, Reynolds argues, should be based on study and the 
application of technique; the appreciation of art, on the other hand, should be one 
based on emotion and the reaction of the individual.  
Indeed, in the opening lines of 'Discourse III', Reynolds points out that 
while studying the works of masters is useful, it is also limiting whereby students 
are 'precluding themselves from the abundance and variety of Nature'. To this he 
adds:  
Nature herself is not to be too closely copied. There are excellencies 
in the art of painting beyond what is commonly called the imitation of 
nature: and these excellencies I wish to point out. [...] a mere copier of 
nature can never produce any thing great; can never raise and enlarge 
the conceptions or warm the heart of the spectator.39 
Reynolds' position on the theory of the imagination can draw together Addison 
and Webb's thoughts discussed at the beginning of this chapter: 
The principle now laid down, that the perfection of this art does not 
consist in mere imitation, is far from being new or singular. It is, 
indeed, supported by the general opinion of the enlightened part of 
mankind. The poets, orators, and rhetoricians of antiquity, are 
continually enforcing this position; that all the arts receive their 
perfection from an ideal beauty, superior to what is to be found in 
individual nature.40 
                                                
37 Reynolds, 'Discourse I', 2 January 1769, in Discourses on Art, ed. by Robert Wark (New Haven 
and London: Yale University Press, 1975), pp.19–20. 
38 Wark writes 'Here, as in the suggestion that our ideal of beauty may be influenced if not 
determined by association, there is a tug against the main current of rationalistic thought 
concerning art and beauty that is the foundation of Reynolds' aesthetic. Art is a rational and 
intellectual pursuit, it is to appeal to the spectator in a way that is emotional rather than 
intellectual. The dilemma is present to greater or less degree in most theories of art and has 
provoked periodic minor explosions from writers on the subject'; see 'Introduction', in Discourses, 
p. xxvii.  
39 Reynolds, 'Discourse III', 14 December 1770, in Discourses (1975), p. 41. 
40 Reynolds, 'Discourse III', 14 December 1770, p. 42. 
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The role of the imagination is a key part of Reynolds' work as he acknowledges 
the refinement of the artist's skill and the interpretation of nature. Hogarth, 
however, rejected the idea that art improved upon nature.41 Instead, he wanted to 
understand why something appeared to be beautiful or ugly, not how to make it 
so. 
The connection between these two artists may not be clear from a solely 
visual examination of their artwork. The complexity of their paintings and 
illustrations is underpinned by a knowledge of the aesthetic signifiers detailed in 
physiognomic theories, as well as a sensitive understanding of the way painting 
can be linked to the moral judgement of their subject. Reynolds' opinion that the 
imagination heightened beauty demonstrates an engagement with the teaching of 
physiognomy and the ability to capture a complete beauty. Hogarth, despite his 
rejection of this theory, also demonstrates his ability to interpret visual signifiers 
in order to display more candid scenes. In the opening of his Analysis he wishes to 
teach his reader 'to see with our own eyes' (22) and while his artwork may not 
conform to the classical ideas of beauty and the increasingly popular neoclassical 
trend surfacing from the Enlightenment, there is a level of interpretation and 
manipulation of character to be found in almost all of his examples.  
In this sense, the philosophy of appearance can seem somewhat circular; 
while Reynolds may heighten his artistic impression, he is still working with the 
natural physical characteristics that Hogarth is so willing to dissect and display. 
As this is most evident in the physiognomic attributes employed by Reynolds and 
Hogarth, studying their art through the lens of physiognomy, it becomes clear that 
there are common physical signifiers that the artists use to express the person in 
their artwork, whether ugly or beautiful, virtuous or corrupt. How Hogarth and 
Reynolds can work with the same principal theories of beauty and aesthetics, 
based on a physiognomic understanding of signification, and yet create different 
and even theoretically opposing results, is the subject of the following section. 
Examining Hogarth and Reynolds' use of physiognomic traits, specifically the use 
                                                
41 While Hogarth does not suggest a rejection of the classical form, he is opposed to the neo-
classical notion that art can improve nature. See Burke, ed., 'War with the Connoisseurs' in 
Hogarth, in Analysis, pp. xiii–xvi.  
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of colour and expression, can explain how these signifiers are used to manipulate 
the viewer's interpretation of a created scene. 
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A Thousand Words 
When it comes to a typically eighteenth-century beauty, the physical associations 
will be familiar to most: a youthful, healthy appearance, a well proportioned body, 
clear and fair skin, pink blushes, rosy lips and clear, dark eyes. These are familiar 
and considered to be beautiful because they are connected with a positive state of 
physical and mental health. They are all features associated with the sanguine 
humour in physiognomy, and the look remains the physical reflection of a 
perfectly balanced, healthy body.42 With this knowledge, the artist is able to 
manipulate physical signifiers in order to express the height of beauty or ugliness. 
In her study of Hogarth and physiognomy, Shearer West suggests that his 
caricatures in particular demonstrate  
a sensitive understanding of the multivalent nature of corporeal 
signifiers, as well as the ways in which visual culture contributed to 
discourses of beauty, ugliness, liberty and laughter in the eighteenth 
century.43  
Hogarth clearly understood the way certain signifiers would be transcribed into 
moral judgements and used them to his advantage. Reynolds likewise took 
inspiration from the world around him, and understood the sensitive role visual 
culture played in the interpretation of the body. However, the way he applied this 
to his artwork was a very different matter. In 'Discourse III', he explains  
who takes for his model such forms as nature produces, and confines 
himself to an exact imitation of them, will never attain to what is 
perfectly beautiful. For the works of nature are full of disproportion, 
and fall very short of the true standard of beauty.44 
                                                
42 See Naomi Baker, Plain Ugly: The Unattractive Body in Early-Modern Culture (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2010), pp. 44–46. While this is often seen as a look of health, the 
symptoms of consumption would also heighten the paleness of the face and redden the cheeks. See 
Clark Lawlor, Consumption and Literature: The Making of the Romantic Disease (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), pp. 43–48. 
43 Hogarth's engraving of John Wilkes shows him with an exaggerated squint, a crooked smile and 
a leering composure (1763). See Shearer West, 'Wilkes's Squint: Synedochic Physiognomy and 
Political Identity in Eighteenth-Century Print Culture', Eighteenth-Century Studies, 33, 1 (1999), 
65–84 (p. 67). 
44 'Discourse III', 14 December 1770, p. 42. 
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In this light, Reynolds attempted to evade any particular characterisation that 
could sully the reputation of his sitter, often avoiding the scenic excess and 
variety of colours common to Hogarth's artwork, in favour of a more refined 
depiction of beauty. For instance, Reynolds suggests that,  
The painters who have applied themselves more particularly to low 
and vulgar characters, and who express with precision the various 
shades of passion, as they are exhibited by vulgar minds, (such as we 
see in the works of Hogarth,) deserve great praise; but as their genius 
has been employed on low and confined subjects, the praise which we 
give must be as limited as its object.45 
Reynolds targeted Hogarth's sense of empiricism46 and preferred to embellish his 
portraits with a more classical approach, often depicting his female sitters with 
flawless faces, draped in traditional loose fabrics, silhouetted against the natural 
scenes of trees and carved pillars familiar to the ancient styles. Reynolds 
supported the teaching of the ancients and praises the simplicity of their style of 
dress:  
Besides the prejudice which we have in favour of ancient dresses, 
there may be likewise other reasons for the effect which they produce; 
among which we may justly rank the simplicity of them, consisting of 
little more than one single piece of drapery, without those whimsical 
capricious forms by which all other dresses are embarrassed.47  
Although this classical fashion is not true of all of Reynolds' portraits, and can, in 
fact, be found in several of Hogarth's,48 it is clear that both artists carefully 
negotiated the discourse between physiognomy and social signification, as a 
means to control the way their artwork was interpreted within a public and 
commercial sphere.  
                                                
45 'Discourse III', p. 51. 
46 Hogarth believed that art should be renewed and practical study should be prioritised over a 
study of the classics. For more information see Frédéric Ogée, 'Je-sais-quoi: William Hogarth and 
the Representation of the Forms of Life', in David Bindman, Frédéric Ogée, Peter Wagner, eds, 
Hogarth Representing Nature's Machines (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), pp. 
71–84, particularly p. 79.  
47 'Discourse VII', 10 December 1776, p. 139. 
48 Hogarth often avoided depicting such motifs as trees and carved pillars in his portraits. However 
there are several exceptions, for instance, his portraits of the young William Augustus, Duke of 
Cumberland; Daniel Lock; Captain Coram; and Mary Edwards. For a discussion of Hogarth's 
portraits, see Robin Simon, Hogarth, France and British Art (London: Hogarth Arts Ltd, 2007). 
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Alongside the clothing and scenery within these artists' works, one of the 
most prolific areas of interest in the depiction of beauty is cosmetic enhancement. 
Cosmetics became very fashionable in the eighteenth-century as French trends 
and luxury products, including silk patches, powered wigs and pots of rouge, 
began to define luxury for the upper ranks. As the market grew for cosmetics and 
artificial extravagance, so to did the aesthetic signification of social rank.  
Before discussing the role of cosmetic signification in Hogarth and 
Reynolds, Morag Martin explains the problem with reading cosmetic use from 
coloured portraits: 
First, the paintings represent idealized versions of beauty and the 
individual tastes of the painter as much as the reality of daily life. [...] 
Even when a sitter had a say in how the painting looked, she (or he) 
was likely to pick a flattering pose and mythologized version of 
herself. The popularity of allegorical portraits makes reading the 
fashion of the face even more difficult. Second, many paintings, 
especially after 1770, which show red cheeks and white skin, were 
attempting not to create the dissimulation of paint with paint but 
instead to reproduce the ideal of natural beauty.49 
When looking at supposedly enhanced portraits, Martin makes an important point, 
which is particularly significant in the case of Hogarth and Reynolds' works, 
where the use of naturally occurring shades and obvious cosmetic enhancement 
need to be treated with caution. 
The colour of the skin in particularly is a subject that often surfaces in the 
discussion of beauty. In his Essay, Locke claims 'Beauty consists of a certain 
composition of colour and figure, causing delight in the beholder'.50 Reynolds 
associates the image of whiteness with positivity, like a 'dove' and 'ideas of 
innocence',51 and relates these to the 'preferable' 'colour of the European': a subject 
covered by nearly all aesthetic treatises in their preference for, and idealisation of, 
                                                
49 Morag Martin, Selling Beauty: Cosmetics, Commerce and French Society 1750–1830 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), pp. 27–28. 
50 Locke, Essay, p. 74. 
51 'True Idea', no. 82. p. 256. There are many examples of doves in the bible, often associated with 
peace or beauty. See King James Bible, Genesis 8 for the story of Noah's Ark, and the Song of 
Solomon 1:15 and 2:14. 
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fair skin.52 Clear and fair skin is consistently recognised as beautiful, and Webb 
goes as far as to suggest that 'even ordinary features, shall often, by the mere 
lustre of red and white, overbear the power of the most perfect symmetry'.53  
For Hogarth, colour was a more practical process. He claims 'red must be 
oftenest repeated, yellow next often, purple-red next, and blue but seldom, except 
in particular parts as the temples, backs of the hands, &c. where the larger veins 
show their branching shapes' (129–30). He suggests these colours, when balanced, 
will create a 'uniform prime tint' that is 'very fair', but warns that the tint should 
never be as 'uniform as snow, ivory, marble or wax, like a poet's mistress, for [...] 
these in living-flesh would in truth be hideous' (129–30). While Hogarth aims for 
an effect that adds depth to the subject through the apposite use of colour, 
Reynolds is much subtler: 
To give a general air of grandeur at first view, all trifling or artful play 
of little lights, or an attention to a variety of tints is to be avoided; a 
quietness and simplicity must reign over the whole work; to which a 
breadth of uniform and simple colour, will very much contribute.54 
While Reynolds keeps his flesh tones in a far more delicate balance, Hogarth's 
portraits are much more colourful. This is particularly evident in Hogarth's 
portrait of Hannah Ranby, whose pale flesh, bright vermillion lips and cheeks and 
yellow dress are set against a dark background. The same bright cheeks, which 
exude cheerfulness, can be seen in The Shrimp Girl (National Gallery, London), 
although an unfinished sketch. Her dress and expression are much freer and 
natural than the formal portrait of Miss Ranby, but both stand as examples of 
florid youth – natural, rather than overly cosmeticised. 
Reynolds' portraits, in comparison, demonstrate a more careful and 
harmonious pallet. While the fact that the colours will have faded from their 
original glory must be noted, the harmonious tones are where Reynolds' skill 
really comes through. Particularly in his paintings of Lavinia Spencer (1781–82), 
                                                
52 'True Idea', no. 82, p. 257. For selected examples see Joseph Spence, Crito, or, a Dialogue on 
Beauty (London: R. Dodsley, 1752), pp. 9–11; Analysis, pp. 127–31; James Parsons, Human 
Physiognomy Explain'd (London: C. Davis, 1747), p. 37; Burke, Enquiry, pp. 102–03; and Webb, 
Inquiry, pp. 73–75. 
53 Webb, Inquiry, p. 75. 
54 'Discourse IV', p. 61. 
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and his portrait of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (1775–76), the pink in their 
blushes matches the pink in Lavinia's clothing and Georgiana's feathers; the same 
can be said for the whites and golds, which compliment the overall pallet and tone 
of the portraits, placing them within the neoclassical style, avoiding excessive 
colour and the extremities of shape. 55 The use of colour in Reynolds and 
Hogarth's works reflects the freedom and limitation of their styles. Hogarth's wide 
range of colour aids the expression of his various characters; Reynolds' more 
refined pallet dignifies his subject, removing any gaudy decoration.  
While the shades of colour are evidently significant to the dignification of 
the subject, the use of expression is as, if not more, important in communicating 
the character of the sitter. This is not only the facial expression, but also the 
presentation of the individual as a whole. On the subject of expression, Hogarth 
questions 'How soon does a face that wants expression, grow insipid, tho' it be 
ever so pretty' (53)? The same thought is found in the translation of Le Brun's 
work (1734): 
A Piece cannot be perfect without Expression: it is what stamps the 
true characters of every thing: it is by This we distinguish the nature 
of Bodies; that figures seem to have motion; and that whatever is 
feigned appears to be real.56 
Le Brun's famous work includes detailed descriptions of how to express various 
emotions from 'Bodily Pain' to 'Laughter'. His description of 'Joy' is particularly 
interesting in the way it incorporates the common features of physical beauty 
discussed in these treatises: 
for in this Passion the Forehead is serene; the Eye-brow without 
motion, raised in the middle; the Eye moderately open and smiling, 
the Pupil lively and shining; the Nostrils a little open; the corners of 
the Mouth somewhat rising; the complexion lively [and] the Cheeks 
and Lips of a vermilion colour.57 
                                                
55 1361 Lavinia, Countess Spencer 1781-82, The Spencer Collection at Althorp, 
Northamptonshire, cat. no. 1682; 1166 Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire 1775–76, Huntington 
Art Collections, San Marino California, cat. no. 327 in David Mannings, Sir Joshua Reynolds: A 
Complete Catalogue of his Paintings (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). 
56 Charles Le Brun, The Method to Learn to Design the Passions, trans. by John Williams 
(London: J. Huggonson, 1734), pp. 11–12. 
57 Le Brun, The Method, p. 42. 
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The serenity of this description goes some way to support Reynolds' idea that 
beauty was best expressed with an absence of the passions:  
If you mean to preserve the most perfect beauty in its most perfect 
state, you cannot express the passions, all of which produce distortion 
and deformity, more or less, in the most beautiful faces.58 
 Le Brun argues that the expression of the passions is detrimental to beauty; 
instead it can be found in more relaxed faces, such as the expression 'Love', which 
he describes with a 'vermillion' of the 'complexion', the 'blooming blush' and 
'redness to the Lips'.59 Compare this to the 'swelled' nostrils and 'pale and livid' 
face of 'Fright', which embody Le Brun's 'distortion and deformity', and the 
positive and feminine associations of 'Love' and 'Joy' become much clearer.60  
 While the facial expression may be more easily interpreted, the 
countenance must also be accompanied and complimented by the dress and 
posture of the individual. In her work on Hogarth, Jenny Uglow intimates the 
importance of expressing good taste through physical signifiers. She writes, 
'[m]anuals abounded, giving details of how a proper gentleman or lady should 
stand (feet at an elegant angle, toes pointed out)'.61 Richardson offers similar 
advice in this area:  
In Portraits it must be seen whether the Person is Grave, Gay; a Man 
of Business, or Wit, Plain, Gentile, &c. Each Character must have an 
Attitude, and Dress; the Ornaments and Back-Ground proper to it. 
Every part of the Portrait, and all about it must be Expressive of the 
Man, and have a Resemblance as well as the Features of the Face.62 
For Hogarth, even a 'lock of hair falling [across] the temples [...] has an effect too 
alluring to be strictly decent' as this style is 'very well known to the loose and 
lowest class of women' (52). There is also significant weight given to the angle of 
the head and its relation to beauty. As Hogarth suggests, there 'is accordingly said 
to be a graceful air of the head', as  
                                                
58 'Discourse V', p. 78. 
59 The Method p. 34. 
60 The Method, pp. 31–32. Hogarth ironically alludes to Le Brun's examples of different passions 
in several of his works. See Bernd W. Krysmanski, Hogarth's Hidden Parts (Hildesheim, Zurich, 
New York: Georg Olms, 2010), p. 51. 
61 Jenny Uglow, Hogarth: A Life and a World (London: Faber and Faber, 1997), p. 158. 
62 Richardson, Essay on the Theory of Painting, p. 97. 
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when the head of a fine women is turned a little to one side, which 
takes off from the exact similarity of the two halves of the face, and 
somewhat reclining, so varying still more from the straight and 
parallel lines of a formal front face: it is always looked upon as most 
pleasing (37). 
Ultimately, every signifier in the portrait must be in harmony with the overall tone 
of the piece, whether it is the depiction of a beautiful woman or the crooked forms 
and ugly faces of Hogarth's satirical works. 
For both Hogarth and Reynolds, the tone of the portrait was most 
pronounced through the dress of their subjects, particularly for their female sitters. 
Hogarth knows that for women 'their dresses should be useful, commodious, and 
fitted to their different ages; or rich, airy, and loose, agreeable to the character 
they would give out to the public' (51). The dress for Reynolds, to match his sit-
ters' high status, is often luxurious with draped, rich fabrics and lace. Reynolds 
strongly believed that the dignity of the person lay in their dress, and in his 
Discourses he writes: 
[he] who in his practice of portrait-painting wishes to dignify his 
subject, which will suppose to be a lady, will not paint her in the 
modern dress, the familiarity of which alone is sufficient to destroy all 
dignity. He takes care that his work shall correspond to those ideas 
and that imagination which he knows we regulate the judgement of 
others; and therefore dresses his figure something with the general air 
of the antique for the sake of dignity, and preserves something of the 
modern for the sake of likeness.63 
The difference between Hogarth and Reynolds here is that Hogarth embraces the 
performance of public presentation.64 Reynolds, on the other hand, attempts to 
avoid what he calls the 'second nature' of modern fashion and instead reverts to 
the ancient styles, which he claims have a desirable 'simplicity'.65 He suggests 
'there is an art of animating and dignifying the figures with intellectual grandeur, 
of impressing the appearance of philosophick wisdom, or heroick virtue'.66 In this, 
                                                
63 'Discourse VII', p. 140. 
64 Although this was not always done in a positive light; for example, Hogarth mocks the 
extremities of female fashion in his oil-painting Taste in High Life (1742). 
65 'Discourse III', p. 49. 
66 'Discourse III', p. 50. 
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both artists demonstrate how their works manipulate the social stereotypes in an 
attempt to guide the viewer's response. 
While Reynolds paints the aristocracy and Hogarth frequently depicts all 
members of society, from the common man to more grand subjects, including 
aristocrats and bishops, both demonstrate an understanding of how to dignify or 
degrade their subjects. A particularly clear example of this is the main image of a 
ballroom scene in Plate II of Hogarth's Analysis moving from the more 
sophisticated figures, standing tall in all their finery on the left, to the crooked and 
bawdry figures moving towards the back of the ballroom. Once the physical 
signifiers of social judgement are understood they can be manipulated; it is not 
enough to have a beautifully proportioned face, but the body, hair, posture, 
clothing and background must all give the impression of beauty and grace, or 
ugliness and immoral behaviour. In Hogarth's depictions of ugly characters, the 
same principles must be applied, or else the characterisation may be 
misunderstood.  
One particular element that needed to be treated with caution was the 
suggestion of cosmetic enhancement. There was a certain level of unrest when it 
came to condemning or praising cosmetics and artifice in eighteenth-century 
criticism.67 On the one hand, cosmetics could symbolise the lower classes' attempt 
to climb the social ladder, as well as the disguise associated with prostitution; on 
the other, cosmetics were a common practice among the higher ranks of society 
and were aligned with theories of taste and luxury.68 Hogarth and Reynolds 
demonstrate both ends of this cosmetic spectrum. As cosmetics became more 
fashionable, the seventeenth-century trend of condemnation began to ease and 
allow for certain instances where cosmetic use was accepted, if not encouraged. 
As Angela Rosenthal suggests, 'women's exuberant and time-consuming hair-dos 
                                                
67 See Kimberly Chrisman-Campbell, "Dressing to Impress: The Morning Toilette and the 
Fabrication of Femininity", in Charissa Bremer-David, ed., Paris: Life & Luxury in the Eighteenth 
Century, exh. cat., J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 26 April – 7 August 2011; Museum of 
Fine Arts, Houston, 18 September–10 December 2011 (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 
2011), pp. 53–74. This reference was kindly sourced by Bernd Krysmanski. 
68 Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek', p. 199. See also Angela Rosenthal, 'Raising Hair', Eighteenth-Century 
Studies, 38, 1 (2004), 1–16 (particularly pp. 1–6, 10). 
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came to symbolize the luxurious consumption of goods and time'.69 Reynolds' 
work reflects a certain level of sympathy with the upper ranks' association of 
cosmetics. His depiction of the heavily-rouged and powered Waldegrave sisters 
(1780) for example, does not suggest the same sexualised extremes of Hogarth's 
cosmeticised characters. As Palmer suggests, the corruption of cosmetics 'is 
revealed in the work of Hogarth [...] where paint and patches often symbolise 
sexual and moral corruption'.70 For both Hogarth and Reynolds, their negotiation 
of cosmetics reveals the clearest engagement with cultural understandings of 
beauty and the expression of character. 
On the subject of character, Hogarth explains 
a character, in this sense, chiefly depends on a figure being 
remarkable as to its form, either in some particular part, or altogether; 
yet surely no figure, be it ever so singular, can be perfectly conceived 
as a character, till we find it connected with some remarkable 
circumstance or cause, for such particularity of appearance; for 
instance, a fat bloated person doth not call to mind the character of a 
Silenus, till we have joined the idea of voluptuousness with it; so 
likewise strength to support, and clumsiness of figure, are united, as 
well in the character of an Atlas as in a porter (99). 
While there is an antithesis between the attempted simplicity of Hogarth's model 
and the multi-layering of social appraisal in his practice, he often simplifies the 
theories in his Analysis. In many of Hogarth's drawings the faces of his women 
can be beautiful, but their positioning or dress, their colouring, or simply the 
insinuation of immorality suggested by the scene around them, can taint the 
viewer's judgement.  
Take for example Hogarth's Morning (1738). In the image, a gentleman 
solicits a beautiful woman with his hand on her breast. The lady walking to 
church, followed by her servant boy, appears to be judging the illicit couples 
outside the notorious Tom King's Coffee House, but she too is wearing the 
signifiers of lust, her beauty spots and her inappropriate dress for such a cold day: 
                                                
69 Rosenthal, 'Raising Hair', p. 10. 
70 'Raising Hair', p. 10. See also N. F. Lowe, 'Hogarth, Beauty Spots, and Sexually Transmitted 
Diseases', in British Journal for Eighteenth Century Studies, 15, 1 (1992), 71–79. 
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her low-cut bodice, fingerless gloves and un-used muff.71 The figures in the 
background and foreground play with Hogarth's serpentine line, distorting the 
smooth shapes into bent and huddled figures, plunged into darkness and distinctly 
void of beauty. The scene depicted in Morning is exemplary of Hogarth's social 
commentary. As Roy Porter claims   
sexuality was very visible in the public arena. Throughout the century 
women's garb was [considered] conspicuous by its extremely low 
décolletage. Prostitution swarmed onto the streets. [...] Actresses and 
dancers were assumed to be sexually easy [but] women of easy virtue 
were not automatically outcasts.72  
The fashion for the low décolletage was not one isolated to the lower ranks. 
Hogarth challenges this interpretation and demonstrates the hypocrisy of the 
fashionable trends for breast-baring dresses and cosmetic patches, and the 
judgement of that same dress in the lower orders. There is a distorted reality to 
Morning, like many of Hogarth's works, where lack of classical beauty captures 
Hogarth's empirical approach to art. 
Reynolds, in comparison, circumvents Hogarth's empiricism. His portraits 
are demure; the expressions teeter between a wry smile and sobriety, his female 
sitters very rarely look forward and are often depicted in meditation. However, 
looking more closely at one of Reynolds' most famous portraits, Elizabeth Gun-
ning, Duchess of Hamilton and Duchess of Argyll (1760), she is depicted with 
very similar signifiers as those found in the various characters of Hogarth's 
Morning; her décolletage is bare, her head is tilted and her body is relaxed. On the 
portrait of Gunning, Jones notes that the 'loose clothing and the elegant, almost 
languid, turns of her body invite, or at least do not forbid, an amorous appraisal' as 
the 'image is contrived to reveal as much of her body as is strictly compatible with 
the demands of the requirements of polite good taste'.73 At the time, Gunning was 
a widow soon to be re-married, and Jones suggests that her pose against the relief 
of Paris places her in the role of Venus, further confirmed by the white doves 
                                                
71 See Patricia Crown, 'Clothing the Modern Venus: Hogarth and Women's Dress', in Art and 
Culture, ed. by Elise Goodman (London: Rosemount, 2001), pp. 90–105 (p. 94). 
72 Roy Porter, 'Mixed Feelings: the Enlightenment and Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain', in 
Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Boucé (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1982), pp. 1–27 (pp. 9–10). 
73 Jones, 'Such Strange Unwonted Softness to Excuse', pp. 30, 35. 
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pictured in the background.74 Her position is then moved into one of classical 
portraiture, embodying the goddess of love and beauty, transported from the 
reaches of scandal. While the lengths Reynolds goes to in this portrait to impose 
Gunning's relation to Venus is not a general feature of his work, his portraits of 
women often allude to classical goddesses and allegorical or mythological figures 
in order to elevate the scene.75 There is a commonplace posture in most of his 
female portraits: head dipped, body turned and an air of nostalgia in the setting 
and dress. Although both artists illustrate a potentially sexualised presentation of 
their female subjects, there is one main difference between Hogarth's and 
Reynolds' depictions of bare skin and inclining postures: the artist's reputation. 
Hogarth wants to imply the double standard of sexualised attire, while Reynolds 
does his best to remove it. The bare décolletage in Elizabeth Gunning's portrait 
can be seen as a tasteful nod to the classical depiction of Venus – an image of love 
and beauty, rather than sex and scandal. The same neckline in Morning is overtly 
sexualised in its juxtaposition with the dark figures outside the illicit coffee house.  
For Hogarth, the interplay between beauty and sex becomes immortalised 
in his depiction of the beauty patch. The patch is almost synonymous with 
eighteenth-century cosmetics and one of its romanticised origins is detailed in 
Antoine Le Camus' Abdeker (1754). After seeing a fly land on Fatima's beautiful 
face, Abdeker remarks, 'I think its Blackness sets off the Lustre of the Vermillion 
[and] makes your Eye look more lively and amourous'.76 But despite the intention 
of highlighting the eyes and paleness of the wearer's skin, the beauty patch could 
also appear similar to a medical plaster. Patches were not only the height of 
fashion, but could be used for the concealment of scars or signs of disease, 
particularly sexually transmitted infections. It is this dichotomy that Hogarth 
highlights in his works, and one that John Bulwer discusses in the seventeenth-
century Anthropometamorphosis: Man Transform'd or, the Artificiall 
Changling (1652): 
                                                
74 Jones, 'Such Strange', p. 37. 
75 See Gill Perry, 'Women in Disguise: likeness, the Grand Style and the Conventions of Feminine 
Portraiture in the work of Sir Joshua Reynolds', in Femininity and Masculinity in Eighteenth-
Century Art and Culture, ed. by Gill Perry and Michael Rossington (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1994), pp. 18–40. 
76 Antoine Le Camus, Abdeker: or the Art of Preserving Beauty (London: A. Millar, 1754), p. 150. 
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they that suppresse and smother [their sins] by paintings, and 
unnaturall helps to unlawfull ends, do not deliver themselves of the 
plague, but they do hide the markes and infect others, and wrastle 
against Gods notifications of their former sins. The invention of which 
Act of Palliation of an ascititious deformity against Gods indigitation 
of sin, is imagined one reason of the invention of black Patches, 
wherein the French shewed their witty pride, which could so 
cunningly turne Botches into Beauty, and make uglinesse handsome; 
yet in point of Phantasticalnesse we may excuse that Nation, as having 
taken up the fashion, rather for necessity than novelty, in as much as 
those French Pimples have need of a French Plaister.77 
Those 'French Pimples' required skin plasters for both treatment and to hide the 
signs of venereal disease. Hogarth makes the connection between cosmetic beauty 
patches and the treatment of syphilis evident in several of his works. Alongside 
those in Morning, patches can be seen gracing the faces of numerous men and 
women in A Rake's Progress (1733), Plate III of his series Marriage A-la-Mode 
(1743–45) and A Harlot's Progress (1731–32), where, as the fresh-faced beauty 
Moll Hackabout descends into the world of prostitution, her face becomes 
increasingly blotted with black patches until she subsequently dies from venereal 
disease.78 Although considered in more detail in Chapter Five, there is a duality to 
the interpretation of such signs of beauty, where the simple black patch or low-cut 
dress could suggest the height of luxury fashion, or the depravity of prostitution. 
In his depiction of the latter, Hogarth made it almost impossible to escape the 
same reputation as an artist. 
Reynolds, however, became what could be considered as a celebrity-artist, 
one sympathetic to the workings of the upper classes and the notions of good taste 
and refinement. In Reynolds' work, due to the calibre of his sitters, all elements of 
the portrait suggest dignity and grace, from the classic dress, subtle nods to 
mythology and ethereal backgrounds. It is difficult to accuse Reynolds' sitters of 
immoral character, even if there are sexual overtones in their depictions. Several 
                                                
77 John Bulwer, Anthropometamorphosis: Man Transform'd: or, the Artificiall Changling, 2nd 
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78 For a more detailed analysis of this series and a discussion of its popularity in the period, see 
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of his female sitters are pictured wearing cosmetics and hairpieces, particularly in 
the portrait of the Waldegrave sisters, painted to showcase the unmarried 
siblings.79 All of the girls have flawless white skin, heavy rouge and powdered 
wigs, but exude sophistication and innocence. Even his portrait of the notorious 
Kitty Fisher manages to remain demure while being subtly suggestive.80  
The chance that beauty could slip so easily into sin leaves the suggestion 
of morality on volatile ground. What this analysis has demonstrated is that both of 
these artists are able to manipulate the way every element of the created image is 
interpreted, from the facial expressions to the way the sitter's head is turned, and 
how it affects the way their beauty, grace and character are understood. Where 
there is the possibility of conflicting interpretations of beauty, these examples 
have suggested that the same signifiers, which could condemn Hogarth's lower 
characters, could raise Reynolds' with the right tone.  
It could be the harmony and tonal simplicity in Reynolds' paintings that 
complete the sitter's sense of beauty and grace, or perhaps it is his reputation as an 
elite artist that convinces us Elizabeth Gunning and Kitty Fisher are far more 
demure when painted by Reynolds than they would have been by Hogarth. As an 
artist in many media, Hogarth finds pleasure in the complexities of colour and 
shape, and maintains a sense of empiricism in his works that refuses to rely on the 
classic theories of beauty. His Analysis attempted to explain what makes 
something beautiful in the simplest way, without resorting to the ancient 
techniques and overtly masculine fantasies of female physical perfection. While it 
may generalise a complex idea, the text attempted to remove the rigidity of 
classical training and formality in art. However, without this formality, his 
depictions of the lower levels of society have sullied all his genuine attempts at a 
                                                
79 1340. The Ladies Waldegrave 1780–81 National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh. cat. no. 1810 
in Mannings, Sir Joshua Reynolds: A Complete Catalogue of his Paintings (2000). 
80 However Reynolds did depict some extremely sexualised motifs, including his Cupid as Link 
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'great historical style'.81 In creating the image of beauty, each artist has 
demonstrated his interpretation of the character. According to the previous 
chapter's philosophers, this interpretation is a reflection of the individual's quality 
of mind, their taste and refinement. Where Reynolds produces beauty and grace, 
he reflects his own qualities; where Hogarth depicts the depravity of social scenes, 
he aligns himself with such characters. The social signifiers these artists worked 
so hard to understand and capture actually came to define their reputations. 
As this chapter has shown, Hogarth and Reynolds' works are underpinned 
by the theories of physiognomy, aesthetic judgement and cultural signifiers. 
While Hogarth uses these elements to express his sense of empiricism, capturing 
the working classes and tending towards caricature, despite distancing himself 
from the name, Reynolds understands the way his paintings will be interpreted 
within the commercial and public sphere of high society.82  
As both Hogarth and Reynolds took inspiration from Jonathan Richardson, 
it seems right to close with his thoughts on the role of the artist: 
Words paint to the Imagination, but every Man forms the thing to 
himself in his own way: Language is very imperfect: There are 
innumerable Colours and Figures for which we have no name, and an 
Infinity of other Ideas which have no certain Words universally 
agreed upon as denoting them; [but] the Painter can convey his Ideas 
of these things clearly, and without Ambiguity; and what he says 
everyone understands in the Sense he intends it.83 
While an explanation of what is or what makes something beautiful can only 
provoke an image in the reader's mind, a picture offers the interpretation of 
character through the eyes, and reputation, of another.  
 
                                                
81 However, it should be noted that Hogarth created a satirical method of borrowing from the Old 
Masters, first discussed by Frederick Antal, 'Hogarth and his Borrowings', Art Bulletin, 29 (1947), 
36–48. See also Krysmanski, Hogarth's Hidden Parts, pp. 253–83. 
82 See Ronald Paulson, Hogarth, vol. 2 of 3 (Cambridge: Lutterworth Press, 1992–93), pp. 206–
208; vol. 3, pp. 236–240. 
83 Richardson, Essay on the Theory of Painting, pp. 5–6. 
Chapter Four 
 Moral Beauty  
 
Words, when well chosen, have so great a force in them, that a 
description often gives us more lively ideas than the sight of things 
themselves. The reader finds a scene drawn in stronger colours, and 
painted more to the life in his imagination, by the help of words, then 
by an actual survey of the scene which they describe. [...] The reason, 
probably, may be, because in the survey of any object we have only so 
much of it painted on the imagination, as comes in at the eye; but in 
its description, the poet gives us as free a view of it as he pleases, and 
discovers to us several parts, that either we did not attend to, or that 
lay out of our sight when we first beheld it.1 
* 
So far this thesis has explored beauty and the numerous ways it can be interpreted 
through physiognomy, aesthetic philosophy and artistic theory. The remaining 
chapters will continue to examine the way physical beauty is linked to inner 
qualities through its depiction in various forms of literature, including novels, 
fairytales, satirical poetry and advertisement, not only as a physical description, 
but also as an insinuation of character. This chapter aims to identify the way 
beauty is used as a guide in moral literature, particularly fairytales and conduct 
manuals, to measure and encourage good behaviour. The literary description of 
physical appearance insinuates the quality of the character within; where character 
and appearance connect in children's books is particularly telling in regard to the 
period's cultural practices, and educational literature can act as a gateway into the 
labyrinth of beauty's literary signification and wider social interpretation.  
 In Locke's Some Thoughts on the Education of Children, he goes some 
way to introducing the focus of this chapter: 
of all the ways whereby Children are to be instructed, and their 
Manners formed, the plainest, easiest, and most efficacious, is, to set 
before their Eyes the Examples of those Things you would have them 
do, or avoid. Which, when they are pointed out to them, in the 
                                                
1 Joseph Addison, 'On the Pleasures of the Imagination', no. 416, in Critical Essays from The 
Spectator, ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp. 190–93 (p. 192). 
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Practice of Persons within their Knowledge, with some Reflection on 
their Beauty, or Unbecomingness are of more force to draw or deter 
their Imitation, than any Discourses can be made to them.2  
He defines the categories of 'Beauty' and 'Unbecomingness' as examples by which 
to 'draw' or 'deter' imitation. In the eighteenth century, literature became a 
promising medium to educate readers on moral subjects. Reinforcing the 
connection between physical appearance and the assignation of character, many 
forms of literature use common social judgements to guide the readers' reaction to 
certain characters, and even come to instruct the reader's own behaviour. The 
relationship between body and character, which has been developed throughout 
the previous chapters, will continue in this analysis.  
The main concerns addressed in this chapter can be found in the following 
example. Under the title of 'Beauty' in The Beauties of the Spectators, Tatlers, and 
Guardians (1753), these thoughts on moral beauty are discussed: 
no Woman can be handsome by the Force of Features alone, any more 
than she can be witty only by the Help of Speech. That Pride destroys 
all Symmetry and Grace, and Affection is a more terrible Enemy than 
the Small-pox. That no Woman is capable of being beautiful, who is 
capable of being false. [...] How much nobler is the Contemplation of 
Beauty heightened by Virtue, and commanding our Esteem and Love, 
while it draws our Observation? How faint and Spiritless are the 
Charms of a Coquet, when compared with the real Loveliness of [...] 
Innocence, Piety, Good-humour, and Truth; Virtues which add a new 
Softness to her Sex, and even beautify Beauty.3 
The idea that physical beauty must be accompanied by virtue; that pride is the 
enemy of beauty; that the charms of beauty are powerless against 'real 
Loveliness'; and that virtue can 'beautify Beauty' are at the heart of this chapter. 
But as this example continues, it reminds the reader that 'the happy Concurrence 
of both these Excellencies in the same Person, is a Character too celestial to be 
frequently met with'.4 In the full letter by Steele, he writes of this beautiful 
                                                
2 John Locke, Some Thoughts on the Education of Children [1693], ed. by John W. and Jean S. 
Yolton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 8, 92. 
3 'Beauty', in The Beauties of the Spectators, Tatlers, and Guardians, vol. 1 of 2 (London: J. and 
R. Tonson, 1753), pp. 141–45 (pp. 143–44). The original sources of this section on 'Beauty' are 
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IV, no. 302 [15 February 1712.] 
4 'Beauty', [Richard Steele] in The Beauties of the Spectators, Tatlers, and Guardians, p. 145. 
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woman, Emilia, and echoes the words of Locke as to her example: 'So rare a 
Pattern of Female Excellence ought not to be concealed, but should be set out to 
the View and Imitation of the World; for how amiable does Virtue appear thus as 
it were made visible to us in so fair an Example'.5 It is the use of such heightened 
examples that provides the focus of the following chapter. 
In the following analysis, three lines of inquiry will be introduced. Firstly, 
the issue with expression, which can be seen in Locke's two categories of 'Beauty' 
and 'Unbecomingness'. These can both take on very general meanings and cover a 
multitude of interpretations. However, their existence as a fundamental dichotomy 
remains a constant reference for good and bad examples of both behaviour and 
appearance in literature. The interpretations and labels of good and bad, while 
they are basic, are essential to discussion of simple literary characterisation. 
Secondly, there is a concern regarding the definition of femininity to factor into 
the analysis. As women's social roles were changing, concerns with the definition 
of the sexes and moral behaviour increased, particularly where the connection 
between beauty and morality was concerned. This saw a rise in the third topic 
discussed here, education and conduct literature. As a way to reinforce moral 
concerns and control the increasing corruption of the libertine mindset, promoting 
good behaviour and the refinement of manners was a concern, if not a key focus, 
for many eighteenth-century publications with moral intentions. These concerns 
will inform the following analysis of the how appearance is linked with character 
and behaviour in fairytale stories and educational literature. The history and 
development of the fairytale genre is only discussed briefly as is necessary to 
understand its social impact. For more detailed studies of the development of the 
genre see Jack Zipes, Andrew O'Malley and Matthew Grenby.6 The choice to use 
this genre as an example of the relationship between appearance and character is 
based on its purposefully simple approach to theories of signification. This is 
                                                
5 Richard Steele, The Spectator, no. 302, Friday 15 February, 1712.  
6 See Jack Zipes, Fairy Tales and the Art of Subversion, 2nd edn (London: Routledge, 2006); 
Matthew Orville Grenby, 'Tame Fairies Make Good Teachers: The Popularity of Early British 
Fairy Tales', in The Lion and the Unicorn, vol. 30, 1 (2006), 1–24; Andrew O'Malley, 'Coach and 
Six: Chapbook Residue in Eighteenth-Century Children's Literature', in The Lion and the Unicorn, 
vol. 24, 1 (2000), 18–44. 
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particularly abundant where the connection to feminine appearance and virtue is 
concerned, which will be the main focus throughout this chapter.  
There is an interesting social and moral weight surrounding women's 
appearance in the eighteenth century, particularly in reference to behaviour and 
characterisation. As was discussed briefly in the previous chapter, beauty can be 
interpreted as both morally good and sexually attractive. The link between 
physicality and personality becomes increasingly poignant when female 
appearance is applied as a means of teaching and instructing moral example. As 
David Hume writes in his Philosophical Essays: 
Virtue, of all Objects, is the most valuable and lovely; and [...] 
Philosophers paint her in the most amiable Colours, borrowing all 
Helps from Poetry and Eloquence, and treating their Subject in an 
easy and obvious Manner, such as is best fitted to please the 
Imagination, and engage the Affections. They select the most striking 
Observations and Instances from common Life; place opposite 
Characters in a proper Contrast; and alluring us into the Paths of 
Virtue, by the Views of Glory and of Happiness, direct our Steps into 
these Paths, by the soundest Precepts and most illustrious Examples.7 
As Hume suggests, the acquisition of beauty and its associated virtue becomes a 
persuasive tool to guide girls into practicing moral behaviour. The same principle 
can be applied when producing the opposite effect, suggesting immoral 
behaviour, depravity and ugliness. While one would expect little concern with 
physical appearance in exemplary moral literature, it is surprising how consistent 
the examples of feminine behaviour and the connecting physicalities are. Through 
the range of literary examples, including heroines and virtuous women, the 
intention of moral literature was to provide good, 'illustrious Examples' for young 
people to follow. But where female characters are concerned, it becomes almost 
immediately, and persistently, entwined with concepts of ideal physicality and 
behavioural expectations.  
To place this chapter within the wider spectrum of the thesis, it is 
important to consider the cultural and literary context in which this type of 
literature was circulated. In a period that linked the quality of the mind to that of 
the body, education became a new way to – at least theoretically – improve one's 
                                                
7 David Hume, Philosophical Essays on Human Understanding (London: A. Millar, 1748), p. 2. 
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appeal. In The Adventurer, the article 'The Art of Being Pretty' suggests that 
'BEAUTY, therefore, depends principally upon the mind, and consequently may 
be influenced by education'.8 As is clear in the previous chapters, the idea that the 
influence of the mind could physically change a person's appearance had already 
begun to strengthen in the doctrines of philosophy and physiognomic treatises.  
The idea that physical beauty could be achieved through positive behaviour is 
based on the psychological perception that a good person will appear more 
attractive to an individual than a supposedly bad one. To complicate this further, 
the idea that goodness can be aligned with beauty means that beauty could 
automatically signify goodness, but this is not always the case. Just as ugliness 
does not mean a person is immoral, beauty does not mean that they are good. But 
while one tries not to judge a book by its cover, the temptation to do so fuels the 
aesthetic theories so particular to this century.   
The same question that plagued the philosophy of beauty – is the 
perception of beauty a natural sense or a learned association – must be adapted for 
a literary analysis of beauty. While the knowledge of a woman's behaviour could 
be enough to change the way her appearance is registered, and a plain woman 
who demonstrates kindness could appear to be more beautiful than a physically 
attractive woman who behaves immorally, or even has the potential to behave 
immorally, the expression of these characters in literature is based purely on the 
experience of social behaviour and physical appearance. While the thoughts of 
natural and learned reactions kept the connections between beauty and moral 
goodness circulating in philosophy and aesthetic theory throughout the century, 
the literature of the eighteenth century made way for the idea that the education 
and behaviour of young women had a direct effect on their physical and mental 
well-being.  
The dangers of effeminacy, and its opposite, women's masculinity, are 
concerns that exceed the limits of this chapter, but it is worth noting the 
comparison made in The Ladies Library (1714): 
Such a degenerate Age do we live in, that every thing seems inverted; 
the different Manners of the Sexes are confounded, Men fall into the 
                                                
8 [Anon.], 'The Art of Being Pretty', no. 82, in The Adventurer, 18 August, 1753, p. 68.
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Effeminacy and Delicacy of Women, and Women take up the 
Confidence, the Boldness of Men, under a Notion of good Breeding. 
A Blush, formerly reputed the Colour of Virtue, is reckoned worse 
Manners than those things which ought to occasion it. [To blush] 
would be accounted a Weakness, which nothing but the Simplicity of 
a Country Girl could excuse.9 
Although the text considers their opposition, the stark contrast is what is key here: 
ideas surrounding femininity and female behaviour are based on the opposite 
preconceptions of masculinity.  
While adopting a woman's delicacy appears to be the easiest way to 
achieve a superior sensibility, this was often a point of satire.  As revealed in The 
Pretty Gentleman (1747): 
Elegance is the Absence or Debilitation of Masculine Strength and 
Vigour,–– Or, The Gentleman turned Lady; that is, Female Softness 
adopted into the Breast of a Male, discovering itself by outward Signs 
and Tokens in Feminine Expressions, Accent, Voice, Air, Gesture and 
Looks. [...] And now I appeal to the Judgement of the Impartial, 
whether This be a Character which deserves that Contempt and 
Ridicule some rude and undisciplined Spirits have endeavoured to 
throw upon it?  It is impossible that any serious Person can entertain 
such a Thought.10 
While this is a satirical piece, the 'outward Signs' and 'Feminine Expressions' 
remain relevant to understanding how feminine virtue was expressed and defined 
by physical signs: 'Accent, Voice, Air, Gesture and Looks'. 
The texts discussed in the following sections of this chapter all include 
some sort of critique or comparison of female behaviour, but also of their physical 
appearance, drawing on or playing with the idea that the ideal woman was 
expected to be, and described as, the model of virtue and beauty. The examples 
demonstrate the understanding of the cultivation of manners, its diffusion with the 
effeminate, and the stereotypes they are based on. Whether sincere or facetious, 
                                                
9 [Anon.], The Ladies Library, Written by a Lady. Published by Mr. Steele, vol. 1 of 3 (London: 
Jacob Tonson, 1714), pp. 187–88. The compilation is variously attributed to Mary Wray, or 
Richard Steele and George Berkeley. The text went through seven editions between 1714 and 
1772. 
10 Nathaniel Lancaster, The Pretty Gentleman: or Softness of Manners Vindicated from the False 
Ridicule exhibited under the Character of William Fribble (London: M. Cooper, 1747), pp. 33–34. 
The reference to the farcical character William Fribble is from David Garrick, Miss in Her Teens, 
4th edn (Dublin: S. Powell, 1747). 
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each example demonstrates the right or wrong choices of female characters, and 
how their behaviour affects their overall interpretation.  
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Pretty Wild Things 
While the subject of moral behaviour has dominated the discussion so far, the role 
of education in the construction of femininity has yet to be formally addressed. In 
his socially focused study of the eighteenth century, Lawrence Stone notes that 
the attitudes towards education and moral development were changing.11 The 
beginning of the new instructional approach can be credited to Locke's Some 
Thoughts on the Education of Children,12 but it remained a constant focus in 
literature throughout the century. Linda Bree discusses this phenomenon in her 
study of Sarah Fielding's Governess, or, Little Female Academy (1749). Linda 
Bree claims that the work is intent on improving young girls' minds and cites 
Richard Steele as Fielding's influence for her stance on this form of moral 
education.13 Steele was also an influential writer who noted the difference in 
education between the sexes.14 Indeed, in The Spectator, Steele claims that '[t]he 
general Mistake among us in Educating our Children is, That in our Daughters we 
take Care of their Persons and neglect their Minds; in our Sons, we are so intent 
upon adorning their Minds that we wholly neglect their Bodies'.15 As a remedy to 
this and in acknowledgement of the changing times, Steele prescribes a balance 
between the development of a girl's body and her mind:  
When a girl is safely brought from her nurse, before she is capable of 
forming one simple notion of any thing in life, she is delivered to the 
hands of her dancing-master, and with a collar round her neck, the 
pretty wild thing is taught a fantastical gravity of behaviour, and 
forced to a particular way of holding her head, heaving her breast, and 
                                                
11 Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500–1800 (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1979; repr. 1988), pp. 284, 278.  
12 Locke discusses the idea that one could mould young minds through literature and this sparked a 
sudden rise in titles specifically tailored for children John Locke, Some Thoughts on the Education 
of Children, ed. by Yolton (1989), p. 83. 
13 Linda Bree, 'Conquering Giants: The Governess or Little Female Academy' in Sarah Fielding 
(New York: Twayne, 1996), pp. 58–72 (pp. 58–59). 
14 For more information on Steele see Calhoun Winton, 'Steele, Sir Richard (bap. 1672, d. 1729)', 
ODNB (2004) <www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/26347> [accessed 17 Sept 2014]. Spectator was 
a popular text, and, according to Winton,  'appeared six times a week, daily except Sunday. This 
required refining and expanding the advertising and distribution arrangements Steele had instituted 
for The Tatler. [The Spectator] could report a daily distribution of more than 3000; at 1d. per copy 
the paper was then grossing more than £300 a month'. 
15 Richard Steele, 'To the Spectator', no. 66, 16 May, 1711, in Critical Essays from The Spectator, 
ed. by Donald F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp. 233–36 (p. 235). 
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moving with her whole body; and all this under pain of never having 
an husband, if she steps, looks, or moves awry. [...] Thus her fancy is 
engaged of her person, as what must determine her good and ill in this 
life; and she naturally thinks, if she is tall enough, she is wise enough 
for any thing for which her education makes her think she is designed. 
[...] The management of a young lady's person is not to be overlooked, 
but the erudition of her mind is much more to be regarded. According 
as this is managed, you will see the mind follow the appetites of the 
body, the body express the virtues of the mind.16  
Steele criticises the physically focused approach to female education and the 
attention given to attracting a husband, and instead prescribes that a good mind 
will produce a good body. 
The advice and example offered to women through literature, as well as 
the way women are presented in moralistic literature, are the subjects to be 
considered throughout the rest of this chapter. One main concern with the 
guidelines and suggestions within these literary examples of moral behaviour is 
that they are often very basic, or, in some cases, too precise to provide any 
realistic example for young women. This begs the question of how applicable 
some of these examples really were to the average woman or young girl. For 
example, in his discussion of the female reader's aspiration, Robert Jones claims 
that 
there is a considerable interplay between the account of women 
provided in treatises on taste and the strictures of conduct books; and, 
indeed, between accounts of beauty and the presentation of virtuous 
femininity in the literature of the period more generally. [Such texts] 
sought to provide an image of beautiful conduct to which their readers 
might reasonably aspire.17 
Jones continues his argument by citing Dr John Cosens' The Economy of Beauty: 
In a Series of Fables: Addressed to the Ladies (1772) as an example of the 
continuing production of literature concerning female conduct and beauty. The 
text opens by claiming 'That personal Beauty is, in a high Degree, dependent on 
Sentiment and Manners', and in the first Fable, 'The Looking Glass', this warning 
is issued: 
                                                
16 Steele, 'To the Spectator', no. 66, The Spectator, pp. 235–36. 
17 Robert Jones, Gender and the Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Century Britain: The Analysis 
of Beauty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 114. 
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Ye British Fair! for Friendship's sake 
This Trinket to your Toilet take; 
To dress the Mind as well as Face, 
Our Fables are the Looking-Glass; 
What Habits to reject, or wear, 
Useful and useless, foul and fair, 
They at a single Glance will show t'ye— 
The whole Economy of Beauty.18 
The reference to 'Fables' as a lady's 'Looking-Glass' highlights the place of moral 
literature in an increasingly visual and feminised society. The instruction to 'dress 
the Mind as well as Face' echoes Steele's thoughts on the education of young girls, 
and is furthered through the double meaning of 'Habits' as both clothing and 
behaviour. But, while Steele's criticism aims at highlighting the discrepancy 
between intellectual education and the physical development of girl's bodies, 
Cosens' text merely accepts that the outer body should reflect the inner mind, and 
vice versa.  
A further concern regarding the relationship between education and the 
physical body was expressed in the 1743 Orthopaedia: Or the Art of Correcting 
and Preventing Deformities in Children. The concern was the effect of education 
on posture, particularly in the development and practice of graceful positions. The 
following advice is recommended to young girls as a means of avoiding deformity 
when sewing, reading or doing needlework: 
[girls] should hold their Work or their Book to their Eyes, and not 
their Eyes to their Work or Book, without which their Body will 
infallibly become crooked. Besides, there is nothing looks more un-
graceful than a young Girl stooping over her Work or Book, instead of 
holding them up at a proper Distance from Her Head, and joining her 
Elbows gracefully to her Sides, and bending them forwards to raise 
the Arms within a convenient Distance from the Eyes.19 
The advice is practical, and the text is evidence of a growing level of concern for 
the development of children, but girls much more so than boys. According to 
Locke, however, girls should be exposed to the same level of education as boys: 
                                                
18 Dr John Cosens, The Economy of Beauty: In a Series of Fables: Addressed to the Ladies, vol. 1 
of 2 (London: J. Wilkie, 1772), pp. i, 12. 
19 M. Andry, trans, Orthopaedia: Or the Art of Correcting and Preventing Deformities in Children, 
vol. 1 of 2 (London: A. Millar, 1743), p. 86. 
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greater Regard [is] to be had to Beauty in the Daughters, yet I will 
take the Liberty to say, that the more they are in the Air, without 
prejudice to their Faces, the stronger and healthier they will be; and 
the nearer they come to the Hardships of their Brothers in their 
Education, the greater Advantage will they receive from it all the 
remaining Part of their Lives.20 
Locke suggests that beauty should remain the greatest regard to a woman, but at 
least admits that her health and education should be a close second. The real 
concern for the education of girls can be found in creating the balance between 
their physical and mental development. However, none of these treatises suggest 
that physical beauty is insignificant.  
Increasingly, there is evidence to suggest that the development of moral 
literature was led by the exploration and exhibition of ideal femininity. As 
women's social exposure increased, so to did the scrutiny of their physical 
appearance and behaviour. The increasing concerns with public appearance and 
the education of women meant that beauty and morality could be instructed 
through accessible and targeted literature. It could teach them how to dress; how 
to behave; how to interact socially; even how to be beautiful. Moral guidance 
could be incorporated into fictional tales in which the protagonist's life had 
improved as a direct result of positive behaviour, alongside a demonstration of 
that all-important eighteenth-century trait, reason. This sense of moral persuasion 
is most evident in the literature specifically designed for young women, but its 
elements can be found in almost all fictional tales. 
Although it is difficult to judge the popularity or influence of any type 
of literature, according to Stephan K. Schindler, it was believed 
that women were especially susceptible to the imaginative powers of 
literature. This engendering of reading constructed a female reader (of 
novels in particular) lost in the realm of imagination. Instead of 
subjecting her reading to reason and virtue, she was thought to enjoy 
dangerous illusions (Einbildungen) through identification with the 
fictional world. In order to reterritorialize this kind of excessive 
overflow of receptive fantasy, literary criticism invented aesthetic and 
ethical rules for the production of texts and the act of reading alike. As 
Jochen Schulte-Sasse phrases it, eighteenth-century critics developed 
'strategies to morally manipulate the reader and their habits of thought' 
                                                
20 Locke, Thoughts, p. 89  
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by using literature for educational purposes.21 
Although Schindler's work focuses on eighteenth-century German literature, many 
of the same theories are applicable to the English literary culture in the same 
period. Taking heed of Jochen Schulte-Sasse's quotation, the idea of how these 
literary examples 'morally manipulate' their reader is significant. For instance, an 
essay entitled 'Essay IX: On Female Education' in the 1796 collection Moral 
Essays suggests that 
[w]hen entertainment is made the vehicle of instruction, nothing 
certainly can be more laudable, agreeable, or useful. Some novels of 
this kind are undoubtedly to be met with; the offspring of real genius 
enlightened by a knowledge of the world, and penned purposely for 
the improvement of the reader. To fine feelings and a lively fancy, 
these add clear and comprehensive views of men and manners. 
Through a series of adventures well conducted, relating chiefly to 
ordinary life, and fitted to touch the soul, the most important lessons 
are impressed, and the most generous sentiments are awakened. While 
by little unexpected, yet natural incidents of the tender and domestic 
kind, distresses are occasioned, that call forth, to the credit of the 
characters concerned, uncommon exertions of wisdom and fortitude, 
till the whole concludes in a manner that leaves indelible impressions 
of virtue on the mind of the reader.22 
It is clear that the use of manipulation in literature through the means of fictional 
example is significant to the way social stereotypes are understood and 
perpetuated. Although the subjects of education and appearance may at first seem 
tenuous, there is ample evidence to suggest their relationship is significant in this 
period. Where the definitions of femininity are concerned, the interplay between 
these two initially separate subjects becomes much more integral in the discussion 
of how beauty was seen, expressed and accepted in the eighteenth century.  
 As the connection between beauty and character in literature is such a 
large subject, beginning with the simpler notions that good characters are 
beautiful and bad characters are ugly is essential to understanding the wider 
consequences of such associations. As this chapter looks at moral or inner beauty, 
                                                
21 Stephan K. Schindler, 'The Critic as Pornographer: Male Fantasies of Female Reading in 
Eighteenth-Century Germany', in Eighteenth-Century Life, 20, 3 (1996), 66–80 (p. 66). 
22 [Anon.], 'Essay IX: On Female Education', in Moral Essays: Chiefly Collected from Different 
Authors, ed. by A. M. (Liverpool: J. M'Creery, 1769), pp. 119–36 (pp. 130–31). 
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it is important to also acknowledge its opposition as a form of character 
stereotype. The idea that ugliness denoted sin or immoral corruption is as deep-
rooted as its counter-part, meaning that unattractive features are associated with 
sinful behaviour, a topic discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.23 As the 
intention of this chapter is to analyse the significance of physical appearance in 
the depiction of morality, the focus will now remain on the literary examples of 
beauty and virtue, ugliness and immoral behaviour, as well as the simplified 
challenges to these stereotypical alliances. As the clearest examples of these 
stereotypes are found in the fairytale stories circulating throughout the late 
seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries, that is where the literary analysis will 
begin. 
 
 
                                                
23 Naomi Baker, Plain Ugly: The Unattractive Body in Early-Modern Culture (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2010), p. 46. 
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Beauties and Beasts 
Although fairytales are often considered as children's literature, they began in an 
adult market, and were concerned with the morality of young adult readers.24 It is 
still unclear just how popular fairytales were in the period from the development 
of the genre in late-seventeenth-century France, up to the 1770s in England, but 
there is evidence to suggest that the genre was influential in the trend of moral 
literature.25  
While the French fairytale writers, particularly Madam d'Aulnoy, were 
paving the way for female writers, the English literary market was not so 
receptive. Bree suggests that  
between 1725 and the early 1740s the number of novels published by 
women [in England] declined[. I]t may well have had something to do 
with the fact that female modesty and respectability were growing 
increasingly important, and many female writers of the distant and 
immediate past had contributed to making the profession of writing 
anything but respectable for a lady[; prominent examples include] 
Aphra Behn[,] Delariviere Manley and Eliza Haywood.26 
But the fairytale genre had opened up a new world for women writers. With the 
focus on education and moral teaching, fairytales were a means to create 
moralistic instructional tales for children. It is no coincidence that the popularity 
of fairytales, particularly in the translation of the 1690s' French tales into English 
in the 1730s (although some enjoyed earlier translation), emerged within a very 
short time frame as the genre became more acceptable to both English readers and 
writers.27 
 While Charles Perrault's stories are often credited with popularising the 
genre, according to Joan DeJean 'the fairy tale was first given written form and 
                                                
24 See Zipes, Fairy Tales and the Art of Subversion (2006), pp. 36–37. 
25 There was a surge of large novels around the mid-eighteenth century in moralistic fiction, 
particularly in the works of Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding.  
26 Bree, Sarah Fielding (1996), p. 8. 
27 The period between 1729 and 1760 saw many translations and editions of fairytales from France 
and England produced. See Grenby, 'Tame Fairies Make Good Teachers: The Popularity of Early 
British Fairy Tales' (2006), pp. 3–6. Grenby argues against the suggested decline of such literature 
later eighteenth century over fears of the influence of supernatural tales. For a discussion of later 
fairytale development, see O'Malley, 'Coach and Six: Chapbook Residue in Eighteenth-Century 
Children's Literature' (2000), p. 19. 
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directed to an adult public by a number of writers, of whom Perrault was the only 
man'.28 In fact, it was Madam d'Aulnoy, publishing The History of the Tales of the 
Fairies in 1707, who was one of the earliest of the French fairytale authors to 
have an impact on the English literary market. The influences did however go 
both ways, and, according to Gillian Avery, the mid-century French writer 
Madam Beaumont's work, Magasin des Enfans: or, the Young Misses Mazazine 
(1757), was influenced by the dialogue-style layout of Fielding's The Governess.29 
There was a significant amount of borrowing in the production of fairytales, and 
the most famous of Beaumont's stories, 'The Beauty and the Beast', was taken 
from Madam Villeneuve's full length tale 'La Belle et la Bête', which was 
published in 1740 but not translated into English because Beaumont's shorter 
adaptation was more successful.30 François Fénelon's Twenty-Seven Moral Tales 
and Fables, stories from which were constantly reprinted in other English 
collections, was printed simultaneously in French and English and first published 
in 1729, the same year that Perrault's Mother Goose Tales appeared in English. 
The surge of fairytales in the English literary market is indicative of the growing 
demand for moral guidance in literature and the concern for children's education. 
  The acknowledgement of childhood morality, that is, the importance of 
understanding that children had a developing moral consciousness and could be 
taught right from wrong, became the key focus in this type of literary education. 
As Philippe Ariès claims: 'There can be no doubt that the importance accorded to 
the child's personality [at this time] was linked to the growing influence of 
Christianity on life and manners'.31 But this concern was not solely focused on 
children. Indeed, as Jack Zipes suggests, 'educated writers purposely […] 
converted [the oral folktale] into a type of literary discourse about mores, values 
                                                
28 Joan DeJean, Tender Geographies: Women and the Origins of the Novel in France (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1991), p. 255, n.13. 
29 Gillian Avery, 'Written for Children: Two Eighteenth-Century English Fairy Tales', in Marvels 
& Tales, vol. 16, 2 (2002), 143–55 (pp. 144–45). 
30 Jack Zipes has translated Gabrielle-Susanne de Villeneuve's story in Beauties, Beasts and 
Enchantment: Classic French Fairy Tales (New York: Meridian, 1989), pp. 153–229. The original 
French story was published as part of her Les Contes marins ou la jeune Américaine (1740). 
31 See Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York: Knopf, 
1962), p. 43. 
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and manners so that children and adults would be civilized according to the social 
code of that time'.32  
Not only can moral literature indicate the social values of a culture, but it 
can also be used to gauge more gender-specific behaviours. Zipes suggests that 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries [...] men became more 
closely associated with reason, temperance, activism, and sovereign 
order; females became more identified with irrationality, whimsy, 
passivity, and subversive deviance.33 
However, the eighteenth century, particularly in England, saw the development of 
more psychologically-distinct gender roles. According to Jones, '[m]asculinity no 
longer existed solely in opposition to the degradation of the effeminate, but 
negotiated, instead, a relationship with the feminine'.34 With the rise of the 
bourgeoisie and the growing emphasis on taste and morality, women were the 
ideal template of grace, beauty and social etiquette. This left the tables somewhat 
turned; men were still bestowed with greater reason, but women were 
acknowledged to be in possession of a greater sensibility, delicacy and, above all, 
beauty. But this acknowledgement left several of the previously 'feminine' 
categories challenged, as parts of women's roles, particularly in the higher ranks 
of society, moved into the social, rather than domestic, sphere. This left the social 
role of women somewhat unstable, as they began to face competing expectations 
with the increased emphasis on correct social etiquette, domestic values and 
physical perfection. Women were working under a new discipline that it would 
seem only education could instruct effectively.  
This education could potentially start at a young age, and according to 
Maria Tatar, the moral intention of 'children's literature has openly endorsed a 
productive discipline that condemns idleness and censures disobedience. […] 
[T]he vast majority of tales [have] played a powerful role in constructing the ideal 
child as a docile child.'35 While there is weight to Tatar's argument, the word 
'child' would be more appropriate as 'girl', as the good 'docile' behaviour 
                                                
32 Zipes, Art of Subversion (2006), p. 3. 
33 Zipes, Art of Subversion, p. 48. 
34 Jones, Gender, p. 77. 
35 Maria Tatar, Off With Their Heads: Fairy Tales and the Culture of Childhood (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1992), p. xvi. 
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encouraged in these sorts of stories is more often than not aimed at the female sex. 
These stories, while they appeal to children, and teach them the rewards of good 
behaviour, very often have at their heart an adult application. For example, in 
Fairy Tales, Sexuality and Gender in France, Lewis Seifert claims that 'fairy tales 
specify with extraordinary precision and economy a culture's prototypical quest 
for identity. [They are] powerful instruments of socialization and acculturation.'36 
But the socio-cultural morality of these texts is consistently linked to the physical 
description of the characters – where good characters are considered beautiful, 
and bad characters, ugly. These stereotypical associations, linked to the traditions 
of humoral theory and physiognomy, provide the understanding of how an image 
or feeling is produced from an established signifier, and are particularly important 
in helping to produce the moral message in this type of literature.  
As the texts are written, rather simply, for moral purposes, the descriptions 
of emotion are elementary, and so the characters are developed almost entirely 
through their aesthetic. This quite often falls into the categories of beautiful being 
good, and ugly being bad. Already we know that Little Red Riding Hood, 
Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella are good, almost from the outset, and the ugly 
sisters, ogress, and big hairy wolf are bad, but why do authors need to show this 
through anything more than the character's behaviour? As the connection between 
beauty and virtue is born of social convention, and there is always a sense that 
beauty is, to some degree, in the eye of the beholder, the frequent associations of 
fair and perfect bodies with goodness are based upon the common understanding 
of beauty and what it means. It is easy to see why this interpretation would lend 
itself to an ideal physical body as well as moral character, and the same can be 
said for the opposite, too. Using the description of the skin to suggest the 
character, Madam d'Aulnoy describes Truitonne, the ugly sister in 'The Blue Bird', 
with a face 'speckled like the back of a Trout', with 'tawny Skin [that] constantly 
distilled Oil'.37 From this description alone Truitonne is sure to be a bad character. 
                                                
36 Lewis C. Seifert, Fairy Tales, Sexuality and Gender in France, 1690-1715 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 2. 
37 Madam d'Aulnoy, 'The Blue Bird', in The Court of Queen Mab (London: M. Cooper, 1752), pp. 
62–120 (p. 64). 
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The premise of a fairytale is outwardly simple, as is its language and use 
of description, but the understanding of the text relies on the reader's expectation 
of character, their knowledge of stereotypical association and the common 
behaviour linked to certain character types. When details regarding the emotional 
or psychological character are lacking, as they often are in the simple language of 
children's fairytales, the reader looks to other areas in order to identify the 
character's type, and this is very often portrayed through their physical 
differences. Consider for example Beaumont's 'Beauty and the Beast', which 
exhibits the starkest contrast of physical characters. We are introduced to Beauty, 
named after her most prominent asset and matched with all the good graces it 
might signify, and her counter-part, a slow and dim-witted beast, whose terrifying 
description is used to further his emotional and physical distance from Beauty. 
But the contrast between beauty and goodness, and ugliness and immoral 
behaviour, is not always as clear-cut as it is here, or in Perrault's tales like 
'Cinderella' and 'Sleeping Beauty', where the beautiful heroine is good and the 
ugly villain is bad.  
Beauty, as a concept, becomes unstable when it can be seen as both a 
reflection of a good character and as a disguise for a bad character. This is 
particularly significant in a period when vanity was recognised as a corrupting 
force in the upper sectors of society. For example, in Beaumont's tale, Beauty's 
two sisters are endowed with their own physical beauty, but they emulate the 
pride of courtly life, visiting balls and the theatre and laughing at their young 
sister for 'reading books'; they can never quite live up to their little sister's beauty, 
which is amplified by her kindness, as she has the inner moral beauty they lack.38 
When their father's fortune is lost, the local villagers tell the sisters that 'they do 
not deserve to be pitied' and that they should 'go and give themselves quality airs 
in milking the cows and minding their dairy'.39 What may strike the modern reader 
of this beauty and the beast tale is the persistent focus on gender expectation. 
Where the modern Disney version of the tale depicts a headstrong young girl and 
                                                
38 Madam Leprince de Beaumont, 'Beauty and the Beast', in Beauties, Beasts and Enchantment ed. 
by Zipes, pp. 233–45 (p. 233). 
39 Leprince de Beaumont, 'Beauty and the Beast', in Beauties, pp. 233–34. 
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a Prince trying to escape a curse by proving his ability to love, Beaumont's 
version, and Madam Villeneuve's original story of 1740, focus almost entirely on 
Beauty's behaviour and acceptance of the beast: it is she who must learn to love.40 
One significant difference between Villeneuve's story and Madam Beaumont's 
however, is the status of Beauty. At the end of the story Villeneuve reveals 
Beauty's secret identity as a lost princess, who can consequently marry the prince; 
Beaumont's young girl on the other hand is crowned simply for her virtue.41 
Although Beauty's virtue and patience are never compromised, the focus on 
female behaviour through Beauty's journey to acceptance in Beaumont's version 
leaves the accursed beast somewhat underdeveloped. In the words of Marina 
Warner, many fairy tales rely 'on female curiosity as the dynamic of the plot', and 
such a focus on feminine behaviour means that the male figure of the story is 
often a mere catalyst to the female's moral journey.42 She must prove herself 
virtuous and deserving in order to secure love and marriage and, more often than 
not, avoid being punished for bad behaviour. 
 Another example of this physical contrast can be found in Perrault's 
version of 'Sleeping Beauty in the Wood'. The story is one of youth, sexual 
maturity, and, most importantly, patience. The princess, after receiving the gifts of 
beauty, wit, grace and the voice of a 'nightingale', falls victim to an old Fairy's 
jealousy and is told she will die after pricking her finger on a spindle.43 Another 
fairy's gift saves the princess, so that, instead of dying, her injury will put her to 
sleep for a hundred years. Then she will 'be waked by [the] King's son, for whom 
she was reserved' (43). This story demonstrates the moral contrast between the old 
and ugly, and the young and beautiful, much like Cinderella with her ugly sisters 
and wicked stepmother. The older or ugly female characters in both stories are 
                                                
40 For more information on this shifting focus see Susan Jeffords, 'The Curse of Masculinity: 
Disney's Beauty and the Beast', in From Mouse to Mermaid: The Politics of Film, Gender, and 
Culture, ed. Elizabeth Bell, Lyndsay Haas, and Laura Sells (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1995), pp. 161–74 (particularly pp. 170–71). 
41 The suggestion that anyone, regardless of their birth, can demonstrate the qualities worthy of a 
princess makes this a potential reality for any young girl. While Villeneuve's story is more fitting 
to tradition, Beaumont offers her readers a greater reward for good behaviour. 
42 Marina Warner, From the Beast to the Blonde (London: Random House, 1994), p. 274. 
43 Charles Perrault, 'Sleeping Beauty in the Wood', in Histories or Tales of Past Times (London: J. 
Pote, 1729), pp. 32–58 (pp. 35–36, 41). [All subsequent references are to this edition and will 
appear in parentheses following the quotation.] 
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demonised and shown to be outcasts, while the beautiful women remain virtuous 
and kind.  
It is quite clear that the dichotomy of the beautiful and the beastly character 
does not always employ male and female figures; in fact, more often than not, the 
ugly and beautiful characters are both female. This can be seen to mirror the 
tension surrounding the instability of domestic and social female roles. Depending 
on how the female character is represented she could be seen as a social butterfly 
or a social outcast; a domesticated wife or a house bound monster; a passive 
daughter or an active heroine. Nearly all of the women in these stories fall into 
one or more of these categories. But unlike the masculine beast in Beaumont's 
tale, Sleeping Beauty's mother-in-law is not saved from her monstrous self. This 
supports the evaluation that fairytale morals are more critical of their female 
characters than their male, and are often more focused on demonstrating correct 
feminine behaviour than good behaviour in general. However, the next two stories 
to be considered involve a single character that takes on the form of both beauty 
and deformity, adding complication to these comparative distinctions. 
In 'The Adventures of Florisa', from Fénelon's Twenty-Seven Moral Tales, 
a mother is asked by a fairy if she wishes her baby daughter to grow up to be a 
beautiful but unhappy future princess, or a plain rural woman like herself. The 
mother wishes for her daughter to be beautiful above all else. When she has 
grown up, Florisa is chosen by the King from 'thirty rural beauties' to marry the 
Prince.44 She is rewarded with riches and fine clothing, and becomes a princess, 
just as the fairy promised. The story then shows how the conventionally happy 
beauty falls victim to the pitfalls of jealousy and revenge. Chronipota, the mother-
in-law of Florisa with a name indicating her aged appearance, grows jealous of 
Florisa's beauty and accuses her of inconstancy.45 The Prince, believing his 
mother, locks Florisa up in a tower and here she 'reflect[s] on her once happy state 
of life, her humble birth, and all her harmless rural entertainments' (74). When the 
                                                
44 François Fénelon, 'The Adventures of Florisa', trans. Daniel Bellamy in Twenty-Seven Moral 
Tales (London: J. Wilcox, 1729), pp. 65–77 (pp. 69–76). [All subsequent references are to this 
edition and will appear in parentheses following the quotation.] 
45 This name is interesting and seems to be linking the character to both age and potential 
drunkenness: 'Chroni' relates to time and 'pota', from 'potable' meaning 'drinkable', OED. 
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fairy returns to save Florisa, she asks: 'Are you willing to resign your beauty 
which has proved your ruin[?]' (75). After accepting, the fairy changes Florisa's 
face: 'her features began to extend, and grow in disproportion' (75). The story 
claims that Florisa was 'very well contented to return to her former station, to be 
deformed, and live in obscurity in the country, where all her business was to tend 
her sheep' (77). The moral of the story, although brought about by an ugly and 
jealous mother-in-law, is that beauty, especially an unnatural and wished-for 
beauty, does not automatically equate to happiness, and that humility is often the 
best quality in a woman. 
With a similar moral to Fénelon's tale, the anonymous French story 'Minet 
Bleu and Louvette: a Fairy Tale', printed in the Gentleman's Magazine in 1750, 
the same year it appeared in France, details the story of two characters who have 
both beautiful and ugly forms. The Prince Minet Blue and fairy Louvette are 
cursed to live out their days alternately as beautiful but dim-witted or ugly and 
intelligent, with Louvette suffering five days of the week as 'short, and frightfully 
ugly' and only two days as beautiful.46 As a twist on the traditional 'beauty-and-
the-beast' tale, it is on the day that Minet Bleu is beautiful, and Louvette is ugly, 
that the two fall in love and break the curse. After Louvette rescues the Prince 
from a poisonous arrow, the story begins its moral conclusion: 
Where there is tenderness, generosity, and goodness, there is no 
deformity: Louvette this moment appeared amiable in the eye of her 
lover; for when we do a good action, we no longer retain our ordinary 
appearance, but assume the beauties of the action which we have 
performed (413). 
Minet Bleu is said to have seen Louvette 'with other eyes, and imagined she was 
not the same' (413). This 'Happy error' in turn 'produced a reality' and 'her 
deformity vanished [as] she sparked with all the beauties of her youth[. S]he was 
now the most lovely of all fairies, and he of all princes the most enamoured' (413). 
It would appear that both Minet Bleu and Louvette, like Beaumont's beast and 
Perrault's similar character Riquet a la Houpe, are transformed back to their 
                                                
46 [Anon.], 'Minet Bleu and Louvette', in The Gentleman's Magazine, vol. 20, September 1750, pp. 
410–413 (p. 410). [All subsequent references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses 
following the quotation]. 
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original beautiful and intelligent selves at the end of the story. This does leave 
open to question whether this is an altered perception brought about by good 
behaviour, or an actual physical transformation. But when beauty relies so heavily 
on the viewer's perception, perhaps there can be no real distinction between a 
physical transformation and the party seeing with 'other eyes'. 
What is clear is that these texts suggest that goodness, virtue and patience 
can make a person appear beautiful, whether it is a physical alteration or just an 
issue of perception. However, Maria Tatar suggests that 
[i]t is one of the lesser-known facts of folkloric life that women are 
rarely as virtuous as they are beautiful. Cinderella and Snow White 
may combine good behavior with good looks, but they are exceptional 
in that respect. [...] Beauty breeds a sense of superiority that spells 
disaster for suitors.47 
While there is evidence to support Tatar's claim that both good behaviour and 
good looks in women are only seen in exceptional cases, the stories that do 
critique the beautiful character are more often the result of a jealous third party, 
like Sleeping Beauty's mother-in-law, rather than beauty's own sense of 
superiority. However, this argument does highlight the limitation to the basic 
categories of beautiful and ugly. It would perhaps be more appropriate then, 
considering the previous examples, to divide beauty and ugliness into these four 
general categories: 'beautiful and good', 'beautiful and bad', 'ugly and good', and 
'ugly and bad'. While the first and last categories are the most familiar to the 
fairytale genre, the challenges to these typical stereotypes are significant. Tatar's 
claim is based on the 'beautiful and bad' categorisation, and if it were applied 
generally to the fairytale genre, it would dissipate the most persuasive moral 
concept in these texts: that goodness is beautiful.  
                                                
47 Tatar, Off With Their Heads, p. 98. 
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A Fairytale Education 
While the fairytales so far have been English translations of French texts and have 
only gone some way in demonstrating the concept of moral beauty, the remainder 
of this section will focus on Fielding's The Governess. Fielding's text addresses the 
education of young girls through exemplary moral behaviour. More so than these 
typical fairytale stories, Fielding's text adheres to the thoughts of Locke: the best 
way to educate children is 'to set before their Eyes the Examples of those Things 
you would have them do, or avoid'.48 Fielding's text provides a more deliberate, 
and therefore more practical, way of educating children and young adults through 
literary examples. While the same dichotomy of Locke's beautiful and 
unbecoming characters is evident, the concept of moral beauty is what guides 
Fielding's characters. Her new interpretation of the fairytale genre offers more 
attainable and guided examples of behaviour for young girls to follow.49  
The main focus of this argument is the development of moral beauty, but it 
is worth briefly considering Fielding's success here. Although it is evident in her 
numerous editions of The Governess, her influence in the fairytale genre can be 
seen most prominently in the imitation of her dialogue style, reinforcing the 
positive relationship between governess and school girls throughout the 
narrative.50 Her work was innovative and based on more realistic scenarios in 
which moral fairytales, appearing as stories within the dialogue, were interspersed 
with scenes of childhood education. As mentioned previously, Madam Leprince 
de Beaumont's Magasin des Enfants (1756) had a similar style and became very 
popular in France. In 1765 John Newbery published a book in the same style, The 
History of Little Goody Two-Shoes, otherwise called Mrs. Margery Two-Shoes, 
which was also illustrated and available at only sixpence.51 But, according to Jill 
Grey, it was Fielding who gained the acknowledgement as 'the first author for 
                                                
48 Locke, Thoughts, p. 92. 
49 For more on the guidance of sensibility and virtue, see Jennie Batchelor, Dress, Distress and 
Desire (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2005), pp. 2–4. 
50 For example The Governess went through six editions between 1749 and 1781. Her other work, 
David Simple, published in both London and Dublin, also went through several editions and 
numerous volumes between 1744 and 1775. 
51 For more information see Jill E. Grey, ed., 'Introduction', in The Governess: or Little Female 
Academy, by Sarah Fielding (London: Oxford University Press, 1968), pp. 1–82 (pp. 64–77).  
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children to establish a definite set of characters taken from ordinary life and using 
ordinary everyday speech [based on] real children like themselves'.52 The success 
of Fielding's text is evident, and its imitation and survival in a declining time for 
publishing women is further evidence of how favourably it was received. 
In her preface to The Governess, arguably one of the most important 
sections of her work, Fielding declares the educational purposes of the text: 
The Design of the following Sheets is to endeavour to cultivate an 
early Inclination to Benevolence, and a Love of Virtue, in the Minds 
of young Women, by trying to show them, that their True Interest is 
concerned in cherishing and improving those amiable Dispositions 
into Habits; and in keeping down all rough and boisterous Passions; 
and that from this alone they can propose to themselves to arrive at 
true Happiness, in any of the Stations of Life allotted to the Female 
Character (87–88). 
Fielding aims to instruct her female readers through examples of good behaviour 
so that they may be happy, above all else. She then takes time to address her 
'young Readers': 
Before you begin the following Sheets, I beg you will stop a Moment 
at this Preface, to consider with me, what is the true Use of Reading; 
and if you can once fix this Truth in your Minds, namely, that the true 
Use of Books is to make you wiser and better, you will then have both 
Profit and Pleasure from what you read (91). 
Fielding's intention is to educate girls and young women by means of example, to 
make them 'wiser and better'; this is achieved in her mixture of exciting fairytales, 
moral examples, and the more sober demonstration of the changed behaviour 
from Mrs Teachum's nine pupils.  
According to Bree, 'it is in the moral aspect of education, rather than the 
formal matter of subject-based knowledge, that Fielding is particularly 
interested.'53 While there is evidence to support Bree's claim, and the book is 
written from a moral standpoint, this feels like a means to end, and in fact there is 
a greater inclination in Fielding's work to suggest that good social skills, as well 
                                                
52 Sarah Fielding, The Governess: or Little Female Academy, ed. by Jill E. Grey (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1968) pp. 78–80. [All subsequent references are to this edition and will appear in 
parentheses following the quotation.] 
53 Bree, Sarah Fielding, p. 61. 
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as a sense of good and bad, are paramount to these girl's success and future 
happiness. The morals in the text are applied within its frame narrative, providing 
examples of both the moral, usually in a tale, and its application. The narrative 
framework of Fielding's text allows the reader to simultaneously experience the 
fairy stories, the core narrative of nine girls' experience at school, and the how 
these elements impact the moral behaviour of the nine girls.  
The discussion of Fielding's text can begin with the two fairytales included 
in the narrative, 'The History of the cruel Giant Barbarico, the Good Giant 
Benefico, and the pretty little Dwarf Mignon', and 'Princess Hebe'.54 Like the 
previous tales discussed, they can be examined in the way they use physical 
signifiers to align character and moral behaviour. 
 The first example is the tale of the Giant Barbarico. Jenny Peace recites the 
fairytale after the girls fight over the largest apple during their break. The story is 
a traditional tale of good versus evil, and we are introduced to the protagonists, 
the 'cruel' Barbarico, an 'enormous wretch', and the good Benefico, who is 
'handsome, and well-proportioned, and of a very good natured Turn of Mind' 
(138–39). Fielding's giants, like most fairytale characters, are characterised 
immediately by their contrasting physical appearances. Likewise, Mignon, the 
dwarf, a character that although common in fairy tales was now becoming a 
recognised public phenomenon,55 is described as 
one of the least Men that was ever seen, tho' at the same time one of 
the prettiest: His Limbs, tho' small, were exactly proportioned: His 
Countenance was at once sprightly and soft; and whatever his Head 
thought, or his Heart felt, his Eyes by their Looks expressed; and his 
Temper was as sweet as his Person was amiable (146). 
Once again the good characters are described as having perfect and well-
proportioned features, and the evil character, Barbarico, is physically out of 
                                                
54 Fielding does include another moralistic story, but not a fairy tale, 'Cælia and Chloe', to teach 
the girls the physical dangers of lying. See The Governess, pp. 50–59. 
55 For more information on deformity and characterisation in the eighteenth century see Simon 
Dickie, Cruelty and Laughter: Forgotten Comic Literature and the Unsentimental Eighteenth 
Century (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2011), especially pp. 59–66, 92. For 
more information on the social interest in dwarfism see Dickie, 'Hilarity and Pitilessness in the 
Mid-Eighteenth Century: English Jestbook Humor,' Eighteenth-Century Studies, 37, 1 (2003), 1–
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proportion. Following the general rules of physiognomy, an eighteenth-century 
reader, and even a modern one, would be able to judge the character's potentially 
good or bad behaviour based simply on these descriptions. The story typically 
follows the good Mignon and Beneficio as they escape entrapment and help to 
reunite the lovers Fidus and Amata after their separation at the hands of 
Barbarico.56 The moral of the story aligns itself with the good-conquers-bad 
tradition of the fairytale ending: 
Peace, Harmony and Love reigned in every Bosom; Dissension, 
Discord, and Hatred were banished from this friendly Dwelling; and 
that Happiness, which is the natural Consequence of Goodness, 
appeared in every cheerful Countenance throughout the Castle of the 
good Benefico. (164) 
The story is applied to the girls' previous fight over the apple, and demonstrates 
the happiness that can be achieved through friendship and kindness. 
After the story of Beneficio, the next fairytale in Fielding's text is 'Princess 
Hebe', a story of a young princess and heir to the throne who is hidden away from 
her usurping aunt and uncle, by her mother, the Queen, and the good Fairy 
Sybella. The story distorts the idea of beauty as a signifier of goodness and 
presents the reader with a beautiful but bad character, Brunetta, her sister – a 
plain-looking but good fairy Sybella, and the beautiful princess Hebe 'whose 
Fame for Beauty and Wisdom had filled all that Country round' (251). The 
connection of beauty and wisdom plays on the idea that beauty and education go 
hand in hand, and when beauty is equipped with wisdom, it cannot be undone. 
This is shown through the examples of good Sybella and her evil sister Brunetta 
who help to demonstrate the moral of the story:  
all wicked Designs ever could and should be rendered ineffectual, by 
the Virtue and Perseverance of those against whom they were 
intended, if they in a proper manner exerted that Virtue (233). 
Sybella's patience and kindness is said to cause Brunetta 'such Passions, as 
weaken'd her Health, and greatly impaired her so much boasted Beauty' (235). 
                                                
56 The names of these characters are also used to further highlight their characterisation: Barbarico 
means 'barbarian'; 'beneficio' indicates something 'beneficial' or good; Mignon translates as 'small'; 
Fidus means 'loyal'; and Amata is 'loved'. 
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Fielding here suggests that there is a physical impact caused by negative 
behaviour, and uses this as a means of moral guidance. However, Fielding does 
not make the idea that misdeeds mar beauty explicit, and in fact quite clearly 
implies that beauty is capable of hiding the evil underneath: 
[Hebe's mother] remembered what Sybella had told her, concerning 
Brunetta's adorning young Shepherdesses with Beauty, and other 
Excellences, only to enable them the better to allure and entice others 
into Wickedness (253). 
With this knowledge her mother warns Hebe to 'be very careful to guard yourself 
extremely well against those Temptations which wear the Face of Virtue' (253). 
When Hebe is betrayed by Brunetta and taken captive, she and our nine girls learn 
the dangers of trusting a superficial beauty and following a path of disobedience.  
Once Hebe is rescued by Sybella she learns never to disobey her mother 
and finds peace and happiness living in the forest away from temptation. When 
she turns eighteen and is offered the throne after the death of her usurping aunt, 
she begs to stay hidden away and 'lead a private Life' (273). Sybella and the 
Queen convince Hebe of all the 'Opportunities of doing Good, and making others 
happy' and that her refusal would mean 'the Power might fall into Hands that 
would make ill Use of it' (274). The story ends with Hebe's acceptance, and 
assures us that 'she and her People were reciprocally happy, by her great Wisdom 
and Prudence' (274). This story takes heed of the popular themes of moral tales, 
temptation, obedience and patience, as well as accepting responsibility for one's 
own actions. For all of Hebe's trials she is rewarded with joy and her beauty is 
further enhanced by her good behaviour. 
 The fairytales in Fielding's text are shown to have a positive impact on the 
nine girls as they discuss their favourite scenes, but Jenny Peace voices this 
condition: 
But here let me observe to you (which I would have you communicate 
to your little Friends) that Giants, Magic, Fairies, and all Sorts of 
supernatural Assistances in a Story are only introduced to amuse and 
divert: For a Giant is called so only to express a Man of great Power; 
and the magic Fillet round the Statue was intended only to show you, 
that by Patience you will overcome all Difficulties. Therefore, by no 
means let the Notion of Giants or Magic dwell upon your Minds [as] 
great Care is taken to prevent your being carried away, by these high-
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flown Things, from that Simplicity of Taste and Manners which it is 
my chief Study to inculcate (166). 
Fielding, through Jenny, explains the allegorical meaning in the potentially 
corruptive tales of the supernatural. This explanation however is only made 
possible through a narrative that allows for an internal story to be shared along 
side our characters' reactions; it therefore aids the reader's understanding of how 
to apply these moral fairytales to their own lives. 
The instruction Fielding offers to her nine girls on how to react to, and what 
to take from, these fairytales is particularly interesting; at the time the influence of 
fairytales, especially in the later eighteenth century, was contested by the 
supporters of more formal and rational education. In particular, there was 
vigorous debate between those who argued that imaginative engagement was to 
be encouraged and those who considered that it endangered a firm grasp on 
reality. Indeed, according to Jack Zipes,  
Although there were various collections [of fairytales] published for 
upper-class children in the latter part of the 18th century and at the turn 
of the century along with numerous chapbooks containing classical 
fairy tales, they were not regarded as prime and 'proper' reading 
material for children.57 
Admittedly, the number of original fairytales circulating in the mid-century was 
limited, and there was clearly a social awareness of this negative reputation that 
Fielding felt necessary to excuse in her preface. The fact that she chose to include 
these moral tales, within the safety of her frame narrative, goes to prove that 
Fielding believed the morals were applicable to real life situations: 'A very good 
Moral may indeed be drawn from the Whole, and likewise from almost every Part' 
(165). 
While the fairy stories in Fielding's text are fairly typical of the genre, it is 
the nine girls that make this novel exemplary. We are introduced to the girls in 
order of their age: Jenny Peace, Sukey Jennett, Dolly Friendly, Lucy Sly, Nanny 
Spruce, Patty Lockit, Henny Frett and Betty Ford, all of whom are presented with 
a full physical description. This does seem out of place in a text that is so heavily 
                                                
57 See Zipes, 'Introduction', in The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), pp. xv–xxxii (p. xxv). 
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focused on behaviour, however, according to Juliet McMaster, in her study of 
physical description in eighteenth-century novels, this was not uncommon, as 
'Smollett, Richardson, and Burney, as well as many others, routinely provide 
detailed physiognomic descriptions of their personnel, and appearance is always 
relevant in a judgement of their characters'.58 The use of these individual 
descriptions as an indicator of character can therefore be examined in light of the 
theories regarding physiognomy discussed in the previous chapters. As all of the 
descriptions in the text demonstrate the theories of physiognomy, it is clear that 
these theories were influential to Fielding. While there are features, such as the 
colour of the skin, eyes and hair, that are (to a certain extent) unchangeable in the 
individual, the descriptions also imply the same intention that James Parsons' 
treatise attempted to convey: that the face is changeable according to the will of 
the mind. In this sense, Fielding offers her own theory of the body and mind's 
relationship that is applicable to her audience. In order to further this argument on 
how body and character correlate, the girls' descriptions will now be discussed in 
a physiognomic-focused comparison of both their physical descriptions and 
character backgrounds. 
As the eldest, and most well behaved of the nine girls, Jenny Peace enjoys 
the longest physical description:  
Miss Jenny Peace was just turned of Fourteen, and could be called 
neither tall nor short of her Age: But her whole Person was the most 
agreeable that can be imagined. She had an exceeding fine 
Complexion, with as much Colour in her Cheeks as is the natural 
Effect of perfect Health. Her Hair was light-brown, and curled in so 
regular and yet easy a manner, as never to want any Assistance from 
Art. Her Eye-brows (which were not of that correct Turn, as to look as 
if they were drawn with a Pencil), and her Eye-lashes, were both 
darker than her Hair; and the latter being very long, gave such a Shade 
to her eyes, as made them often mistaken for black, tho' they were 
only a dark Hazle. To give any description of her Eyes beyond the 
Colour and Size, which was perfectly the Medium, would be 
impossible; except by saying they were expressive of every-thing that 
was amiable and good: For thro' them might be read every single 
Thought of the Mind; from whence they had such a Brightness and 
Cheerfulness, as seemed to cast a Lustre over her whole Face. She had 
                                                
58 Juliet McMaster, Reading the Body in the Eighteenth-Century Novel (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2004), p. 25. 
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fine Teeth, and a Mouth answering to the most correct Rules of 
Beauty; and, when she spoke (tho' you were at too great a Distance to 
hear what she said) there appeared so much Sweetness, Mildness, 
Modesty, and Good-nature, that you found yourself more filled with 
Pleasure than Admiration in beholding her. [...] She had a natural Ease 
and Gentility in her Shape' and all her Motions were more pleasing, 
tho' less striking, than what is commonly acquired by the Instruction 
of Dancing Masters (122–23). 
Jenny's positive description would not be out of place in one of the moral novels 
of the mid-century. Reading her description physiognomically, her hair would 
suggest a 'mild' temper, and her overall description is similar to that of the 
'sanguine' humour in The Book of Knowledge: 'Sanguine and fair complexion, 
good proportion, comely visage, well-favoured, light-brown hair, pleasant and 
courteous, rosy cheeks and an amiable countenance'.59 The description here moves 
from physical to emotional characteristics without any great distinction, as it 
works alongside the acknowledged stereotypes of this 'happy' character. 
 Following this description is Jenny's life story, a pattern that follows every 
girl's description and implies a connection between the physicality of the 
characters and the behaviour of the girls. As one would expect, Jenny's life, 
although not without trial, is full of kindness and obedience. Her mother had 
always taught her right from wrong and after the death of her beloved cat, she 
asserts the example she would have her younger companions follow: 
I found it was indeed in my Power to root all Melancholy from my 
Heart, when I considered it was necessary in order to perform my 
Duty to God, to obey the best of Mothers, and to make myself her 
Blessing and cheerful Companion, rather than a Burden, and the 
Cause of her Uneasiness, by my foolish Melancholy (133). 
Jenny acts as Fielding's ideal child: beautiful, kind, patient and obedient. She, as 
both the eldest and the main character in the school narrative, represents the 
leading example for Fielding's readers. 
 The girls' descriptions and the short stories of their lives before arriving at 
Mrs Teachum's school appear throughout the frame narrative, interspersed 
                                                
59 Erra Pater [pseud.], trans. by William Lilly, The Book of Knowledge (London: T. Norris, 1720), 
pp. 11–18. 
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between the moral tales. The next to appear in the text is the second eldest of the 
girls, Sukey Jennett. She is 
not quite Twelve Years old; but so very tall of her Age, that she was 
within a Trifle as tall as Miss Jenny Peace; and by growing so fast, 
was much thinner: And tho' she was not really so well made, yet from 
an assured Air in her manner of carrying herself, she was called much 
the genteelest Girl. There was, on the first View, a great Resemblance 
in their Persons. Her Face was very handsome, and her Complexion 
extremely good; but a little more inclined to pale than Miss Jenny's. 
Her Eyes were a Degree darker, and had a Life and Fire in them which 
was very beautiful: But yet her Impatience on the least Contradiction 
often brought a Fierceness into her Eyes, and gave such a 
Discomposure to her whole Countenance, as immediately took off 
your Admiration (173).  
Sukey's physical description is very similar to that of Jenny's, but her behaviour 
gives her eyes 'Fierceness' and, according to Fielding, her beauty is lessened by it. 
But perhaps what is interesting in this description is her comparison to Jenny 
Peace. Throughout the text the girls are reminded to avoid jealousy and the envy 
of others, but Fielding, quite openly, includes these physical comparisons between 
them. Claiming that Sukey Jennett is 'not really so well made' as her companion 
sends a mixed message. However, the negative implications of this description are 
mostly due to Sukey's 'impatience' and temper, something that is recalled in her 
life story: 
When I was but four Years old, if any-thing crossed me, I was taught 
to beat it, and be revenged of it, even tho' it could not feel. If I fell 
down and hurt myself, the very Ground was to be beat for hurting the 
sweet Child: [But at school] I had no-body in my Power; for all my 
School-fellows thought themselves my Equals. [...] I never had a 
Moment's Ease or Pleasure, till Miss Jenny was so good to take the 
Pains to convince me of my Folly (174–175). 
As a reader, we can assume that Sukey's repentance will remove the negative 
response to her physical description and she will become closer, in both body and 
mind, to Fielding's ideal, Jenny Peace. 
The next girl introduced in the dialogue is Dolly Friendly, whose look is 
also marred by her temper. She 
was just turned of Eleven Years of Age. Her Person was neither plain 
nor handsome: And though she had not what is properly called one 
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fine Feature in her Face, yet the Disposition of them were so suitable 
to each other, that her Countenance was rather agreeable than 
otherwise. She had generally something very quiet, or rather indolent, 
in her Look, except when she was moved by Anger; which seldom 
happened, but in Defence of some Favourite or Friend; and she had 
then a Fierceness and Eagerness which altered her whole Countenance 
(179). 
Fielding's use of physiognomic implication is often subtle, but the physical 
alterations demonstrated as a result of the emotional state are clearly influenced 
by the pseudoscience. Dolly's description, although somewhat plain, takes heed of 
the favourable medium that is often found in physiognomic descriptions. She is 
accused of being both indolent and fierce depending on her mood, which places 
her physical look anywhere between ugly, plain and handsome. Her life story 
explains her fluctuating countenance is a result of her loyalty to her little sister: 
all my Delight was to please her; and this I carried to such a Height, 
that I scrupled no Lies to excuse her Faults: And whatever she did, I 
justified, and thought right, only because she did it. I was ready to 
fight her Quarrels, whether right or wrong; and hated every-body that 
offended her. [But] I found her always miserable; for she would cry 
only because she did not know her own Mind. She never minded what 
Faults she committed, because she knew I would excuse her; and she 
was forgiven in Consideration of our Friendship, which gave our 
Parents great Pleasure (180–181). 
The contradiction of Dolly's look is also expressed through her character. Dolly's 
character is adaptable, and seems to be defined by the people around her. Dolly 
therefore reflects the difficulty associated with theories of expression, in that the 
changeability of her emotion is mirrored in the interpretation of her appearance. 
The description of Lucy Sly is much more in line with the teachings of 
physiognomic tradition: 
She was generally called a pretty Girl, from having a Pair of 
exceeding fine black Eyes, only with the Allay of something cunning 
in their Look. [...] Her Complexion was but indifferent; and the lower 
Part of her Face ill-turned; for her Chin was too long for due 
Proportion (200–01). 
Lucy's description and name presuppose her nature as a 'sly' but 'pretty' child, with 
dark 'cunning' eyes and a face that points towards a 'malicious' and 'covetous' 
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nature.60 This is further supported by her life story, which explains the reasons for 
her cunning. Having been 'left to the Care of a Governess' due to her mother's 
sickness, Lucy admits that 
whenever I did any-thing wrong she used to say it was the Foot-boy, 
and not Miss, that was naughty. Nay, she would say, it was the Dog, 
or the Cat, or any-thing she could lay the Blame upon, sooner than 
own it was me. I thought this pure, that I was never in Fault; and soon 
got into a way of telling any Lies, and of laying my own Faults on 
others, since I found they would be believed (201). 
Much like Dolly, there is a behavioural quality holding back Lucy's beauty, 
however this is a taught behaviour at the hands of her immoral governess. When 
the description is read alongside her life story it is clear Fielding wants the reader 
to make the same physiognomic connection and assume that her physicality has 
been altered by her education and example; it can therefore be changed by 
exposure to a more positive behaviour. 
Following Lucy we are introduced to Patty Lockit, who is 
Ten Years old; tall, and inclined to Fat. Her Neck was short; and she 
was not in the least genteel. Her Face was very handsome; for all her 
Features were extremely good. She had large blue Eyes; was 
exceeding fair; and had a great Bloom in her Cheeks. Her Hair was 
the very first Degree of light brown; was bright and shining; and hung 
in Ringlets half-way down her Back. Her Mouth was rather too large; 
but she had such fine Teeth, and looked so agreeably when she 
smiled, that you was not sensible of any Fault in it (208). 
Often a plump face is aligned with cheerfulness, and, in a similar way to the 
descriptions of Jenny Peace and Sukey Jennett, Lucy's suggests that she has a 
sanguine humour: 'Sanguine complexion, sweet and affable condition,' with a 
'countenance very amiable and lovely, of a free and pleasant temper, and of a 
chaste, honest and religious nature, fair visage, middle stature' and a 'well-shaped 
body'.61 However, a large mouth insinuates foolishness in all physiognomic 
descriptions and suggests one apt to lying and mischief in Aristotle's Last 
                                                
60 Pseudo-Aristotle, Aristotle's Last Legacy: or his Golden Cabinet of Secrets Opened, for Youth's 
Delightful Pastime, trans. by Dr. Saman (London: Tho. Norris, 1711), pp. 37–41. 
61 Pater, Book of Knowledge, pp. 11–18. 
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Legacy.62 While Patty's description is less incriminating than Lucy's, it still makes 
connections with her life story. Patty admits: 
Tho' I had all my Life before lived in a Family where every one in it 
was older, and knew more than myself, yet I was very easy; for we 
were generally together in the Nursery; and no-body took much 
Notice of us, whether we knew any-thing, or whether we did not. But 
now, as I lived in the House with only one Companion, who was so 
much more admired than myself, the Comparison began to vex me, 
and I found a strong Hatred and Aversion for my Cousin arising in my 
Mind: And yet, I verily believe I should have got the better of it, and 
been willing to have learnt of my Cousin, and should have loved her 
for teaching me, if anyone had told me it was right (209–10). 
Patty is plagued with jealousy for her cousin's greater beauty and intelligence and 
confesses her foolishness for not allowing herself to follow her example. Yet 
again, the implication of Patty's character is that she herself, with education and 
good behaviour, could have been considered just as beautiful as her cousin. 
The next description, that of the nine-year old Nanny Spruce, describes her 
as the  
very reverse of Patty Lockit, in all things; for she had little Limbs, 
little Features, and such a Compactness in her Form, that she was 
often called the Little Fairy. She had the Misfortune to be lame in one 
of her Hips; but by good Management, and a Briskness and Alacrity in 
carrying herself, it was a very small Blemish to her, and looked more 
like an idle childish Gait, than any real Defect (268). 
Although the description makes little of Nanny's deformity, it does align her 
character with a phlegmatic humour, which is related to a 'short stature' and a 
body that is 'often crooked and deformed'.63 As her name, 'Spruce', indicates, 
Nanny's life story depicts her indulgence in fine clothes and ornaments. Her story 
explains: 
I used to delight to show them my fine Things, and to see that they 
could not come at any but very plain Coats. However, as they did not 
pretend to have any-thing equal with me, I was kind enough to them. 
As to those Girls whose Parents were so very poor, that they went in 
Rags, I did not suffer them to come near me. [...] But as soon as I 
came to School, where other Misses were as fine as myself, and some 
                                                
62 Aristotle's Last Legacy, pp. 37–41. 
63 Book of Knowledge, pp. 11–18. 
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finer, I grew very miserable. Every new Coat, every Silver Ribband, 
that any of my School fellows wore, made me unhappy (287). 
Although the connection between Nanny's behaviour and her appearance is 
perhaps a little more tenuous, her life story concludes with the realisation that 'the 
Road to Happiness is by conquering such foolish Vanities, and the only way to be 
pleased is to endeavour to please others, I have never known what it was to be 
uneasy' (288). While the moral here is exemplary, there is again a mixed message 
in Fielding's layout. Like Sukey and Jenny, immediately Nanny is compared to 
Patty in her physical description, a connection the reader is invited to make, as 
they are with all of the girls' descriptions. But her life story implies that 
comparison with others is ill advised and only causes unhappiness. While the 
intention of the comparison is a factor, and arguably it is included in the 
descriptions is for the benefit of the reader's imagination, there is a degree of 
contradiction where such contrast is made, especially in a text that wishes to teach 
moral behaviour. However, this is not necessarily a deliberate contradiction, and it 
could rather be seen as a more practical view of discrimination in this period. 
After all, Nanny naturally compares herself to others and Fielding offers a 
solution to this inevitability through the acceptance of her difference. 
As it is clear so far, Fielding's girls represent a wide selection of physical 
and behavioural differences and the following two girls are no exception. We are 
introduced to Betty Ford, also nine, who 
might be called the plainest Girl in the School; for she had nothing 
pleasing either in her Person or Face, except an exceeding fair Skin, 
and tolerable good black Eyes; but her Face was ill-shaped and broad, 
her Hair very red, and all the Summer she was generally very full of 
Freckles; and she had also a small Hesitation in her Speech (289).  
The alignment with ugliness and red hair is very common, and stems from the 
medical belief that red hair was caused by immoral conception during 
menstruation.64 Read suggests that by the mid-eighteenth century the negative 
                                                
64 See Sara Read, '''Only Kept Up by the Credulous and Ignorant": Eighteenth-Century Responses 
to the "Poisonous" Nature of Menstrual Blood', in Great Expectations: Futurity in the Long 
Eighteenth Century, Britannia Texts in English, vol. 16, ed. by Mascha Hansen and Jürgen Klein 
(Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2012), pp. 205–22 (p. 213). 
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connotations of menstrual blood began to be more widely contested, but its 
connection to red hair was still widely maintained.65 In Aristotle's Last Legacy, for 
example, red hair suggests that a person is 'wise, crafty and subtle in mischief'.66 
This reputation is expressed in Betty's life story, where she explains the jealousy 
she had for her sister's beauty: 
my Head ran on nothing but beauty. I had an elder Sister, who was, I 
must own, a great deal handsomer than me; and yet, in my own Mind, 
at that time, I did not think so, tho' I was always told it was not for me 
to pretend to the same Things with pretty Miss Kitty[. S]he was taken 
so much more Notice of than I was, that I perfectly hated her, and 
could not help wishing that, by some Accident, her Beauty might be 
spoiled (289–90). 
Betty comes to the conclusion that 'if I would have any Content, I must not repine 
at my not being so handsome as others' (291). While Betty's conclusion seems a 
little less hopeful than previous girls', her happiness at being content with her 
plain appearance is still exemplary. There is also the implication that her 
happiness and acceptance will make her appear more beautiful to others. 
Polly Suckling, who is the last to be described and the youngest of the nine 
girls at eight years old, is said to be 
so short of her Age that few People took her to be above Five. It was 
not a dwarfish Shortness; for she had the most exact proportioned 
Limbs in the World, very small Bones, and was as fat as a little 
Cherub. She was extremely fair, and her Hair quite flaxen. Her Eyes a 
perfect Blue, her Mouth small, and her Lips quite plump and red.  She 
had the Freshness of a Milk-Maid; and when she smiled and laughed, 
she seemed to show an hundred agreeable Dimples. She was, in short, 
the very Picture of Health and Good-humour, and was the Play-thing 
and general Favourite of the whole School (311–12). 
The description, which draws parallels with the dwarfish Mignon of Jenny Peace's 
story, is one of proportion above all. A well-proportioned body, as has been 
evident in the previous discussions, is a sign of beauty and health. Both Polly and 
                                                
65 See Read, p. 213. Read cites Thomas Tomkyns's translation of Guillaume Lamotte, A General 
Treatise of Midwifery (London: James Waugh, 1749), p. 56: 'I see [...] many women that go 
everywhere, and perform all their usual functions, when they have the menses on them, as when 
not, and yet cause no mischief' [but] 'some also do I see whose presence is dangerous at those 
times, especially in red hair'd women'.  
66 Aristotle's Last Legacy, pp. 37–41. 
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Mignon avoid the stigma related to shortness and deformity, as they both possess 
a perfectly proportioned body. Despite Polly's short stature, her features all reflect 
a European ideal: fair skin, blonde hair, blue eyes and red full lips. Her story 
reveals her fear of being easily influenced by the girls around her:  
I have been always in fear, that my School fellows wanted to impose 
on me, because I was little; and so I used to engage in every Quarrel, 
rather than be left out, as if I was too little to give any Assistance; but, 
indeed, I am very glad now we all agree, because I always came by 
the worst of it (312–13). 
Polly's height is the main concern in both her story and her description. She says: 
'I have been always less than any of my Companions', and in fact 'I don't love 
quarrelling; for I like it better to live in Peace and Quietness' (313). Polly 
expresses the pressure she feels as a short girl to live up to the expectation of the 
girls around her. The connotations of the word 'less' in the place of the word 
'shorter' highlights this insecurity and connects short-stature with being a less 
valuable individual. Fielding offers the picture of a girl that many may sympathise 
with and offers Polly's acceptance, and physical attractiveness in spite of her size, 
as a means of example for those sharing similar fears. 
The final girl to be discussed is Henny Frett; although placing her 
description last has disrupted the sequence (she appears before Polly Sucking in 
the age-related sequence), it demands more attention in this analysis, as it is 
perhaps the most interesting from a physiognomic point of view. Her description 
demonstrates a physical change that occurs as a direct result of Henny's good 
behaviour. She is said to be 
very prettily made, and remarkably genteel. All her Features were 
regular. She was not very fair, and looked pale. Her upper Lip seemed 
rather shorter than it should be; for it was drawn up in such a manner, 
as to show her upper Teeth; and though this was in some degree 
natural yet it had been very much increased by her being continually 
on the Fret for every trifling Accident that offended her, or on every 
Contradiction that was offered to her. When you came to examine her 
Face, she had not one Feature but what was pretty, yet from that 
constant Uneasiness which appeared in her Countenance, it gave you 
so little Pleasure to look at her, that she seldom had common Justice 
done her, but had generally hitherto passed for a little insignificant 
plain Girl (306). 
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However, after Henny begins to alter her behaviour following the girls' discussion 
of moral goodness, her physical description changes: 
her very Face was so altered since she was grown good-natured, and 
had got the better of that foolish Fretfulness she used to be possessed 
of, that she appeared from her good-humoured Smiles quite a different 
Person (307–08).  
The positive change in her appearance comes once she has learned to be 'good-
natured', but her nature was also responsible for marring her face in the first place. 
Henny's story explains that her previous state of mind was caused by the bad 
relationship she had with her brother: 
All my Praise or Blame was to arise from my being better or worse 
than my Brother. If I was guilty of any Fault, it was immediately said 
Oh! fye, Miss! Master George [...] would not be so guilty of such a 
thing for the World. [But] I was so great a Favourite, that I was never 
denied any thing I asked for; but I was very unhappy [...] because I did 
not know what I would have, till at last I own I grew so peevish and 
humoursome, that I was always on the Fret, and harboured in my 
Mind a kind of Malice, that made me fancy whatever my Brother got, 
I lost (308–10). 
Henny's life story simply explains the reason behind her fretful nature and why 
her expression made her potentially pretty face uncomfortable to look at. This 
change offers, like many of the girls' stories, a chance at achieving beauty. If an 
alteration in nature can physically change a girl's face then the potential outcome 
is evidently persuasive to any girl who has felt she looked ugly. 
These descriptions have offered an extra dimension to Fielding's 
educational literature, but if Fielding's intent was to demonstrate that what matters 
is the girls' good behaviour and happiness, irrespective of how physically 
attractive or otherwise they may be, it seems out of place to be so specific with 
their physical details. In the preface to the work Fielding claims the descriptions 
are included as an 'additional pleasure' (121) for her readers. However, for young 
girls being brought up in a world that places their physical appearance paramount 
to their education, the demonstration of physical change as a direct result of good 
behaviour offers a positive reassurance that is more personally-tailored than the 
same moral suggestion would be in tales such as 'Beauty and the Beast' and 
'Minet-Blue and Louvette'.  
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However, what really makes Fielding's text so significant is that while the 
physical descriptions of the nine girls may initially seem out of place, they work 
with the narrative, allowing the readers to picture the girls as they would the 
giants and fairies in the stories. For this type of literature it is unusual to give 
insight into the practical uses of fairytales as moral examples, and to then apply 
their maxims in a realistic setting, featuring realistic characters. The moral may 
seem dampened by these descriptions, but the inclusion of such specific 
physiognomic details is noteworthy. Fielding's position on moral education is not 
only evident of a growing concern in this period, but it is grounded in popular 
philosophy; through her text, she reveals an engagement with the aesthetic 
thinking of the period and a knowledge of popular stereotypes, as well as how 
these can be used to prescribe common character traits.  
Moral literature promises that good behaviour will be rewarded and bad 
behaviour will be punished – a lesson most children are still made to learn. But 
whether it is Beauty's beast, Cinderella's rags or Fielding's nine girls and their 
stories, there is an overarching suggestion that goodness, and by default, 
wrongdoing, will show through the outer skin. These descriptions may add an 
'additional pleasure' for the reader, but Fielding demonstrates a sensitive 
understanding of physiognomy and uses it to persuade her reader that a they can 
appear attractive and be truly happy if they possess the qualities of kindness, 
patience and virtue. While to a modern reader this may appear as a form of 
manipulation, the application of physiognomy in this literary setting points 
towards a culture readily engaging with the psychological connections between 
body and mind.  
This chapter has introduced the ways that literary descriptions can 
manipulate and take advantage of cultural stereotypes, a topic that resurfaces 
throughout the remaining chapters. While the thesis has only begun to scratch the 
surface of the multifaceted relationship between appearance and literary character, 
these descriptions and their engagement with physiognomic details are already 
evident. What can be taken forward from this chapter is the idea that inner moral 
beauty can make a person appear physically beautiful, but that physical beauty 
does not automatically make a person good. While it appears to be a simple 
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concept, when the association of female behaviour with beauty is considered, the 
subject becomes loaded with contradiction. This is how a plain appearance in 
moral tales often came to be preferable, as it avoided the pitfalls of temptation and 
jealousy caused by physical beauty. But, while beautiful princesses with good 
hearts may not be all that common, an example of such a character means that the 
ability to be virtuous, good-natured and enhance your moral beauty is not so out 
of reach, at least if you believe the fairytales. 
Chapter Five 
False Beauty  
What your Ladyship objects, That the Use of any artificial Beauty 
may be an Occasion to another's Sin, a Snare and Temptation to them; 
Truly so may all outward Adornings, (which have something in them 
of a complaisance and takingness) yes and the most innocent native 
Beauty may be made a Bait to the Devil's Hooks. Yet do I not think 
your Ladyship will therefore either deform your Beauty, or not both 
own, esteem and improve it to your civil advantages; else in vain had 
handsomeness been given by God as a favour to so many sober 
Women, who were as conspicuous for their Beauty as their Virtue, 
being every way completely lovely, like apples of gold set in pictures 
of silver.1 
* 
Continuing from the previous chapter's alignment of beauty and moral virtue, the 
intention of the following chapter is to address the complication of artifice and 
cosmetics in the moral judgement of beauty. As physical perfect is often judged in 
comparison to ugliness or deformity, it is necessary to consider the impacts of 
artificial beauty, and how this affects the categorisation of the body's appearance 
concerning moral and immoral associations. While it was evident in Chapter Four 
that physical appearance could be altered through the actions of the individual, 
where Mrs. Teachum's girls worked on their inner beauty, there were also quicker, 
less morally rewarding ways to achieve the ideal physique. 
So far in this thesis the analysis has remained relatively close to the 
theoretical or stereotypical relationship between beauty and morality. While 
beauty has been considered as a symbol of innocence, purity and the external 
demonstration of inner goodness, the introduction of cosmetics and beauty's links 
with sexual attraction begin to obscure this somewhat naïve understanding. Where 
vanity and sexuality begin to factor into the reading of women's beauty, the 
possibility of judging beauty as a sign of purity becomes increasingly difficult. 
However, it was most often, although by no means exclusively, male critics that 
created much of the tension surrounding cosmetic use. Caroline Palmer notes that 
                                                
1 John Gauden, Several Letters Between Two Ladies: Wherein the Lawfulness and Unlawfulness of 
Artificial Beauty in Point of Conscience, are Nicely Debated, 4th edn (London: Tho. Ballard, 
1701), p. 50. 
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the accusations of female falsity surrounding cosmetic enhancement can be 
aligned with the social threat of feminine power.2 Therefore this chapter will not 
only explore various literary examples of artificial beauty, but also contextualise 
these often-satirical works by addressing the socio-medical associations of health 
and beauty; religious arguments where cosmetics and deformity are aligned with 
sin; and the fashionable trends concerning femininity, luxury and artifice that 
influenced the period. I argue that cosmetic enhancement and the concern to alter 
the appearance of the body stems from a jointly religious, medical and cultural 
understanding of the connection between health and beauty, building on the 
existing work of Tita Chico, Tassie Gwilliam, Roy Porter and Caroline Palmer.3  
Although this is a very wide scope, it soon becomes clear that the main 
concerns with cosmetics and artificial enhancement stem from the very same 
understanding that has united the subjects discussed so far – the connection, or 
disconnection in this case, between body and mind. As Shaftesbury argues in his 
Characteristicks, 'that which is beautify'd, is beautiful only by the accession of 
something beautifying: and by the recess or withdrawing of the same, it ceases to 
be beautiful'.4 The possibility of altering one's appearance lead to a more complex 
association with what is considered beautiful. Being able to change the outer 
body, while it gave the individual some control over their external judgement, 
also negated the possibility of any true visual interpretation. It is this concern that 
fuels the following chapter. 
In his address of the relationship between body and mind, Spence writes 
'The good Passions are all pleasing; and the bad, disagreeable. Virtue is naturally 
the most beautiful and lovely thing in the World; and Vice, the most odious and 
deformed.'5 In a century where cosmetic use arguably reached its peak in the 
extremity of fashion, concern with the illegibility of the body followed a parallel 
path. Beneath these fashionable excesses, there was an increasing concern with 
                                                
2 Caroline Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek: Face-Painters in Late Eighteenth-Century England', Oxford Art 
Journal, 31, 2 (2008), 195–213 (p. 21). 
3 Although the study of cosmetics has received the most attention, there is a significant lack of 
primary documentation that describes women actually using them. 
4 Shaftesbury, Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions and Times, vol. 2 of 3 (London: John 
Darby, 1711), p. 404. 
5 Joseph Spence [under Harry Beaumont], Crito, or, a Dialogue on Beauty (London: R. Dodsley, 
1752), p. 43. 
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the morality and conduct of society. While cosmetics and artificial enhancements 
could signify a sense of wantonness, demonstrating a willingness to appear 
attractive, they stemmed from a health-conscious, hierarchical and commerce-
driven society. Taste and refinement informed the behaviours of the upper ranks; 
the period's medical discoveries aided the reading of the body in new ways, and 
the antiquated relationship between virtue and beauty found new life in 
rejuvenated aesthetic theories. While these concerns are not necessarily isolated to 
the eighteenth century, the practice of reading the body found new ground in the 
period, meaning that the signification of cosmetic beauty was, and is, a difficult 
course to navigate in the eighteenth century.   
The sources for this chapter, although limited, have been chosen to 
demonstrate the social meaning and moral grounding of cosmetics, how they were 
used, advertised and considered in the wider public sphere. The main argument 
will address the disparity between the 'use' and 'abuse' of cosmetic products, 
considering whether they can simply enhance and heal the face, or if there is 
something altogether more deceptive behind a painted façade.6 In order to 
decipher the often-blurred connection between the use and abuse of cosmetic 
products, the chapter will be divided into three parts. The remaining introduction 
will present the wider scope of various opinions on cosmetic use from a variety of 
sources; the next section, 'Cosmetics and Beautifiers', will discuss the 
advertisement of cosmetics, and the final section, 'Swift's Beautiful Nymphs', will 
compare these advertisements of available products with those found in three of 
                                                
6 The terms 'use' and 'abuse' can be found in the fourth edition of John Gauden's Several Letters 
Between Two Ladies (1701), pp. 50–51. 'Thus I have (I hope) answered the Weight of your 
Ladyship's Argument drawn from the VII. Commandment, which forbids only the Abuse of things 
by depraved and adulterous minds, not the Use of them to sober and civil Ends'. 'That what-ever 
may be abused, may also be well used; what is good in Nature, may be so in Art: since all things 
are in their kind, they may be so in their various Applications, which is their end, and best serve by 
the Aptitudes which are in them for such Ends and Uses' (p. 114). Tita Chico argues in Designing 
Women: The Dressing Room in Eighteenth-Century English Literature and Culture (Lewisburg: 
Bucknell University Press, 2005) that the distinction informs Gauden's entire argument, citing and 
reworking John Downame's argument against cosmetics from The Christian Warfare (1609–18): 
'The Devil's Invention, absolutely Sin, not only in the Abuse, but the very Use'. See Chico, p. 115. 
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Jonathan Swift's dressing-room poems, in order to contextualise the way the 
presentation of the cosmetic-using woman affects her moral interpretation.7  
* 
To formally address the issue of false beauty, it is necessary to congregate the 
ideas and potential origins of such associations and the fear surrounding the 
illegibility of the body. As a fundamental concern of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, there are numerous reasons that require such a tangible 
reading of the physical body. One is the religious belief that deformity or scarring 
indicated immorality or sin, taking example from the mark of Cain in Genesis 4. 
The concept of physical deformity as a warning is therefore tied with concerns of 
social judgement and the punishment of sin. These concerns also lend themselves 
to medical interpretations of illness and health, as disease or the general wellbeing 
of the individual was often identified by the appearance of humoral signs on the 
physical body. Although becoming somewhat outdated throughout the eighteenth 
century, the humours were still used to identify the character, health and age of 
the individual, and to inform a medical diagnosis. 
Looking first to the religious connotations of sin, William Bisset's More 
Plain English published in 1701, a text of two sermons intended to reform the 
manners, makes the connection between sin and physical deformity prominent, 
but suggests it has also been cast into doubt. Taking Proverb 14:9 'fools make a 
mock at sin: but among the righteous there is favour', Bisset is sure that God's 
definition of sin and the world's definition are two completely contrasting ideas:  
The Holy Ghost has described it in the most frightful Characters, as an 
hideous, horrible Monster: The World represents it with taking 
Features, as a Comely, and agreeable Mistress: The Divine Pencil has 
drawn it as a Gloomy Night-piece with dark Shades, Black and 
Dismal as the Shadow of Death. The World sets it off as a lively 
Frolic, with Bright and Airy Colours: By the One 'tis brought on the 
Stage as a most Sad and Terrible Tragedy: By the Other 'tis Acted as a 
Comical Intrigue, or Pleasant Farce, as matter of Mirth and 
                                                
7 For a more particularised study on Swift's 'disgusting poems', see Leo Damrosch, Jonathan Swift: 
His Life and His World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), pp. 443–53. 
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Diversion.8 
Bisset's social commentary suggests a culture willing to celebrate and embrace 
sinful acts, rather than fear them. And it is not only sin that has changed its shape 
as virtue too has become difficult to distinguish as a physical signifier. Bisset cites 
Plato, providing this description: 'If Virtue could assume a Bodily Shape, and be 
viewed with the Eyes of Flesh, all Mankind would necessarily fall in love with it'.9 
However, he notes that there is a problem with this distinction as well: 
But now the Sensual Man can perceive no such matter; but that to the 
best of his Skill in Physiognomy, the lewdest Sinner (unless it be here 
and there a Carcass rotted with Lust, or bloated with Drunkenness) 
makes as handsome a Figure as the Strictest Saint.10 
The sense of duality and the inability to accurately judge the physicality of a 
sinner or a virtuous individual is what continues to fuel the debate surrounding 
artificial beauty and the supposed disguise of sin.  
 As the physical indicators of an ugly appearance are almost universally 
recognised as anything beyond the ideal or regular appearance of the features, this 
sense of deformity falls in line with the Christian teaching on the physical 
indications of sin. The clearest example of this concern for sinful, unclean and 
deformed bodies is detailed in Leviticus, which describes God's commandments 
to Moses following the story of Exodus and the process of sacrifice. In the King 
James Bible, Leviticus 21 physically describes those who should not approach 
God to offer a sacrifice: 
Speak unto Aaron, saying, Whosoever he be of thy seed in their 
generations that hath any blemish, let him not approach to offer the 
bread of his God. For whatsoever man he be that hath a blemish, he 
shall not approach: a blind man, or a lame, or he that hath a flat nose, 
or any thing superfluous, or a man that is brokenfooted, or 
brokenhanded, or crookbacked, or a dwarf, or that hath a blemish in 
his eye, or be scurvy, or scabbed, or hath his stones broken.  No man 
that hath a blemish of the seed of Aaron the priest shall come nigh to 
offer the offerings of the Lord made by fire: he hath a blemish; he 
shall not come nigh to offer the bread of his God. He shall eat the 
                                                
8 William Bisset, More Plain English. In Two Sermons Preach'd for Reformation of Manners: in 
the Year 1701. (London: A. Baldwin, 1704), p. 27. 
9 Bisset, More Plain English, p. 41. 
10 More Plain English p. 41. 
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bread of his God, both of the most holy, and of the holy. Only he shall 
not go in unto the vail, nor come nigh unto the altar, because he hath a 
blemish; that he profane not my sanctuaries: for I the Lord do sanctify 
them. 
As a curse on Aaron for his sons' dishonorable sacrifice, any future generation's 
physical deformity will be seen as sinful and unwelcomed before God. The 
connection between sin and deformity lends itself to the medical humours, where 
the signs of ill health or deformity would indicate an internal trouble, such as 
immoral behaviour or disease.  
Widening the issue of health and beauty, it is easy to see why physical 
beauty is often cast in opposition to ugliness. As beautiful, well-proportioned 
features are attractive, it is only natural to associate beauty with an ideal state of 
both body and mind, and ugliness with more unnatural associations. In a period 
where medical knowledge was often confined to old wives' tales or the dog-eared 
pages of a family health book, the ability to read the body was crucial to 
diagnosing one's infirmities. While the concept may sound outdated, even by the 
eighteenth century, the principal of judging others by their appearance is an innate 
cognitive process. Just as we are able to identify the approximate age of an 
individual through recognisable signifiers, we can also identify traces of disease 
or ill health. But these negative indications could often be interpreted as 
deformity, so the moral-based relationship between body and mind, which was 
certainly still a persuasive form of judgement in this period, was called into 
action. However, because the mind also had reign over the body, the individual 
could also do their best to conceal these outward signs, adapting their behaviour 
or even resorting to artifice. This was a very troubling possibility for a society 
concerned with the illegibility of the body, but at the same time there were fears 
of misjudgement from the individual concerned. Not all those who are considered 
ugly can be accused of harbouring sin, just as not all those who are beautiful are 
free from it. 
When the ideas regarding the uncertainty of physical appearance are 
applied to a literary description, these fears become increasingly evident. When it 
comes to literary examples of unattractive or cosmetically enhanced women, there 
is often a comparative, mocking or satirical element involved. From a lack of 
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sexual appeal to the length of time it took to get ready, the ugly woman was 
subject to numerous stereotypes and satires. For example, in Madam de 
Pompadour's 1750 Advice to a Female Friend, she explains how awful it would 
be to be an ugly woman: 
A handsome Out-side carries with it Serenity and Assurance. The just 
Consciousness of a Certainty of pleasing, is the beautifulest Ornament 
of a beautiful Person. The ugly of our Sex betray an Air of Envy and 
ill Humour in their Countenances, which renders them yet more 
insupportable; and in Fact what a wretched Lot is that of an ugly 
Woman! An ugly Woman has no Way of making up what she wants 
in Point of Person, but by cultivating and embellishing her 
Understanding, if she has a good one, if not, she must renounce all 
Pleasures; they are not made for her: There is but God alone who can 
afford any Consolation to a Woman who is, at once, ugly and a Fool.11 
By not only mentioning the physical difference between an ugly and beautiful 
woman, but also considering the behaviour of each, Madam de Pompadour's 
critique cements the simultaneous judgement of both body and mind. In Jean de la 
Bruyère's The Characters, or the Manners of the Age (1702), he similarly 
considers this juxtaposition:  
When an ugly Woman is belov'd, it must certainly be very 
desperately; for either it must proceed from a strange weakness in her 
Lover, or from some more secret and invincible Charm than that of 
her Beauty.12 
Both texts suggest that there are ways to make up for a lack of physical beauty, if 
the woman is charming or intelligent, or her skills lie elsewhere. While the more 
informal discussion of beauty may hinge on social expectation, there is also 
another base element: sexual appeal. 
Nicolas de Venette's seventeenth-century Conjugal Love Reveal'd 
discusses the sexually-fuelled distinction between a beautiful woman and an ugly 
one: 
when transported with the Beauty of a Woman, we Caress her 
ardently. For at such a time our Blood boils in our Veins, our Heat 
                                                
11 Madam de Pompadour, Advice to a Female Friend (London: William Meyer and Thomas 
Wilcox, 1750), pp. 35–36. 
12 Jean de la Bruyère's The Characters, or the Manners of the Age, 3rd edn (London: F. Leach, 
1702), p. 74. 
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increases in our Body to a degree of being felt by the very Heart, our 
secret Parts swell and stir in spite of what we can do, showing us by 
their importunate Motion what Attractives Beauty has for them. [...] 
To the contrary, ugliness calms all our Raptures; far from exciting us 
to Love, it rather makes us to abhor all its Pleasures. If peradventure 
we are obliged to approach an ugly Woman, our secret Parts slacken 
rather than stiffen[.] If we desire to do it by a principle of Duty or 
Necessity, we must have time to dispose ourselves, and yet after all 
we are seldom able to come to a very close engagement with an ugly 
woman.13 
Although Venette's text reads rather facetiously, it implies the importance of 
beauty in sex. As such, the concern with appearance is not only that it could 
signify the health or morality of the individual, but also that it was an intrinsic 
part of physical attraction. Those not blessed with these heavenly features could, 
and should, find other ways to compensate.  
 Besides working on one's moral beauty, improving one's learning or being 
well versed in conversation, cosmetic enhancement offered a readily available 
way to improve one's physical appeal. By the eighteenth century, after the 
restoration of Charles II, French trends with cosmetically pale faces began to 
infiltrate high society and women's beauty and dress began to take centre focus;14 
attitudes to artifice started to change, and pro-cosmetic arguments began to 
appear. There was a growing demand in the period for ways to 'restore' the body 
to this ideal state, and cosmetics began as a way to solve the problem of ugly or 
deformed complexions, promising to restore health, and by association, beauty. 
Being able to hide the scars of smallpox or other illnesses is one of the main 
reasons cosmetics emerged from the realm of medicine. Cosmetic and personal 
health products began to surface more prominently throughout the seventeenth 
century and recipes for powders and pomatums began to appear in medical guides 
and cookery books.  
                                                
13 Nicholas de Venette, translated into English by a Gentleman, The Mysteries of Conjugal Love 
Reveal'd Written in French by Nicholas de Venette, M.D. regius Professor of Anatomy and 
Surgery, and Dean of the Royal College of Physicians at Rochelle, the 8th edition, 2nd edn 
corrected (London: [n. pub], [1707]), p. 187. The text, La Génération de l'homme ou Tableau de 
l'amour Conjugal, was originally published in French in 1687 and went through multiple editions 
in the eighteenth century. 
14 See Morag Martin, Selling Beauty: Cosmetics, Commerce and French Society 1750–1830 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), pp. 1–2, 22–28; Chico, Designing, p. 107. 
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According to Tita Chico, the cosmetic trend has close ties to the image of 
royalty and the court: 
After 1558 and then again after 1660, women's use of cosmetics in 
England increased dramatically for a variety of reasons, including 
increased wealth and consumerism, the weakened influence of the 
Church, and Charles II's importation of French styles and modes into 
the English court.15 
The trend continued into, and arguably reached its peak, in the eighteenth century, 
with various forms of literature including recipes and advertisements for beauty 
treatments and cosmetics. As the commercial markets allowed cosmetics to move 
away from the scabby-faces of prostitutes, products were increasingly advertised 
to ladies of quality and began to gain a luxury reputation.16 Roy Porter suggests 
that amongst the elite cosmetics actually became a necessity: 
[w]omanliness was indeed being judged in terms of [a] modish new 
criteria of 'femininity'; an eligible lady was expected to glamorize her 
looks by recourse to art. A fading, ageing complexion could be 
salvaged by cosmetics.17 
In an attempt to quell the association of falsity and sexual promiscuity that came 
with cosmetic enhancement, many of the products, both shop-bought and home-
made, were aligned with healthcare and medicine. Cosmetics promised to restore 
female beauty to its original state, offering an option to those blighted by ageing 
or blemishes.  
However, there were still many who were not convinced. In her article 'The 
Art of Beauty', Chico suggests that cosmetics were believed to give women an 
'illegitimate power over men', allowing for self-creation and the ability to be 
'simultaneously deceitful and alluring'.18 Palmer also notes this sense of duality: 
                                                
15 Chico, Designing, p. 107. 
16 Chico plots the development of cosmetic trends in Designing Women: 'For women of the 
privileged classes, a toilet set was a requisite, often given to a bride by her new mother-in-law. 
Patching was more common than face painting until about 1700, at which point using red rouge on 
the cheeks rose in popularity. The cosmetics market was centered in London, but the products 
were decidedly foreign and came primarily from France, Italy, and Turkey. Toilet waters, oils, and 
face creams were increasingly imported through the eighteenth century, encompassing such a 
bustling trade that a tax was imposed in 1786 on a range of toiletries,' p. 107. 
17 Roy Porter, Bodies Politic: Disease, Death, and Doctors in Britain, 1650–1900 (New York: 
Cornell University Press, 2001), p. 78. 
18 Tita Chico, 'The Art of Beauty', in Eighteenth-Century Life, 26, 1 (2002), 1–23 (p. 7). 
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Mid-eighteenth-century commentators expressed growing disquiet 
about the fact that cosmetics were used, not only by women of 
dubious repute, but also by ladies – and even gentlemen – of status.19 
Palmer goes on to suggest that 'every level of society was open to attack' and 
while the aristocrats continued to exaggerate their appearance and the middling 
sorts attempted to imitate the same pretence, most concerning of all was the fact 
'cosmetics enabled low-born women to cut across class boundaries by disguising 
their origins. Make-up thus came to be characterised as a socially corrosive force, 
to be mocked in the same proportion as it was feared.'20 Cosmetics, although used 
by men too, clearly played their part in complicating the patriarchal view of 
femininity and virtue. Although artificial beauty was not always criticised, and it 
enjoyed a luxury and fashionable appeal amongst the upper ranks, cosmetics gave 
the power of self-construction to the female sex; a sex who were expected to fit 
neatly into a category of plain, ugly or beautiful. In the following section the way 
cosmetics were perceived and advertised will be discussed in order to further 
understand this complication. 
                                                
19 Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek', p. 199. 
20 Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek', p. 199. 
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Cosmetics and Beautifiers 
One of the main issues to arise through this analysis is that, despite their 
chequered reputation, cosmetics were being used, and not only to disguise 
blemishes or the signs of age, but to enhance already beautiful faces. Cosmetics in 
the eighteenth century, much like today, made it difficult to judge whether a 
person was naturally beautiful or actually ugly, whether they were sick or healthy, 
virtuous or immoral, or even what rank they belonged to. The inability to 
accurately judge these signifiers was not only the main concern behind many 
cosmetic critiques, but was also the key selling point for their consumers. 
Despite the insinuation of deceit, women were still using cosmetics, and 
pro-cosmetic arguments and advertisements can be found throughout the later-
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For example, Johann Jacob Wecker's 
Cosmeticks from 1660 makes a very persuasive argument for their use: 
Nor let any think it irreligion, to make Age endure comely and 
graceful, or to cover those deformities by which the decay of Time 
renders a person not only unhandsome, but despicable? why should a 
woman loose one of the chiefest Ornaments of her whole frame, a 
long Train of disheveled Hair, if that can be restored by Art, which 
has been lost by the malice of some Disease? Why should not the 
height of Cleanliness be as much in commendation, as the height of 
Sluttishness is discommended? [...] there is nothing therein contained, 
but what the poor, as far as they are concerned (for all Physic it self is 
not for their purse) may use with profit, and the Rich both to their 
profit and pleasure. Therefore Ladies, buy these few Receipts, and 
make use of 'um, and if they fail, then never believe me another time.21 
In just a few short lines, Wecker separates the use of cosmetics from the 
association of disease or 'Sluttishness'; he then moves the subject into the realms 
of health and medicine, and even distinguishes the rich from the poor in the ability 
to buy and use such products. In the final line, he propositions these wealthy 
'Ladies' to test his receipts with their promise of miracles. 
The main focus of these types of advertisements is to combine the 
cosmetic treatments with luxury and more familiar medical cures. Referring to 
                                                
21 Johann Jacob Wecker's Cosmeticks (London: [no. pub], 1660) sig. A3v–A4v. A similar argument 
can be found in Thomas Jeamson, Artificiall Embellishments, or Arts Best Directions (London: 
William Hall, 1665). 
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these types of cosmetic products as restorative, rather than deceptive or immoral, 
allowed women to preserve their natural beauty as they would their health. After 
all, these products were intended to restore the individual to a natural, balanced 
state and correct the blemishes that signified ill health. However, these products 
were often listed as washes or creams for the skin, rather than paint and rouge; 
this is not to say that they did not involve some element of covering the skin, but 
the descriptions rely more on the result of the product than the product itself. 
 A particularly prolific pro-cosmetic treatise on the subject of health and 
beauty is Antoine Le Camus' Abdeker. Although the text was discussed briefly in 
Chapter Three, here it can be used to connect the realms of aesthetic beauty, 
health, medical knowledge and cosmetics. In the opening preface, Le Camus 
writes: 
From hence may be understood the Advantage that a Physician has 
over a Moral Philosopher. I say, a Physician; for why should the Care 
of Beauty be separated from the Object of Physic? For it always 
accompanies Health, and for many Reasons the one should concern us 
as much as the other. Therefore it is the Duty of all the Ministers of 
Health to know what may properly contribute to preserve Beauty, and 
to remove all those Defects that may render the Body deformed; for 
the Remedies that are to be used in such Cases are so far from being 
hurtful to the Health, that on the contrary they are the surest and most 
impenetrable Shield we can oppose to the piercing Shafts of Pain and 
Distempers.22 
The text claims to be a 'Treatise of BEAUTY' in which the author has included 
'everything that can destroy, preserve, increase, or diminish it; and he has omitted 
nothing that has a Relation to its physical or moral Causes'.23 The treatise is 
particularly interesting as it not only provides physiognomic reasoning, medical 
knowledge and aesthetic theories of beauty – applied to both men and women – 
but it is also framed within the romantic and oriental narrative of Abdeker and his 
lover Fatima's first meeting.  
 Although the narrative is secondary to the more valuable medical and 
cosmetic advice, it begins much as any other celebration of female beauty. Upon 
seeing Fatima for the first time, Abdeker describes her every feature: 
                                                
22 Antoine Le Camus, Abdeker: or the Art of Preserving Beauty (London: A. Millar, 1754), p. 9. 
23 Le Camus, Abdeker, pp. v–vii. 
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Her Face formed a perfect Oval; her Eyes were blue, and full of sweet 
pleasing Smiles; her Eyebrows were brown, and represented two 
corresponding Segments of two equal Circles. The Height and 
Breadth of her Forehead were in due Proportion. Such Symmetry 
appeared in the Formation of all the Parts of her Head, and such 
Majesty shone in her Looks, that Nature seemed to have formed her 
Brow to grace an Imperial Diadem. Her Nose, which sprung 
insensibly from her Forehead, separated her rosy Cheeks; her Mouth 
was small and well formed; her Vermillion Lips were bordered with 
two Rows of Teeth, that represented so many Pearls; and the lowest 
Part of her Face was adorned by a Chin that formed a perfect Arch. 
While this description of beauty is becoming overly familiar, what immediately 
follows is much more telling: 
The Face is the chief Seat of Beauty: It there displays all its Force and 
all its Majesty; it is there it places those powerful Charms that 
command and captivate the Spectator's Heart, and excite his 
Admiration. Every where else Beauty pleases the Senses instead of 
surprising them, and creates sensual Desires, instead of commanding 
Respect. Thus the Face of Fatima attracted Admiration, while the rest 
of her Body gave Incitements only to Wantonness.24 
The distinction between the beautiful face and the sexually attractive body begins 
to explain the concept of duality in the reading of cosmetic beauty. In this 
description, Fatima can be both a figure of admiration and exhibit sexual allure 
simultaneously. For this reason, the concept of second-party judgement plays 
havoc with the individual intention of cosmetics. The viewer plays a role in the 
interpretation that out of the control of the person viewed.  
On this subject, Tassie Gwilliam suggests that   
Abdeker appears to celebrate and encourage a woman's ability to resist 
penetration, and to demonstrate ways of keeping her feelings private 
under an oppressive system of surveillance. [...] its resemblance to the 
ordinary situation of European women gives it additional resonance 
for the reader; that is, the sense that women are always being looked 
at and judged does not exist only in the exotic setting.25  
The ideas of beauty and surveillance, coupled with the notion of sexual attraction, 
will be recurring lines of analysis throughout the remaining chapter and will be 
                                                
24 Le Camus, Abdeker, pp. 4–5. 
25 Tassie Gwilliam, 'Cosmetic Poetics: Colouring Faces in the Eighteenth Century', in Body and 
Text in the Eighteenth Century, ed. by Veronica Kelly and Dorothea E. Von Mücke (California: 
Stanford University Press, 1994), pp. 144–59 (p. 147). 
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taken forward into the analysis of true beauty in Chapter Six. Although Abdeker 
presents an eclectic mix with its story telling and chapters on medical 
descriptions, as well as recipes for cosmetics and beautifying products, it provides 
valuable evidence for the ways the philosophical, scientific, literary and health-
based approaches to beauty combined. At the same time, it reinforces the social 
judgement felt by women and the pressures to look beautiful, sexually appealing 
and virtuous all at the same time.26  
While cosmetics can offer a means to negotiate this judgement, they 
cannot always control it. Where health and beauty could be artificially restored, 
and the scars of smallpox or the supposedly frightful blemish of 'freckles' could be 
covered, a beautiful appearance became increasingly difficult to trust. Especially 
when cosmetics also offered a way to disguise the traces of disease and even 
intentionally heighten a woman's sexual appeal. This is a genuine concern in a 
poem featured in The Humourist in 1763. Included in 'Essay XIII', the poem 
offers advice for marriage, and informs the reader of the truth behind the modern 
female beauty: 
No modern Wife, her Husband loves so well. 
Narcissus like, forever at the Glass,  
Adorning still the Beauties of her Face.  
[...] Mistaken Man! this Beauty's but a Dream, 
When Marriage opens, and displays the Scene: 
Behind the Curtain, you may then retire 
See Punch disrobed, and pull the quickening Wire: 
The charming Prospect, which did once delight, 
Will quickly die, and vanish from Sight: 
Camine shall paint Vermillion on her Cheek, 
And Puppy-water make the Visage sleek: 
[...] The torturing Pins secure her Hair in form, 
and four thick Night-caps keep her Beauties warm. 
This will she nightly sleep in Masquerade, 
And show by Day, what Charms these Arts have made. 27 
                                                
26 To whiten the skin, Abdeker suggests a mix of 'Oil of Ben', 'Bismuth', and 'Virgin Wax', to make 
the face 'white as Snow', pp. 70, 81. Camus's recipes for face paint, blush and powder appear 
through pp. 80–83. 
27 [Anon.], 'Essay XIII', in The Humourist (London: J. Coote, 1763), pp. 112–24 (p. 115), lines 60–
62, 145–164. 
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As Palmer suggested, the fear of cosmetic disguise soon lends itself to a topic of 
satire, and this poem shares much of the same attitude and descriptions found in 
the poems discussed in the following section.28 The cosmetic products listed in 
this example, while intended to repulse the formally unaware male, are so 
consistent with the advertisements and recipes available in this period, it is 
plausible that many women, including the upper ranks, were purchasing and using 
such products. While the descriptions inform both a satirical and an economic 
concern, the fear of what lies beneath remains ever present. This satirical critique, 
and many like it, suggests that women are trying to deceive men; their beauty is 
simply painted on and will not last the night. But this deception only lies in the 
link between beauty and sex, where a woman's artifice was judged as purposefully 
attracting attention. 
 This subject is a rather amusing apprehension for one of the ladies in John 
Gauden's Several Letters Between Two Ladies (1701): 
But, Madam, I have been informed by some Divines and other godly 
Christians, That all painting the Face, or adding to our handsomness, 
in point of Complexion, is directly against the 7th Commandment, 
which forbidding to commit Adultery with others, as the highest 
Ascent or Degree of Sin in that kind, doth also forbid all Means and 
Occasions, wither necessarily tending to, or studiously intended, that 
evil End; all leading others, or exposing our selves into Temptations 
or Amorous Folly, by adding to our Comeliness, then, when either 
God in our Formation, or Age and Infirmity, have brought us, as it 
were, into the safer Harbour or Retreat of Deformity, either natural or 
accidental. What folly it is to seek to rig up our crazy Vessel, or to 
expose ourselves by art on new hazards, by putting out again to that 
tempestuous and (oft) naufragous Sea, wherein youth and 
handsomeness are commonly tossed with no less hazard to the Body 
and Soul too[?] Deformities may be as great Blessings to our Souls, as 
Bolts and Bars are to our Houses; which keep Thieves not only from 
                                                
28 It is worth noting that the extended title of the poem in the text is 'A Voyage to Marryland; or, 
The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd'. This can be connected to the term 'merryland', which was 
frequently used as a sexual innuendo in the period. Karen Harvey discusses the term in Reading 
Sex in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), p. 2, 168. 
"Merryland', an imaginary place which promised the delights of sex and female bodies' (p. 2). The 
title here suggests that before a man can travel to 'Marryland', he must equip his ship with 
everything his wife could need. 
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rifling but from attempting those that are thus fortified with less-
inviting Looks.29 
The 'Retreat of Deformity' seems to be a pleasant position for those wishing to 
avoid any unwanted attentions. The text is a very interesting one in its 
consideration of both the pro- and anti-cosmetic arguments. This edition has been 
attributed to John Gauden, but Jeremy Taylor and Obadiah Walker have also been 
listed on some editions. The text was first published in 1656 as A Discourse of 
Auxiliary Beauty. Or Artificiall Hansomenesse and there was a reissue in 1662 
with a cancel title page: A Discourse of Artificial Beauty in Point of Conscience 
Between Two Ladies: With Some Satyrical Censures on the Vulgar Errors of these 
Times. It was then republished in 1692 without the extended title, and again in 
1701. Although the body of text remains unchanged, the introductions undergo 
significant alterations. The introduction in the 1656 and 1662 editions suggest 
there are strengths to both sides of the for-and-against argument of wearing 
cosmetics. Initially condemning the very principle of the book: 'I was so perfectly 
scandalized against Auxiliary Beauty (which applies any colouring or tincture to 
set off the Face) that I condemned this piece [...] to be burned', the writer then 
admits that some uses of cosmetics cannot be so easily damned: 'I esteem it a very 
necessary debate in a case so much (they say) practised by many women of 
unspotted worth and honour, and yet so much censured as sinful and abominable 
by others of very warm and commendable piety'.30 While there is an acceptance of 
cosmetic use in this introduction, the tone would suggest the author is still 
unconvinced by the pro-argument as a whole. 
The latter two editions, however, take a very different approach. The 
alterations to the introduction in the 1692 and 1701 reprints are signed C. G. and 
were published posthumously. Significantly, the opening pages are now in 
support of cosmetic use and actively encourage women to increase their 
attractiveness and recover their natural beauty, or 'the innocent Support of 
Nature's outward form': 
                                                
29 Gauden, Several Letters Between Two Ladies (1701). pp. 40–41. 
30 Gauden, A Discourse of Artificial Beauty (London: R. Royston, 1662), sig. A2v–A3r.  
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'Tis my Opinion that Painting the Face is not only lawful, but much to 
be commended; nay, absolutely necessary, at least if any thing that 
belongs to Humane kind be so: and this, I hope, I shall be able to 
prove [...] That Woman was made and designed by Heaven for the 
Pleasure of Man, and if so, certainly 'tis her business, and part of her 
duty to endeavour to contribute to that End.31  
The tone continues to remark on the content, suggesting that one argument  
will have it, That Painting the Face is against the Seventh 
Commandment, forbidding all Adultery, for they suppose Painting the 
Face to be no less than a degree beyond Fornication, that being, it 
seems, more agreeable to their Scrupulous Consciences: Painting the 
Face (they proceed) argues a Heart unsatisfied with God's Works and 
Disposings, which might as well have been urged against all the 
Husbandmen of the Nation, that could not let God's Earth alone to 
bring forth what it pleas'd.32  
This remarkable alteration appears to reflect the changing attitudes to cosmetic 
use towards the end of the seventeenth century, as French regency styles and high 
fashion began to filter into the populous, cosmetic use was becoming more 
acceptable. It is, however, necessary to note the facetious tone in the later 
introduction. While there are many convincing points made in defence of 
cosmetics, it does not suggest a sincere appreciation of women's choice to 
beautify themselves. That being said, the unchanged main dialogue manages to 
navigate the hypocrisy surrounding cosmetic use with a surprising level of 
sensitivity.  
The two ladies argue for and against cosmetics. One continually shares her 
concerns for 
that odious and infamous way of Painting, every where in all ages so 
much and so justly spoken against, both by God and good men; being 
a most ungodly practice, though generally (as they say) now used in 
England (more or less) by Persons of Quality, who not content with 
Nature's stock of Beauty, do (not by a fine, but filthy art) add 
something to the advantage, as they think, of their Complexions; but, I 
                                                
31 Gauden, Several Letters (1701), sig. A5r    
32 Gauden Several Letters (1701), sig. A3r–A3v. 
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fear, to the deformity of their Souls, and defiling of their 
Consciences.33  
The second provides answers based on the common claims of pro-cosmetic 
arguments, concerning religion, society and medicine: 
But yet (dear Madam) this patience or contentedness of spirit, which 
only forbids us all unlawful Remedies, or wicked endeavours for 
Relief, is no hindrance to pious and ingenuous Industry, by which we 
not only may, but ought to use all those means, spiritual, natural and 
civil (as Prayer, good Counsel, Physic and the like Applications, 
which are as holy as they may be wholesome) to remove or remedy 
any Pain, Sickness, Maim, Misfortune or Inconvenience which 
happens to us in our Health, Strength, Motion or Estates; and why not 
(also) in our Looks or Beauties and Complexions, wherein Women do 
think themselves as much concerned as in their Riches, Health, or 
almost Life itself.34 
Although the 1662 title page suggests there are some 'Satyrical Censures on the 
Vulgar Errors of these Times', the relevance and the sobriety of the argument, 
with its biblical passages and references to health, clearly contributed to keeping it 
in print into the eighteenth century. What is perhaps the most significant 
suggestion in this text, although the alterations to the introduction go some way to 
highlighting the changing attitudes up to the beginning of the eighteenth-century, 
is the suggestion that cosmetics can express piety. In her discussion of this text, 
Chico suggests that the 'idea that face painting may signify piety and diligence 
opens up the possibility that observers cannot judge a woman's character by her 
appearance. Instead, women must be evaluated in terms of their intentions.'35  
Chico's point is one that must be considered going forward. It is the 
intention of cosmeticised beauty that is key to understanding its interpretation and 
the mixed reaction it generated. As long as a woman was virtuous, it would not 
matter that she enhanced her physical body with cosmetics, because one would be 
able to read her quality through their natural sense of virtue. However, using 
cosmetics to better oneself (whether for health reasons or simply to appear more 
attractive) will always be a tentative subject when the issue of virtue is concerned, 
                                                
33 Gauden, Several Letters (1701), pp. 1–2. 
34 Several Letters (1701), pp. 63–64. 
35 Chico, Designing Women, p. 116. The discussion of Gauden's text can be found on pages 114–
17. 
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and it is clear there are numerous aspects to consider in the social climate of the 
eighteenth century. To better understand the 'intentions' of cosmetics, it is 
important to address their presence and application in more detail.36  
As new definitions of morality and manners were beginning to surface, it 
was not only the upper but also the middling ranks that were affected. With the 
increase in social communication and public exposure there were new and often 
contradictory rules of etiquette emerging. Palmer explains that the upper ranks of 
society were 'resisting [cosmetics] in theory, while defending them in practice' 
and using them 'as marks of aristocratic elegance'.37 As cosmetics attempted to 
move away from the association of prostitutes and actresses to the high-end of 
fashion, imitation inevitably pulled them back. As Roy Porter suggests, 'because 
literacy was high and culture was becoming more commercialised, England had a 
growing general public eager to read about, see and share in the tastes of their 
betters'.38 As soon as a visual signifier is culturally established, its adoption and 
interpretation is open to the public. 
The first edition of The Ladies Library (1714), in the chapter on 'Dress', 
suggests that rank has become almost indistinguishable through the imitation of 
fashion: 
Men and Women should content themselves with that sort of Clothing 
which agrees with their Sex and Condition, not striving to exceed or 
equal that of a higher Rank, nor raise Envy in their own. What 
Difference is there now between the Dress of a Citizen and a Courtier, 
of a Taylor and a Gentleman, of a Servant and a Master? The Maid is 
very often mistaken for the Mistress, and the Valet for my Lord.39 
Not only do these concerns regard the structure of the social hierarchy, but they 
also suggest the inability to decipher the role of the individual, the potential 
education and wealth of that person and their quality of character.40 The fact that 
the 'Maid' is trying to look like 'the Mistress' casts a shadow of pretence on her 
                                                
36 Chico, Designing, p. 116. 
37 Palmer, 'Brazen Cheek', p. 198. 
38 Roy Porter, 'Mixed Feelings: the Enlightenment and Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain', in 
Sexuality in Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Boucé (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1982), pp. 1–27 (p. 1). 
39 [Anon.], The Ladies Library, Written by a Lady. Published by Mr. Steele, vol. 1 of 3 (London: 
Jacob Tonson, 1714), p. 45.  
40 See Jennie Batchelor, Dress, Distress and Desire (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2005), pp. 4–5. 
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intention and an active deception. The inability to read the body creates the 
potential for hierarchal instability. 
For the upper ranks in particular, with the pressure of not only beautifying 
the face, but also maintaining a healthy body shape and wearing the finest of 
clothing, a woman's appearance became layer upon layer of social judgement and 
signification. An example of this concern is covered in The Virgin Unmask'd 
(1709) by Bernard Mandeville. The work presents a dialogue between an older 
and younger woman regarding the affects of marriage and childbirth on a 
woman's body: 
Luc: And yet I have said nothing of the Personal, and Bodily 
Sufferings, that attend Matrimony; and, if Women are not Barren, are 
inseparable from it. I have not spoken of the losing of your Shape, the 
Fading of your Beauty, which I know you value; When Aurelia's 
Daughter was a Maid, she was talked of every where, for having an 
extraordinary fine Bosom; let her now compare once her Breasts to 
yours, and see, which are the firmest. Don't you observe what little 
Resistance they make to her Stays, and how they begin to give way to 
them, when she stoops, or bows forward, to what they did four or five 
Years ago?41 
While the author is male and the text must therefore be treated with caution when 
considering its cultural relevance and sincerity, it is a particularly evident example 
of the concerns women may have had with regards to losing their beauty after 
childbirth and through ageing. But what is particularly striking is the pressure 
implied here in the comparison of a young and a postpartum body. While the ideal 
body will always remain in the youthful expression of beauty, praying on the 
insecurity of an ageing body – with the promise of miracle products – left room 
for the differing interpretations of artificial enhancement: women could be 
accused of desperately trying to recapture their youth; be seen as maintaining their 
body; or simply following the popular, elegant fashions.  
The hours a woman spent at her glass therefore signified the amount of 
time and effort (and money) she had to put into her appearance; at the same time, 
and the subject of much satire, it could also indicate just how unattractive she was 
                                                
41 Bernard Mandeville, The Virgin Unmask'd: or, Female Dialogues Betwixt an Elderly Maiden 
Lady, and her Niece, on Several Diverting Discourses on Love, Marriage (London: J. Morphew, 
1709), p. 119. 
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in the first place. From fixing her hair, whether her own or not, to brightening her 
eyes, smoothing her skin, pulling in or plumping specific body parts, right down 
to the odour of her feet - from head to toe a woman's body had a method for 
beautifying. However, as this process may be misinterpreted as an expression of 
wantonness or actively trying to attract the opposite sex, ladies were reminded 
that their mind should compliment their appearance; if they were going to 
enhance their body, they must enhance their mind. While an enhanced mind may 
be a difficult thing to show through physical appearance, even if one was 
equipped with the moral virtues instructed by fairytales, it was an expectation that 
many women faced. A letter addressed to The Female Spectator, for example, 
asserted that 'if half the assiduity which is paid to the person, were employed in 
embellishing the mind, women might easily vie with us men in our most valuable 
accomplishments'.42 The idea that women spent more time on their looks than on 
their minds was clearly threatening the concept that feminine beauty could be 
aligned with virtue. 
The reaction to this potentially corrupting threat saw a significant rise in 
female conduct literature throughout the eighteenth century, with many texts 
considering the state of a woman's inner body and its alignment with her moral 
behaviour, which significantly follows the rise in the increasing commercial 
availability of cosmetics.  While cosmetics have always gone hand in hand with a 
dubious sense of morality, the rising luxury of cosmetic products, and the time 
women had to dedicate to their looks, played its part in how cosmetics were 
interpreted. With the acceptance and popular use of cosmetic enhancement 
amongst the upper ranks, there was an increasing pressure on ladies to live up to 
the expectations their sex. These expectations, according to Barker-Benfield, 
surfaced from a growing distaste towards women's public displays, particularly in 
their demonstrations of appetite, physical strength, sweating and other supposedly 
                                                
42 J. M., 'To the Female Spectator', in The Female Spectator, vol. 3, by Eliza Haywood and others, 
5th edn, Book 17 (London: T. Gardener, 1755), pp. 235–77 (p. 237). Although there are only 
initials listed, the content reveals this is a male author. 
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'masculine' characteristics; a woman's delicacy and cleanliness became paramount 
amongst the upper social circles.43  
An example of this feminised behaviour can be seen in the advice offered 
in The Lady's Companion (1743): 
[H]aving allotted to Woman a more smooth and soft Composition of 
Body, [...] the Mind should correspond with it. [...] It is therefore to be 
wished, [ladies] would take the Admonition, and whilst they consult 
their Glasses, whether to applaud or improve their outward Form, they 
would cast one Look inwards, and examine what Symmetry is there 
held with a fair Outside, whether any Storm of Passion darken and 
over-cast their interior Beauty, and use, at least, an equal Diligence to 
rescue that, as they would to clear their Face from any Stain or 
Blemish.44 
While supporting moral beauty and the idea that inner goodness will show in 
outer beauty, the text also accepts the use of cosmetics as a way to remove 'any 
Stain or Blemish' affecting physical beauty. If we accept that the covering of 
blemishes – the physiognomic indicators of immoral behaviour – removed the 
ability to judge the natural body, only the behavioural display of moral goodness 
was left to avoid associations of wantonness. If a woman chose to beautify 
herself, the possibility of heightening her sexual allure meant she would also have 
to embrace the ideas of delicacy and moral virtue aligned with her sex.45 
Matching the outer body with the inner mind, and heightening the physical 
qualities associated with a feminine behaviour, meant there was a growing 
                                                
43 See G. J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture of Sensibility: Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century 
Britain (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1992), pp. 290–96. 
44 [Anon.], The Lady's Companion: or, an Infallible Guide to the Fair Sex, 2nd edn (London: T. 
Read, 1740), p. 33. The same passage can be found in Richard Allestree's very popular text The 
Ladies Calling (Oxford: [n. pub.], 1673), p. 29, which had entered its twelfth edition by 1727. 
45 There is a line of research that connects the expected weakness of femininity with the 
increasingly fashionable diseases of the upper ranks, which is currently being undertaken by the 
Leverhulme Trust Project, Fashionable Diseases: Medicine, Literature and Culture, 1660-1832. 
With the increasingly popular Bath Spas becoming a fashionable retreat in the later eighteenth 
century, there were numerous medical studies in the eighteenth-century that emerged from the 
bizarre trend. See Samuel Tissot, An Essay on the Disorders of People of Fashion (London: 
Richardson and Urquhart, [1771?]); James Makittrick Adair, Essays on Fashionable Diseases 
(London: T. P. Bateman, [1790?]); and Christopher Anstey, The New Bath Guide [1766], ed. by 
Gavin Turner (Bristol: Broadcast Books, 1994). See David Shuttleton, 'The Fashioning of 
Fashionable Diseases in the Eighteenth Century", podcast from Fashionable Diseases: Medicine, 
Literature and Culture, 1660-1832 An International Interdisciplinary Conference, 3–5 July 2014 
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demand for products to aid woman's struggle with her natural body. Increased 
commercialisation and the sense of bourgeois luxury meant that every ailment of 
the body had a remedy, and some products even promised to clear freckles, cure 
venereal disease and procure pregnancy all at the same time. It was this 
restorative nature of cosmetics that saw the rise of the beauty industry in the 
eighteenth century, and adverts for pomatums and powders filled the back pages 
of newspapers, promising all sorts of miracles. 
In the average eighteenth-century newspaper, advertisements for cosmetic 
and medical products were common. As Roy Porter details, 'real estate and 
tradesmen's advertisements formed the largest categories of inserts; but amongst 
commodities offered for sale, proprietary medicines easily commanded pride of 
place'.46 For example, an advertisement in The Works of Mr Thomas Brown 
(1707), promised miracle treatments from a lady with 
an excellent Cosmetic Water, to carry off Freckles, Sun-burn, or 
Pimples; and a curious red Pomatum to plump and colour the Lips. 
She can make red Hair as white as a Lilly: she shapes the Eye-brows 
to a Miracle; makes low Foreheads as high as you please; has a never-
failing Remedy for offensive Breaths, a famous Essence to correct the 
ill Scent of the Arm-pits, a rich Water that makes the Hair curl, a most 
delicate Paste to smooth and whiten the Hands; [and] also, 
A rare Secret, that takes away all Warts 
From the Face, Hands, Fingers, and Privy Parts.47 
Likewise, a gentlewoman in Fleet Street 'prepares the most excellent Cosmetic or 
Beautifiers yet known'. Used by 'Ladies of the first Quality,' the product takes 
away 'Redness, Pimples, Roughness, Worms, Morphew, Scurf, Sun-burn, 
Freckles, Wrinkles, Pits of the Small-Pox, with other Defilements of the Skin.' 
She even has 'Chemical Liquor' to turn 'red or grey Hair to light or dark Brown'.48 
There were also adverts for 'the famous pig-water', 'Cakes for the Face and Hands' 
and even help with 'Tooth-ach', 'Medicines for Distempers' and some 'for 
procuring easy Labour' or 'conception' for women.49 The language of these 
                                                
46 Roy Porter, Health for Sale: Quackery in England, 1660–1850 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1989), p. 115. 
47 Thomas Brown, The Works of Mr. Thomas Brown, in Prose and Verse; Serious, Moral, and 
Comical (London: Sam Brisco and B. Bragg, 1707), p. 16. 
48 [Anon.], Weekly Journal or Saturday's Post, London, Issue 242, Saturday 15 June, 1723. 
49 [Anon.], Weekly Journal or Saturday's Post, London, Issue 25, Saturday 1 June, 1717. 
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advertisements is very similar, offering to remove the supposedly offensive bodily 
deformities, or even functions. They are a particularly telling source to 
contexualise the insecurities of women and the targeted parties – no one wanted to 
be seen with red hair or freckles. 
 One of the most detailed cosmetic advertisements comes in Elizabeth 
Phyzzpatch's promotion of her 'Register Office for Beauty, Or Repository for 
Charms', detailed in a letter to Madam Roxana Termagnat in Have at You All: or 
The Drury-Lane Journal, on 20 February 1752. The letter opens with reference to 
'the late noble marriage with a celebrated beauty', and the date would suggest it is 
in reference to Elizabeth Gunning's marriage to the Duke of Hamilton, which took 
place a week earlier on 14 February.50 Phyzzpatch claims that the event  
has engross'd the whole attention of what is call'd the fair sex, and as 
all my pretty countrywomen doubtless have ambition to marry Dupes 
if they can, I beg leave to acquaint them that I have procur'd, with an 
infinite labour and expence, the choicest collection of all the several 
articles requisite for mending, patching, restoring, improving, and 
supplying every female perfection.51 
Phyzzpatch directly links women's beautifying not only to the imitation of the 
Duchess, but also to the procurement of a husband. To help one achieve the look 
of a 'celebrated beauty', Phyzzpatch claims to have  
a considerable stock of unguents, cosmetics, and beautifying pastes: I 
have the finest tinctures to colour the hair, the brightest red salves for 
foul lips, and the sweetest perfumes for stinking breaths: I shall sell 
Mrs. Gile's fine compound (at a guinea an ounce) to take off all 
superfluous hair without the least prejudice to the tenderest 
complexion; as likes the grand anti-maculating tincture to remove 
pimples, sun-burns, or freckles.52 
While these products are fairly common to most advertisements, what makes this 
one significant is the inclusion of cosmetic surgery. Her office of employees will 
fix any defective eyes and 'take out, with very little pain, the squinny eye, the wall 
                                                
50 Elizabeth Phyzzpatch, in Roxana Termagant [Bonnell Thornton], Have At You All: or, the 
Drury-Lane Journal, VI, 20 February 1752 (London: Publick Register, 1752), pp. 130–33. For 
more on Elizabeth Gunning, see Rosalind K. Marshall, 'Campbell [née Gunning], Elizabeth, 
duchess of Argyll', Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
<http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/11744?docPos=1> [accessed 15 March 2015] 
51 Phyzzpatch, Have At You All: or, the Drury-Land Journal, p. 130. 
52 Have At You All, p. 130. 
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eye, the goggle eye, and all others'.53 The list of treatments continues with dental 
work by a 'Chin-turner' and the 'great grand-daughter of Professor Taliacotius,' 
who pares, scrapes, grinds and new models overgrown noses, cuts off 
crooked or flat ones to the stumps, and engrafts new ones on the roots 
of them from an Italian's snow-white posteriors.54 
To accompany a new nose, Phyzzpatch offers to 'cut dimples' that will 'never wear 
out', and 'slit the lips open on each side, if too narrow, and sew them up, when 
they are too wide, with such nicety, that the seams are imperceptible'. She also 
fills 'up all dents, chaps, or holes made by the small-pox, with a new-invented 
powder'.55 While the eighteenth-century rhinoplasty may not be a measure most 
women would be willing to take, Phyzzpatch's advertisement provides a 
contextual comparison for some of the more specific allusions to bodily decay in 
Swift's poems, which will be discussed in the following section. 
While this thesis has consistently focused on female beauty, there are, 
although very few, examples of cosmetic products aimed at gentlemen worth 
including here, particularly for the similarity of the products and the descriptions. 
The most specific example is Dr Arnaud's 'Distilled Vinegar of Violets':  
THIS Medical Cosmetic Wash, peculiarly contrived for Gentlemen, 
for the maintaining of the natural elasticity of the skin, facilitates a 
moderate perspiration, takes off pimples, and prevents the catarrhous 
humour so often offensive to the face and to the interior part of the 
mouth; it also favours the bloom. The use of it is, after shaving, to 
clean the face with it, and half of fresh pump-water.56  
Other advertisements are simply less gender-targeted and intend on a universal 
appeal. Amongst the letters in The Works of Thomas Brown is an address from 
'Signoir Giusippe Hanesio', who explains he has a  
Friendly Pill, called, The Never-Failing Heliogenes, being the 
Tincture of the Sun and deriving vigour, influence, and dominion, 
from the same Light; it causes all Complexions to Laugh or Smile, 
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even in the very time of taking it; which it effects, by dilating and 
expanding the Gelastic Muscles.57 
Although many of these advertisements play with the same types of language, 
much of which was in circulation in the previous century's medical texts, the 
media platform in which they were circulated offered a much wider audience. 
Although advertisements specifically tailored for gentlemen are few and far 
between in comparison to those addressing females, it is indicative of a period 
where physical appearance was socially important and the health and care of the 
body was becoming progressively more public. The use of the products, however, 
was an entirely private endeavour. Cosmetic goods, with their elements of secrecy 
and self-construction, opened up another route of moral conflict, specifically 
between a woman's private and public exposure.  
Where cosmetics were concerned only the finished product was meant to 
be seen. This was often the point of contention for men supposedly falling prey to 
women's artifice. In an amusing letter to The Spectator in 1711, a disgruntled 
husband asked for advice after discovering his wife's beauty was all artifice: 
I have a great mind to be rid of my wife; and hope, when you consider 
my case, you will be of opinion I have very just pretensions to a 
divorce. [...] For you are to know, Mr. Spectator, that there are women 
who do not let their husbands see their faces till they are married. Not 
to keep you in suspense, I mean plainly that part of the sex who paint. 
They are some of them so exquisitely skilful this way, that give them 
but a tolerable pair of eyes to set up with, and they will make bosom, 
lips, cheeks, and eye-brows by their own industry. As for my dear, 
never man was so enamored as I was of her fair forehead, neck, and 
arms, as well as the bright jet of her hair; but to my great astonishment 
I find they were all the effect of art. Her skin is so tarnished with this 
practice, that when she first wakes in a morning, she scarce seems 
young enough to be the mother of her whom I carried to bed the night 
before.58 
 As an introduction to this letter, the editor included his thoughts on the content: 
'Such imposters are not to be tolerated in civil society, and I think his misfortune 
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ought to be made public, as a warning for other men always to examine into what 
they admire'.59 The reply to this concern, while in agreement, suggests that the 
women who use cosmetics, referred to as the 'Picts', and those who do not, 
patriotically referred to as the 'British', are easily discerned: 'There does not need 
any great discernment to judge which are which. The British have a lively 
animated aspect; the Picts, though never so beautiful, have dead uninformed 
countenances.60 The male fear of betrayal evident in both the complaint and the 
response, although it is difficult to gauge the sincerity of each outburst, fuels 
much of the satire surrounding cosmetic enhancement. Whether this satire can be 
read as a means of disempowering women and their self-creation, or as a comic 
interpretation of a genuine concern, it is clear that women were, quite happily, 
using cosmetics. This makes the 'behind the scenes' satire all the more significant 
when considering the wider cultural impact of cosmetic beauty. In an attempt to 
navigate the idea of intention and address the way cosmetics can be interpreted in 
the way they are presented, the final part of this chapter will examine the satirical 
representation of the cosmeticised woman. 
 
 
 
                                                
59 'On Ladies Painting', in The Spectator, p. 53. 
60 'On Ladies Painting', pp. 55–54. 'Picts' means 'to paint, depict, represent' in the OED. The 
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Swift's Beautiful Nymphs 
This final section will consider the depiction of cosmetics in examples of Swift's 
dressing-room poetry and the way he uses these and other artificial enhancements 
to insinuate the moral judgement of his female characters.  
Pulling back the curtain on women's preparation was akin to entering her 
private space, and the pun was entirely intended. With an analysis of Jonathan 
Swift's 'The Lady's Dressing Room' (1730), 'The Progress of Beauty (1719) and 
'On a Beautiful Young Nymph Going to Bed' (1731), this chapter can now 
compare the satirical illusions Swift makes to female preparation with the various 
cosmetic practices available in the period. This will not only provide a contextual 
analysis of the satirical presentation of cosmetics, but also attempt to validate and 
evidence the depicted scenes. A considerable part of this analysis will also address 
the extent to which cosmetics can be factored into the moral reading of beauty, 
particularly in their association of feminine power and self-creation. While Swift's 
poems are grotesque and often accused of being misogynistic, it is clear that there 
are underlying concerns surrounding the possibilities of women's falsehood and 
their private practices that need to be addressed. In particular, the personal 
locations in these poems, while they heavily sexualise the content, also evidence 
the tensions, and even fears, regarding female disguise, health and disease. The 
following analysis will therefore demonstrate how Swift's poems negotiate and 
reveal the relationship between sex, health and cosmetic beauty. 
The first poem to be discussed will be 'The Lady's Dressing Room', and, as 
the poem is set in a dressing room, it is worth noting Chico's research regarding 
the scene's legitimacy. She writes,  
As a central figure of the eighteenth-century literary landscape, the 
dressing room was found with much greater frequency in poems and 
novels than it ever was in actual homes. The disparity between the 
imagined prevalence of the dressing room and its limited availability 
to upper-class women indicates the magnitude of this concern about 
the privileges and independence that women could assert in their 
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dressing rooms, suggesting a widespread cultural preoccupation with 
the possibility that women would challenge patriarchal prerogative.61 
Choosing to set the poem in such a location, Swift is acknowledging the cultural 
preoccupation with female privacy and power while undermining it. There is also 
the notion of excess that lends itself to such a setting. Swift was criticised for his 
grotesque poem on grounds of its invasion of privacy and misogyny,62 but the 
cosmetic inventory lends itself to the satirical trope of women's consumerism, 
excess and vanity.63 Indeed, the same trope and elements of 'The Lady's Dressing 
Room' can be found in the poem featured in Mundus Muliebris: or The Lady's 
Dressing Room Unlock'd (1690), which is attributed to Mary Evelyn but 
published posthumously by her father John Evelyn.64 The poem follows a similar 
cosmetic inventory, although far less graphic than Swift's, which helps to 
contextualise some of the detailed cosmetic practices and the satirised image of 
female excess.65  
                                                
61 Chico, Designing Women, p. 9. 
62 In 1734, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu wrote a prequel to Swift's poem, entitled 'The Reasons 
that Induced Dr. S. to Write a Poem Call'd the Lady's Dressing Room'. The poem outlines a 
Doctor's (Swift's) visit to a whorehouse, and after succumbing to impotence follows the argument 
between Betty and the Doctor demanding his payment back. After refusing to pay him back, he 
vows revenge by describing her dressing room. The satire, although not as critically recognised as 
Swift's, does invert the gendered blame and incites Swift's frustration as the cause of this 
misogynistic display, rather than female deception. While the reference does not necessitate an 
analysis of cosmetics, it is interesting that Montagu would align the description of Celia with 
Betty, a prostitute in her own version of the story. 
63 For example, Chico examines setting of the dressing room in the lesser-known The London 
Ladies Dressing-Room: or the Shop Keepers Wives Inventory (1725) by Daniel Defoe, which 
borrows heavily from Mary Evelyn's Mundus Muliebris, and Elizabeth Thomas', 'An Inventory of 
a Lady's Dressing-Room' (1738). See Chico, Designing, pp. 103–5. The cosmetic inventory is also 
paramount to the satire in Alexander Pope's The Rape of the Lock (1714). 
64 While Mary Evelyn's name is attributed to the text, there is evidence to suggest she contributed 
to it, rather than wrote it entirely. See Joan K. Perkins, 'Evelyn, Mary (c.1635–1709)’, ODNB, 
online edn (2004) <www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/53216> [accessed 15 Sept 2014]. Under 
'Mary Evelyn (1665–1685)', Perkins writes: 'the sixth of eight children born to John and Mary 
Evelyn, is credited with authorship of Mundus muliebris, a brief satire in tetrameter couplets on 
fashionable women's clothing, accoutrements, and behaviour, first published in 1690. Sole 
attribution of the piece to her is questionable: de Beer points out that the one reference to the work 
in her father's diary may suggest that she contributed to rather than wrote it.'  
65 See Mary Evelyn, The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, 2nd edition (London: R. Bentley, 
1690). There has been very little critical comparison between Swift and Evelyn's poems, with the 
most detailed studies found in Tita Chico's Designing Women, pp. 102–6, and her article 'The 
Dressing Room Unlock'd: Eroticism, Performance, and Privacy from Pepys to the Spectator' in 
Monstrous Dreams of Reason: Body, Self, and Other in the Enlightenment, vol. 9, ed. by Lauran 
Jean Rosenthal and Mita Choudhury (London: Rosemount, 2002), pp. 45–65, where the poems are 
used as examples in her discussion of the dressing room trope, women's privacy and excess. 
However, the details and products in the text have yet to be fully contextualised or compared in 
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Swift opens his poem with the line 'Five hours, (and who can do it less in?) / 
By haughty Celia spent in dressing'.66 From the outset the reader is greeted with 
the notion of excess and luxury, and as the reader is lead to believe that the 
character of Celia is a lady, despite her and Strephon's typically pastoral names, 
the juxtaposition of appearance and reality becomes a central motif. When we first 
enter Celia's room, the reader is presented with a pit of dirty clothes: 
And first a dirty smock appeared,  
Beneath the armpits well besmeared.  
Strephon, the rogue, displayed it wide,  
And turned it round on every side.  
On such a point few words are best,  
And Strephon bids us guess the rest,  
But swears how damnably the men lie,  
In calling Celia sweet and cleanly (11–18). 
From the outset, the uncleanliness of Celia's room begins to cast doubt on her 
reputation. With the falling stress on 'sweet and cleanly' changing the tone of the 
couplet, the association of dirt with Celia's body begins the questioning of her 
moral character; each sullied description is inevitably loaded with suggestion. 
 The cosmetic inventory that follows continues to present opposing imagery 
as cosmetics and medical treatments become blurred: 
Here gallypots and vials placed, 
Some filled with washes, some with paste, 
Some with pomatum, paints and slops, 
And ointments good for scabby chops (33–36). 
The mixture of 'washes' and 'ointments' amongst the 'paints and slops' disrupt the 
possible interpretations of Celia's products. For example, one would associate the 
'scabby chops' with disease and possibly prostitution, but the scene of her dressing 
room and the quantity of cosmetic products would suggest Celia is a wealthy, 
albeit unhygienic, woman.  
 A similar display of excess and wealth can be found in Evelyn's 12-page 
poem 'The Voyage to Marryland; or the Ladies Dressing-Room': 
                                                
this way.  
66 Jonathan Swift, 'The Lady's Dressing Room', in Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poems, ed. by 
Pat Rogers (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1983), pp. 448–52. [All subsequent 
line references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses following the quotation]. 
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A new Scene to us next presents,  
The Dressing-Room, and Implements,  
Of Toilet Plate Gilt, and Emboss'd,  
And several other things of Cost:  
The Table Mirror, one Glue Pot,  
One for Pomatum, and what not?  
Of Washes, Unguents, and Cosmeticks,  
A pair of Silver Candlesticks;  
Snuffers, and Snuff-dish, Boxes more,  
For Powders, Patches, Waters store,  
In silver Flasks, or Bottles, Cups  
Cover'd, or open to wash Chaps;  
Nor may Hungarian Queens be wanting·  
Nor store of Spirits against fainting:  
Of other waters rich, and sweet,  
To sprinkle Handkerchief is meet;  
D'Ange, Orange, Mill-Fleur, Myrtle,  
Whole Quarts the Chamber to bespertle:  
Of Essence rare, & le meillure  
From Rome, from Florence, Montpellier,  
In Filgran Casset to repel,  
When Scent of Gousset does rebel,  
Though powder'd Allom be as good, 
Well strew'd on, and well understood.67 
As the poem suggests, 'She's a poor Miss can count her store', so the size of the 
inventory becomes analogous to the wealth and status of the individual.68 As many 
of the cosmetic products listed in the two poems were readily available to buy, 
they can provide a cultural background to the suggestion of wealth. 
For example, both Evelyn and Swift's poems refer to powered alum, a 
mixture of aluminum and potassium. The references are to its use as a deodorant, 
the 'alum flower to stop the steams' (27), for 'When Scent of Gousset does rebel'.69 
Alongside this use, 'alum' has many medical and cosmetic uses as a fine white 
powder, which could be mixed with egg whites to create a type of paste or 
foundation.70 Swift's Journal to Stella for example, mentions 'allum curd' as a 
                                                
67 Evelyn, The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, 2nd edn (1690), p. 9. 
68 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, p. 10. 
69 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, p. 9. 'Gousset' or gusset refers to a small triangle of 
material used to strengthen the armpits in clothing. 
70 Noel Chomel, Dictionaire Oeconomique; or, The Family Dictionary, vol. 1 of 2 (London: D. 
Midwinter, 1725). The definition of 'Cosmetic': 'VI. Another cheap, yet excellent Cosmetick is 
this, take some Allom in fine Powder, and shake it with whites of new-laid Eggs, being a little 
heated, til such Time as they grow thick to an Ointment, which anoint the Face Morning and 
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medical cream: 'coming home my sore shin itched [but] I am now got into bed, 
and have put on allum curd, and it is almost well'.71  
Swift and Evelyn's dressing rooms also contain various hair products. 
Throughout the eighteenth century hairstyles got larger and more extravagant as 
hair became a symbol of high fashion and refinement.72 And as Rosenthal 
suggests, 'women's exuberant and time-consuming hair-dos came to symbolize the 
luxurious consumption of goods and time'.73 But Evelyn's expensive 'Sapphire 
Bodkin' and 'Calembuc Combs'74 are a placed in a different light to those on 
Celia's dressing table: 
The various combs for various uses, 
Filled up with dirt so closely fixt, 
No brush could force a way betwixt (20–22) 
Swift describes this dirt as 'A paste of composition rare, / Sweat, dandruff, 
powder, lead and hair' (23–24). These products were those used to keep hair on 
trend, as powdered wigs gained in popularity and darker hair colours became 
more fashionable. If one wanted to change the colour of their natural hair, a black-
lead comb could be used to turn the hair to the more fashionable black or brown, 
much to the distress of the husband featured in The Spectator.75 The preference for 
black hair is referred to in John Breval's poem The Art of Dress (1717): 'Malicious 
Fame reports her Hair was Red, / And that she smoothed it with a Comb of 
Lead'.76 In her discussion of hair dyes and fashionable colours, Morag Martin 
writes: 
Since red hair was never in fashion and blond hair not in favor until 
Marie-Antoinette's reign, black or brown hair dyes were popular. The 
                                                
Evening, for three or four Days, and it will take away Spots and Wrinkles, and make the Skin 
grow clear and Fair'. 
71 Swift, 'Letter XVIII, 10 March 1710–11, in Journal to Stella, vol. 1, ed. by Harold Williams 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1974), pp. 214–22 (p. 222) 
72 Rosenthal, 'Raising Hair' (2004), p. 10. 
73 'Raising Hair', p.10. 
74 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, pp. 4, 6. 'Calembuc' or 'Calumbuc', according to the 'Fop's 
Dictionary' included in Evelyn's text, is 'a certain precious Wood, of an agreeable Scent, brought 
from the Indies', p. 16. 
75  'On Ladies Painting', pp. 53–54. 
76 John Breval, The Art of Dress: A Poem (London: R. Burleigh, [1717]), p. 9. The stigma of red 
hair outlived many of the outdated medical theories of the previous centuries and continued to be 
treated as an unfashionable colour. 
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safer recipes included nuts and roots, but others contained white lead, 
litharge, quicklime, and salt.77 
All of these chemicals, however, could also cause the hair to fall out. This was a 
particular problem with the eyebrows, which could also be dyed black with the 
lead-comb, as the fashion dictated that brows should be a statement feature of the 
face and, like the hair, should be kept neat. 
To achieve this look, Celia uses a 'pair of tweezers'  
To pluck her brows in arches round, 
Or hairs that sink the forehead low, 
Or on her chin like bristles grow (55–58). 
While removing certain hairs from the face - heightening the forehead as a sign of 
status - was part of a refining beauty regime, some women chose to shave their 
eyebrows off entirely to be replaced by false ones; these were either drawn on or 
made from mouse fur, which would be available in a range of shapes and colours 
and applied with glue: Elizabeth Phyzzpatch has the 'smoothest mouse eyebrows, 
of all colours, pasted on [...] with the nicest exactness'.78 
The reference to 'Night-gloves made of Tripsy's Hide' (29) is perhaps one of 
the more bizarre beauty products mentioned in Swift's poem, and is related to 
Evelyn's 'Chicken skin for night, / To keep her Hands, plump, soft, and white'.79 
Known for its moisturising quality, dog-skin leather was used to make gloves that 
were often filled with oils to soften and beautify the hands. However, Phyzzpatch 
claims that her unique beautifying process, which includes peeling 'off the finger-
nails', 'makes [hands] white as hanging them in a sling, or the wearing of dogs-
skin gloves can render them in a twelvemonth'.80 While the reference to these 
gloves is not as frequent in eighteenth-century texts, Margaret Cavendish does 
note their use in her poem 'A Mock-Tale of his Grace the Duke of Newcastle': 
'And now those Hands, not white as Venus Doves, / Not to preserve, but hide with 
Dog-skin Gloves'.81 They can also be found detailed in the 1710 edition of The 
                                                
77 Martin, Selling Beauty, p. 16.  
78 Have at You All, p. 131.  
79 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, p. 6. 
80 Have at You All, p. 132.  
81 Margaret Cavendish, 'A Mock-Tale of his Grace the Duke of Newcastle', in Natures Pictures 
Drawn by Fancies Pencil, 2nd edn (London: A Maxwell, 1671), p. 99, lines 33–34. 
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Tatler in the mock advertisement for a stolen dresser, by Swift's alias Isaac 
Bikerstaff. The list gives 'Three Pair of oiled Dog-skin Gloves' amongst the other 
missing cosmetic products.82  
However, the strangest of Strephon's finds, the 'puppy water' (31), does call 
for some debate, as the term 'water' in this context can mean urine, as Samuel 
Johnson's A Dictionary of the English Language (1756) notes, but there are also 
recipes for the product, including one in Evelyn's text.83 Swift writes, 'With puppy 
water, beauty's help / Distilled from Tripsy's darling whelp' (31–32). Although 
they are more common in seventeenth-century than eighteenth-century literature, 
there are several references to be found of puppy-water being used as a beautifier. 
For example, Samuel Pepys writes in his Diary (1664) that he had to get some for 
his wife's aunt after his wife had mentioned using it:  
Up with some little discontent with my wife upon her saying that she 
had got and used some puppy-dog water, being put upon it by a desire 
of my aunt Wight to get some for her, who hath a mind, unknown to 
her husband, to get some for her ugly face.84 
Charles Sedley's character Merry mentions 'Puppy-water and Paint' in Bellamira: 
or, the Mistris (1687, 1722);85 Laurence Price lists 'puppy-dog water' as a method 
of washing the skin white in The Witch of the Woodlands (1655, [1750?]).86 In his 
lengthy description of women's beauty regimes, James Miller's Sir Humphrey in 
The Man of Taste (1735) declares: 
Sir Hum: [...] These Hussies with their Salves, have a Mind to ruin 
me, I think. There's nothing in the whole House but Whites of Eggs, 
Puppy-dog Water and a Thousand other Slops that I can't name.87 
It can also be found in Memoirs of the celebrated Miss Fanny Murray (1759):  
                                                
82 Isaac Bikerstaff [Swift], The Tatler (1709), issue 245, 31 October 1710 – 2 November 1710, 
Classified Advertisements. 
83 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, pp. 22–23. 
84 Samuel Pepys, The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. by Henry B. Wheatley, vols. 4–6 (London: G. 
Bell and Sons, 1962), p. 64. Tuesday 8 March 1664. 
85 Charles Sedley's character Merry mentions 'Puppy-water and Paint' in Bellamira: or, the Mistris 
(London: D. Mallet and Timothy Goodwin, 1687), p. 4. 
86 Laurence Price. The Witch of the Woodlands; or the Cobler's New Translation. Here Robin the 
Cobler for his Former Evils is Punish'd Bad as Faustus with his Devils (London: Aldermary 
Church, [1750?]), p. 8. 
87 James Miller, The Man of Taste (London: John Watts, 1735), p. 6. 
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Sir Richard began to compliment the sister upon her wholesome look; 
saying, he thought such signs of health were superior to all the forced 
delicate complexions. "Ay, an't please your graceship, I never wash in 
nothing but puppy-dog water."88  
While the 'water' could, in most cases, refer to urine, as this has a bleaching 
quality and was historically used in cleaning and to soften leather, there are 
examples of alternative recipes that use dead puppies, or piglets, as an ingredient.  
With their moisturising qualities, the medicinal use of puppies is detailed in 
Ambroise Paré's The Method of Curing Wounds by Gun-Shot (1617), which 
includes a recipe for a healing balm that requires boiling two young whelps.89 The 
same recipe can be found some years later in Nicholas Culpeper's Pharmacopoeia 
Londinensis (1653). To make 'Oleum Catellorum or Oil of Whelps',  
Takes Sallet Oil four pound, two Puppy-dogs newly whelped, 
Earthworms washed in white Wine one pound; boil the Whelps til 
they fall in pieces then put in the worms a while after strain it, then 
with three ounces of Cypress Turpentine, and one ounce of Spirits of 
Wine, perfect the Oil according to Art. 90 
Culpeper adds that the oil can be used 'to bath the Limbs and Muscles that have 
been weakened by wounds or bruises'.91 Decades later, the recipe is altered to 
create a beautifying wash in Mary Doggett's Book of Receipts (1682), and 
Evelyn's Mundus Muliebris. Doggett's recipe instructs: 'Take one Young fat 
puppy and put him into a flat Still Quartered Guts and all the Skin upon him, then 
distill it along with buttermilk, white wine, pared lemons, herbs, camphire, venus 
turpentine, red rosewater, fasting spittle, and eighteen pippins'.92 Evelyn's recipe, 
advertised on the front page of her text, is described as 'a most rare and 
                                                
88 [Anon.], Memoirs of the Celebrated Miss Fanny Murray, vol. 1 of 2 (Dublin: S. Smith, 1759), p. 
107.  
89 Ambroise Paré The Method of Curing Wounds by Gun-Shot (London: Isaac Iaggard, 1617), p. 5: 
'He sent me to fetch him two young whelps, one pound of earth-worms, two pounds of the oil of 
Lilies, six ounces of the Terebinth of Venice, and one ounce of Aqua-vitae: and in my presence he 
boiled the whelps alive in the saide Oil, until the flesh departed from the bones'. A very similar 
recipe can be found in William Salmon's edition and translation of Nicholas Culpeper's 
Pharmacopoia Londinensis: or, The New London Dispensatory (London: J. Dawks, 1707), p. 733. 
90 Culpeper, Pharmacopoeia Londinensis; or, the London Dispensatory (1653), p. 146. 
91 Culpeper, Pharmacopoeia Londinensis (1653), p. 146. 
92 Mary Doggett's recipe has been recorded from the original by historian Lisa Smith. See Lisa 
Smith, 'The Puppy Water and Other Early Modern Canine Recipes' (2012) 
<www.wondersandmarvels.com/2012/05/the-puppy-water-and-other-early-modern-canine-
receipts.html> [accessed 1 July 2014].  
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incomparable Receipt to make Pig, or Puppidog-Water for the Face'. It requires 
one to take 
a Fat Pig, or a Fat Puppidog of nine days old, and kill it, order it as to 
Roast, save the Blood and fling away nothing but the guts; then take 
the Blood, and Pig or the Puppidog, and break the Legs and Head, 
with all the Liver and the rest of the Inwards, or either of them, put all 
into the Still if it will hold it, to that, take two Quarts of old Canary, a 
pound of unwashed Butter not salted; a Quart of Snails-Shells, and 
also two Lemons, only the outside pared away; Still all these together 
in a Rose Water Still, either at once or twice; Let it drop slowly into a 
Glass-Bottle, in which let there be a lump of Loaf-Sugar, and a little 
Leaf-gold.93 
The addition of lemons, herbs and rose water would have improved the scent of 
the liquid for beautifying purposes, but what is particularly significant is that these 
latter examples call for a process of distillation. The fact that Swift uses the words 
'Distilled from' (32), and considering the similarities between Evelyn and Swift's 
poems, it is quite plausible that Swift's 'puppy water' is a reference to this recipe, 
rather than simply urine. Regardless of the true origin of the term, however, what 
this example demonstrates is how the cosmetic and health uses overlap. Evelyn 
and Doggett's recipes are intended to restore the complexion; Paré and Culpepers' 
are used to heal the skin. There is very little difference as to the intended 
application of the product, but the way Swift has presented it not only calls into 
question the interpretation of the product as either a medicine or a (gruesome) 
method of artifice, but also Celia's requirement of this 'beauty's help' (31). 
As the previous section demonstrated, many advertisements for beauty 
products had medicinal overtones. These products were supposed to restore the 
individual to a natural state. However, covering the signs of certain diseases was a 
greater worry to any potential lover than waking up to an ugly face. According to 
Roy Porter many beauty products, particularly fashionable patches, were made to 
mask damage to the skin, such as the scars left by smallpox, but, as briefly 
discussed in Chapter Three, they could also be used to disguise the signs and 
treatment of venereal disease.94 N. F. Lowe claims that some medicines, like the 
                                                
93 The Ladies Dressing Room Unlock'd, pp. 22–23. 
94 Porter, Bodies, p. 78. 
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mercury-based treatment for syphilis, required skin plasters to 'hold a curative 
unction in place', which could resemble a beauty patch. Mercury could also be 
'mixed with turpentine in a mortar until a brown or black powder was obtained 
[and] when applied to the sore it could resemble a beauty spot'.95 This blurring of 
medicinal treatment and cosmetic enhancement is something that takes the 
foreground in Swift's 'On a Beautiful Young Nymph Going to Bed' (1731), and 
becomes increasingly evident in Celia's physical deterioration towards the end of 
'The Progress of Beauty' (1719). Chico suggests that these two poems 'use 
dressing room scenes to debunk the concept of beauty foregrounded in their titles, 
offering instead narratives of exposure that reveal women's cosmetic secrets'.96 
These secrets, however, are that the main characters are prostitutes, 'suffering 
from the effects of syphilis and its eighteenth-century cure, mercury'.97 Far from 
Celia's dirty dressing room, the female body becomes the site of disgust in these 
two poems. 
The physical signs of ill health, poverty and ageing afflict the ironically 
named 'Beautiful Young Nymph', with 'her hollow jaws' (18), 'flabby dugs' (22), 
and 'running sores' (30).98 Not the mention the rat, fleas, cat, lapdog and pigeon 
ruining her cosmetic inventory: 
Corinna wakes. A dreadful Sight! 
Behold the Ruins of the Night! 
A wicked Rat her Plaister stole, 
Half eat, and dragged it to his Hole.   
The Crystal Eye, alas, was missed; 
And Puss had on her Plumpers p—-t. 
A Pigeon picked her Issue-Peas;  
And Shock her Tresses filled with Fleas (57–64).99 
                                                
95 N. F. Lowe, ‘The Meaning of Venereal Disease in Hogarth’s Graphic Art’, in The Secret 
Malady: Venereal Disease in Eighteenth-Century Britain and France, ed. by Linda Evi Merian 
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), pp. 168–82 (p. 179). 
96 Chico, Designing, p. 137. 
97 Chico, Designing, p. 138. 
98 Swift, 'A Beautiful Young Nymph Going to Bed', in Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poems, ed. 
by Rogers (1983), pp. 453–55. [All subsequent line references are to this edition and will appear in 
parentheses following the quotation]. 
99 'Issue-Pea' is 'a pea or other small globular body placed in a surgical issue to keep up irritation' 
in the OED. 'Shock' is the name of Belinda's lapdog in Pope's The Rape of the Lock. 
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The deconstruction of Corinna's body challenges the interpretive connection 
between health and beauty, revealing what lies beneath. She can take off her 
'artificial hair' (10), pluck out her 'crystal eye' (11) and peel off her 'eye-brows 
from a mouse's hide' (13). Likewise, in 'The Progress of Beauty', Celia's 
description is far from beautiful: 
The paint by perspiration cracks 
And falls in rivulets of sweat, 
On either side you see the tracks, 
While at her chin the confluents met (37–40).100 
But, in only 'four important hours' (53), Celia 
can with ease reduce 
By help of pencil, paint and brush 
Each colour to its place and use, 
And teach her cheeks again to blush (45–48). 
The process of deterioration and reconstruction of Celia's 'rotting' (103) self 
cannot, however, continue, as the effects of syphilis, or her 'pains of love' (39), 
continue to advance: 
Now dexterously her plumpers draws 
That serve to fill her hollow jaws. 
Untwists a wire; and from her gums 
A set of teeth completely comes. 
[...] With gentlest touch, she next explores 
Her shankers, issues, running sores; 
Effects of many a sad disaster, 
And then to each applies a plaster (17–20, 29–32). 
In her comparison with Diana, where 'Each night a bit drops off her face' (87), the 
poem concludes that cosmetics are no replacement for a healthy body: 
To think of oil and soot is vain, 
No painting can restore a nose, 
Nor will her teeth return again. 
 
Two balls of glass may serve for eyes, 
                                                
100 Swift, 'The Progress of Beauty', in Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poems, ed. by Rogers, pp. 
192–95. [All subsequent line references are to this edition and will appear in parentheses following 
the quotation]. In the later edition of this poem published in 1728, these final lines have been 
amended: 'oil and soot' become 'black lead combs'. See Jonathan Swift: the Essential Writings, 
Authoritative Texts, Contexts, Criticism, ed. by Claude Rawson and Ian Higgins (New York: 
Norton, 2010), pp. 546–48.  
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White lead can plaister up a cleft; 
But these, alas, are poor supplies 
If neither cheeks nor lips be left (110–16). 
The process of bodily deterioration in these two poems stands them apart from 
Celia's dressing room and begins to demonstrate the differing presentation of 
cosmetics and how it affects the interpretation of character. 
While all three of Swift's poems are examples of excremental poetry, the 
moral implications, suggested through the cosmetic practices and other suggestive 
details within them, are very different. According to Claude Rawson, 'The 
presence of this grotesque iconography in descriptions of older whores and bawds 
outside primitive settings is an insistent and resourceful version of the ancient 
uneasy equation between the barbarian and the domestic mob, or "race" and 
"class"'.101 Although there are equally disgusting scenes exhibited in all three 
poems, Rawson's 'uneasy equation' can be found in the juxtaposition of Celia in 
'The Lady's Dressing Room', where only her room (and excrement) is on display, 
and Corinna and the other Celia, where their bodies are the sites of corruption. 
From a few bottles and pots of cream to replacement eyes and teeth, the extremity 
of the cosmetic enhancement has a direct relation to the interpretation of immoral 
behaviour. 
For example, alongside her squalid 'bower' (8), a far step from a dressing 
room, Swift hints at Corinna's past with the references to 'Bridewell' and 
'Compter' (41), suggesting some time spent in prison, and the places she spends 
her nights, 'near Fleet-Ditch's oozy Brinks, / Surrounded with a Hundred Stinks,' 
(47–48) to 'snap some Cully passing by' (50). When accompanied by the image of 
her taking herself apart and putting herself back together again every morning and 
night, there is little by way of interpretation necessary; the language in the poem 
leaves any sense of Corinna's moral virtue wanting: 'Who sees, will spew; who 
smells, be poisoned' (74). Likewise, for Celia in 'The Progress of Beauty', her 
body is disintegrating as she succumbs to venereal disease: 
as she wastes, she grows discreet  
                                                
101 Claude Julien Rawson, God, Gulliver, and Genocide: Barbarism and the European 
Imagination, 1492–1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 108. 
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Till midnight never shows her Head;  
So rotting Celia strolls the street 
When sober folks are all a-bed (101–4). 
Although she can repair some of the signs of her disease with cosmetics, Celia's 
work in prostitution and the irreversible corruption of her body is impossible to 
disguise. In her discussion of this uncertainty between appearance and reality, 
Carol Houlihan Flynn suggests that 'the female body threatens not only to offend, 
but to scatter reason and swallow up certainty. The women themselves tend to fall 
apart, revealing a dissolution that inspires terror and sometimes – in passing – 
pity'.102 It is clear, particularly in these two poems that Swift's use of cosmetic 
enhancement acts as a central motif, representing the morality, or immorality, of 
his characters.  
In comparison, the description of Celia's filth in 'The Lady's Dressing 
Room', suggests little more than her lack of personal hygiene - there are no direct 
signs of bodily disease, except the loose reference to 'scabby chops' (36), or 
evidence of illicit behaviour. While more could be read into Swift's unflattering 
description, it is in no way comparable to the explicit association of prostitution 
and disease for Corinna and Celia as their bodies fall apart. Swift in no way 
compliments Celia's beautifying process in 'The Lady's Dressing Room', but there 
is an acceptance of her practice. And although Strephon will never see a woman 
in the same way, arguably, Celia is not left much worse off for the invasion. The 
critique instead changes focus to Strephon, and his genuine horror that 'Celia shits' 
(118). Swift mocks Strephon's belief that women have somehow developed bodies 
that no longer shit, and, in doing so, incriminates a world where women have 
become an unnatural fantasy, and a powerful one at that.  
According to Houlihan Flynn, Swift's fear of this fantasy, or at least the 
power it has, is expressed in the almost throw-away line: 'Should I the Queen of 
Love refuse / Because she rose from stinking Ooze?' (131–32). The line alludes 'to 
a myth of dismemberment[.] For in these lines, the narrator grounds Celia's being 
in a stinking ooze which is not just offensive, but generative at the expense of 
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masculine sexuality'.103 Houlihan Flynn cites the mythological story of Uranus' 
emasculatory punishment from the gods, where his testicles were thrown into the 
sea and Venus, 'the Queen of Love', was born, rising from the froth. The fear of 
emasculation is also evident in 'The Progress of Beauty' and 'On a Beautiful 
Young Nymph Going to Bed', where both poems exhibit the disguise of syphilis 
and sexual deception. However, the underlying fears of emasculation and men's 
sexual vulnerability to women actually go someway to challenging Swift's 
misogynistic reputation. While Swift, amongst many other male satirists, reflects 
negatively on cosmetics as a disguise, he also helps to navigate a society in which 
women – of all sorts – used them.  
Indeed, as Martin Battestin suggests in The Providence of Wit, 'Celia "in her 
Glory" is for Swift a type of all human "perfection"––a beauty hard-won (and 
therefore not quite to be despised), but at best ephemeral and illusory, disguising 
the essential fact of mortal frailty'.104 Swift seemingly does his best to remove the 
allure of cosmetic enhancement by going behind-the-scenes of the dressing room 
or bedroom and revealing a bare, grotesque, female body, but he also 
acknowledges the part cosmetics play in the desire to correct the short-falls of the 
natural body. For Swift, cosmetics are able to penetrate both the worlds of 
appearance and reality, and he uses them to disturb the lines between intimacy 
and distance, sex and virtue, publicity and domestication. Building on these 
juxtapositions, Gwilliam suggests that cosmetics faced such a duality of 
reputation because women saw them differently to men. Cosmetic advertisements 
spoke 'to a female reader able to believe the unbelievable, and willing to be 
soothed by seductive, magical metamorphoses'.105 Swift is playing with this 
concept, acknowledging that cosmetics can give women power – enough to fool 
Strephon at least – but at the same time mocking, by way of instruction, the 
women who believe they are fooling anybody.  
It might be tempting to take Swift's satirical portrayals at face value, but 
there is a lot to be said for his division of the constructed image of femininity and 
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the natural, although not necessarily typical, female body. As Chico explains, 
there are many modern and contemporary understandings of Swift's intention with 
his dressing-room poems, ranging from misogynistic to actually 'supporting 
women'.106 While the poems are clearly not flattering to either sex, they mock a 
society in which men are deceived to the point where women no longer shit, and 
women are created, like 'gaudy tulips raised from dung' (144).  
Chico suggests that 'Women prove, or so claim satirists, that surface and 
essence are at odds with one another. [...] If beautiful women are, indeed, like 
chamber pots, then everyone should know that they are truly horrific inside'.107 
Battestin explores a similar sentiment: 
The premiss of Augustan aesthetics––that Art is the imitation of ideal 
Nature––is essentially neo-platonic, and platonism in most of its 
guises [Swift] derided as an elegant irrelevancy, perhaps the 
fundamental intellectual expression of man's irrepressible 
determination to prefer beautiful idealisms to awkward realties. [...] 
Swift's jarring rhymes and repugnant images remind us that they are 
irrecoverable and that a poetry which obscures this plain and Christian 
truth is frivolous, even pernicious.108 
Swift's dressing-room poems, although extreme, have a truth at their heart and a 
warning about the deception of beauty. In his revelations regarding the disgusting 
female body, Swift, according to Nigel Wood, 'has a reader consider the dangers 
of "picking up a prostitute"', so the poems are 'strategically repulsive because 
"whenever [Swift] offends against delicacy, he teaches it'.109 John Hawkesworth 
used these words to describe 'The Lady's Dressing Room' in 1755, continuing to 
suggest that 'though it may reasonably be supposed; that few English ladies have 
such a dressing-room as Caelia's, yet many may have given sufficient cause for 
reminding them, that very soon after desire has been gratified, the utmost delicacy 
becomes necessary, to prevent disgust'.110 Preventing disgust, however, was not 
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what Swift intended to do with these poems. To use Wood's phrase, the 
'strategically repulsive' depictions demonstrate a dangerous denial of the natural 
bodily processes and the deceit made possible by cosmetics. As is particularly 
evident in another of Swift's behind-the-scenes poems, 'Strephon and Chloe', male 
and female bodies are as equally disgusting to Swift, and the allusion of beauty 
and perfection that women try to keep up is unnecessary: 'For fine ideas vanish 
fast, / While all the gross and filthy last'.111 
To conclude, it is clear from the various sources and literature addressed 
throughout this chapter that the concern with the ugly or diseased body is one that 
is intrinsically linked to the understanding of the beautiful body. While the social 
disgust for the unattractive or immoral woman may fuel the critiques of cosmetics 
and the satires depicting overindulgent ladies, or prostitutes repairing their rotting 
bodies, it also helps to unpack the far wider spectrum of beauty's interpretation 
and the contradictory relationship between morality and physical appearance. It is 
only through a comparison with the ideal, that one can judge the shortcomings of 
its variants. As the analysis throughout this chapter has evidenced, cosmetic 
enhancement and the desire to alter the appearance of the body, as well as the 
social concern this provoked, stemmed not only from the religious association of 
deformity and sin, but from the medical and cultural understanding of the 
connection between health and beauty, body and mind. The shortcomings of the 
ugly body, just like the ideals of the beautiful, were dictated by social custom and 
comparison, and were accompanied by fears of not only being judged, but being 
unable to accurately judge others. With beauty playing such a significant part in 
courtship and marriage for many young women, the ability to improve one's 
appearance, as well as control the way they looked in company, gave a significant 
allure to cosmetic enhancement. The resulting opinion is that cosmetics were an 
acceptable part of women's lives, as long as their inner beauty was always in 
accompaniment. 
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Chapter Six 
True Beauty  
Be sure don't let people's telling you, you are pretty, puff you up; for 
you did not make yourself, and so can have no praise due to you for it. 
It is virtue and goodness only, that make the true beauty.1  
* 
The words of Pamela's parents 'It is virtue and goodness only, that make the true 
beauty', echo not only the focus of this final chapter, but of the entire thesis. The 
understanding of beauty comes to a peak in the simultaneous embodiment of 
physical and moral beauty, and this union, here referred to as true beauty, was 
prized in eighteenth-century constructions of femininity. According to Morag 
Martin, 
This mix of interior and exterior beauty would allow [women] to 
function at the height of taste in the new social hierarchy. The new 
meaning of beauty by the end of the eighteenth century excluded 
masculine traits, emphasizing instead the physical and moral nature of 
femininity. 2 
Martin continues, suggesting that this form of true beauty was prescribed and 
recognised by 'the rational male thinkers of the new elite'.3 With the interpretation 
of the female body often left in the hands of a male viewer, the connection 
between virtuous, feminine beauty and the suppression of sexual appetite takes on 
a new perspective. As this ideal true beauty excluded any supposedly 'masculine' 
traits, and actively encouraged the suppression of certain, natural bodily functions, 
those truly beautiful women are metamorphosed into angels and goddesses, free 
from corporal corruptions and bodily urges, and all neatly displayed in their 
patriarchal glass coffins.4 Faced with a heaven-reaching pedestal, the embodiment 
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of virtue and beauty was almost too good to be true – reserved for the pages of 
virtuous novels and fairytale stories. But with its connection to the increasingly 
popular notion of sensibility, morality and virtue, attempting to embody the true 
beauty, to live up to the patriarchal fantasy of the perfect woman, meant that any 
woman feigning to exhibit the traits of such true beauty would inevitably reveal 
her pretence.  
It is the assumption of such pretence that closely knits the understanding 
of female beauty with ideas of sensibility in this period. The body's sensitivity and 
the delicacy of women's nerves faced a duality of interpretation according to 
Barker-Benfield: 
on the one hand [sensibility] was associated with the powers of 
intellect, imagination, the pursuit of pleasure, the exercise of moral 
superiority, and wished-for resistance to men. On the other, it 
betokened physical and mental inferiority, sickness, and inevitable 
victimization, circumstances throwing sever doubt on the 
effectiveness of the female will.5 
For women in particular, the inability to control the functions of the nerves, which 
could spontaneously take control of the body, meant that any attempt to suppress 
the body's urges – particularly in the self-denial of sexuality (sexual pleasure was 
considered to be a masculine trait) – would, in some way, reveal itself, much to 
the incrimination of the subject's beautiful and feminine delicacy. While the 
origins of sensibility and the study of the nerves have scientific and medical bases 
in the work of Newton and Cheyne, it was sentimental literature, and Cheyne's 
relationship with Samuel Richardson, that firmly cemented the hierarchy of 
sensibility and the moral superiority of women's nervous systems.6 
 The rise of the sentimental novel helped to popularise the medical theories 
surrounding women's constitutions, differing psychologies and delicacy of nerves, 
and even came to dictate its social application. Barker-Benfield suggests that 
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Sentimental fiction, next to the religion with which it overlapped, was 
to become the most powerful medium for the spread of popular 
knowledge of sensational psychology. [...] The view that women's 
nerves were normatively distinct from men's, normatively making 
them creatures of greater sensibility, became a central convention of 
eighteenth-century literature.7  
As a result, women's ideal beauty and behaviour became entwined with thoughts 
on physical and mental delicacy, and even came to mirror weakness or ill health, 
demonstrating their sensitive constitutions.  Indeed, as Clark Lawlor notes, 
In the decades beyond Cheyne, women were increasingly 
conceptualised in terms of a model of feminine beauty based on 
disease. [...] The logic of the sentimental was well suited to the 
equation of women with illness, their delicate natures reacting to 
assaults upon their person by rapacious rakes, or some social injustice, 
with a range of physical effects from simple swoons to full-blown 
terminal consumptions.8 
Sensibility became a way for society to define and limit a woman's behaviour 
much in the same way as their beauty could. Just as beauty could empower 
women, so too could their heightened sensibility. However, the same problem 
with illegibility, or being unable to identify the real from the feigned, threatened 
any display of feminine delicacy.  
While still maintaining its signification of virtue and femininity, 
sensibility was plagued by the same anxiety as beauty, as women could use it to 
disguise an immoral mind and supposedly lure men into believing them to be 
virtuous. The ability to feign such reactions meant that women – even those truly 
beautiful women who exhibited every grace of feminine conduct – were subject to 
doubt, ridicule and even a trial of their virtue. But, much like the understanding 
behind habitual appearance in physiognomy, the fact that the body could betray 
the mind, particularly with women's weaker wills reacting spontaneously, is what 
fuelled and proved this doubt. Much like Clarissa's trial, where 'every step' is 
monitored by Lovelace 'to find one sliding one', for 'If she be a woman, and love 
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me, I shall surely catch her once tripping'.9 This doubt also informs the distinct 
differences between the ideal feminine, virtuous female beauty, and the more 
masculinised or sexualised female beauty.  
 The embodiment of physical and moral beauty in the same woman is 
considered a rarity; reserved for the likes of fairytale princesses, with skin as 
white as snow and hearts as pure as gold. And the reason true beauty is only 
awarded to the 'fairest of them all' is because the indicators of physical beauty and 
moral beauty, aligned with notions of sensibility, contradict each other. As 
discussed in Chapter Four, the idea that virtue makes a person beautiful also 
informs the idea that beauty, in return, is the signifier of virtue, but, as was clear 
in Chapter Five, previous experience of beauty's deception or simply the 
reputation of such beauty, causes concern for the viewer. Although these 
uncertainties have appeared throughout the analyses so far, this final chapter will 
address how the various and even contradicting signifiers associated with the 
beautiful and sensible female body can be attributed to the same beautiful figure; 
that is, how a single physical signifier – a beautiful body – can fuel multiple 
interpretations of the same character. 
According to Barker-Benfield, 'Novelists taught the moral value of taste 
by contrasting tasteful heroines of sensibility with tasteless women of the world'.10 
Expanding on this, in an attempt to navigate the simultaneous and contradictory 
interpretations of true beauty, the first part of this chapter will look at the physical 
descriptions of literary heroines intended to exhibit the heights of feminine virtue. 
This will include Clarissa from Samuel Richardson's Clarissa (1747–48); 
Arabella from The Female Quixote (1752); and Sophia Western from Tom Jones 
(1749). As a means of contrast, these descriptions will then be compared to the 
characters placed in opposition to the heroine's virtue and beauty, Clarissa's sister, 
Arabella Harlowe; Arabella's cousin, Charlotte Glanville; and Molly, Tom Jones' 
lover. While these novels have received their fair share of critical analysis in their 
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own right, this chapter aims to extend the spectrum of investigation to examine 
the way beauty, or the prevailing thoughts on and understanding of beauty, can be 
read into the often gender- and narrative-concerned analyses of these eighteenth-
century texts. The latter part of this chapter will then explore Clarissa in more 
detail. I will not attempt to exhaust the critical dialogue surrounding Richardson's 
acclaimed novel, but instead treat its characters and story as a platform on which 
to apply the findings of this thesis. The final analysis of the text will focus on the 
voyeuristic and patriarchal interpretations of the female body, the sexualisation of 
beauty, particularly in reference to Elisabeth Bronfen's work in Over Her Dead 
Body, and how the connections made between body and mind challenge the 
interpretation of physical beauty. For this final chapter, the analysis will build on 
the work of Tassie Gwilliam, Robert Jones, Tita Chico and Patricia Meyer 
Spacks, amongst others, particularly in their work surrounding the display of 
character in, and the moral intention of, Richardson's Clarissa. 
Spacks' point on the power play of gender in the century's major novels 
introduces how the legibility of beauty works in these examples. She suggests that  
sexual relations [in these novels] are power relations in which men, 
with the advantage of social and physical force, oppose women, 
whose resources depend mainly on indirection and on socially 
confirmed male fantasies about the female nature.11  
This is particularly clear in Clarissa, and her theory can be expanded to evidence 
the role female beauty, as a male fantasy, plays in this gendered power struggle. 
Indeed, Lawlor also notes this sense of opposition between the sexes in 
Richardson's novel: 
The more strongly feminised Richardsonian culture of sensibility 
prioritises female traits as being more closely related to the spiritual, 
leaving the male to the more earthly world of sexual desire, commerce 
and finance.12 
The division of male and female traits are evidently extreme and leave little room 
for overlapping – men and women are meant to be opposite in almost every way. 
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In Gwilliam's study of Clarissa she also suggests that although 'femininity––
exemplary femininity under pressure––is the central subject of Clarissa, as it is of 
Pamela, in Clarissa the subject is, in part, mediated and undermined by that 
oppositional male voice'.13 Despite Clarissa's exemplary femininity, Robert 
Lovelace attempts to undermine it with his own, masculine sexuality; he misreads 
her virtue as pride.  
The gender power play at work in Clarissa is more actively demonstrated 
than that found in Tom Jones or The Female Quixote. Indeed, for Tom Jones, 
Sophia Western is the passive definition of true beauty and so like a perfect 
gentleman, he feels unworthy of her affection and both characters must wait for 
the intervention that brings them, virtuously, together. Arabella, despite being 
empowered by her beauty, is made a point of ridicule for her romantic notions and 
overly feminised behaviour, and she is inevitably coaxed back, although 
amicably, to her patriarchal reality. However, for Richardson's novel, the power 
play becomes directly linked to the male and female, masculine and feminine 
opposition the text so adamantly enforces. As a result of Lovelace's hyper-
masculinity and Clarissa's hyper-femininity, her beauty faces definitions from 
both sides. While Arabella and Sophia maintain their virtuous pedestals, Clarissa's 
virtue is continuously challenged. Lovelace's endless descriptions of Clarissa as 
both a woman and a goddess simultaneously define a physical, sexualised body 
and an exemplary, spiritual figure of virtue. Lovelace, as a sexual being, cannot 
disconnect his own desires from Clarissa's body, and Clarissa, despite her 
testimony of virtue, cannot escape Lovelace's 'social and physical force', to use 
Spacks' phrase. While the body and mind may live in harmony within the 
individual, the viewer's interpretation is subject to their own prejudice. Tom Jones 
and Charles Glanville both recognise the true beauty of their lovesrs, but Lovelace 
sees Clarissa as his prize and must have her at any cost. While the interpretation 
of beauty from the viewer is a considerable element of this analysis, it is first 
necessary to begin with the comparison of beauty the reader is invited to make. 
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Beauty and her Ugly Sisters 
For Robert Jones, writers like Charlotte Lennox provided 'a means of representing 
chaste and virtuous women while also enabling their young heroines to be 
attractive to a knowing or reformed male spectator'.14 This balance of virtue and 
attraction is at the heart of the true beauty, but, as Jones admits, there are many 
elements that affect the way this perfect form of beauty is portrayed in literature; 
the characters are often subject to individual tastes, narrative bias, misjudgement, 
comparison and most significantly, the balancing act that is sexualised beauty and 
virtue.15 While their characters may suffer some mishaps at the hands of others, or 
face a much more sobering cruelty, these characters stand as figures of true beauty 
and their descriptions and portrayals will be considered throughout this section. 
 Although the main text to be discussed in this chapter will be Richardson's 
epistolary novel, it is important to consider the similarities between some of its 
contemporary publications. Characters like Clarissa, Arabella and Sophia are 
meant to represent the epitome of femininity: perfect beauties with heavenly looks 
and untainted virtue. Clarissa and Sophia are praised for their natural beauty, and 
though Arabella is often prepared at her toilette in The Female Quixote, her virtue 
is not lessened by her art. As Chapter Four of this thesis concluded, the 
signification and literary description of female beauty is often very methodical in 
its language. While this was understandable in children's tales and moral fables, 
the same stereotypical descriptions of beauty, although more detailed, can be 
found in the complex narratives of these moral novels. Taking the physical 
descriptions of our three heroines, the likeness of each beauty is considerable. 
While the following examples are of some length, they demonstrate the great 
detail each of these authors went to in physically describing their female heroines. 
Beginning with the earliest example, in Clarissa, Lovelace writes to John 
Belford, describing his 'charmer': 
Her wax-like flesh (for, after all, flesh and blood I think she is!) by its 
delicacy and firmness, answers for the soundness of her health. Thou 
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has often heard me launch out in praise of her complexion. I never in 
my life beheld a skin so illustriously fair. The lily and the driven snow 
it is nonsense to talk of: Her lawn and her laces one might, indeed, 
compare to those: But what a whited wall would a woman appear to 
be, who had a complexion which would justify such unnatural 
comparisons? But this lady is all-alive, all-glowing, all charming flesh 
and blood, yet so clear, that every meandering vein is to be seen in all 
the lovely parts of her, which custom permits to be visible. 
Thou hast heard me also describe the wavy ringlets of her shining 
hair, needing neither art nor powder; of itself an ornament, defying all 
other ornaments; wantoning in and about a neck that is beautiful 
beyond description (3:6, 52–53). 
The main emphasis of Lovelace's description is just how natural Clarissa's beauty 
is: 'needing neither art nor powder'. He criticises the misuse of 'unnatural 
comparisons' like the 'lily and the driven snow', but still refers to her skin in poetic 
tradition as 'wax-like'. Lovelace's Clarissa is 'all-alive' with a 'soundness' of 
'health': she is the very picture of youth and unfeigned beauty. But her physical 
body is also accompanied by a 'native elegance' that 'surpasses all that I could 
imagine surpassing. [...] her person adorns what she wears, more than dress can 
adorn her: and that's her excellence' (3:3, 27). While the description may seem 
stereotypical, with Lovelace's emphasis on her 'flesh and blood' and the 'lovely 
parts of her', there are overtly sexual overtones in Lovelace's description of 
Clarissa's beauty, and without a narrator to guide the reader's view, Lovelace is 
left controlling the interpretation. 
The same, however, cannot be said of Sophia Western, whose physical 
description is almost physiognomic in its detail. Although this passage was briefly 
detailed in Chapter One, the full account of her beauty is included here:  
Sophia then, the only Daughter of Mr. Western, was a middle-sized 
Woman; but rather inclining to tall. Her Shape was not only exact, but 
extremely delicate; and the nice Proportion of her Arms promised the 
truest Symmetry in her Limbs. Her Hair, which was black, was so 
luxuriant, that it reached her Middle, before she cut it, to comply with 
the modern Fashion; and it was now curled so gracefully in her Neck, 
that few would believe it to be her own. If Envy could find any Part of 
her Face which demanded less Commendation than the rest, it might 
possibly think her Forehead might have been higher without Prejudice 
to her. Her Eye-brows were full, even, and arched beyond the Power 
of Art to imitate. Her black Eyes had a Lustre in them, which all her 
Softness could not extinguish. Her Nose was exactly regular, [as was] 
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her Mouth, in which were two Rows of Ivory. [...] Her Complexion 
had rather more of the Lily than of the Rose; but when Exercise, or 
Modesty, increased her natural Colour, no Vermilion could equal it. 
[...] Her Neck was long and finely turned; and here, if I was not afraid 
of offending her Delicacy, I might justly say, the highest Beauties of 
the famous Venus de Medicis were outdone. Here was Whiteness 
which no Lilies, Ivory, nor Alabaster could match.16 
The height of Sophia's beauty is pedestalled by its unequalled comparison. Her 
unmatched beauty not only demonstrates her perfection, but also her rarity. 
However, Sophia manages to avoid the intentional sexualisation of her beauty, as 
a narrator voices her physical description. The description of Arabella, although 
the shortest here, it is no less awe-inspiring: 
Nature had indeed given her a most charming Face, a Shape easy and 
delicate, a sweet and insinuating Voice, and an Air so full of Dignity 
and Grace, as drew the Admiration of all that saw her. [...] Her Dress, 
tho' singular, was far from being unbecoming. All the Beauties of her 
Neck and Shape were set off to the greatest Advantage by the Fashion 
of her Gown, which, in the Manner of Robes, was made to fit tight to 
her Body; and fastened on the Breast with a Knot of Diamonds. Her 
fine black hair, hung upon her Neck in Curls, which had so much the 
Appearance of being artless, that all but her Maid, whose Employment 
it was to give them their Form, imagined they were so. 17 
Much like Clarissa and Sophia, Arabella reinforces the stereotypical eighteenth-
century beauty: her skin is fair, her hair is curled and her beauty needs no art – or 
at least appears that way. 
Despite the stereotypical features of the eighteenth-century beauty, 
through beauty's element of attraction, the way it can be understood becomes 
increasingly complex. In a romanticised description of the female body, there are 
evidently sexual overtones to be found. While Arabella avoids a direct sexualised 
gaze, her description suggests she is a visual spectacle, with her tight dress, bare 
breast and curled hair. In comparison, Sophia's 'Whiteness' may refer to her skin, 
but the assurance that no 'Lilies, Ivory, nor Alabaster' could match it, invites a 
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connection with her virginal innocence. Clarissa's portrait, from her 'illustriously 
fair' skin to her white lawn and laces, while signifying her unblemished state, is 
detailed through the eyes of Lovelace – a man who describes her as 'all-flesh' and 
her hair as 'wantoning'. Even in the very epitome of physiognomic perfection and 
the height of feminine virtue, there is an element of moral doubt born from the 
sexualisation of the female body. 
While there is a possibility to sexualise true beauty, these literary 
heroines were intended as models of virtue, and the sexualisation of their bodies, 
however minor or significant it may be, is reflected in the viewer, rather than the 
characters themselves. To further remove any immoral doubt from their beauty, 
and place their rarity above all other women, Sophia, Arabella and Clarissa are 
presented with female comparisons. These comparative characters are often 
masculinised in some way, less attractive or less virtuous, and are positioned to 
offset the perfection and virtue of true beauty. Clarissa, for example, is compared 
with her sister Bella, and later contrasted with the most corrupt of all female 
characters, Mrs Sinclair. Sophia is compared to the rustic beauty of Molly; and 
Arabella has Charlotte Granville's carefully prepared looks to enhance her own 
natural attractiveness. While the heroines remain examples of true beauty, the 
comparative characters Molly, Bella and Charlotte are symbolic of the 'beautiful 
but bad' trope discussed in Chapter Four, demonstrating jealousy or the misuse of 
beauty; Mrs Sinclair, as the most extreme example, fulfils the role usually 
reserved for the ugly step-mother – an older, corrupted and jealous woman. While 
these categories are overly general and cannot express the complexities of the 
narrative development in the novels, all of these characters are deliberately placed 
in a position of contrast to the beautiful protagonists. 
Taking first the example from Tom Jones' Molly, the reader is invited to 
judge her character, like that of Sophia's, through her physical description. Molly 
is said to be 'one of the handsomest girls in the whole country' (91), but, when 
compared to the perfect beauty of Sophia,   
[Molly's] beauty was not of the most amiable kind. It had, indeed, 
very little of feminine in it, and would have become a man at least as 
well as a woman; for, to say the truth, youth and florid health had a 
very considerable share in the composition (92). 
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From the outset, the reader's mind is cast into doubt, as her beauty is said to be 
lacking in femininity, and all of the other good-graces the reader associates with 
such a signifier. Molly is, however, aware of her beauty, but without care of her 
virtue, is shown to use it to her advantage. The reader is informed that Tom 'Jones 
had more regard for [Molly's] virtue than she herself' and her relationship with 
Jones 'was her design' as 'she soon triumphed over all [his] virtuous resolutions' 
(92–93). This initial doubt proves true, as her illicit behaviour is uncovered 
throughout the story.  
Molly's judgement is not only created by the tone and placement of the 
narrator in her initial physical description, but by the prejudice and associations 
then pre-empted by the reader. As a result, the reader is forced to compare Molly's 
intention, her misuse of her beauty, as well as her physical description, with that 
of Sophia, who, with all her inner and outer beauties, is shown to have much more 
restraint over her feelings towards Jones:  
Notwithstanding the nicest guard which Sophia endeavoured to set on 
her behaviour, she could not avoid letting some appearances now and 
then slip forth: for love may again be likened to a disease in this, that 
when it is denied a vent in one part, it will certainly break out in 
another. What her lips, therefore, concealed, her eyes, her blushes, and 
many little involuntary actions, betrayed (115). 
Sophia's reluctance to show her affection for Jones is the reason for their 
continuous misunderstanding. To a modern reader this passive affection might 
appear self-defeating, but Sophia is ultimately rewarded for her continued 
demonstration of feminine virtue and restraint.  In this description Sophia 
becomes the very picture of female sensibility. Although she does her best to 
control them, her nerves betray her feelings and her delicate femininity. Feminine 
sensibility became part of the true beauty trope in as much as the behaviour did 
not become so overly dramatic that one could be accused of counterfeiting. 
Arabella's continuous fainting, for example, borders on the ridiculous. Indeed, 
sensibility became another way in which femininity and masculinity could be 
defined in opposition. According to Lawlor,  
Body tissues – such as muscles – embedded with nerves now had to 
be regarded as possessing sensibility and, more radically, could 
operate independently of the conscious, volitional, nervous system. 
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All bodies were now 'sensible' bodies – although some more than 
others – and were above all feeling ones. Sensibility could bypass the 
conscious mind and strike at the body.18 
While the gender division was explicit in the difference between men and 
women's nerves, there were further divisions between the masculinisation of 
women and the feminisation of men, which distinguished the truly feminine 
delicacy and passivity of Sophia from the masculine and very active behaviour of 
Molly. 
In The Female Quixote, Charlotte stands as the jealous counterpart to 
Arabella's beauty: 
Miss Glanville, having spent four long Hours in dressing herself to the 
greatest Advantage, in order, if possible, to eclipse her lovely Cousin, 
whose Mourning, being much deeper, was less capable of Ornaments, 
came into her Chamber; and, finding her still in her Morning Dress, 
For Heaven's sake, Lady Bella, said she, when do you purpose to be 
ready? [...] Miss Glanville, seating herself near the Table, resolved to 
be present while her Cousin was dressing, that she might have an 
Opportunity to make some Remarks to her Disadvantage: But she was 
extremely mortified, to observe the Haste and Negligence she made 
her Women use in this important Employment; and that, 
notwithstanding her Indifference, nothing could appear more lovely 
and genteel (83–84). 
While Charlotte's jealousy is used to taint her character, she is also positioned as 
point of contrast to the foolish actions of Arabella. While Arabella's behaviour 
drives the plot, and may, at times, frustrate the reader, Charlotte's mockery only 
stands to heighten Arabella's innocence and virtue (however foolishly she 
maintains it), and prove her delicate sensibility. 
In Clarissa, the reader is invited to compare Clarissa's sense of virtue with 
the tyranny of her family and the deceptive, rakish nature of Lovelace; with the 
concern of her beauty however, this comparison is particularly evident with her 
elder sister. Bella is not described quite so beautifully as Clarissa, and by her own 
admission, she 'was not handsome enough' for Lovelace, but, 
she was very well: there were many women deemed passable who 
were inferior to herself: that she was always thought comely; and 
                                                
18 Lawlor, Consumption and Literature, p. 51. 
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comeliness [...] having not so much to lose as beauty had, would hold, 
when that would evaporate or fly off: nay, for that matter [...] her 
features were not irregular; her eyes not at all amiss[.] Nothing, in 
short, to be found fault with, tho' nothing very engaging she doubted 
(1:2, 7). 
Although Bella does not exhibit her jealousy of Clarissa's beauty, this critique 
leaves her somewhere between bitter and vain. Much like Tom Jones's Molly, 
Bella's beauty lacks femininity, and she is considered to be 'hard-hearted' and 
'masculine in her air, and her spirit' with 'a soul of the other Sex in a body of ours' 
(2:33, 201). From the inclusion of Bella's commentary and this description in 
Clarissa's letters, we, as readers, are almost immediately, and then repeatedly, 
invited to judge her negatively, before we even directly hear from her.19 
 Likewise, Mrs Sinclair, to thoroughly convince the reader of her evil 
intentions, is presented as a figure in complete opposition to Clarissa's virtuous 
beauty. She is described, like Molly and Bella, as having a 'masculine air, and 
fierce look'; the 'old dragon' has 'eyebrows [...] like the bristles upon a hog's back', 
'ferret eyes', 'horse-nostrils' and a 'curled' chin (5:31, 290). After assuring us that 
Mrs. Sinclair 'has a strange sly Eye', 'an odd winking eye', 'and her respectfulness 
seems too much studied', as Clarissa comments 'people can't help their looks, you 
know' (3:59, 289), she and the reader have already made the observation and 
subsequent judgement of Sinclair's immoral character. Lovelace later assures the 
reader that Clarissa 'is a great observer of the eyes. She once quoted upon me a 
text, which showed me how she came by her knowledge' (5:30, 278). 
Richardson's note provides the reference as Ecc. 26:9–11: 'The whoredom of a 
woman may be known in her haughty looks and eye-lids. Watch over an impudent 
eye, and marvel not if it trespass against thee'. This passage alone is enough for 
the reader to justify Sinclair's 'sly eye' as an indication of her tainted character.  
The notion of a 'masculine' air is particularly off-putting for a woman, as 
Anna exclaims to Clarissa: 'Indeed, my dear, I do not think a Man-woman a pretty 
character at all: And, as I said, were I a man, I would sooner choose a Dove, 
though it were fit for nothing, but as the Play says, to go tame about house, and 
breed' (3:36, 190). The description of 'masculine' offers the reader a means by 
                                                
19 The first letter from Arabella to Clarissa is featured within vol. 1, Letter 29, pp. 191–92. 
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which the female character can be known and judged, associated with strength, 
cruelty and sexuality, even before their actions have been revealed. 
It is evident throughout this research that without the notion of comparison 
it would be difficult to gauge beauty as an ideal physical form. While the 
arguments for a natural recognition of beauty have justification in its shared social 
experience, the subsequent categorisation of beauty – who is more beautiful – is 
impossible without comparison. Lovelace's description of Miss Howe in 
comparison to Clarissa stands as an example. While Anna is by no means 
described negatively in the text, she still acts as a point of comparison when 
Lovelace compares his goddess to her: 
A sweet and auburn beauty is Miss Howe. A first beauty among beauties, 
when her sweeter friend [...] is not in company. [But when they see 
Clarissa,] the person saw more of the goddess than the woman in her. But 
the moment the same stranger turns to Miss Howe [...] you will observe by 
the turn of his countenance, and the air of his address, a kind of equality 
assumed (5:27, 255). 
Lovelace admits that Anna is beautiful, but she is nothing compared to Clarissa; 
the stranger feels 'a kind of equality' with Miss Howe that Clarissa's heavenly 
beauty could never sink to meet. Through their comparison with others, Clarissa, 
Arabella and Sophia emerge as the ideal female beauties, demonstrating the 
perfection of mind and body.  
For Clarissa to be seen an example to her sex, this external judgement is 
imperative, but it also leaves her vulnerable to misinterpretation. She is singled 
out (albeit hyperbolically) above all the members of her sex. With hindsight, the 
Clergyman describes Clarissa's once admirable virtue: 
how much she used to be followed by everyone's eye whenever she 
went abroad or to church; and praised and blessed by every tongue as 
she passed; especially by the poor: that she gave the fashion to the 
fashionable without seeming herself to intend it, or to know she did: 
That, however, it was pleasant to see Ladies imitate her in dress and 
behaviour who, being unable to come up to her in grace and ease, 
exposed but their own affection and awkwardness at the time that they 
thought themselves secure of a greater approbation because they wore 
the same things, and put them on in the same manner that she did, 
who had every-body's admiration; little considering, that were her 
person like theirs, or if she had had their defects, she would have 
brought up a very different fashion; for that nature was her guide in 
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everything, and ease her study; which, joined with a mingled dignity 
and condescension in her air and manner, whether she received or 
paid a compliment, distinguished her above her sex (7:30, 95). 
However, this description is preceded by the accusation of 'going off with so vile 
a rake,' which has 'given great scandal and offence to all the neighbouring Ladies, 
as well as to her friends' (7:30, 95). The accusation of Clarissa's infidelity is 
enough to destroy her former reputation – a woman cannot be truly beautiful, 
virtuous and seen to be sexually driven. 
  From these examples, it is evident that when forming a picture of beauty, 
or of any physical signifier, the prejudice of the viewer – whether that be the 
reader or the character within the text – plays an essential part in how beauty is 
understood, or misunderstood, as the case may be. While there is room for 
additional judgement, the reader's response to the actions in a text can be guided 
by a physical description of character; the author is playing with recognisable 
stereotypes in order to dictate and even pre-empt a reaction from the reader. The 
possibility of misinterpretation within this process is something that Richardson 
actively uses to his advantage. The following section addresses how the 
complexity of interpreting beauty allows for the misreading of beauty and virtue. 
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(Mis)Reading Virtues 
Misreading beauty is an anxiety not isolated to the eighteenth-century, but one 
that is ever-present. Men are repeatedly warned against the temptation of women's 
bodies and the spectacle of beauty always draws attention, whether good or bad. 
This thought is considered in Tom Jones, when Lord Allworthy explains that 
To deny that beauty is an agreeable object to the eye, and even worthy 
of some admiration, would be false and foolish. Beautiful is an epithet 
often used in Scripture, and always mentioned with honour. […] But 
to make this the sole consideration of marriage, to lust after it so 
violently as to overlook all imperfections for its sake, or to require it 
so absolutely as to reject and disdain religion, virtue, and sense, which 
are taught, it was not ordained (35). 
This rational advice warns against the first impression of a beautiful face, and the 
ability to 'overlook all imperfections' because of it. While Allworthy's warning 
suggests no blame on the woman's part, and is, in fact, more critical of men's lust, 
there are many examples that insist that beauty gives way to an idle nature and 
can lead to corruption and pride.  
 In Mary Astell's A Serious Proposal to the Ladies (1701), she writes 'to 
improve your Charms and heighten your Value' and suffer 'you no longer to be 
cheap and contemptible', a lady should  
fix that beauty, to make it lasting and permanent, which Nature with 
all the helps of Art cannot secure, and to place it out of the reach of 
Sickness and Old Age, by transferring it from a corruptible Body to an 
immortal Mind. An obliging Design, which would procure them 
inward Beauty, to whom Nature has unkindly denied the outward, and 
not permit those Ladies who have comely Bodies, to tarnish their 
Glory with deformed Souls.20 
Despite the willingness to see a reflection of the soul in the outer-body, physical 
beauty, unlike moral beauty, has a notion of advantage, which lends itself to pride 
and negative judgement. This section aims to uncover the reason why the concept 
of true beauty is, in fact, too good to be true, and why it therefore must be 
challenged and proved before it can be believed.  
                                                
20 Mary Astell, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, 4th edn (London: J. R. and R. Wilkin, 1701), pp. 
3–4. 
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Clarissa provides the perfect example for misreading beauty. While she is 
presented as the height of feminine virtue, a beacon of morality and sensibility to 
all her female readers, her description, actions and very freedoms are regularly 
controlled by a patriarchal commixture of father, lover and author. Indeed, as 
Barker-Benfield suggests,   
In Clarissa, Richardson seemed to expose this kind of 'empowerment' 
as a dangerous illusion. Under the exorbitant pressure of her father 
and his minions to marry Solmes, Clarissa was suspected by them of 
feigning sickness as a form of resistance. Lovelace joined them in 
expression the view that women's illness was to be dismissed as a 
counter in sexual warfare.21 
The display of feminine virtue is set a challenge in Clarissa. Accepting that her 
beauty signifies Clarissa's superiority and virtue, she is given the task of carefully 
navigating the pitfalls of an overly critical and corrupt society, while walking the 
knife-edge that her beauty's sexualisation presents.  
The reputation of beauty must be considered carefully as each opinion 
informs a different prejudice. As The Beauties of the Spectators, Tatlers, and 
Guardians (1753) claims, 
Beauty is an overweaning self conceited Thing, careless of providing 
itself any more substantial Ornaments; nay, so little does it consult its 
own Interest, that it too often defeats itself, by betraying that 
Innocence which renders it lovely and desirable. As therefore Virtue 
makes a beautiful Woman appear more beautiful, so Beauty makes a 
virtuous Woman really more virtuous.22 
By implicating female sexuality, and suggesting that beauty should be paired with 
'innocence', which makes it 'desirable' from a male perspective, the judgement of 
beauty continues to play with notions of sex and gender – a lady is expected to 
answer to the male fantasy of feminine virtue while remaining 'lovely and 
desirable'. The patriarchal fear of a woman using this fantasy to her benefit, 
however, meant that accusations of superiority could be applied to limit the 
advantage of beauty, and this power play is particularly evident in Clarissa.  
                                                
21 Barker-Benfield, Culture, p. 34. 
22  'Beauty', in The Beauties of the Spectators, Tatlers, and Guardians, vol. 1 of 2 (London: J. and 
R. Tonson, 1753), pp. 141–145 (p. 145). 
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With the rarity of Clarissa's true beauty fuelling Lovelace's affections and 
amongst the jealousies felt by her family, the character and the incomparability of 
Clarissa inform the superiority of her beauty and lead to accusations of pride. This 
superiority, however, is the reason Lovelace wants to test Clarissa, and prove 
there is a flaw in her character. While on the surface Lovelace continually reminds 
the reader of Clarissa's excellencies, 
If you love to see features that glow, though the heart is frozen and 
never yet was thawed; if you love fine sense and adages flowing 
through teeth of ivory, and lips of coral; an eye that penetrates all 
things; a voice that is harmony itself; an air of grandeur, mingled with 
a sweetness that cannot be described; a politeness than, if ever 
equalled, was never excelled–– you'll see all these excellencies, and 
ten times more in this my GLORIANA (3:63, 328), 
her isolation as an unequalled beauty also informs her superiority. Her behaviour 
and beauty are therefore interpreted as elements of pride, and her virtue brought 
into question.  
As the previous examples of Molly, Charlotte and Bella have shown, the 
reading of beauty is often influenced either by a comparison, existing knowledge 
of the individual, or a certain expectation. An example of misreading beauty can 
be found in Frances Burney's Evelina, as the namesake of the novel is discussed in 
a letter between Lady Howard and the Rev. Mr Villars:  
Her face and person answer my most refined ideas of complete 
beauty: and this, though a subject of praise less important to you, or, 
to me than any other, is yet so striking, it is not possible to pass it 
unnoticed. Had I not known from whom she received her education, I 
should at first sight of so perfect a face, have been in pain for her 
understanding; since it has been long and justly remarked, that folly 
has ever sought alliance with beauty.23 
It is experience that informs Lady Howard's judgement that beauty can cover-up, 
cause or even compensate for 'folly' and negates her willingness to acknowledge a 
true beauty in Evelina. In Lady Howard's description, both the natural reaction  – 
the girl is 'striking' and a match for her 'most refined ideas of complete beauty' – 
                                                
23  Frances Burney, 'Letter VI, Lady Howard to the Rev. Mr Villars, Howard Grove', in Evelina, 
ed. by Margaret Anne Doody (London: Penguin, 1994), pp. 22–23 (p. 22). 
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and her understanding, which, without knowledge of the girl's education, would 
have led her to assume she was foolish, work to form her opinion of Evelina.  
Another example of misjudgement can be found in Clarissa. In a letter from 
Clarissa to Miss Howe, she writes: 
A very different appearance, I must own, all these make, now the 
story of the pretty rustic is cleared up, then they would have made had 
it not. – And, methinks too, my dear, I can allow the girl to be prettier 
than before I could, though I never saw her – For virtue is beauty in 
perfection (2:28, 161) 
In the same way that the knowledge of Evelina's education aided Lady Howard's 
judgement of her 'complete beauty', so the revealed 'virtue' of the 'pretty rustic' 
allowed her 'to be prettier' in Clarissa's eyes.  
 The misjudgement of beauty, as well as its marriage with folly, is treated 
very differently in The Female Quixote. Arabella is aware of her own beauty and 
believes it has disastrous effects on her lovers: 'Do you think I have any Cause to 
accuse myself, tho' Five thousand Men were to die for me! 'Tis very certain, my 
Beauty has produced very deplorable Effects' (175). Despite her folly, Lennox 
manages to preserve Arabella's virtue, as the implications of her beauty come 
from herself – she has misjudged and exaggerated her own beauty and in doing 
so, undermined its power. 
In the same way, Clarissa's appearance places her at odds with the 
masculine ideals of virtue. While her naivety is not exaggerated in the same way 
as Arabella's, her beauty puts her in both a position of vulnerability as well as 
power; she is able to negotiate with the male fantasy while also being ruled by its 
inconsistencies. As Lovelace wishes to challenge Clarissa's virtue, he does so by 
attempting to unearth the sense of wantonness he reads in, and applies to, her 
body; he almost refuses to acknowledge that her virtuous mind is ideally and 
physiognomically expressed through her perfectly beautiful body. While Clarissa 
may look and behave like an ideal woman, he believes she must be too good to be 
true. This doubt comes from Lovelace's past experience with women: 'Thou 
knowest, that I have more than once, twice, or thrice, put to the fiery Trial young 
women of Name and Character; and never yet met with one who held out a 
month; nor indeed so long as could puzzle my invention' (3:14, 85). Lovelace 
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convinces himself that he can find a flaw in Clarissa: 'if I could pull her down a 
little nearly to my own level; that is to say, could prevail upon her to do 
something that would argue imperfection, something to repent of; we should jog 
on much more equally' (3:22, 124). Through his challenges, Lovelace attempts to 
prove Clarissa's virtue, or find a flaw in it, and reminds the reader how fragile 
beauty is, and that its reputation is heavily – if not entirely – controlled by the 
viewer's interpretation of it. But it is the proof of virtue that really remains key 
here; like Chico's expression of intention discussed in the previous chapter, virtue 
is also at the mercy of misinterpretation, but while it may face a trial, it has the 
power to redeem itself. 
The idea that physical beauty is accompanied by a sense of virtue has been 
both reinforced and repeatedly challenged throughout this thesis. Although the 
cosmeticised woman has so far provided much of this challenge, when the same 
doubt is cast on natural beauty, there is evidence to suggest that a social and 
patriarchal anxiety is to blame for beauty's misjudgement. If physical female 
beauty is considered as a threat to the notion that the ideal woman is a submissive 
one, the sullying associations of beauty become a little more understandable, 
although by no means permissible. When one considers the idea that physical 
beauty was viewed as a useless adornment without an accompanying grace or the 
delicacy associated with feminine sensibility, both of which would suggest the 
inner virtue of the individual, it is automatically plagued by doubt. The cautionary 
experience detailed in Lady Howard's meeting with Evelina, Clarissa's description 
of the 'pretty rustic' and Arabella's ridiculous behaviour, are all indicative of a 
society that believes beautiful girls can, and will, depend on their looks. The true 
beauty is therefore tainted by the potential for sexualised judgement, wantonness 
and temptation, as well as notions of superiority and subsequent jealousy. True 
beauty, with all its claims of feminine virtue, is a product created for and by the 
male imagination; it encapsulates the fantasy of the wanton virgin – a woman that 
could not exist outside of the imagination. To further address the judgement of 
beauty, the final section will explore how this interplay of virtue and sexuality is 
utilised within Clarissa. 
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Clarissa's Beauty 
This final section will work to unpack the complexities of Clarissa's beauty. 
Despite the exhaustive critical analyses on Richardson's novel, the role of 
Clarissa's exemplary beauty has received little critical attention.24 Through the 
following analysis, considering the voyeuristic and patriarchal interpretations of 
the female body and the sexualisation of beauty, I argue that Clarissa's beauty is 
not only an integral part of her characterisation, but that it is central, in its 
multiple interpretations, to the events of the novel. 
In its simplest form, Clarissa follows the story of a heroine facing a test of 
her virtue. Clarissa is pitted against the corruptible Lovelace and manipulative 
Mrs Sinclair, with an ungrateful family and only a few good friends for comfort. 
While there is an argument to be found in Clarissa's beauty aiding her downfall, 
this is often avoided as a means of analysis because it would wrongly shift the 
blame from the viewer to the viewed; regarding Clarissa's rape this is particularly 
problematic. While her beauty is not a fault in the text, it is, however, used to 
negotiate Clarissa's character with the reader and condemn the actions of 
Lovelace. Through an exploration of the interpretation of Clarissa's beauty, 
Lovelace's judgement of Clarissa, and his inability to detach her body from his 
own fantasy, as well as Clarissa's resulting struggle to escape the sexualised 
judgement of her body and the challenges to her virtue, can be compared. As Ann 
Jessie Van Sant suggests, 'Richardson, having created Clarissa, presumably knew 
the quality of her chastity, but his demonstration of it to his readers rests on 
Lovelace's investigation'.25 In this way, Richardson purposefully leaves Clarissa's 
virtue suspended, and the reader is able to see her, as Chico suggests, as both 'an 
emblem of true, uncompromised virtue' and 'an embodiment of flaws that call this 
                                                
24 Chico notes this disparity in Designing Women, p. 165. R. F. Brissenden does suggest 'Clarissa's 
beauty as well as her goodness thus ironically contributes to her unhappiness', but does not 
continue the analysis with a focus on her beauty. See R. F. Brissenden, Virtue in Distress: Studies 
in the Novel of Sentiment from Richardson to Sade (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1974), p. 167. See 
also Ronald Paulson, Satire and the Novel in Eighteenth-Century England (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1967), pp. 212–14. 
25 Ann Jessie Van Sant, Eighteenth-Century Sensibility and the Novel (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993), p. 67. 
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virtue into question'.26 R. F. Brissenden summarises the themes of the novel in a 
similar vein, suggesting that Clarissa's trials are 'not merely a test of her own 
personal toughness and integrity, they are also a test, almost casuistic in its 
thoroughness, of the moral attitudes she represents'.27 Clarissa's trial becomes an 
extension of the way virtue and beauty is both embodied by the individual, and 
externally judged and valued by society. 
Through the epistolary nature of the text and the second-hand descriptions 
of her character, Clarissa, according to John Dussinger, can be divided into 'at 
least three Clarissas': 'the proud exemplar of her sex'; 'the religious ascetic'; and 
'the sentimental heroine, delicate, yielding, and erotically speechless'.28 The same 
instability of Clarissa's character is discussed in Terry Castle's close analysis of 
Lovelace's dream,  
Lovelace's plot of inversion has from the start depended on one stable 
element: the eminent naiveté of the heroine, her total, uneducable 
gullibility. [But where] before she has been trusting, ingenuous, a 
naive interpreter to the 'facts,' she now metamorphoses into someone 
suspicious, streetwise, savvy.29 
While it might be difficult to gauge which of these is the true Clarissa from a 
narrative point of view, if we align these character traits with the interpretation 
and scrutiny of true beauty, Clarissa is able to encompass all of these descriptions 
simultaneously; she can be proud, intelligent, naive, foolish, strong and weak, 
sexual and virtuous, all at the same time.30 Armed with this all-encompassing 
                                                
26 Chico, Designing, p. 179. 
27 Brissenden, Virtue in Distress: Studies in the Novel of Sentiment from Richardson to Sade, p. 
161. 
28 John A. Dussinger, 'Truth and Storytelling in Clarissa', in Samuel Richardson: Tercentenary 
Essays, ed. by Margaret Anne Doody and Peter Sabor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1989), pp. 40–50 (p. 41). 
29 Terry Castle, The Female Thermometer: Eighteenth-Century Culture and the Invention of the 
Uncanny (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 60. 
30 Many critical analyses of Clarissa address Richardson's religious intent within the novel. For 
example, Adam Budd has argued that Clarissa 'was designed to cultivate our awareness of 
suffering'. For more on the religious intention of Richardson's novel, see Budd, 'Why Clarissa 
Must Die: Richardson’s Tragedy and Editorial Heroism', in Eighteenth-Century Life, vol. 31, 3 
(2007), pp. 1–28 (p. 23); and also E. Derek Taylor, Reason and Religion in Clarissa: Samuel 
Richardson and 'the Famous Mr. Norris, of Bemerton' (Surrey: Ashgate, 1988), particularly pp. 
111–54. While this is a popular route of addressing the major concerns of the novel, I have chosen 
to pursue an alternative line of analysis following the subject of female beauty. 
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beauty, Richardson sets about to prove that the truly virtuous woman still has a 
part to play in the languishing morals of bourgeois society.  
Clarissa is the epitome of feminine sensibility, and according to Lawlor, 
'Clarissa's thin but beautiful frame becomes the visible symbol of her superior 
sensibility', her 'consumption denotes both sexual attractiveness and spiritual 
superiority' – she is the true beauty.31 According to Jones, however, this 
exemplary figure has become a social spectacle, a body on which to assign the 
moral code of conduct, a notion to aim for – but not one that can be fully 
embodied. He suggests the 'new form of sociability [...] takes as its primary 
symbol the spectacle of a virtuous woman. In order for this discourse to function 
women have to be considered carefully and their conduct viewed insistently.'32 In 
such a position, feminine virtue is an open target to the judgemental male gaze, 
and with Clarissa standing in this lofty position, Richardson, following the 
accusation that his heroine was too good to be true, felt the need to defend her 
exemplary virtue in the Postscript of the third edition:  
Some there are, and ladies too! who have supposed that the 
excellencies of the heroine are carried to an improbably and even an 
impracticable height in the History. But the education of Clarissa from 
early childhood ought to be considered as one of her very great 
advantages; and indeed the very foundation of all her excellencies; 
[we] are not to look [among] those who may be called daughters of 
the card table. If we do the character of the heroine may then indeed 
be justly thought not only improbable, but unattainable (8: 297). 
Richardson quite readily admits that Clarissa's character is not one you will find in 
social circles. He reasons that her education is the foundation of her excellence, 
but if we are to look for a real example amongst social ladies, then such a virtuous 
beauty is 'unattainable'. So while Richardson props Clarissa up on a pedestal of 
female excellence, Lovelace, and the society he represents, does his best to knock 
her back down. Richardson relies on the misinterpretation of her beauty, by 
Lovelace and her family, and uses their accusations of pride and superiority to 
expose their own defects; while Lovelace is busy trying to find a flaw in Clarissa, 
he is only accentuating his own. 
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The plot is initially fuelled by Clarissa's naivety when trying to escape the 
corruption and pressures of the patriarchal world in which her beauty is not only a 
spectacle, but also a commodity. She must either deny her role as dutiful daughter 
or surrender her virtue to a man unworthy of it. In deciding to disobey her father, 
she runs away with a known rake. The implications of her trials, while often out 
of her control, question if she was right to disobey her filial duty, and 
Richardson's Preface ascertains that there is blame in her disobedience. He 
suggests the events of Clarissa are meant  
To caution Parents against the undue Exertion of their natural 
Authority over their Children, in the great Article of Marriage:  
And Children against preferring a Man of Pleasure to a Man of 
Probity, upon that dangerous, but too commonly received Notion, 
That a Reformed Rake makes the best Husband (1, vii).  
While Clarissa makes her case and point for not marrying Roger Solmes, 'a Man 
of Probity', by disobeying her father she ends up corrupted by a 'Man of Pleasure'. 
These warnings may be self-evident within the text, but Richardson had other 
morally grounded intentions for Clarissa:  
But above all, To investigate the highest and most important Doctrines 
not only of Morality, but of Christianity, by showing them thrown into 
action in the conduct of the worthy characters; while the unworthy, 
who set those Doctrines at defiance, are condignly, and, as may be 
said, consequentially, punished (1, vii–ix). 
While the greater purpose of reform is put on the face of the novel, it all hinges on 
Clarissa's idealised feminine beauty. Clarissa could just have easily exhibited the 
same virtue in a plainer physique, but her story is somehow more tragic if she is 
beautiful – she becomes the spectacle, that 'too Celestial' example, to use the 
words of the Spectator, of beauty and virtue 'in the same person'.33 Clarissa's 
beauty is wrongly used to justify her family's pressures of profitable marriage, her 
sibling's jealousy and Lovelace's unrelenting advances, but this is precisely why 
Richardson uses it. The judgement of Clarissa's beauty becomes an allegory by 
which the 'worthy' and 'unworthy' (1: xi) characters are distinguished. There is an 
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underlying commentary on the effect of misreading beauty that remains under the 
surface of Clarissa's moral instruction. 
By characterising Clarissa as a true beauty, Richardson's story plays with 
the judgements of others. In leaving the safety of her home, Clarissa transcends 
the domestic space into a far more dangerous and corruptible social sphere. This 
shift, or the negotiation of female virtue within two opposing forms of conduct – 
social and domestic – is a subject covered by Jones' study. He traces the 
movement of the middle classes, where women and femininity attempt to 
encompass both a domestic and social space, suggesting  
The discourse which emerges from such discussions [of private and 
public spaces] is one that represents beauty as the moment of a 
woman's social visibility; one which declares her moral and sexual, as 
well as visual, presence.34 
With such strict moral codes of conduct influencing the male gaze and the 
feminised behaviour of Clarissa, her self-worth, evident in her refusal of Solmes 
and her denial of Lovelace's advances, is accused of being a negative, or a falsely 
acted element of her character. While Clarissa's beauty indicates her virtue to 
Anna and Belford, it sexualises her to Lovelace and Mrs. Sinclair, and even 
comes to rationalise the duty she owes to her family members; her self-worth, 
likewise, can be seen as both commendable and an element of pride. But these 
different interpretations originate from viewing the same character, the same 
physical beauty and the same indicators of moral and sensible behaviour. But 
while Clarissa maintains the potential to be both the example of feminine virtue 
and the sexually visible beauty, she cannot fully embody either role.  
Clarissa is continuously traversing this contradiction until her death. After 
being pressured by her family to 'marry the man you hate', she tells Anna nothing 
'but the last extremity shall make me abandon my father's house' (2:12, 72). But 
that last extremity comes in her forced marriage to Solmes and her refusal of him 
is a direct, however reluctant, betrayal of her father's authority and her duty as a 
daughter. Clarissa instead chooses to flee, although provoked, with the mysterious 
Lovelace, who, even without hindsight, the reader, like Clarissa, knows not to 
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trust. As Lovelace argues, he was 'One whom she knew to be a rake' (6:26, 100). 
However, these were not always Clarissa's only options. With the acquisition of 
her Grandfather's property, Clarissa had the potential to be a self-sustained 
woman, but this would not fit with the patriarchal perception of femininity that 
the novel so ruthlessly clings to. Even Bella comments, 'as to your cant of living 
single, nobody will believe you. This is one of your fetches to avoid complying 
with your duty' (1:29, 191). Considering her very vocal refusal of both Solmes 
and Lovelace, Clarissa continues to push the boundaries of codified female virtue, 
leading to her accusations of pride from Lovelace: 'In short, her whole air 
throughout this debate expressed a majestic kind of indignation, which implied a 
believed superiority of talents over the man she spoke to' (3:7, 51). While her 
willingness for independence and the defence of her virtue are often clear to the 
reader, through a patriarchal lens, and to those 'unworthy' characters, they are 
misread as pride and selfishness.  
To address this dual role of Clarissa further, and to implement the 
misreading of her beauty, Lovelace's descriptions of her as a woman and goddess 
– the sexual being and the heavenly creature – can be explored. It is undeniable 
that Clarissa is physically beautiful, but her character and mind are continually 
drawn into question when deciding what this beauty indicates. Lovelace requests 
one thing from Belford:  
allow me to try if I cannot awaken the woman in her? to try if she, 
with all that flowing symmetry of parts and that full bloom of vernal 
graces, by which she attracts every eye, be really inflexible as to the 
grand article? (3:14, 88). 
He wishes to try her virtue and prove she is the wanton virgin his cynical morals 
expect her to be. As Gwilliam explains, 'Clarissa offers a more complex and more 
explicitly theorized analysis of gender and sexuality than does Pamela. Lovelace 
formulates his trials of Clarissa as conclusive experiences on the nature of 
femininity and the female body.'35 Lovelace's experiences of the female body are 
restricted by his feelings of sexual attraction. While he admires Clarissa, he also 
understands that the concept of feminine virtue is in contradiction with the 
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sexualised female body. The notion that physical beauty and virtue can be 
admired and yet not provoke pride in the individual appears to be beyond 
Lovelace's understanding.  
The accusation of pride fuels Lovelace's debate as to whether Clarissa is 
actually able to negotiate this contradiction: 
The pride of setting an example to her sex has run away with her 
hitherto, and many have made her till now invincible. Pride is perhaps 
the principal bulwark of female virtue. Humble a woman, and may she 
not be effectually humbled? Then who says, Miss Clarissa Harlowe is 
the Paragon of Virtue? [...] Has her Virtue ever been proved?––Who 
has dared to try her Virtue? (3:14, 80) 
He comes to the conclusion that if 'her virtue' is 'founded in pride', 'must she not 
then be a woman?' (3:14, 83). Lovelace is accusing her of playing the part of 
virtue and by doing so he aims to remove the power she has to deny his advances. 
As Christine Roulston and Louis Regis suggest, 'Clarissa's virtue becomes an anti-
social force that cannot be recuperated within the parameters of bourgeois 
ideology'.36 There is no room for immovable virtue in the world of status-driven 
Harlowes and rakish Lovelaces.  
Lovelace's decision to test Clarissa's virtue becomes not only a trial of his 
own misjudgement, but one of the culture's moral values: 
'Tis pride, a greater pride than my own, that governs her. Love she has 
none, thou seest; nor ever had; at least not in a superior degree––Love 
never was under the dominion of prudence, or of any reasoning 
power––She cannot bear to be thought a woman, I warrant!––and if, in 
the last attempt, I find her not one, what will she be the worse for the 
trial?––No one is to blame for suffering an evil he cannot shun or 
avoid (5:28, 263). 
Of course, Clarissa is a woman, but in this social role she is faced with the 
connotations of what Lovelace, and society, thinks 'woman' means, and what she 
herself, as a believer in sensibility and virtue, believes a woman to be. The 
accusation that she cannot 'bear to be thought a woman' is not because of her 
gender, but because of the implication of that label as a sexual being. If Lovelace 
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can prove she is a woman, then he can prove that all womankind can be 
corrupted: 'And now, if I have not found a virtue that cannot be corrupted, I will 
swear that there is not one such in the whole sex' (3:14, 88). Despite continuous 
reassurances from Belford of Clarissa's virtue, Lovelace still attempts to prove 
Clarissa is a 'woman', and that her mind can be persuaded by her bodily urges: 'If I 
can have her without [marriage] who can blame me for trying? (3:14, 85). His 
experience, and Clarissa's comparison with other women grounds, however 
inflexibly, his theory.  
Lovelace does, however, acknowledge Clarissa's superiority to these 
women, and his own pride fuels his pursuit of her. Clarissa may be a rare 
commodity, but she is one that can be attempted or bartered for: 
Is there but one Lovelace in the world?––May not more Lovelaces be 
attracted by so fine a figure? by such exalted qualities?––It was her 
character that drew me to her: and it was her beauty and good sense 
that rivetted my chains; and now, all together make me think her [a] 
subject worthy of my attempts; worthy of my ambition (3:14, 85). 
Once again the fantasy of feminine virtue sustains Lovelace's attempts to claim it. 
However, while Lovelace is unable to tempt the physical woman from her 
immovably virtuous mind, he cannot hope to have her. But his torment becomes a 
game, a punishment that tests not only Clarissa's virtue, but his own power as a 
man. He sees Clarissa's beauty as a power and her expression of sensibility as a 
performance of virtue. According to Barker-Benfield, 'Lovelace enjoyed Clarissa's 
tears and her distraction, her symptoms of virtuous distress, before he drugged 
and raped her. The power of a woman's weakness was revealed as fantasy, in 
contrast, to the reality of a man's power.'37 When he finally resorts to drug-induced 
rape, he momentarily removes Clarissa's consciousness and is able to take her 
physical virtue. However, without Clarissa's consent, Lovelace fails to ever unite 
her sexualised body with her virtuous mind – he has, inevitably, done nothing but 
drive her further away, and ultimately, to her death.  
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 Considering the story of Clarissa with an analysis of true beauty makes 
the final account of her beauty all the more meaningful. Anna's description 
summarises the potential dangers of misreading beauty: 
her shape was so fine, her proportion so exact, her features so regular, 
her complexion so lovely, and her whole person and manner was so 
distinguishably charming, that she could not move without being 
admired and followed by the eyes of every one, though strangers, who 
never saw her before. [...] She was rather tall, than of a middling 
stature; and had a dignity in her aspect and air, that bespoke the mind 
that animated every feature. This native dignity, as I may call it, 
induced some superficial persons, who knew not how to account for 
the reverence which involuntarily filled their hearts on her appearance 
to impute pride to her. [...] Judging therefore by their own narrowness, 
they thought it impossible that the Lady who possessed so many 
[perfections], should not think herself superior to them all (8:49, 196–
97). 
Anna's final words feel like a vindication of Clarissa: 'in the bad sense of the 
word, Miss Clarissa Harlowe knew not what pride was'. She argues, with support, 
that Clarissa's accusation of pride was actually dignity: 'There is but one pride 
pardonable; that of being above doing a base or dishonourable action' (8:49, 198). 
In questioning Clarissa's true beauty, the 'unworthy' characters and 'superficial 
persons' of the novel reveal themselves. While the doubt of beauty's virtue exists, 
a fact that Lovelace relies on, Clarissa cannot escape the misjudgement of her true 
beauty and the novel subsequently ends in tragedy. 
However, the tragedy is not simply a tragedy. Clarissa receives the good 
Christian death she required to reclaim her virtue, and she uses it to not only 
recover her body, but to punish Lovelace for his treatment of her. Elizabeth 
Bronfen suggests that Clarissa turns 'her body into a trope for [Lovelace's] guilt 
and her triumph'.38 In her will, recited in a letter between Belford and James 
Harlowe, she instructs that Lovelace's view of her dead body is conditional: if, 'as 
I am Nobody's, he insist upon viewing her dead whom he ONCE before saw in a 
manner dead, let his gay curiosity be gratified' (8:27, 98). However, she adds that 
a note may be given to Lovelace, 'whilst he is viewing the ghastly spectacle' of her 
body, reading: '"Gay, cruel heart! behold here the Remains of the once ruined, yet 
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now happy, Clarissa Harlowe!––See what thou thyself must quickly be;–– and 
REPENT! ––"' (98). As Bronfen details, 'This death is exemplary, different from 
the conventionally expected outcome of rape, because it involves the conscious 
and explicit choice of death as a strategy for lending authority to the women's 
version of her story.'39  
Clarissa dies, exulting 'Come––O come––Blessed Lord–-JESUS! And 
with these words, the last but half pronounced, expired: Such a smile, such a 
charming serenity over-spreading her sweet face at the instant, as seemed to 
manifest her eternal happiness already begun' (8:1, 7). According to Lawlor, 
Clarissa's death pays homage not only to the good Christian death trope, but to 
Clarissa's ideal feminine sensibility. He suggests that her death is one caused by a 
consumption, and while 'Lovelace's harsh persecution has had its effect on her 
body', 
the result is paradoxical: rather than reducing her attractiveness, he 
has enhanced it, because consumption preserves her beauty as well as 
giving her a sympathetic delicacy and weakness that a certain 
masculine aesthetic was now beginning to pronounce fitting for a 
woman of the middling and upper sort.40 
With her preserved beauty, even in her death, Clarissa is made an example of: 
And thus died Miss Clarissa Harlowe, in the blossom of her youth and beauty 
[without] equal for unblemished virtue, exemplary piety, sweetness of manners, 
discreet generosity, and true Christian charity' (8:1, 8). Her beauty does not fade, 
and her fear of what Lovelace may do with her corpse, mirroring her unconscious, 
drugged body, is evidence that Clarissa still views her beauty as a danger to her 
virtue, even after her death. As Lovelace insists on having it embalmed (8:17, 44), 
he still believes her beautifully preserved body is his: 'Whose was she living? 
Whose is she dead, but mine?' (44).41 
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Clarissa's beautiful death is further exemplified by the comparatively 
horrible and ugly description of Mrs. Sinclair, who, believing she will die of 
infection after breaking her leg, begs forgiveness for her treatment of Clarissa. 
Belford describes her: 
Behold her then, spreading the whole tumbled bed with her huge 
quaggy carcase: Her mill-post arms held up; her broad hands clenched 
with violence; her big eyes, goggling and flaming-red as we may 
suppose those of a salamander; her matted griesly hair, made 
irreverent by her wickedness (her clouted head-dress being half off) 
spread about her fat ears and browny neck; her livid lips parched, and 
working violently; her broad chin in conclusive motion (8:19, 52). 
Even the women who surrounded her are described in true Swiftian horror: 'with 
faces, three or four of them, that had run, the paint lying in streaky seams not half 
blowz'd off, discovering coarse wrinkled skins: The hair of some of them of 
diverse colours, obliged to the black-lead comb' (8:19, 52). Bronfen's comment 
summarises this disparity between the virtuous death of Clarissa and the sordid 
deathbed of Mrs. Sinclair: 'As death's opposite, as an attempt to deny the 
transience of the human body, vanity nevertheless serves as a measure for 
mortality. The more vain and self-admiring a person, the more extreme a loss of 
beauty and erotic charm will be felt.'42 The ugliness surrounding Mrs. Sinclair and 
her prostitutes exemplifies their guilt, deceit and immoral characters. 
From her introduction to her death, the comparison of Clarissa's beauty and 
virtue with other, less virtuous characters, is unrelenting, but the traditional happy 
ending most of Richardson's readers would have expected is missing – her virtue 
is not rewarded by marriage, but by death. In his postscript, Richardson cites 
Addison's thoughts on the 'poetic justice' of his moral novel: 'good and evil 
happen alike to ALL MEN [...] and as the principal design of tragedy is to raise 
commiseration and terror in the minds of the audience, we shall defeat this great 
end if we always make virtue and innocence happy and successful' (8: 281). With 
Clarissa's death the story avoids the perhaps unrealistic but positive expectations 
associated with true beauty and virtue. There is no way left for Richardson to 
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reward Clarissa but in the release of death. It is the only way she can prove her 
virtue and convince Lovelace and her family of their misjudgement. 
Clarissa negotiates the prevailing ideas surrounding feminine beauty, moral 
virtue, sensibility and social conduct. Like the fairytales examined in Chapter 
Four, the beautiful heroine provides the platform on which her counterpart, or in 
this case, counterparts, can be reformed. Aside from the unorthodox ending, the 
story of Clarissa's beauty and moral trial feels very familiar. The reader and those 
'unworthy' characters are condemned for ever having doubted Clarissa's 
exemplary beauty and virtue, and are likewise punished. As a means to solidify 
the influence of experience and comparison in reading – or misreading – beauty, 
Clarissa sets about to demonstrate that the judgement of others will always 
involve a reflection of the self.  
Conclusion 
I conceive, all that can be said, either of Beauty, or of Love, may be 
comprised in a very few Words: All who have Eyes, and behold true 
Beauty, will be ready to confess it is a very pleasing Object; and all 
that can be said of it, may be said in very few Words; for when we 
have run over the Catalogue of Charms, and mentioned fine Eyes, fine 
Hair, delicate Complexion, regular Features, and an elegant Shape, we 
can only add a few Epithets more, such as Lovely, Dangerous, 
Enchanting, Irresistible and the like; and every thing that can be said 
of Beauty is exhausted.1 
* 
The research in this thesis has proved Mr Glenville both right, and wrong. His 
words echo the familiar 'Catalogue of Charms' so many descriptions of physical 
beauty in this period called on, but the assignation of those 'few Epithets more' 
contradict the initial simplicity of viewing 'a very pleasing Object'. Instead, I am 
inclined to agree with Arabella: 'you have not well considered what you say, since 
you maintain that Love and Beauty are Subjects easily and quickly discussed: 
Take the Pains, I beseech you, to reflect a little upon those numerous and long 
Conversations' (149). Although the subject of beauty cannot be summarised in so 
'few Words', it can, as this thesis has aimed to demonstrate, be framed by an 
exploration of the connecting associations between body and mind. 
Where this study has, for the most part, lacked a chronological focus, its 
intentions were to build a pragmatic framework on which the study of beauty 
could be based. Exploring the connection between body and mind, and 
acknowledging the recognition of beauty alongside its subsequent interpretation, 
demonstrate that the continued entwinement of feminine qualities with female 
beauty can be mapped across a lengthy and socially turbulent period without 
significant deviation. Based on the range of literature and sources included in this 
research, it is apparent that unravelling the way beauty was understood in this 
period has a wide critical application. These thoughts on beauty can be seen to 
inform almost every aspect of cultural and social interaction, from medicine and 
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general health to the way characters are described in fiction; beauty grounds the 
fears of ageing and sickness; it warns against and simultaneously encourages 
female sexuality; it offers a disguise for illness, lust and even provides a challenge 
to chastity. Beauty idealises concepts of class, race, and wealth; it is accused of 
both pride and folly; and, perhaps most importantly, it offers an all-encompassing 
insight into the eighteenth-century formation of femininity. 
This research project began in recognition of the thematic signifiers for 
physical female beauty in literature. I did not predict that these signifiers would 
have such inflexible and yet far-reaching applications, both testing and inviting 
common recognitions of beauty. While the research could have focused solely on 
the physical expression of beauty, this would ultimately short-change the intention 
of a more comprehensive study. This thesis has just began to scratch the surface in 
regard to the moral tension surrounding beauty and the interpretation of the body, 
but it has become clear that a knowledge and understanding of the connection 
between the physical body and the character of the mind is absolutely necessary 
when considering thoughts on appearance and behaviour in this period.  
What has become most apparent in undertaking this research is the sense 
of unity between the various disciplines. Despite the wide variety of sources in 
this research, the fortune-tellers, artistic guides, philosophical treatises, conduct 
literature, poetry and even fairytales, there is an agreement in the idealisation and 
expectation of female beauty and feminine conduct – an expectation that the outer 
body should be expressive of the inner virtues and qualities associated with the 
female sex. Although the female body does not often live up to this expectation, 
and beauty, especially through the male-gaze, can easily become sexualised, 
dispelling the virtue synonymous with it, there is a willingness to acknowledge 
and anticipate the perfection of beauty in both body and soul. As Burke suggested, 
'the face must be expressive of such gentle and amiable qualities, as correspond 
with the softness, smoothness, and delicacy of the outward form'.2 It is the sense 
of unity that has driven this project and at the same time added to the complexity 
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of it. While the existing studies of beauty in the eighteenth century have tended to 
focus their analysis on one or two specific areas of thought, particularly society, 
conduct, cosmetics or the study of aesthetics and philosophy, this thesis has begun 
to join all of these areas and explore beauty as a social and moral currency.  
The societal relationship with beauty has become increasingly evident 
throughout this study. The stereotypes that are relied upon to express the bodily 
connections with the inner character of the individual are all socially based, and 
once this is understood, their application becomes evident in almost every 
description or interpretation of beauty. Social stereotypes are particularly crucial 
to understanding the influence of physiognomy in the period, and it was evident 
throughout Chapter One that, although the pseudoscience adapted with the 
prevailing scientific and aesthetic theories in circulation, its main ideas are 
sourced from basic associations and physical comparisons. Likewise, the study of 
aesthetics becomes more socially applicable when these thoughts on beauty and 
its interpretation are factored into the analysis. 
The same social tension has likewise been found in cosmetic use. The 
feminisation of society, the social visibility of women, and the reformation of 
taste and manners are popular themes that underpin the use of cosmetics in this 
period, particularly in Tita Chico's research; factoring the medical as well as 
moral readings of the body into the assessment can enrich the understanding of 
how artifice was greeted with such anxiety, but still welcomed as a popular and 
fashionable trend.3 In consideration of cosmetically achieving the ideal of physical 
beauty, there have been numerous findings within this research that could lead to 
a more intimate study of cosmetics as a social practice. Many of the largest and 
perhaps most socially threatening outlets for women's creativity, fashion, religion, 
writing, and performing, are accompanied by responses either placing patriarchal 
limitations on women's behaviour, or else defying expectation. This opposition is 
most evident in the comparison of the pro- and anti-cosmetic texts. The 
vindication of cosmetics does suggest a male authority, as it encourages the 
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traditions of the ideal beauty and reinforces its synchronicity with feminine 
values. However, it is important to remember that women also wanted to use 
cosmetics, as they provided an outlet for creative expression, and had the appeal 
of luxury and fashion; their alignment with health was evidently a persuasive 
factor, and most advertisements used this as advantageous selling point. The anti-
cosmetic arguments, while they attempted to negate the potential for artifice, also 
acknowledged the ensuing power women could gain from cosmetic use; they not 
only had the ability to change their appearance and avoid unwanted stereotyping, 
but to experiment with medical compounds and express their own thoughts on 
feminine beauty.  
It is in the application of the prevailing ideas on beauty that this thesis has 
begun to move the research forward. Robert Jones has covered important ground 
in his study Gender and the Formation of Taste, particularly concerning the role 
of beauty in feminisation and thoughts of morality, but he does not formally go 
into the use of cosmetics, and his discussion of physiognomy is likewise limited.4 
Although Jones' is a more particularised study, with the findings of this research, 
there is certainly space for further research into beauty's concerns with morality, 
the ideal body, and feminine conduct. Particularly in the reading of fairytales, 
satires of cosmeticised women, and Samuel Richardson's Clarissa, there is 
evidence of a literary application of beauty's prevailing ideas, even in their 
challenges. It is evident that in forming an applicable framework in which to 
address the subject of beauty, it can provide a useful platform for understanding 
the way the beauty influenced women's lives in this period, informing common 
social stereotypes in the assignation of health, virtue, and pride, and how these 
elements can be used to enrich and form contrasts between literary characters.  
Widening the focus and mapping the thoughts surrounding the 
understanding of beauty in literature, science, art and social practices, has allowed 
for an expansion of the critical analysis in an area evidently significant to 
eighteenth-century studies. Principally, this thesis has demonstrated that the 
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acknowledgment of beauty's influence in the connection between body and mind 
means that the various elements pertaining to female beauty should not be treated 
in isolation. Although the acknowledgement of the natural sense and feeling of 
pleasure in the viewing of a beautiful woman is normalised by aesthetic 
philosophy and physiognomic theory, the subsequent judgement and 
interpretation of her beauty is skewed by the viewer's experience of that beauty 
and the characters it comes to signify for them: the virtuous goddess; the wanton 
mistress; the rustic fool. However, as Richardson makes clear in Clarissa, the 
interpretation of that beauty often reveals more about the viewer than the viewed. 
Placed in the context of both a patriarchal and visually diagnostic culture, the 
examples featured in this research demonstrate a rigidly visual communication of 
beauty through the culturally assigned signifiers of femininity.  
To conclude, I will return to the beginning and Berkeley's assertion:  
A Man needs no arguments to make him discern and approve what is 
Beautiful; it strikes at first sight and attracts without a reason. And as 
this Beauty is found in the shape and form of corporeal things; so also 
is there analogous to it a Beauty of another kind, an order, a 
symmetry, and comeliness in the moral world. And as the Eye 
perceives the one, so the Mind does by a certain interior sense 
perceive the other, which sense, talent, or faculty is ever quickest and 
purest in the noblest of Minds.5  
Although it is necessary to argue that the 'certain interior sense' that Berkeley 
assigns to the discernment of inner beauty is far more complex than he suggests, 
this study has demonstrated that there is a need to examine female beauty in both 
its 'corporeal' and 'moral' form. Berkeley's thought, the idea that beauty informs a 
dual interpretation in the reading of the body, has remained at the heart of this 
thesis. The research here has proved that the connection between body and mind 
could be found in many aspects of eighteenth-century society; it has highlighted 
the need for further investigation into the period's relationship with female beauty, 
and how issues of perception affect readings of the body and character. I have 
argued that understanding, or attempting to understand, the relationship between 
                                                
5 George Berkeley, Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher, vol. 1 of 2 (London: [no pub.], 1732), 
pp. 161–62. 
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the beautiful body and the interpretation of the character within can be found in 
many significant aspects of eighteenth-century society, from morality to 
sensibility, health, disease, and scientific reasoning, to gender distinction and 
social rank. In identifying this connection, we are better able to understand the 
way female beauty was used to prescribe and reinforce, but also challenge, 
feminine virtues. 
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